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To hear a tale with ears prejudicate,
It spoils the judgement, and corrupts the sense;
That human error given to every state,
Is greater enemy to innocence…
It will confound the meaning, change the words,
For it our sense of hearing much deceives;
Elizabeth Cary (1585-1639), The Tragedie of Mariam (1604-09), II, i, 401-08.

In short, I think a Play the best divertisement that wise men have; but I do also think
them nothing so, who do discourse as formallie about the rules of it, as if 'twere the
grand affair of humane life…I dare to say I know of none that write at such a
formidable rate, but that a woman may well hope to reach their greatest hights. Then
for their musty rules of Unity, and God knows what besides, if they meant any thing,
they are enough intelligible, and as practible by a woman.
Aphra Behn (1640-89), preface to The Dutch Lover (1673).

The conventions of the stage produce a meaning for the sign 'woman', which is based
upon their cultural associations with the female gender…Constructing woman as
subject…is the future, liberating work of a new feminist poetics.
Sue-Ellen Case. "Towards a New Poetics" (1998). 145.
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late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England it was widely assumed that women writers
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no significance, their work being neglected by critics. Fortunately, the past three decades have
been marked by a growing interest in Renaissance and early Restoration women writers, and a
rediscovery of their works. This book, the result of research carried out during my three years
as a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Groningen, aims to uncover the bias that English
women dramatists taking up the genre of tragedy faced in that period, and to reveal the ways
in which they responded to the dominant gender norms by creating tragic female dramatic
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General Introduction.

i. “To make present what is absent”: Gender Studies and Historical Interpretation.
In an essay written in 1980, Sandra Gilbert addresses the issue "What do Feminist Critics
Want?". Echoing Adrienne Rich's well-known statement that feminist criticism involves the
act of "re-vision….of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new
critical direction" (1972, 18), Gilbert concludes that gender studies are characterised by a
"revisionary imperative" (Gilbert, 1992, 31).1 In her vision, gender studies are concerned with
the practice of rereading the past and its texts from a gendered perspective, by focusing on the
representations of women in these documents. One of the activities resulting from this
feminist critique of the images of women in a wide range of cultural expressions was the
unmasking of gender stereotypes as social constructs rather than naturally given. Awareness
that gender images are socially constructed, that images can be replaced and re-presented by
others, was further fuelled by postmodern thinking. Language came to be seen as that which
constitutes a gendered identity, the body being inscribed by gender discourses which were
related to a particular sex. Thus, by the 1990s, the feminist critic Judith Butler formulated the
insight that a gendered identity is "asserted through a process of signification” (1990, 143), that
"assuming' a sex" is like "a speech act" (1993, 34), and that the body is primarily discursive, for
even "the body signified as prior to signification is an act of signification" (1993, 30). Her
comments that identity and the body are constructed through discourse, and that assuming
gender can be defined as adopting a particular persona, imply that gender operates as a
consciously or unconsciously assumed discursive representation.
As Elaine Showalter has argued, "feminist criticism can be divided into two distinct
varieties". Apart from the feminist critique which concentrates on "woman as reader and the
images and stereotypes of women in literature" there is a second type of feminist criticism which
is concerned with " woman as writer– with woman as the producer of meaning" and "with the
history, themes, genres, and structures of literature by women" (1992a, 128). Academics who
undertook this practice of gynocritics often brought texts by women to the attention of a larger
audience, working their way through archives to take women's writings out of the closet of
forgetfulness. As a consequence of feminist critics' efforts to uncover this part of cultural history,
the story of Western culture began to undergo some revision. Feminist scholars working in the
1

See also Kolodny, 1992, 59.
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field of history, who studied women's lives and their cultural expressions, remarked that it was
possible to come up with different narratives of the past from the historical "reality" that had
always been taken for granted. Challenging "the male-dominated scholarly tradition that controls
both the canon…and the critical perspective that interprets the canon for society" (Tompkins,
1992, 82), they proposed an alternative cultural history and a newly extended canon which
included significant numbers of women writers.2
Naturally, feminist criticism from the last thirty years has left its stamp on the area of
English Renaissance and Restoration studies. Scholars such as Carol Hansen, Lisa Jardine and
Catherine Belsey published studies of the representations of woman in Renaissance and early
Restoration England. Margaret King, Suzanne Hull and Jean Howard broke new ground by
mapping out the social position of Englishwomen in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
century. In addition, Margaret Hannay, Nancy Cotton and Barbara Lewalski, among others,
studied the cultural expressions by Renaissance and early Restoration Englishwomen in a wide
range of genres, such as poetry, drama, and letters. Anthologies consisting of diverse writings by
women, such as Betty Travitsksy's The Paradise of Women (1981), were published, as well as
modern editions of texts by individual women, such as Margaret Ferguson's and Barry Weller's
edition of Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedy of Mariam (1994). Thus, the previously forgotten
cultural productions by women became available to present day readers.
At the same time that feminist criticism began to revise and extend the perspective and
methodology that had so far been used in Renaissance and Restoration studies, New
Historicism also made a great impact on research carried out in this field. Resisting the idea
that "a single correct view" (White, 1987, 47) of the past can be given, and refusing to grant
privilege to any one of the range of possible narratives that can be told about the past, the
New Historicist movement bore out the notion that history and literature are equally textual.
Consequently, history and literature were no longer regarded as the binary opposites of fact
and fiction, and literary texts were to be inserted "alongside other textual remains" (Jardine,
1995, 289). As a consequence, the once distinct disciplines concerned with analysing early
modern England began to overlap. Literary critics started to study other discursive cultural
expressions in relation to literary writings, while historians came to consider poems, romances,
novels and drama in relation to historical documents. Furthermore, the fields of Renaissance and
Restoration studies came to be marked by a strong alignment between New Historicism and
Feminist Criticism, each theoretical movement influencing the critical perspective and objectives
of the other. As Judith Bennett alleges: "Some of our greatest feminists have found inspiration
2

See also Robinson,1992, 117.
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and support in history…and some of our greatest historians have been motivated, at least in
part, by feminism" (1995, 251).
Nevertheless, in the area of Renaissance and Restoration studies the relationship
between New Historicism and Feminist Criticism has always been rather tense. As Katharine
Eisaman Maus states, the hostility between the New Historicists as "the power people" and
Feminists as the "gender people" (1995b, 404) has been a common phenomenon in the past.
David Bevington refers to the relationship between New Historicism and Feminist Criticism
as an "uneasy alliance" (1995, 307), because New Historicists have tended to "marginalize
gender issues" (1995, 311) when relating Renaissance literary texts to historical documents.
Furthermore, New Historicism appeared to consider history mainly in public terms, and to
focus on male canonised texts rather than writings by women. This tendency to neglect
women's history, women's writings and gender issues did not prove to be the only area of
difference between the two critical schools. It is essentially valuable that New Historicism's
acknowledgement of multiple narratives has cleared the way for a recognition of differences
among women upon grounds of class, race and sexuality. As Jean Grimshaw points out, New
Historicism has shown "how traditional emancipatory theories have been blind to their own
dominating and oppressive tendencies" (1993, 56). However, in emphasising a multiplicity of
possible narratives, New Historicism also denies the existence of an essentially female identity
and thus problematises one of the main objects of feminist criticism, namely the establishment
of a coherent female tradition. In thus criticising the category "woman's writing", New
Historicism threatens to break down the separation between a man's and woman's culture that
feminists maintain, and questions the male-female difference on which feminist theories are
based. Besides, New Historicism's implication of the diversity of texts suggests that one stock
feminist narrative of "oppression" cannot be told either. As this narrative of oppression has been
the drive behind all women's movements, this challenge to a common "history" undermines the
possibility of one woman's front against male authority. In addition, although on the one hand
new historicism supports feminism by its resistance to the idea of "a single correct view"
(White, 1987, 47), on the other hand its refusal to grant privilege to any of the possible
narratives that can be told, means that it denies feminism a status as a more valid account. The
fact that New Historicism considers feminist criticism and women's history one among many
other stories is at odds with most feminists' belief that their interpretations are more valuable,
because they aim at raising the reader's consciousness of how oppression operates and thus can
"provide the conditions for changing...culture" (Fetterley, 1978, 497).
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Despite the problems that feminist critics have had with the aims and methodology of
New Historicism, several scholars working in the field of English early modern studies have
attempted to bridge the gap between both critical approaches by outlining the ways in which
feminist critics can refine their methodology through New Historicism.
Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam suggests that hearing " a tale with ears
prejudicate…spoilts the judgement, and corrupts the sense" (II, i, 401-02). The statement
expressed by the tragic chorus can be applied to feminist critics who run the risk of having their
judgements of early modern texts and contexts spoiled by their modern and postmodern
perspectives. Maus points to the benefit that feminist critics may draw from the insights gained
and voiced by New Historicists in relation to the practice of historical interpretation. As Maus
suggests, feminist academics who work in a field like Renaissance studies have recently come
to realise that the interpretation of early modern texts is to some extent uncontrollable and
irretrievable, due to the historical gap that exists between their own critical practice and, for
example, seventeenth-century documents. Therefore, critics are increasingly aware of their
own historical perspective in approaching a text from a different period, embracing different
cultural values and norms. As she contends, "a culture's intellectual equipment, doctrinal
alliances, and religious commitments provide it with the lenses through which it sees the world,
and the language with which it apprehends itself", so that "identifying what constituted the
cultural categories of those people in whom we are most interested" (1995b, 408-409) becomes
essential. Maus implies that feminist critics often apply essentially twentieth-century terms to
texts from the early modern period when these concepts did not yet exist.
Maus’s views can hardly be refuted, in particular when one considers the term
"representation" that has played and still plays such a prominent role in cultural-historical
research. Feminist critics working on early modern England are concerned with
"representations" of the past, a word signifying to "make present what is absent", and "to a
large extent dependent on context and tradition or even simple convention" (Ankersmit, 2000,
148, 151). It logically follows that the past that we seek to investigate is non-existent, until the
moment in which we seek to recover it, in forms of expression which are "enclosed within
itself….by representational habit and tradition" (Ankersmit, 2000, 158). In other words, it is
suggested that it is impossible for twenty-first-century critics to represent an absent past, traces
of which only survive through discursive remainders "as it was". At the same time, this
awareness of the historical gap between the past that feminist critics study and their own
historically determined methods and discourses of representation means that their use of terms
developed by gender studies, such as "feminist" and "patriarchal", becomes problematised,
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since these are essentially twentieth-century terms. How, then, can the feminist academic
project still be legitimised when its discourses fail to represent the past on its own terms? How
can we achieve a methodology that enables us to discuss, for example, Renaissance and early
Restoration England from a gendered perspective while securing an extent of historical
correctness?
Feminists like Maureen Cain have tried to find a way out of the dilemma between the
desire to read texts from a feminist perspective and the non-existence of terms like feminism
in the early modern period, by opposing the Foucauldian idea that all social relations are
contained by discourse. As she argues, there may be experiences which, though they "have
not as yet...been formulated in discourse" (1993, 94), may nevertheless exist. This would
imply that what we now call feminist ideas were already present in the past, but had not yet
been actualised in language. Although this is an interesting way in which to solve the issue of
the authority of feminist reading, this theory will be hard to prove, as information from the
past always comes to us indirectly, through texts, which we often tend to read from our own
vantage point. A suggestion for a feminist critical methodology, which may ensure a more
historically justified reading of the past is made by Maus. Aware of the discrepancy between
our own critical discourses on the one hand, and English Renaissance world perceptions on the
other hand, Maus proposes a way to sidestep the danger of imposing our contemporary
perspective on Renaissance texts too forcibly. This method is to read Renaissance text in
relation to a great number of other texts from the same period:
the effect of exposing myself in an almost random way to hundreds of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
texts gave me a sense of how little I knew about the period, how my sense of early modern England had
been determined by my own, and other people's research project. (1995b, 413)

In Maus's view, "never to stop reading" (1995b, 404) may serve as the means to become aware
of the historical difference between herself and the texts that she analyses. Maus's strategy of
contextualisation, which she has derived from New Historicist critical practices, appears to
make gender studies in relation to early modern writings feasible while the historical
difference between the critic and the text remains intact. Reading seventeenth-century English
texts in relation to other texts from the same historical context may indeed be the proper way to
discuss and analyse gender constructions in the early modern period. It helps to avoid resorting
too often to twentieth-century feminist critical discourses. Obviously, feminist criticism is an
essentially modern phenomenon. However, while an interpretation of early modern texts on
twenty-first century terms cannot be completely avoided, it can at least be minimised by by
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listening to the early modern voices speaking to us from texts: by studying early modern
writings alonside one another and by mapping out early modern discourses in detail.
ii. “Maides must be seene, not heard”: Recovering the Silenced Female Voice.
That it is essential to remain conscious of the historical difference between our twenty-firstcentury, gender-oriented vantage point and the past that we investigate, is revealed when one
considers the following statement by an anonymous English Renaissance author: “Maides must
be seene, not heard, or selde or never” (quoted in Krontiris, 1992, 5). In most Western presentday cultures women enjoy the freedom to speak their minds, address public audiences, to write
down their thoughts and have them published without irrevocable damage to their reputations as
women. By contrast, in Renaissance and early Restoration England women were commanded to
observe silence, and to occupy their time with the needle rather than the pen. For sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century women an enormous conflict existed between speech and sexual purity,
since women who spoke up in public were considered to make themselves sexually available,
displaying themselves in order to attract sexual attention.3 Likewise, as will be discussed in the
first chapter of this study, women who expressed themselves through writing were described as
prostitutes.
Considering the social condemnation that ensued from taking up the position of female
author, it could be suspected that Virginia Woolf was right when she concluded that there were
no seventeenth-century English women writers: "a highly gifted girl who had tried to use her
gift for poetry would have been so thwarted and hindered by other people… tortured and pulled
asunder by her own contrary instincts" (1945, 15). However, research carried out over the past
thirty years, which has led to the (re)discovery of texts produced by numerous Renaissance and
early Restoration women authors, proved Woolf's supposition to be too negative. Despite the
social restrictions on female utterance, as well as the limitations placed on woman's education, a
number of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century women tried their hand at writing.
The contradiction between the dominant social discourses which discouraged female
utterance, and the fact that Renaissance and early Restoration women took up the pen raises a
lot of questions. How did these women overcome their cultural silencing? Did the discourses
which circulated in society in Renaissance and early Restoration England offer women any
potential to resist the idealisation of silence as a mark of appropriate femininity? How did these
women manage to create an authorial persona when social discourses denied them such a
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position? How did they represent the female speaking subject who transgressed the gender
norms just as they themselves did as writers? Did these women writers use any specific
discourses to legitimise their "wicked" words?
iii. Tragedy and the Transgressive Female Voice.
Of all the different dramatic genres which were written and staged in England during the
Renaissance and early Restoration, it is particularly interesting to study tragedy in relation to
discourses on female utterance. One reason for this is that the concept of tragedy was often
brought into relation with issues of gender and sexuality. For example, in an engraving from
Robert Fludd's Utriusque Cosmi Historia (1617) the process of cosmic disintegration was
represented as a series of concentric circles with man's genitals at the very centre.4 This
particular engraving, which depicts tragedy on a world scale, represents sexuality as central to
the process of cosmic collapse. This process, in turn, is at the centre stage of most tragic plots
from the classics up to the seventeenth century which, according to Raymond Williams, are
"rooted in a disorder" (1992, 66), and characterized by "instability" and "disintegration"
(1992, 54). Considering the centrality of sexuality to the idea of cosmic disorder and
destruction in the period, as Fludd's engraving suggests, it would be valuable to investigate
the tragic genre in relation to the issue of woman's utterance, itself inextricably bound up with
ideas of female sexuality.
Moreover, one of the qualities of tragedy, ancient and modern, is that it
simultaneously explores a disturbance of social order, upheaval of values, and "those points
where the conflicting forces must, by their inner nature, take action" (Williams, 1992, 35).
Therefore, one could also anticipate the occurrence of subversive social discourses on
woman's voices in Renaissance and early Restoration tragedies. Since one could thus assume
tragedies to be dialogic in relation to gender issues, it becomes evident that the different
discourses on speaking and writing women that one finds in tragedies from these periods need
to be investigated in relation to other social expressions on the subject. There is another
reason why it is vital to examine the discourses on women as speaking and writing subjects
in Renaissance and early Restoration tragedies. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe
both tragedy as a genre and the idea that a woman should "tip her tongue with silence"
(Brathwaite, 1641, Tt1v) were conceptually linked to Eve's trespass which resulted in the Fall
3
4

See also Krontiris, 1992, 5.
The illustration is printed and discussed in Callaghan, 1989, 1.
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of mankind. Eve's temptation of Adam, urging him to partake of her crime, was often cited
and seen as ultimate proof that woman's tongue merely brought evil and misery, with the
result that women were admonished to silence. Intriguingly, in his Theatrum Mundi
(translation by John Alday, 1581), an important and frequently reprinted text on the social
function of drama, Pierre Boaistuau discusses the concept of tragedy in relation to women,
arguing that tragedy in general and human tragedy in particular could be viewed by observing
the life of any woman. In his opinion, just as tragedy in general results from sin, a woman's
tragedy– her pain in labour and her infliction of mortality on the human race by giving birth–
issues from her punishment as a daughter of Eve.5 According to Boaistuau, therefore, tragedy
and suffering are linked to womanhood. Since discourses on tragedy and discourses on
woman's voice were both rooted in narratives about woman's sinfulness in relation to the Fall,
one could expect a significant relation between tragedy as a genre and the dominant and
residual social discourses on woman's voice.
In his portrayal of "cosmic undoing", Fludd represents the male rather than the female
genitals, thus assigning privilege to "the phallus as the… vulnerable centre of the universe"
(Callaghan, 1989, 1). Interestingly, feminist critics have always argued that Renaissance and
early Restoration tragedy was significantly more phallocentric than comedy of these periods.
For instance, Lenz, Greene and Neely claim that in comedies "women are most often
nurturing and powerful", whereas the women in tragedy "are often powerless", and "almost
invariably…destroyed" (1980, 6). Similarly, Linda Bamber makes the point that "the sharpest
contradiction of all" is between comedies and tragedies. The comedies depict witty and active
heroines, whereas tragedies mostly stage evil creatures who are "failures as women" (1982,
2). The majority of the tragic plays written by male playwrights endorse the dominant semantic
equation of woman's voice with sexual looseness, and, thereby participate in the cultural
silencing of women. As Elaine Beilin remarks, one can speak of the "demonisation" of female
"eloquence" (1987, 178), in that outspoken women are represented as immoral and sexually
promiscuous in early modern English tragedies. Furthermore, tragedies from the period are
invariably marked by a "discursive discontinuity" (Beilin, 1987, 178), because their
confirmation of the code of feminine silence contrasts with the fact that female speaking
characters do appear on the stage in these plays. Yet, the tragic women who assert their voices
are almost always deprived of their discursive power in the course of the play. They frequently
5

See Boaistuau, 1981, 113: " Car entre toutes les creatures que Dieu a crées, il n'y en a aucune subjecte a plus de
miseres et infirmitez que la femme, specialement celles qui portent fruit/ car à peine ont elles un loys de repos
l'année qui ne soit tout confit en crainte, et continuel tremblement".
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end up as the silenced objects of male signifying processes, so that the gender status quo is reestablished.
Considering this phallocentric nature of many Renaissance and early Restoration
tragedies, one would expect that taking up the genre of tragedy would have been difficult for
women writers, because the generic conventions of characterisation, plot and tragic closure are
would have forced them to identify against themselves. The association of female speech with
wantonness in the tragic genre evoked an image of the speaking woman that women dramatists
sought to avoid in relation to themselves as writers. How, then, did these women dramatists
overcome the discrepancy between the fact that sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tragedies
generally implied the silencing of women, and their own efforts to legitimise their selfexpression in the face of social restrictions? This contradiction between the women dramatists'
urge to create a socially acceptable voice, and the negative representation of woman's speech
and writing in most tragedies from the period, leads one to wonder how these women
constructed gender in their tragic plays. Did they rewrite the tragic conventions concerning
speech and silence in order to make the genre more compatible with their interest in female
utterance? And if so, what discourses did they adopt as the means to reformulate the tragic
genre?
There was another reason why tragedy was problematic for the few pioneering
Renaissance and early Restoration women who took up the genre. On the one hand, tragedy as a
dramatic genre may have seemed attractive to these women writers, since using the dramatic
mode afforded them the possibility of covering up their own assertion of voice. As Ros
Ballaster contends:
The act of female authorship in the drama need not, of course, be understood as necessarily an act of
public language; the one figure who is emphatically not physically present on the stage in performance is
the author herself, who appoints surrogates in the shape of actors to present prologues and epilogues on her
behalf. (1996, 268)

On the other hand, as a dramatic genre tragedy was considered to be a more public, and hence
more masculine genre, than, for instance, the letter, the religious confession, or the maternal
legacy. Renaissance women who wrote or translated tragic plays often designed their tragedies
as closet dramas, that is, plays which were not meant to be performed on the public stage but
read out in the more private setting of the aristocratic home. Although these early English
women dramatists attempted in this way to disguise the public nature of their writings, the genre
of tragedy was nevertheless associated with the masculine, public sphere. The fact that
Renaissance women writers and translators of tragedies ventured to try their hand at a
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masculine genre, though presented in terms of the feminine privacy of the closet drama, raises a
lot of questions. How did these first female English dramatists represent the speaking, maybe
even outspoken, female character in relation to issues of sexuality? Did they confirm the
dominant view that discursively active women are wanton in order to cover up their own
transgression of feminine silence? Or, contrarily, did these women writers of tragedy display
sympathy towards the discursively assertive female and challenge the prevailing gender norms
in order to legitimise their own act of "public" speech? These questions are even more relevant
with regard to the women writers of tragedy in the early Restoration period who were the first
female English dramatists to display their tragic plays on the public stage. How did they
represent speaking women, when their female characters actually raised their voices on the
public space of the stage, and when these characters were embodied by actresses who spoke up
in public? Did the introduction of actresses on the early Restoration stage make it easier for
women writers of tragedy to represent discursively active women on the stage? Or did the
entrance of actresses increase the anxiety they felt about their own public voice? How did the
appearance of actresses in the theatres affect these women dramatists' depiction of speaking
women in their tragedies?
The questions arising from the discrepancy between women dramatists' urge to express
themselves on the one hand, and the cultural silencing of women in society and in tragedy as a
genre on the other hand, underlie the investigation that I have carried out with regard to tragic
drama written or translated by Englishwomen from approximately 1590 to 1675. From the
range of issues raised above, I have narrowed down my field of research to three basic
questions. According to Jeanie Forte, women dramatists tend to employ "strategies…found in
the realm of discourse…which can operate to deconstruct the imbedded ideology" (1996, 21).
In the light of Forte's statement, my first research question is: how did these women writers and
translators of tragedy represent the speaking or writing woman, and to what extent was this
depiction influenced by both the dominant discourses on woman's voice, and alternative
discourses on woman's speech which developed in different layers of society? Second, how did
these women dramatists seek to negotiate the contrary voices in their dramatic texts? In other
words, how did they handle the contradiction between their desire to express themselves and
legitimise female utterance on the one hand, and their need to create an acceptable voice and
preserve the illusion of femininity on the other hand? Third, I investigate the consequences of
these negotiations for the genre in which they took place. To what extent did the women writers'
dilemmas result in a reconstruction of the genre with regard to the tragic conventions of
subjectivity?
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iv. Tragic Subjectivity: a Definition.
Obviously, the centrality of the term "tragic conventions of subjectivity" in this study gives rise
to two other fundamental questions. How should we define the term "tragic subjectivity" and
why is it important to consider the ways in which Renaissance and early Restoration women
writers represented this phenomenon? With regard to the first question, subjectivity can be
understood as the achievement of self-consciousness. Language plays a significant part in
attaining subjectivity. According to Catherine Belsey the notion "subjectivity" can best be
described as the ability "to speak, to give meaning" (1985, x), "to have access to signifying
practice, to identify with the "I" of utterance and the 'I" who speaks" (1985, 5). Subjectivity is
nevertheless constrained by a limited number of subject positions, yet subjects as agents may
also challenge these. Belsey's descriptions of subjectivity help us to answer the second
question, that is, why it is important to concentrate on tragic subjectivity in relation to women
dramatists. Since subjectivity has to do with speech, and positioning the self in discourse, it
enables an examination of the representation of the female tragic subject in view of the fact
that women writers and translators of tragedy had a problematic relationship with discourse.
However, just as the meaning of a concept changes over different historical periods, one
might expect the idea of "subjectivity" to have had different senses in the past. As Katharine
Eisaman Maus puts it, "Elizabethan and Jacobean models" of subjectivity may not be
"identical to currently available paradigms, nor wholly alien" (1995a, 213). In other words, it
is important to bear in mind that our current notions of subjectivity may differ considerablyy
from the ways in which people in late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England experienced
and envisaged a sense of subjectivity, and we have to be aware of the historicity of the term
"subjectivity". In this respect, it is vital to consider early modern definitions of subjectivity, and
those that scholars working in the field of Renaissance and early Restoration history and culture
have suggested. Did late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century people think of themselves as
acting and speaking subjects, and, if so, what qualities were regarded as marks of
subjectivity?6
In Francis Barker's view, a sense of subjectivity started to develop from the
Renaissance period onwards. The transition from the Renaissance to the Restoration period
was marked by an increasing sense of interiority and a gradual relegation of the body to
invisibility. As he explains, there was a shift from "spectacular, public, corporal" punishment
6

One of the first historians to pay attention to mankind's development of a sense of selfhood in Renaissance
Europe was Jacob Burckhardt. See Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien, 1919, chapters 4, 5.
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of transgressors of social laws to a penalty aimed at the curing of a delinquent's soul which
took place in the more private setting of "closed and silent" (1984, 11-12) prisons. This
gradual disconnection of the body from public spectacle and punishment, hence from public
life, resulted in a growing awareness that the self might be independent of society, instead of a
site of social control. This awareness led to the conceptualisation of an interior self, that the
"I" could see as different, sometimes even rebellious to, the environment. Moreover, this
development of a sense of interiority was closely related to the idea that a person could exert
control through discourse. For example, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century medical texts as
well as portraits on the subject of anatomy display the function of discourse as the means to
control the human body. In The Purple Island or the Isle of Man (1633), Phineas Fletcher
comes up with a textual description of he human body, mapping out the body in text as the
means to exercise control over it:
The whole body must be parted into three regions: the lowest, or belly; the middle,or breast; the highest,
or head. In the lowest the liver is soveraigne, whose regiment is the widest, but meanest. In the middle
the heart reignes, most necessarie. The brain obtains the highest place, and is as the least in compasse,
so the greatest in dignitie. (20)

Similarly, Rembrandt's painting The Anatomy Lesson of Dr Nicolaas Tulp displays the
anatomist's control over the body through the textual. The eyes of the scholars are not so
much directed to the corpse that is being dissected, but focus on a text, which maps out the
secrets of the human body, and exhibits the doctor's command over the meaning of the body.
In sum, the "textualization" (Barker, 1984, 81) of the body that the painting portrays, makes
clear that discourse came to take up a central position as a means to signify and control the
outside world.
Intriguingly, the notions of an increasing sense of interiority and control also come up
in definitions of Renaissance subjectivity by other scholars on the subject. For instance,
Elizabeth Hanson declares that what was new in self-awareness in Renaissance England was
"a paranoid recognition that interiority can give the subject leverage against his world" (1998,
16), arguing that a person might hide a secret "intent" or "will" in the interior (1998, 17).
Furthermore, she claims that subjectivity was formed by "discover [ing] the interior reaches of
another" (1998, 17), that is, by discovering the secrets hidden in the interior of another
person's heart and mind, as a means of knowing and controlling them. Similarly, Katharine
Eisaman Maus states that in Renaissance England tension arose because of a growing
consciousness of people's inward nature as different from exterior appearance, and as being
"beyond scrutiny, concealed where other people cannot perceive it" (1995a, 4). In other
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words, the sense arose that a person's inwardness was uncontrollable, hence dangerous,
because it might conceal matters like disobedience or treason. As a result, society became
obsessed with trying to discover people's interiors by attempting to "gather[ing] and
interpret[ing] evidence" (1995a, 107) of a potential will to transgress.
The concept of knowledge as control also makes up a major element of Catherine
Belsey's description of Renaissance subjectivity. As she explains, the Renaissance marked a
shift in perceptions of mankind's relation to God. Unlike the preceding periods, in which God
was seen as the exclusive possessor of insight, and human beings as the ignorant, knowable
objects that were subjected to God's omniscient gaze, in the Renaissance knowledge was no
longer viewed as an exclusively divine prerogative. Man came to be regarded as "that which
knows, in contradistinction to that which is known" (1985, 25), that is, as the knowing subject
instead of the known object. Moreover, the concept of knowledge came to be increasingly
defined in terms of knowledge of the world and the self, so that subjectivity was realised
through self-reflection and self- representation. Belsey also points out that the emergence of
the idea that mankind was a self-reflecting subject was bound up with issues of language. In
the course of the late sixteenth century the role of language came to be perceived differently.
In the Middle Ages discourse was mainly seen as a site of knowledge that originated from
God and was beyond human control. Yet in Renaissance England language came to be
thought of as the instrument of knowledge that empowered rather than controlled mankind.7
Thus, Renaissance subjectivity was inextricably connected with discourse, in particular with
command over it, the possibility of creating meaning instead of being signified, as well as a
sense of an interior self that the "I" can signify as different from the other.8 Furthermore, in
Renaissance and Restoration England identity came to be perceived as something that people
could to some extent control and define through language, in an act of self-fashioning, rather
than as preordained. Selfhood was still regarded as either determined by God's predestination
or, in a more pagan sense, by the astrological position of the stars. On the other hand, identity
came to be considered as "to some extent malleable and manipulable" as well, "by means of
the conscious or unconscious adoption of a certain role in imitation of a model" (Ottway 81).9
People identified themselves with Christ, according to the principle of Imitatio Christi,
7

See Belsey, 1985, 65.
John Lyons also claims that in Renaissance England subjectivity came to be related to language, as "the
product of past encounters with others, including, crucially, past dialogic, interlocutionary, and collocutionary
(or conversational) encounters" (1993, 14). Likewise, Susan Fitzmaurice argues that in the Renaissance
subjectivity was seen as constituted by language, since the self came to be associated more with "self- theme"
and "self-story", rather than rather than self-admiration, self-conceited" (2000, 19). Language came to be
perecived as the tool of fashioning a self. See also Caroline Bynum Walker, 1982, 69.
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associated themselves with biblical figures like King David, Martha and Mary, and the Holy
Virgin, or cast themselves in the roles of people from antiquity, or heroes or heroines from
romances.10 Thus, this self-fashioning of identity through discourse, involved a process of
identification and role-playing.11 This makes clear that the discourse of Renaissance and early
Restoration England was a medium that people could command in order to create a
representation of themselves. They saw themselves as able actively to insert themselves in a
particular position in language, defining their own meaning, and thus achieving subjectivity.
How can we apply the definitions of the Renaissance and early Restoration sense of
subjectivity to tragedy? It must be noted first that speaking about selfhood in relation to
drama suggests a contradiction, drama being concerned with the adoption of roles imposed by
the director or playwright. However, it is possible to view the dramatis personae in tragedy as
represented persons who are either successful or unsuccessful in attaining a status as subject.
Considering Belsey's and Barker's description of subjectivity, in tragedies from the period a
character could be seen to act as a tragic subject when he or she can express the self, can
reflect upon the self, and is in command over the process of signifying the self. Hanson's and
Maus's allegations that Renaissance and early Restoration subjectivity is based upon the
ability to discover the secrets of the "other", and to possess interiority, can also be easily
transferred to the genre of tragedy. In the light of their views, it might be suggested that the
tragic subject is the character who is able to know the hidden intents that the other characters
harbour in their minds, but who remains unknown to others when he or she does not wish to
expose thoughts or feelings. Besides, concerning the concept of interiority, a character can be
said to occupy the position of tragic subject when his or her knowledge of the situation runs
parallel with the insight that the audience has at that moment, rather than that the spectators or
readers know more than this character as an expression of dramatic irony.12
In Renaissance and early Restoration England, the Aristotelian ideas about tragedy, as
defined in the Ars Poetica, were very influential.13 For instance, in his Defence of Poesy Sir
Philip Sidney proposes a tragic model which is built upon Aristotle's notions about time and
place:
9

For a discussion on the same subject, see Sawday, 1997, 30.
Sheila Ottway lists these models on which selfhood was based in Renaissance England. See Ottway, 1998, 7490.
11
Ottway speaks of "the construction of the self as a work of art" (1998, 74).
12
For this part of my definition of tragic subjectivity, I am partly indebted to prof. Michael Dobson and prof.
Zachary Leader (Roehampton Institute, University of Surrey, London) whom I interviewed on the topic of tragic
subjectivity.
10
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For where the stage should always represent but one place, and the uttermost time presupposed in it
should be, both by Aristotle's precept and common reason, but one day, there is both many days, and
many places, inartificially imagined. (1986, 521)

In his Poetics Aristotle emphasised the plot as one of the major constituents of tragedy: "plot
is the basic principle, the heart and soul, as it were, of tragedy, and the characters come
second" (1980, 28). Considering the major role of the plot in the Aristotelian definition of the
tragic, that was often referred to in discussions on tragedy in early modern England,14 it is
essential to extend our investigation of tragic subjectivity to the plot. In relation to the
development of the plot, one could combine the notions of inwardness and control in order to
view the tragic subject as the character who manages to push the plot towards the end that he
or she desires. Keeping the plot that he or she has in mind a secret to others, a character
manages to direct and manipulate the plot according to his or her plans, and thus exerts
narrative control within the play. Thus, in researching tragic subjectivity in Renaissance and
early Restoration plays, questions that must be asked include: which characters are in
command over self-expression and the signification of the "I"? Which characters function as
knowing subjects, and which as the known, controlled objects? To what extent do the
characters exercise narrative control over the plot?
Throughout the ages the concept of "transcendence" has mentioned by critics when
discussing tragic closure. Aristotle was the first to bring up the idea of transcendence in his
Ars Poetica, relating it to the concept of "recognition", which marks the tragic hero's "shift
from ignorance to awareness" (1980, 36) in his last moments. Having been introduced by
Aristotle, the term "transcendence" was taken up and defined by numerous theorists. Murray
Krieger connects the term to the idea of the "tragic vision", which he calls a visionary,
glorious insight as expressed by a "man [sic] only in an extreme situation" (1971, 774-775),
through which he can rise above his suffering. Karl Jaspers talks about transcendence as
"even defiance unto death in a hopeless battle against gods and fate”, the capacity to "bear the
unknown without question, and to endure it with unshakeable defiance", which he sees as "a
movement toward man's [sic] proper essence" (1971, 776-777). As becomes clear from these
13

The "Aristotelian ideal of the mean, which varies with the individual differences between human
temperaments" proved "congenial to humanistic aspirations" (Ornstein, 1975, 40), because it sanctioned worldly
ambitions and values.
14
The prologue to Chaucer's The Monk's Tale, Canterbury Tales provides a definition of tragedy that is very
similar to Aristotle's view that the tragic plot should be concerned with the downfall of a man: "Tragedy is to
seyn a certyn storie,/ As olde bookes maken us memorie,/ Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee,/
And is yfallen out of heigh degree/ Into myserie, and endeth wrecchedly" (Chaucer, 1977, 243). Similarly,
Alexander Neville appears to have taken over his definition of tragedy from Aristotle in "Tragedy and God's
Judgements" (1563), stating that the tragic plot should represent "the most unfortunate fall" of a powerful man
who is led astray by sin" (125).
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descriptions of the word "transcendence", the term can be defined in multiple ways in relation
to tragedy. Yet, which definition of transcendence is most relevant when one wishes to
analyse Renaissance and early Restoration tragic subjectivity?
Tragic closures are conventionally marked by the deaths of one or several of the major
characters. This is particularly true for Renaissance and early Restoration tragedy which,
according to Michael Neill, is characterised by an obsessive concern with death. As Neill
states, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tragedy offered a fantasy "to overcome…fear of
erasure of identity, by representing death as a moment of distinction and self-assertion" (1997,
32). Since the annihilation of the self in death as well as the desire to overcome this erasure of
selfhood are so central to the tragic plots written in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
England, in my view, it is necessary to examine tragic subjectivity in relation to the issue of
transcendence. Which characters are granted moments of transcendence before they die, by
enjoying a moment in which they can signify and represent the self in a final act of selfassertion? To what degree do the characters retain control over their interior and
representation in and after their passing away? To what extent do characters possess
autonomy in, and authority over, their own deaths, as a last possibility to establish narrative
control over their lives? Furthermore, are the characters given the possibility of surviving
death, either through memorialising rites arranged by those who are left behind, or perhaps
even as spectral presences who continue to haunt those on earth?
v. Investigating "Wicked" Words.
I will use all these research questions as a referential framework for exploring the
representation of tragic subjectivity in plays by early modern Englishwomen. Chapter one
consists of an analysis of the dominant ideology of female utterance in Renaissance and early
Restoration English texts, an exploration of the manifestations of this ideology in society, as
well as an investigation of ideological inconsistencies which opened up possibilities for
resistance. The chapter serves as the means of clarifying the position of women who partly
defied this discourse by taking up the role of actress or writer. In addition, it helps to explain
and illustrate the condemnation of female utterance that one finds in tragedies by men and
women from the period. Chapter two highlights the ways in which women who took up
genres other than tragedy attempted to legitimise their transgressive voices by adopting and
recontextualising current discourses which were associated with femininity. I investigate the
creation of alternative, legitimising discourses by these women writers, highlighting the
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discursive strategies used by female dramatists to make woman's self-expression more
acceptable.
Subsequently, I shall proceed to study a wide range of tragedies by Renaissance and
early Restoration male dramatists whose tragedies were published and performed, and who
were therefore mainly responsible for the tragic tradition of that period. I will explore the
representation of woman's voice in these tragedies, as well as the degree to which the female
characters attain tragic subjectivity. Thus, chapter three constitutes an essential part of the
framework required to analyse the tragedies by women in Renaissance and early Restoration
England, since it contains an inventory of the tragic conventions of subjectivity in that period
against which these women's representation of tragic subjectivity can be measured. By
comparing the representation of female tragic subjectivity by male playwrights with the way
in which women dramatists deal with the tragic female subject, women writers' recreation of
the tragic conventions of subjectivity may be investigated.
Chapters four to nine constitute the main body of this study: the analysis of tragedies
translated and written by Renaissance and early Restoration women. This main body has been
divided up in three parts, related to three different periods: 1575-1642; 1642-1665, and 16651680. Between 1575 and 1660 woman's drama gradually developed from a private form
which was not meant to be staged to drama written for the public stage. In order to emphasise
the generic development within tragic drama by women, I have categorised their plays
according to three important historical stages. Each of the three parts is preceded by a short
introduction, which clarifies the context of women and drama in the given period. In each
chapter I will investigate the representation of the female speaking subject in a tragic play by
a sixteenth- or seventeenth-century Englishwoman. After a brief description of the author's
own position as a female discursive agent, and an outline of the history of the text of her play,
I focus on the tragedy itself. I examine the text of the play in relation to the discourses of the
female voices which circulated in society in that period. Pointing out which strategies are
used to legitimise her utterance, I then explore the ways in which these female dramatists'
legitimisation of woman's voice resulted in a reconstruction of the tragic conventions of
subjectivity. In analysing the text, I will pay specific attention to its performance context, and
will compare it with the sources from which the playwright derived her subject matter, other
similar tragedies written in the same period, and the work of female precursors. By thus
discussing each play in relation to the other tragedies by women analysed in this study, the
development and reconstruction of the tragic genre by female dramatists in the changing
social contexts of the late sixteenth and seventeenth century will be traced.
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The first play to be analysed is Mary Herbert Sidney's The Tragedie of Antonie (1595),
translated from Robert Garnier's Antoine, but incorporating her own interpretation of the play.
I will continue with the first original play ever to be written by an Englishwoman, Elizabeth
Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam (1613), in which the issues concerning woman's utterance are
the central theme. Subsequently, I will discuss Margaret Cavendish's tragedy The Unnatural
Tragedy (around 1645), a play which was published but not performed at the time, and
Katherine Philips's translation of Corneille's Pompée, which was staged in public theatres in
1662. Finally, I will discuss two tragedies by Restoration women playwrights who actually
aimed their plays for the public stage: Elizabeth Polwhele's The Faithful Virgins (1670) and
Aphra Behn's Abdelaz'r, or the Moor's Revenge (1676).
The analysis of these tragedies confirms Judith Bennett's view that:
women have always been both victims and agents….. Women have not been merely passive victims of
patriarchy; they have also colluded in, undermined, and survived patriarchy. (Bennett, 1995, 262)

These women dramatists were "victims" in the sense that society largely excluded them from
language and subjectivity. Nevertheless, it became possible for them to assume the role of
"agents" in that they did not submit to the silence that was imposed upon them, but created the
possibility of becoming female writing subjects, showing that the tragic genre was "as
practible by a woman" (Aphra Behn, preface to The Dutch Lover, 1673). Although these
women dramatists were "victims" in that they were confronted with a tragic genre which
excluded or eliminated the possibility for female subjectivity, at the same time they performed
the role of "agents" in relation to the genre, expressing their rejection of the "musty rules"
(Aphra Behn, preface to The Dutch Lover, 1673) of tragedy. Thus recapturing these women
dramatists' voices, once silenced and banished to oblivion, I hope to map out these women's
active contribution to a process of cultural change that has often been neglected.

Part I. The Representations of Female Utterance
in late Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-century England

Figure 1: A scold’s bridle (British Library).
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Chapter 1. "Bashful silence is an ornament to their sex": The Desire for the Voiceless
Female.
In The English Gentlewoman (1631), a book aimed at the "education of young ladies", Richard
Brathwaite alleged:
It suits not with her honour for a young woman to be
prolocutor...bashful silence is an ornament to their [woman's] sex. (Tt1r-v)

Brathwaite's statement illustrates the notion of woman's voice which dominated social
conventions in Renaissance and early Restoration England. Whereas woman's silence was seen
as a mark of proper feminine submissiveness and chastity, woman's speech was associated with
lewd conduct. In this chapter I will discuss this social condemnation of female utterance. First I
will illustrate the dominant ideology, and explain how these discourses which sought to silence
women affected social practices and cultural expressions. I will do so by a close reading of
fragments from sixteenth and seventeenth-century documents, such as conduct books, eulogies
and reports, as well as by detailed descriptions of conventions from that period.1 Second, I will
illuminate how the idealisation of the silent woman left its mark upon theatrical productions,
leading to the exclusion of women actors in the Renaissance period, and the sexualisation and
condemnation of female actresses during the Restoration. Third, I will explore the impact of the
dominant gender discourses on literary production, focusing in particular upon the way in which
this desire for the voiceless female affected women who attempted, by writing, to defy and
transgress the culturally imposed silence.
1.1. "Never an unseemly word": Discourses on Female Utterance.
In his invective against the female sex, The Arraignment of Lewd, Idle, Froward and Unconstant
Women (1615), Joseph Swetnam argues that, commonly, women are "subtle and dangerous for
men to deale withall, for their faces are lures, their beauties are baytes, their looks are netts, and
their wordes charmes, and all to bring men to ruine" (B3v). Furthermore, woman has such an
insatiable lust that she "will paune hir honor to please hir fantasie" (C3v). Although Swetnam's
writing was considered extremely misogynist, even in its own time, it clearly manifests the
general fear of female sexuality which pervaded society in early modern England. Woman's
sexuality was considered a potential threat to the gender hierarchy, as men were thought to be
rendered powerless through woman's charms. The cultural anxiety for woman's sexuality did not
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merely concern the order of gender, but the class system as well: the upper classes in particular
feared that the frequency with which adulterous noble ladies gave birth to bastards born within
marriage would subvert dynastic legacies and eventually lead to a disturbance of the class
system.2 This general anxiety for women's reproductive and supposedly castrating power
resulted in a social desire to restrain and control woman's sexuality. During Elizabeth I's early
years on the throne, Parliament attempted to control even the young queen's sexuality by its
recurrent insistence that Elizabeth should marry to settle the succession.3 Moreover, the tendency
to constrain female sexuality is revealed by the appearance of conduct books, written by men and
addressed to an audience of women readers. These conduct books strove to define the culturally
"most desirable woman" (Tennenhouse and Armstrong, 1977, 5) by establishing the parameters
of acceptable feminine conduct, and emphasis was laid on woman's need for chastity. For
instance, in the earlier quoted The English Gentlewoman (1631) Richard Brathwaite admonishes
his female readers to avoid any "scandal or blemish to their sex" (Ss2v). Likewise, in his didactic
address to young women, The Woman's Glorie (1645), Samuel Torshell insists upon chastity as a
quality that should be "proper to the woman's sex as flying to a bird" (G3v).
In sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England, female sexual activity came to be
associated with speech and writing. Shakespeare's Henry V (1600) depicts woman's initiation
into sexual activity as the acquisition of a new language: Henry's courtship of the French
Katherine is accompanied by the fact that she must give up her native tongue and learn a new
language:4
Alice. Les ongles? Nous les appellons, de nails.
Kath. De nails. Escoutez; dites moy, si je parle bien: de hands, de fingres, et de nails. (III, iv, 19-20).

Moreover, the Renaissance humanist ideal of eloquence was often figured as a woman who is
gradually exposed to the reader's gaze by the male writer's words.5 Thus, language was related to
female sexuality, albeit in a passive, objectified sense. For example, in Sonnet 64 from Amoretti
(1595), Edmund Spenser displays his poetic skills by elaborate descriptions of the female
beloved's exterior, which are rooted in Petrarchan conventions. In doing so, he erotically unfolds
her body to the reader: after focusing on his lover's "ruddy cheek" and her "snowy browes"(ll 67), he moves on to full descriptions of the more intimate parts of her body, "her brest" which
1

The term "dominant discourse" is derived from Showalter, 1992b, 263.
See Fissell: "Political stability rested upon women's sexual virtue, as adultery created wrongful heirs" (1995, 443);
See also Kelly, 1984, 12.
3
See Neale, 1967, 124-27 and 148-51. This was probably due to an underlying apprehension that the queen might
produce an heir who would be undesirable from a dynastic point of view.
4
See also Traub, 1992, 68.
5
According to Lorna Hutson, eloquence was often "figured as the analogical unfolding of a female body to
2
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smells "lyke lillyes ere theyr leaves be shed" and "her nipples" which are "lyke yong blossomd
jesamines" (ll 11-12). Thus, the woman's body is eroticised through language.
That female sexuality was often related to language is by no means surprising. The
mouth producing language has always been considered to bear close resemblance to the "mouth"
constituted by woman's sexual organs.6 Another reason for the common association of language
and woman's sexuality can be found in the extreme popularity of the Eve myth in Renaissance
and early Restoration England. The biblical narrative of Eve's temptation by Satan and man's fall
which resulted from her persuasion of Adam to eat the forbidden fruit was often cited by writers
of both religious and secular texts to demonstrate woman's innate tendency towards evil. The
author of the Schoolhouse of Women (published between 1542 to 1571) dwells in detail upon
how Eve "moved" Adam with her charms and words "first to consent" (1985, 153). This stress
laid by many authors upon the link between Eve's words and Adam's temptation created a
further, more general association between woman's sexuality and words.
Since the concept of language was so inextricably bound up with woman's sexuality at
that time, the gender ideal of female chastity generated the widespread cultural demand that a
good woman ought to be silent. This idealised figure of the silent woman comes up in a great
number of cultural expressions produced from the mid sixteenth century until the 1690s; not
surprisingly, it is particularly present in the above-mentioned genre of the conduct book which
aimed to shape women's social identities. For instance, in The Good and the Badde (1615),
Nicholas Breton remarks that a woman's silence is "a jewel unprizeable" (E2r). As the continent
female body and the closed mouth became mutually replaceable signifiers, women were taught
that in order to conform to the ideal of feminine chastity and not to arouse any suspicion of
wantonness, they ought to be silent. By contrast, women who asserted their voices, in particular
in public places, were considered to be sexually immoral, as they were thought to draw attention
to their bodies by means of speech.
That woman's silence was thus regarded as evidence of chastity in Renaissance and early
Restoration culture at large becomes clear from a close reading of some conduct books and
eulogies published during this period. In the picture of the ideal woman that Breton draws in The
Good and the Badde, the description of this woman's "unprizeable" silence is followed by a
reference to her as a "turtle in her love" (E3r). This image of the turtle dove, the bird that
arouse forbidden desire" (1992, 165).
6
As Peter Stallybrass argues, this coalescense of the mouth and woman's sexual parts characterised thought in
Renaissance and early Restoration England, where the image of the chaste, "enclosed body" and "the closed mouth",
the speaking mouth and the available body gradually "collapsed" (1986, 127). See also Patricia Parker who points to
the common association between woman's corpulent bodies and an overflow of words (1987, 12).
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remained faithful to just one mate throughout its entire life, signified sexual purity in sixteenthand seventeenth-century thought. In Breton's text the patriarchal discourses of feminine chastity
and feminine silence intersect.
Eulogies, written by men to commemorate recently deceased women, often contributed
to the cultural ideology of the wordless woman by drawing an analogy between woman's silence
and her chastity. In A Christal Glasse, for Christian Women (1591), in which he commemorates
his deceased wife Katherine, Phillip Stubbes suggests a connection between the wifely qualities
of moderated discourse and chastity. Having stressed the fact that Katherine "obeied the
commandement of the Apostle, who biddeth women to be silent" (A2r), and never went "abroade
with any, either to gossip or make merrie" (A2r), Stubbes subsequently highlights her chastity.
He argues that his spouse lived "continently", that is, led a life of chastity, and emphasises that
"there was never one filthy, uncleane, undecent or unseemly word heard to come forth of her
mouth" (A2v). Stubbes thus associates a woman's chastity with a feminine modesty of speech,
that is restricted to the private, domestic sphere.
The concepts of female chastity and woman's moderation of utterance becoming
intertwined in Renaissance and early Restoration cultural expressions, woman's speech and
writing were equated with sexual availability and promiscuity. Praising the silent woman for her
continence, Nicholas Breton calls the word of a "wanton woman" a "charm" (E2v), thus
associating the sexually immoral woman with a capacity for eloquence. In The Arraignment and
Burning of Margaret Fernseede, a report of the trial and conviction of a woman who murdered
her husband, the anonymous author portrays Margaret Fernseede as a wanton woman who "had
ever since her marriage in most public and notorious manner maintained a young man with
whom (in his view) she had often committed adultery" (1985, 354). At the same time Fernseede
is portrayed as a woman who is very eloquent and wordy; someone who is "continually
scolding" (1985, 355) and who is "well spoken, of fair delivery and good persuasion" (1985,
356). This association of lewdness and woman's speech which runs through the text is reinforced
by the expression "courtesan like speeches" (1985, 354) which the author uses to describe
Fernseede's use of language.
The attitude towards women who dared to raise their voices despite the cultural taboo on
woman's public speech also reveals that woman's speech was equated with sexual immorality. At
the time of the Civil War (1642-51), when the previously established social order fell apart completely, gender relations were subject to revolutionary changes. Women presented their petitions
for a restoration of peace in the country and proclaimed their views on the war on the street in
public demonstrations, thus intervening into the male domain of politics. Writers of that time
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were usually extremely negative about these transgressive women, associating them with
bawdiness. In one of the accounts of demonstrations by women petitioners at Westminster in
1643, in Certaine Informations, it was stated revealingly that: "many conceived them five or six
thousand, some say 500 of them were whores" (quoted in Higgins, 1973, 92).
Furthermore, that woman's speech was seen as a mark of sexual promiscuity is revealed
by the punishment reserved for women who asserted their voices in public. According to the
Cheshire Quarter Sessions (1611) Margaret Knowesley, resident of Nantwich, had shamefully
slandered a preacher of God's word, Stephen Jerome, by accusing him of sexual harrassment. A
remarkable feature of Knowesley's case is that whereas she was the supposed victim as well as
the plaintiff, she was brought to trial and punished. This treatment indicates that woman's
outspokenness about sexual assault was regarded as evidence of her own sexual guilt at the time.
In addition, as Lynda Boose points out, the manner in which Knowesley was punished for her
"slander" is significant: Knowesley was ordered to be slapped at the tail of the cart. Since,
according to Boose, "the standard Elizabethan punishment for 'whores' was to whip them at the
tail of the cart" (1995, 335), Knowesley's punishment implies that society labelled her as a
whore.
Margaret Knowesley is by no means the only woman who was ordered to be whipped at
the tail of a cart as a result of speaking in public. In 1655 Dorothy Waugh, who belonged to a
Quaker congregation, was convicted for preaching in public in Carlisle. When she proved
unrepentant, the mayor ordered punishment by the scold's bridle, "a heavy iron mask with three
bars across the face and a large piece which, crammed into the woman's mouth, caused her great
pain and made her incapable of speech" (Hobby, 1988, 38), a spectacle to be watched while in
exchange for money.7 In my view, Waugh's case does more than reveal the cruelty used to keep
woman within the bounds of silence. Having to undergo the same punishment as anyone who
was regarded a whore and her body and shame being displayed in public in exchange for money,
Waugh's fate presents another instance of the dominant cultural equation of the public female
voice with sexual availability.
1.2. Woman's voice and the "meeting place for whores".
The social condemnation of the female voice in Renaissance England also clearly manifested
itself in the exclusion of women from the acting profession before 1660. Although the actress

7

For a picture of a scold's bridle, see illustration 1.
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was a common phenomenon on the public stages of the European continent,8 this was not the
case in England. Until the first year of the Restoration period, women were officially not allowed
to enter the public stage. Female parts were acted out by so-called boy-actors, that is, young,
immature men who impersonated women by dressing up in women's attire.9
Several arguments can be brought forward to account for the fact that English
Renaissance women were not permitted to perform on the public stage. For one thing, the theatre
was envisaged as one of the most public places. Consequently, for women, acting on the stage
implied that they had to raise their voices in public, hence, personify the socially
condemned, sexually incontinent woman. This inappropriateness of acting for women was
reinforced by the fact that in Renaissance England drama was essentially a verbal medium, so
that acting was considered a form of oratory.10 Allowing women onto the stage would therefore
entail that women would become strongly involved with the area from which they were socially
debarred, namely language.
In addition, women's exclusion from acting can be explained by the fact that from the
early Renaissance up till the early Restoration the Puritan antitheatricalists sought to discredit the
theatre by describing it in terms of prostitution, believing that the theatre taught immorality,
allures the senses and served as a "meeting-place for whores" (Howard, 1994, 75). For instance,
in 1577 John Northbrooke claimed that the theatre may instruct the audience "how to play the
harlots" (K2v). Writers of conduct books like Richard Brathwaite often drew an analogy between
outspoken, wanton women and the theatre, suggesting that these women "demean themselves
more like actors than civil professants" (Tt1v). As the theatre came to be associated with the
image of the culturally feared lewd woman, and the wordy wanton woman in particular, women
were commanded to abstain from presenting themselves at the theatre houses, not just as actors,
but also as spectators. For instance, in The Schoole of Abuse (1579) Stephen Gosson pleaded
against women's attendance at the theatre, since in that "market of bawdrie" (C2v) women would
be symbolically whored, as the objects of the promiscuous gazing enacted by the men in the
audience.11 In addition, the delay in introducing actresses on the English stage arose from an
8

In Spain actresses were a common phenomenon on the stage by 1623, when the young English prince Charles
visited Madrid. As can be read in Sir Richard Wynn's account of this visit: "The Players themselves consist of
Men and Women. The Men are indifferent Actors, but the Women are very good…To say the truth, they are the
only cause their Playes are so much frequented" (B1v).
9
See also Thompson: "Before 1660 there were no women, only 'women' impersonated by men on the English
professional stage" (1996, 101).
10
As Stephen Orgel maintains, "the Renaissance actor did not merely imitate action, he persuaded the audience
through speech and gesture" (1975, 17).
11
See also Howard, 1998, 83. Interestingly enough, Andrew Gurr points out that, despite the great number of
commands directed at English Renaissance women not to appear at the public play houses, women attended
performances in significant numbers, and that there were many ordinary citizens' wives among the female
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anxiety that acting women would become involved in sexual liaisons, and consequently give
birth to illegitimate children for which parishes would be responsible.12 In other words, women
were initially banned from the stage due to the general assumption that women who raised their
voices in the theatre would be sexually flagrant.
It was not until 1660, when Charles II, who had watched female actresses on the
continent, came to the throne, that Englishwomen's acting on the English public stage became
legitimised.13 Since they not only had to expose their bodies, but also raise their voices in front
of a paying public, it is not surprising that actresses who took to the stage were associated with
lewdness.14 The first female actresses who appeared on the public stage were viewed as sexually
immoral and available. This becomes clear from the fact that they were not judged by their
acting skills, but by their sexual attraction:
Whether or not she exploited it off stage, the actress's sexuality– her potential availability to men– became
the central feature of her professional identity as a player (Howe, 1992, 34).

As a result, these actresses' private lives, and in particular their love affairs, were foregrounded
by critics.15 For instance, in A Comparison between Two Stages more emphasis is laid upon
Anne Bracegirdle's sexual reputation than on her fame as an actress. When the two characters
speaking in the dialogue, Sullen and Critic, discuss Bracegirdle's acting they refer to
copulation rather than the enactment of roles on stage:
Sullen: But does that Romantick Virgin still keep up her great Reputation?
Critic: D'ye mean her Reputation for Acting?
Sullen: I mean her Reputation for not acting: you understand me. (1702, 17)

That actresses were regarded as sexually available and promiscuous is also revealed by the fact
that men could easily go behind the scenes where the girls were undressing, and that the female
players were offered no protection against male assault.16 In fact, male visitors of the theatre
would often pay to "chat with the actresses back-stage" (Bevis, 1988, 34), thus offering money in
return for intimacy with the actresses in the same way as they would pay prostitutes for sexual
spectators (1987, 56-60). As Jean Howard argues, "the intensity of Gosson's scrutiny of the woman playgoer
indicates to me that her presence in the theatre may have been felt to threaten more than her own purity, that in
some way it put her 'into circulation' in the public world of Elizabethan England in ways threatening to the larger
patriarchal economy" (1994, 224).
12
See Shapiro, 1994, 189.
13
As Antonia Fraser alleges, before the day on which Englishwomen were first allowed to work as actresses,
August 21st 1660, “women had been seen on the stage” in England, “but they had been foreigners, and, as such,
highly suspect" (1984, 419).
14
As Elizabeth Howe put it: "Society assumed that a woman who displayed herself on the public stage was probably
a whore" (1992, 32).
15
Likewise, In the case of Elizabeth Barry the critics and audiences were mainly interested in her affair with
John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, with whom she had a child. See Howe, 1992, 31.
16
See Howe, 1992, 33: "regulations against backstage visitors were ineffectual".
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services. This practice was often referred to in the epilogues of Restoration plays. For example,
in the epilogue of Dryden's Tyrannick Love (1670) the actress Nell Gwyn alludes to the fact
that the gentlemen in the audience will soon come to see her backstage to satisfy their lust:
"Gentlemen, make haste to me,/ I 'm sure ere long to have your company (K1v). In the epilogue
of Nathaniel Lee's The Rival Queens (1677) even more explicit references are made to the sexual
abuse of actresses by male members of the audience: "Our women who adorn each Play,/Bred at
our Cost, become at length your prey" (L2v).
When actresses were admitted to the stage, there was a significant increase in parts for
sexually available, immoral women as well as sexually titillating scenes, including
crossdressing women and rape scenes.17 As J.H.Wilson comments, on the Restoration stage "an
actress commonly bared her bosom and sometimes had to endure the lecherous laying-on of
hands" (1958, 70) due to the increasing sexualisation of women characters. In the epilogues or
prologues attached to plays women actors often responded to their sexualisation by the critics
and audience, speaking lines which confirmed the stereotype of the actress as a prostitute. Nell
Gwyn spoke in the epilogue of Dryden's tragedy Tyrannick Love (1670): "to tell you true, I
walk because I dye…O Poet, damn'd dull Poet…So sensless! to make Nelly dye for Love "
(K1v). The expression "dye", a well-known double entendre referring to orgasm, reinforces the
image of Gwyn as the sexually available, lustful female that the audience and critics created.
1.3. Writing "wanton" words.
Although writing is a less direct medium of self-expression than speech,18 as a discursive form
used by woman it was also equated with looseness and sexual incontinence. For example, in The
Mirrhor of Modestie (1579) Thomas Salter proclaims that "there is no lesse daunger that they
will as well learne to be subtile and shamelesse Lovers" if women become "connyng and skilfull
writers"(C1v-C2r), thus equating woman's use of the pen with sexual immorality and a
dangerous aptitude for seduction. By contrast, he sees less harm in teaching women how to read,
as long as the books that they study prescribe a proper, feminine conduct: “...but I would have
her if she reade, to reade no other bookes but suche as bee written by godlie fathers” (C3r).
Salter's attitude that women's education was to be restricted was by no means singular, but one
adopted by most Renaissance humanists. As Margaret Hannay explains, it was commonplace to
17

See Thompson, 1996, 102, and Howe, 1992, 43-57. Howe contends that the increase in rape scenes in
Restoration drama resulted in the actress Anne Bracegirdle's specialisation "in having her virgin innocence
brutally taken from her" (1992, 43).
18
Diane Purkiss defines writing as "a more mediated entry into the public realm" (1992, 140)
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teach "women to read the words of men without teaching them to write their own" as "one
effective means of silencing them" (1985, 8).
Like Salter, the author of Asylum Veneris (1616), Daniel Tuvil, links writing to
lasciviousness by envisaging writing as a major threat to woman's sexual purity:
The pen must be forbidden them as the tree of good and evil, and upon their blessing they must not handle
it. It is a pander to a virgin chastity. (35)

In addition, this cultural association of woman's writing with wantonness was reinforced by the
fact that the most public mode of writing, publication, was depicted in terms of a woman losing
her sexual innocence. In late sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century England publication was
seen as a base and vulgar medium which disgraced the author, in particular if this writer
belonged to the higher classes. Therefore, the most common means for the printer to ease the text
into the public eye was to suggest that publication did not have full authorial consent. The
impression was created that the writer's words were "snatched away from their producers and
obscenely offered for sale to the public", and writers often represented their published text as a
"ravished virgin" (Wall, 1989, 41),19 that is, as a sexually initiated and spoilt woman.
Despite the widespread taboo on female self-expression, both in private and in published
forms, some women boldly took up the pen instead of the needle in order to give vent to their
ability and desire to write. Although the majority of lower- and middle-class women in early
modern Europe remained illiterate, many upper-class women obtained some reading or writing
skills from the Renaissance onwards.20 Many noblewomen were familiar with literary forms and
styles because of their role as patrons, that is, financial and social supporters of male authors who
aspired to fame.21 The noblewomen at the court of James I's queen, Anna of Denmark, were very
active patrons of the arts. Susan de Vere, countess of Montgomery, for example, lent her support
to George Chapman when he translated Homer's Iliad and also patronised John Donne.22
Moreover, it can be gathered that Lucy Bedford played a major role as a patron of poets and
dramatists from the fact that Michael Drayton dedicated his works to her, and Ben Jonson offered her a copy of his Cynthia's Revels with a set of verses to her.23 David Bergeron identifies
fourteen Renaissance women patrons of drama, among others Bridget Radcliffe and Lady Lucy
Audley.24 The central function that many of these noblewomen had as patrons of letters created a
setting in which these women developed a literary awareness, may have become inspired by the
19

See also Wall, 1993, chapter 1 and 2; and McLuskie, 1996, 71.
See Cressy, 1980, 43.
21
See Krontiris, 1992, 22.
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See Barroll, 1998, 51.
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See Barroll, 1998, 52.
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literary forms of their protégés.
The ideological discourses on the silent woman were far from consistent and implied a
"double bind". Women from the upper classes were taught that silence was chaste, though they
had to display the power of their families through speech and writing.25 Middle class women,
who were expected to be assertive in the market, but silent at home, received contradictory
messages as to whether and when they should remain silent or not.26 At the same time,the
significance of the notion "silence" changed. Whereas silence was originally seen as the refuge
of fools, or as a sign of powerlessness, under the influence of the Puritans and in the context of
religious persecutions, it came to be identified with rebellion and the power to withhold
information from oppressors.27 Silence becoming a tool of hidden, hence, dangerous rebellion,
the female silence was no longer merely idealised.28 As Lear's apprehension of Cordelia's silence
in King Lear reveals, the ideological discourses on woman's voice which circulated in sixteenthand seventeenth-century England held a paradox, in that the silent woman who is venerated is at
the same time represented as a potential threat: "Nothing will come of nothing, speak again" (I, i,
92). As Luckyj argues, according to Renaissance and early Restoration beliefs, silence might
contain a concealed rebellion, which is threateningly subversive in its elusiveness: "a woman
who speaks allows herself to be known, hence controlled; by implication, the silent woman,
though conventionally supposed chaste, confounds knowledge...hints at the hidden and perhaps
even the bestial", and therefore may be "dangerously anarchic" (1995, 40-41). 29
English society's fear of the female silence which it so overtly venerated at the same time,
is revealed by the way in which female silence is represented in a number of cultural expressions
produced in the period. For example, in Ben Jonson's play Epicoene, or the Silent Woman
(1610), Morose believes that he has just married a woman epitomising the feminine ideal of
modest speech and silence, but finds himself betrothed to a most "manifest woman" who will
soon prove to be his "regent" (III, iv, 39- 51). Epicoene's feminine silence was only a temporary
mask "she" put on to hide an extremely rebellious nature. This shows that a silent woman could
be dangerous, since she cannot be gauged, her dumbness shrouding her real nature. The fact that
by the end of the play Epicoene proves to be a man impersonating a woman, instead of a real
member of the female sex, makes it questionable if a silent woman could exist at all, or is just a
24
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male fantasy. Likewise, in The English Gentlewoman (1641) Richard Brathwaite implicitly
contradicts his statement that a woman's silence is the "ornament to their sex" (Tt1v), by
insinuating that in relationships between men and women communication through speech is most
desirable as a manner in which woman can be known and, consequently, contained:
Without speech can no society subsist. By it we express what we are, as vessels discover themselves best by
their sound. (Ss2v)30

The ideology concerning woman's voice was thus not consistent. In some writings of the
period, the admonishment to silence, directed to women readers, was personified by a female
figure who persuades other members of her sex to hold their tongues. For instance, in The
English Gentlewoman Richard Brathwaite argues that if the personification of "Decency" spots
women who act wantonly and speak clamorously, she "labours to reclaim them: with amorous,
but virtuous rhethoric" (Tt1r). Although Brathwaite distinguishes between the pure words spoken
by Decency and the vileness of the unfeminine women, Brathwaite's text thus still includes
oppositional discourses.
These contradictions and gaps within the dominant discourses on woman's voice offered
the means for resistance, opening up possibilities for women who desired to express themselves
through writing. Yet, despite the opportunities which these ideological incoherences created,
writing remained extremely problematic for women. Since woman was culturally confined to the
realm of silence, it was extremely difficult for a female author to find a persona and to create
from a culturally non-existent subject position.31 Furthermore, having been excluded from
language, and education in using it, women writers often exhibited a great sense of inadequacy.
For example, in her preface to the French Historie (1589) Anne Dowridge belittles her ability to
write poetry by requesting the reader to pardon her "want of learned Skill" (1986, 149). In one of
her Sociable Letters (1664) Margaret Cavendish also denigrates her writing skills, alleging that
she cannot write orations, because she knows "no rules in rhetoric", and because she wants "wit
and eloquence" (B2v).32
Besides, the general equation of woman's language with the loose woman also extended
to the way in which women writers were perceived. The Beinecke Library at Yale holds a copy
of Rachel Speght's A Mouzell for Melastomus (1617) that was annotated by a contemporary. In
his profuse comments on Speght's writing that this presumably male author penned in the
30

In his treatise on the grounds of marriage (1642) Daniel Rogers similarly voiced the idea that speech was the
"glasse to behold" a woman's mind in (quoted in Belsey, 1985, 34), and therefore the medium needed to know a
woman by.
31
See Beilin, 1987, xx.
32
For further details about Margaret Cavendish's self-justification as a writer, see Wilcox, 2001, 210-13.
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margins of her texts, he clearly evokes an image of the woman writer Speght as sexually
profligate. In his comments on the appendix to the Mouzell, Certaine Quares to the Bayter of
Women to the Reader, the annotator implies that Speght cannot be a chaste virgin because of her
boldness of speech:
You speak like a mayd, not like a a virgin. I am young sir and ascorne affection; 'um, 'um, 'um. (printed in
Lewalski, 1997, 158)

Speght was by no means the only woman writer who was represented in terms of sexual
immorality during the sixteenth and seventeenth century. Margaret Cavendish was addressed as
an "illustrious whore" (Pearson, 1988, 10) in a slanderous epitaph, and many critics drew an
analogy between the "Punk", that is, the prostitute, and the "Poetess" (Pearson, 1988, 9).
This widespread image of the female author as a fallen woman was a spectre which
haunted women who actually wrote. Although on the whole texts produced by members of the
"weaker sex" were judged to be inappropriate, not all women's writing was put in the same
category. Some literary genres were labelled more appropriate for women than others, because
they were related to the social areas to which women were socially assigned, or because they had
a more private nature than others. Thus, as Tina Krontiris emphasises, "the acceptable literary
areas for women were basically religion and domesticity" (1992, 17) as well as translation,
which did not involve woman's active creativity.33 Women were less severely criticised or
condemned for sexual looseness if they took up one of these more feminine genres.
A literary genre which was generally felt to be far from acceptable for women was
drama. Drama is by definition a public genre, since a play is usually meant to be staged in front
of an audience, whether at a domestic or public theatre. Drama implying a public audience, a
woman who wrote for the stage put her sexual reputation at great risk34. Considering the
essentially public nature of drama, it is not remarkable that even more than women writing in
other genres, women dramatists became subject to imputations of wantonness. Aphra Behn, the
first woman playwright who is said to have earned her bread by writing for the public stage, was
described by critics as "that lewd harlot, that poetick quean" who "put luscious Bawdry of for
Wit" (quoted in Cotton, 1980, 76), condemnations which discouraged her from writing a play
under her own name for three years.

33

There exist divergent views on the role of translation in Early Modern England. I will come back to this
"translation debate" in my discussion of Mary Sidney's The Tragedie of Antonie in chapter 5.
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As Michelene Wandor propounds, it is exactly the public nature of drama and its connotations of female sexual
incontinence, which is "one of the reasons why it was particularly problematic for women to engage seriously as
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1.4. Conclusion.
As I have illustrated, the discourse which equated woman's speech and writing with sexual
looseness dominated many cultural practises and expressions in Renaissance and early
Restoration England. The predominance of this discourse resulted in the exclusion of women
from the stage till 1660, and a severe condemnation of women who assumed the role of
authors. Although the position of the woman writer was essentially problematic, in particular
if she chose to engage with a public genre like drama, some women still expressed their
voices, either on paper for an imaginary audience of readers, or in front of an audience of
spectators. This is particularly due to the contradictions and gaps within the dominant
discourses on female utterance, through which resistance to the cultural command of silence
became feasible.

Figure 2: A Girl Writing. Netherlandish, around 1520 (National Gallery London).
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Chapter 2: Forging a Virtuous Voice: Women's Legitimisation of their Speech and
Writing.
As has been suggested, the cultural idealisation of the voiceless female and the equation of
woman's words with wantonness had an enormous impact on the social structure of Renaissance
and early Restoration England. Nevertheless, there was a small number of women who, either as
authors, prophets, preachers or petitioners, dared to cross the gender boundaries of
voicelessness. These women did so by making a "virtue of necessity", as Elaine Hobby defines
it;1 that is, by either consciously or unconsciously negotiating and manipulating the dominant
discourses which helped to subjugate women.
In this chapter a number of non-dramatic texts and speeches produced by Renaissance
and early Restoration women, ranging from letters and mother's legacies to prophecies and
political petitions, will be analysed. Having read a wide range of late sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury women’s writings, one can reach the conclusion that these legitimising discourses were
derived from the socially current discourses of religion, maternity and virginity, as well as the
discursive patterns characteristic of conversation between women. The following discussion of
the strategies used by these female authors will serve as a frame of reference for my discussion
of the tragedies written by Renaissance and early Restoration women.
2.1. Religious Discourses and the Expression of Subjectivity.
In Renaissance and early Restoration England, writers who admonished women to silence often
used quotations from the Bible to endorse their views that women were not to speak up in public.
For example, in laying out norms for feminine conduct, Samuel Torshell quoted from Paul's first
letter to the Corinthians, verse 14: "Let your women keep silent in the churches" (The Woman's
Glorie: A Treatise, 1650, H5v).
Moreover, proponents of female voicelessness frequently referred to the story of man's
Fall in Genesis, equating Eve's verbal persuasion with sexual charms, sinfulness and
transgression, in order to underline the cultural idealisation of the silent woman.2 Biblical
discourses provided women with a number of justifications for publication and utterance, such as
the parable of the talents (Matthew 25: 14-30), which encourages people to use the gifts given to

1

See Hobby, Elaine, 1988, 7.
As Constance Jordan argues, through this "associative logic" they linked the prohibition against woman's speech
"with an originary misuse of language" (1990, 25).
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them by God, as well as images of influential women prophets.3 On the whole, however, these
discourses confirmed the dominant desire for woman's silence.4
Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Englishwomen were denied self-expression in
particular by the Protestant religious discourses which circulated at that time. When Elizabeth I
reinstated Protestantism as the national religion, the Protestants' fear that Catholicism might
retain power was bound up with the dominant cultural belief that women were wanton snares.
The statues of the female saints and the Virgin Mary that occupied a central place in Catholic
veneration came to be regarded as "dangerous precisely because they [were] inherently so
alluring and appealing" (Diehl, 1995, 114). The Catholic devotional statues of women saints and
the holy Virgin were looked upon almost as living, attractive women, who were able to stir the
hearts of men, and had the power to ensnare the souls of those who glanced at them. As a result,
the images were eventually declared "whores". This desecration of female images led to the
"defacing and destruction of statues and altar screens depicting the virgin and female saints" by
Protestants, and "the reformers removed a female presence from the churches, leaving a masculine Trinity and an all-male ministry"(Clarke, 1998, 37). This translation of "woman" into the
image of the whore in many Protestant discourses obviously contributed to the culturally
condemnation of woman's speech.
Whereas on the one hand Protestant discourses and practices contributed to the cultural
silencing of women, on the other hand the rise of Protestantism granted women more access to
language. Because of the introduction of the Protestant faith, reading the Bible was no longer the
privilege of priests. In due course, women were also allowed to read the Scriptures at home:
Legal limitations placed on the reading of the bible by women in the mid-sixteenth century, were soon
removed, and by the early seventeenth century, when bibles began to be common household possessions,
women as well as men expected to read the so-called holy word. (Hull, 1982,100)

Due to their access to the word of the Scriptures, women gained further access to language as
such, and faced the opportunity to develop their own linguistic skills. This opportunity increased
with the arrival of the philosophy of the new Mother, based on ideas launched by Erasmus in his
Puerpera (published in English translation in 1606). This philosophy was introduced by
sixteenth-century humanists in England and emphasised a woman's major responsibility in the
religious upbringing of her children. Mothers came to be seen as "a maine cause of the piety, or
impiety" (1976, 513) of their offspring, as William Gouge argued in Of Domesticall Duties
3

See Crawford, 1985, 221.
As Linda Woodbridge maintains, the stress on woman's inferiority and need for submission and silence that one
finds in several books of the Bible, even prompted a few Renaissance and early Restoration women to discard their
faith. See Woodbridge, 1987, 130.
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(1622).5 Therefore, they had to read the Bible to their children, and they had to be morally
equipped to guide their children's education.6 Consequently, literacy came to be seen as one of
the qualities required to make a good mother, and women were increasingly instructed in reading
or writing.7
Moreover, the Protestant church attached importance to the believer's personal religious
experience, and emphasised the need for congregation members to confess their faith publicly.
This opened up possibilities for women to break their silence, speaking up in public as believers
in God, and writing down their religious confessions.8 Yet, women did not generally enjoy any
freedom of speech in the Church of England: "the principle that women as much as men should
be allowed to discourse in public... had always been opposed by Catholic and Protestant alike"
(Margaret King, 1992, 140). In fact, it was only in the radical religious sects, particularly those
which evolved during the Civil War, that women's public confessions, preachings and prayers
were condoned. Even greater freedom of speech was granted to women in Quaker
congregations: woman's public preaching was central to the Quaker philosophy, and the recorded
number of Quaker women visionaries that operated at that time is relatively high: 220 out of a
total number of 300.9
While Christianity, and Protestantism in particular, partly increased women's
opportunities for self-expression, many women perceived their religion as a resource of
self-justification. They presented devotional motivations as the underlying reason for the
5

See also Wayne, 1996, 63
As Pamela Benson emphasises, mothers needed the ability to "judge right and wrong" (1992, 163).
7
See Travitsky, 1980, 33-34. See also Crawford, 1993, 127. David Cressy expresses a completely different view,
arguing that woman's literacy was not so much stimulated by Protestantism, as the man was still held mainly
responsible for the children's education. See Cressy, 1980, 128.
8
When religion became a highly political matter at the time of the Civil War, women increasingly testified to
their religious conviction in public, often cloaking radical political statements as religious confessions: "...the
breakdown of ecclesiastical control led to female participation in public religious and political life on an
unprecedented scale" (Crawford, 1993, 130). See also Rowlands, 1985, 171-74.
9
For these statistics, see Margaret King, 1992, 140. It is important to place a few critical notes here. For one
thing, although the Quakers apparently encouraged women to speak up in public, Quaker philosophies in general
included an overall distrust of language, and a vision of rhetoric and speech as impure. Silence was very close to
the center of seventeenth-century Quaker doctrine and practice in the sense of the refraining from outward
speaking. The congregationalists were often urged to "cease from a multitude of words" (Bauman, 1983, 21),
and only allowed themselves to express words that God's spirit had "poured" into their souls. This general taboo
laid on language produced by the human will may have curbed women in the personal expression of their voices.
However, the supposed freedom of speech for women within Quaker circles was not always realised: women
congregationalists who expressed views which were too radical or not in line with the politics of the congregation
had their mouths stopped. In Susanna's Apology Against the Elders (1659), her relation of her own role in an
Independent church in Exeter, Susanna Parr attests how she was implicitly demanded to retreat in silence. Mr
Stuckley, the leader of the congregation, claims that her public speaking "was disrelished by some". He convinces
her that he would have her speak: "but it must be by a brother" (1989, 109). Thus, Parr reveals that she was denied
"not only the liberty of speaking, but of dissenting" (1989, 101), because her views discorded with the philosophy
invented by the male leaders of this congregation. For further details about the position of Quaker women, see
Hilary Hinds. God's Englishwomen: Seventeenth-Century Radical Sectarian Writing and Feminist Criticism.
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assertion of their voices, and appropriated diverse Christian discourses as a means of legitimising
their speech or writing. For example, in "The Discourse" in her Divine Songs and Meditations
(1653) An Collins argues that the second reason why she has written her poems is not to waste
the little “ability” that God had bestowed upon her (A2v). Collins thus alludes to the biblical
parable of the talents in order to justify her expression of her writing skills. However, in Collins's
view, the chief objective for publishing her poetic voice is her desire to glorify God:
Then know, I chiefly aim that this should be
Unto the praise of God's most blessed name. (A2v)

Collins is by no means the only woman writer who adopted the mode of emphasising her faith
and honouring God as a legitimising strategy. In Esther Hath Hanged Haman (1617) her reply to
Swetnam's misogynist tract The Arraignment of Women, the presumably female author Ester
Sowernam inserts devotional discourses in a secular context and as part of a secular argument. 10
She claims: "the ends for which I [she] undertooke this enterprise are these...to set out the glory
of Almightie God in so blessed a work of his Creation" (A3r). Sowernam further specifies the
purpose of her writing as not merely a celebration of God's glory, but also as a female defence of
God's creation against the blasphemous words of male "irreligious" (B1v) authors like Swetnam:
I am not onely prouoked by this Authour to defend women, but I am more violently vrged to defend diuine
Maiestie in the worke of his Creation. (B1v)

By thus equating man's words with blasphemy, and representing it as the opposite of her own
vindicating, purifying words, Sowernam implicitly condones the female voice.
Another legitimising strategy women writers employed is again derived from the
discourses of the Scriptures. The Bible abounds with examples of God using men and women as
passive vessels through which he transmitted his word to the world as, for instance, in the
description of the apostles' reception and expression of the Holy Spirit's voice. This trope of
God's discursive vessel is evoked by many late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century women as a
means of making their voices socially acceptable. Women were believed to lack personal will,
and their presumably weaker physical constitution was thought to make them "the passive prey"
and mouthpiece of "external forces" (Purkiss, 1992, 144). These views generated the fear that
women in particular were in danger of becoming possessed by Satan and created the association
of woman's speech with demonisation. In A Strange and True Relation of a Young Woman
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996.
10
As Ester Sowernam is clearly a pseudonym which wittily plays upon the name Swetnam, the identity of this author
is not fully known. It is generally assumed that Ester Sowernam is a woman rather than a male author
ventriloquising a female voice. Josephine Roberts discusses this phenomenon of prosopopeia– the impersonation of
an imaginary person's voice–in relation to female authorship. See Roberts, 1998, 39.
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Possest with the Devil (1647) by James Dalton, a young woman who discourses in an
uncontrollable way is described as being the passive victim of the devil, Satan making " the
woman's tongue and organs instruments of speech" (1997, 163). However, as receptive, passive
vessels, women were also often regarded as "an authentic site of divine intervention" (Purkiss,
1992, 144), the female sex being held "more receptable to God's word" (Chedgzoy, 1996, 43),
and, as his mouthpiece, apt to reproduce his holy utterances.11
Therefore, the trope of God's passive vessel was particularly available to women. Women
writers represented themselves as discursive objects rather than subjects: as empty bodily frames
that are filled with God's voice and serve as mouthpieces for his words instead of producing
language of their own. Claiming that the words that they uttered came to them instead of being
produced by them, women writers could evade responsibility for their utterances. By intimating
that their voices came from outside their bodies, these women could dissociate their speeches
and writings from their sexuality and, consequently, dismantle the cultural association of the
female discursive subject with wantonness. By suggesting that the phrases they express are sent
by God, female writers and speakers could create the impression that their words deserved
further attention.
Anne Askew Kyme, who was imprisoned at the Tower and subsequently sentenced to
death in 1546 for her adherence to Protestantism during Mary I's Catholic regime, frequently
depicted herself as a passive frame filled with God's voice. In the accounts of her sufferings and
confessions of her belief, Askew argues that the words that she utters are not her own, but are the
result of what God "hath layed unto [her] with hys owne mouthe" (1986, 184). By thus shifting
the authority of her speeches and writings to God, Askew not only tries to justify her persistence
in the Protestant faith, but also appears to make her transgressive voice socially acceptable by
suggesting that she is reproducing God's sacred words. Elizabeth I, finding herself in the
exceptional position of the female ruler in a culture which demanded woman's submission and
silence,12 often contrived to justify both her public role as a monarch as well as her public voice
by picturing herself as God's discursive instrument.13 For example, in a prayer given in
Parliament in 1576 Queen Elizabeth attributes her happy reign to God, counting herself " no
11

Dagmar Freist also discusses sixteenth- and seventeenth- century women’s use of the trope of “empty vessels”
(1995, 461).
12
Because of her exceptional position Elizabeth I was subject to hostility. See Hansen, Melanie, 1998,12-13.
13
John King points out that Elizabeth I created the impression that she was appointed by God to become Queen of
England, as the instrument of his holy providence (1990, 32). Of course, it must be noted that in late sixteenthcentury England all humans were considered to be instruments of God, and subject to his will. The poet John Donne,
for instance, expresses the belief that, being sick and thus reaching the portals of death, "I shall be made thy music"
("Hymn to God my God in my Sickness", l.3). In other words, he will be shaped by God into the instrument of his
praise, as a singer of God's choir.
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better than His handmaid" (2000, 169).14
Representing themselves as God's passive vessels was a strategy chiefly adopted by
women who belonged to the radical religious sects that operated in the period of the Civil War
and the early Restoration. For instance, in her Report and Plea (1654) the Quaker prophetess
Anna Trapnel claims that she cannot be held responsible for the words that she has uttered or
written, since she operated as the medium reproducing God's voice:
For in all that was said by me, I was nothing, the Lord put all in my mouth, and told me what I should say,
and that from the written word, he put it in my memory and mouth; so that I will have nothing ascribed to
me. (D2v)

By thus denying authority for her utterances, Trapnel serves two ends: she can discard
responsibility for the dissenting ideas that she raises in her speeches and writings, and
simultaneously lend authority to them, as they are God's words. Furthermore, she can depict
herself as a proper, wordless woman, as the phrases issue from God's, and not from her own
mouth.
As I have pointed out, in Renaissance and early Restoration England, people often
identified themselves with particular role-models as the means to fashion a self. A remarkable
feature of many speeches and writings by Renaissance and early Restoration women in England
is that these women identify themselves with Jesus Christ. Casting the self in the role of Christ,
and imagining the self in his position, was common practice in the Middle Ages, when people
tried to model their lives on Christ's according to the principle of Imitatio Christi. 15 The
association with Christ also marked writings by late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century men. For
example, in John Donne's "Hymn, to God my God in his Sickness" the persona claims that both
"Christ' s cross and Adam's tree met in me" (ll. 22-23): man's sinfulness and redemption are part
of his being. This persona maintains that he is "in his purple wrapped" (l. 26); the "purple" of
Christ's suffering is his blood, so that he appears to be transformed into Christ and be unified
with him. Although a woman's similar identifying with Christ was held rather audacious, since it
involved crossing the boundaries of gender, many woman presented themselves as Christ-like
figures. Queen Elizabeth I often presented herself as a Messianic saviour in relation to the people
of England, suggesting that, like Christ, she delivered her own people from misery. In reply to a
1563 parliamentary petition regarding the succession, she argued:
I trust you likewise do not forget that by me you were delivered whilst you were hanging on the bough
ready to fall into the mud, yea to be drowned in the dung. (2000, 72)16
14

For further examples of Elizabeth I' s representation of herself as God's instrument, see Perry, 1990, 254.
The fifteenth-century treatise De Imitatio Christi, which has often been attributed to Thomas à Kempis,
encouraged Christians to emulate Christ. See also Constable, 1995, 178.
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Anna Trapnel and Anne Wentworth explicitly identify themselves with Christ, in
particular with his suffering at the crucifixion. In the earlier quoted Report and Plea Trapnel
compares herself, as the victim of religious persecution, to Christ. She claims that in the ordeal
that she faced, she could imagine how he had suffered:
But I was never in such a blessed self-denying lamb-like frame of spirit in my life as then; I had such lively
apprehensions of Christ's suffering. (D2v)

Similarly, in her Vindication of Anne Wentworth (1677) Anne Wentworth asserts that she would
willingly undergo any humiliation and oppression that is a consequence of her religious
conviction "as a further measure of my conformity to my saviour, and fellowship with him in his
sufferings" (1989, 190). She thus accepts her sufferings in order to become unified with Christ.
A more implicit identification with Christ can be found in writings by female authors as
diverse as Anne Wheathill and Mary Love. In A Handfull of Holesome (though Homelie) Hearbs
(1584) Wheathill describes herself as "the woonded man" (B5v), thus drawing an analogy
between the affliction of her soul and Christ's injured body. By suggesting that it would be her
"resurrection from the dead" (A2v) if Parliament were to grant her husband pardon and release
him from his imprisonment, Mary Love identifies herself with the risen Christ. 17
The parameters of conduct that Renaissance and early Restoration society set down for
women encompassed qualities which were considered to be essentially "Christ-like", namely, the
passive qualities of piety and obedience.18 In The Ladies' Calling (1673) Richard Allestree states
that "meekness" is "not only recommended to all as a Christian virtue, but particularly enjoined
to woman as a peculiar accomplishment of their sex" (1985, 105). Thus, Christ's submissive
qualities are equated with feminine virtues. Moreover, Christ was often associated with the
quality that were central to the cult of femininity: chastity. For example, in her poem "Our
Saviour's Passion" (ca. 1590) Mary Sidney describes Christ as "true as turtle to his love
effected" (1998, 33), using the image of the turtle dove that was conventionally associated
with chaste love. As society's ideal woman came to be regarded as a replica of the passive,
meek, chaste Christ, real writing women cast themselves in the role of the feminine Christ, so
they could break the social strictures of silence, yet keep up the appearance of remaining
appropriately womanly.
Although the figure of Christ was mainly associated with feminine qualities such as
passivity, chastity and submission, in late sixteenth-century England Christ also came to be
17

Although Renaissance and early Restoration women’s association of themselves with Christ can be explained in
relation to gender issues, it must be noted that many Quaker women speakers and writers also identified with “the life
of Christ” as a means to “differentiate [them]selves from secular persecutors” (Wiseman, 1998, 157).
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increasingly represented as a powerful, masculine figure. For example, in her Salve Deus Rex
Judaeorum (1611) Aemilia Lanyer does not merely stress Christ's suffering on the cross, but also
highlights his enormous power, calling him the "conq'ring king" who "did survive that prowd
insulting Tyrant" called Death, and overcame 'Hell" and "Divells" (C1v). Identifying themselves
with a Christ that was at once feminine as well as authoritative and defiant, Renaissance and
early Restoration women could create an image of themselves as authorative speakers and
writers, who deserve respect for the ideas that they voice and for their strength to overcome the
hostile world of readers and critics around them. In Renaissance and early Restoration England it
was believed that the power and spirit of Christ gave a masculine identity to any believer,
irrespective of sex. Consequently, by bringing forth Christ a woman could attain a masculine
identity, and, thus, speak and answer as freely as a man.
Another reason why Renaissance and early Restoration writers chose to identify
themselves with Christ in their texts and speeches may lie in the significance of Christ as the
representative of “social and spiritual transformation” (Chedgzoy, 1996, 245). Marking a new
stage in history, namely redemption, as well as a new part in the Bible, the New Testament, the
figure of the Messiah may have appealed to these women who broke the old gender order as
writers, and craved a new order in which women would be given more liberty of utterance. By
associating themselves with Christ, these women could suggest that their transgression of the
acceptable gender norms, and the "new" gender order that their acts of utterance signified, were
redemptive and good. For instance, in Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum Aemilia Lanyer implicitly
draws an analogy between herself as a woman writer and Christ. She compares her own
"unworthy hand" with his "paths of fair humility" (C1v), and likens Christ's rejection of personal
glory to the fact that she "seek[s] his glory rather than to get,/ The vulgar's breath, the seed of
vanity" (C1v). She emphasises the fact that Christ will reverse all hierarchies, not just by turning
from one powerless into beings "more powerful than all the kings or governors" (C2r), but also
by pulling down "the proud", and making those who were oppressed and cast down more
powerful. This stress on the Christian reversal of hierarchies benefits the female poet whose own
status is so ambiguous: it suggests that like Christ, who changed from weak and humble into
glorious, “women’s weakness will, in the new order, be transformed into extraordinary images of
female power” (Pearson, 1998, 47).
In the preface to her Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum Lanyer praises queen Elizabeth I , "in
whose pure thoughts all innocency rests" (A3v). In her public performances, speeches and
writings, Elizabeth I helped create a cult which imitated the cult of the Virgin Mary that had been
18
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popular during the reign of Elizabeth's sister, Mary Tudor.19 During her coronation Elizabeth
was anointed with what was called the virgin's oil, and chose to have her long hair hanging loose
as a symbol of virginity. In the course of her reign the association of herself with the Holy Virgin
had become rooted in the dominant discourses, so that "emblems like the rose, the star, the
moon, the pearl and the phoenix", normally occurring "in litanies and lyrics about the Virgin"
(Hackett, 1994, 91), were increasingly applied to the queen. Although the use of Marian imagery
in social discourses decreased after Elizabeth's death in 1603, decades later women writers still
identified with the Virgin Mary. For instance, in her public pleas that King Charles I should only
be put on trial, but not executed, in A Prophesie touching the death of King Charles (1649)
Elizabeth Poole often talked about "the babe Jesus in me" (A3r), thus representing herself as
pregnant with Christ.
Considering the emergence of anti-Marian views that accompanied the rise of
Protestantism, it may at first seem remarkable that throughout the Renaissance and Restoration
women writers and speakers found identification with the Virgin Mary attractive.20 The Virgin
Mary signified the immaculate conception, hence, (pro)creative powers without sexual
defilement. Therefore, women who associated themselves with her could depict their discursive
creativity in terms of purity, and in this way, both circumvent and subvert the cultural equation
of woman's voice with sexual incontinence. However, because of the Protestant fear of
Catholicism, the Virgin Mary, and in particular the image of the blush that was part of Marian
iconology, were increasingly envisaged as erotic; especially, because the blush could stand for
both modesty or sexual awareness:
The blush could be seen to be an attempt to resolve the problem of the Virgin's body, on display and to be
worshipped for its beauty, and that of speech. Yet, the blush is also an assertion of the bodily, frequently
used to signify a stage in the process of sexual conquest" (Clarke, 1998, 119).

Thus, the Marian discourses from the past were simultaneously helpful and problematic for
women who transgressed the boundaries of silence. These Marian discourses bore great
resemblance to the second category of discourse to which women resorted in order to justify
their own voices: the discourses of virginity.

19

See McLure and Headlam Wells, 1990, 41. Frances Teague shows that Elizabeth I consciously manipulated the
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of the Virgin Mary. The German Nun Mechtild of Hackeboun had visionary experiences of "cradling…the infant
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2.2. "clean, unspotted conversation": Making a Virtue of Virginity.
In The Ladies Calling (1673) Richard Allestree states: "the very name of virginity imports a most
critical niceness" (1985, 44). For women who overstepped the cultural boundaries of feminine
silence, the strategy of presenting either themselves as virgins or their texts and speeches as
sexually spotless was an effective means of dissociating themselves from the spectral image of
the lascivious woman. Furthermore, the virgin body represents a self-sufficient entity and, in
Renaissance and early Restoration England, was often referred to in the terms in which it was
described in the Song of Songs, namely as an enclosed garden.21 The trope of virginity could
thus be used to suggest the private and "enclosed" nature, and, hence the appropriateness, of a
woman's speech or writing. In this respect, describing their words or texts as virginal must
have been very appealing to Renaissance and early Restoration women writers, for many used
the trope of virginity to stress the sexual innocence of their speeches and texts. In the preface to
her French Historie (1589), Anne Dowridge claims that her writing is edifying and pure, in
contrast with the "wanton vanities" (1986, 148) that can usually be found in poetry. In A Chaine
of Pearle (1630), Diana Primrose likewise relates her writing to virginity, suggesting she has
written her "Document" to "all" women, to instruct them "The Pearle of Chastity not to let fall/
Into the filthy dust of foule Desires" (B2v). In her Divine Songs and Meditations (1652) An
Collins compares her mind, which is "apt to produce" her poetry, to "a garden...enclosed so fast"
(E4v), evoking the image of the hortus conclusus as the symbol of virginity. In this manner, she
creates the impression that her writing is pure and of a private nature. The idea of the enclosed
garden reminds one not only of the Virgin Mary's immaculate conception, but also of Eden; the
paradise from which mankind was expelled, due to woman's persuasive powers, according to
many people in Renaissance and early Restoration England. By referring to her writing as an
enclosed garden Collins may therefore have sought to dissociate her writing from Eve's sin to
which woman's discourse was often related, and relate her speeches to the pure Virgin Mary. In
her religious pamphlet A Warnin to All Friends (1679), in which she attempts to convert her
readers to a more Christian way of life, Mary Waite calls her language "clean, unspotted
conversation" (A2v).
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"A garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse" (Song of Songs 4:12). The image of the woman who is likened to the
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As Phillipa Berry explains in her investigation of the role of virginity in early modern
England, a woman's virginity signalled "physical autonomy", the "power over her own body"
(1989, 49). Since virginity could thus signify command and self-control in general, for women
writers the trope of virginity could be a means of alleviating their own anxiety about their
supposed powerlessness concerning language. Although the image of virginity suggests power, it
is in some ways controversial, as the virgin body can also be seen as required and controlled by
men, and open to the threat of male rape.
Many women writers either explicitly or implicitly create an image of themselves as
virginal, and thus attempt to distance themselves from the image of the loose woman. Apart from
the recurrent identifications of herself with the virgin Mary, Elizabeth I continuously emphasised
her celibacy in her speeches and writing, thus giving rise to the cult of the maiden Queen. For
instance, when she visited the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, Elizabeth I highlighted her
unspoilt sexuality in her public response to the address by one orator, who set out to praise
Elizabeth's virginity. She is said to have been delighted with this praise, requesting the orator to
continue on the subject.22 Like her queen, Anne Wheathill alludes to her virginity, possibly in
order to avoid being branded a whore. In A Handfull of Holesome (though Homelie) Hearbs
(1584), she identifies herself as: "even now in the state of my virginitie or maidenhood" (A2r).
Similarly, in her Poetical Recreations (1688) Jane Barker called her virginity a most "lovely
state" and asks God who has bestowed the "kindness for virginity" (B4v) upon her to help her
preserve her spotlessness.
Early modern women writers and speakers frequently employ the well-known symbolic
contrast between a chaste or virginal female character with a wanton one that marked religious
and political discourses, translating political and religious institutions in terms of the immaculate
woman and the harlot. Appropriating the patriarchal tool of categorising women, these women
align themselves with the image of the sexually pure woman. For example, in Women's Speaking
Justified (1666) Margaret Fell contrasts the purity of the women who preached Christ's resurrection with a set of wanton women preachers: "tattling women", who belong to the "great whore"
(B2v), that is, the Roman Catholic Church. In contrast with the Catholic faith, which she thus
describes as a lewd, loose woman, Fell depicts the Protestant church to which she belongs as the
pure "bride" (B2v). By subsequently describing the "bride", Protestants, as "true speakers" and
the Roman Catholic "whore" as the "false speaker" (B2v), Fell distinguishes between a virginal
female voice and a wanton woman's voice. While she thus condemns part of her own sex, Fell
shows that chaste female speech and writing is possible, and implicitly
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categorises her own voice as such.
A further strategy of women writers from the Renaissance and early Restoration was to
set their own sexual purity against men's wanton words, upsetting the norms by linking sexual
incontinence to man's speech instead of to woman's words. For instance, in A Letter...To her
Unconstant Lover (1567) the poet Isabella Whitney, who assumes the persona of the innocent
woman, describes her grief at the fact that her lover "cannot be content to lead a single life" and
did not keep the "promises that [he] so firmly made" (1986, 118-119). In her Protection for
Women (1589), a feminist response to Swetnam's invective, the author who called herself Jane
Anger uses the phrase "our virginity makes us virtuous" (1986, 103) to praise the sexual purity of
her own sex. By contrast, she exposes men as lustful, loose creatures who flatter and "use... their
tongues ill" (1986, 103) in order to tempt sexually innocent women with false promises and
bring them to ruin:
Though love be sure and firme: yet Lust fraught with deceit. And mens fair wordes do worke great wo,
unlese they be suspected. (1986, 104)

By pointing out that in writing men "are so carried away with the manner as not care at all is had
of the matter" (1986, 104), Anger suggests that men's words are related to sexual immorality:
beautifying their speeches with rhetoric is more important to them than the content of their
promises. Thus, it is suggested that men are more concerned with ornament than essence, more
with attraction than loyalty– in other words, they are like prostitutes. Finally, she ironically
subverts the dominant gender discourse that woman should be silent by arguing that every man
"must strive to bridle his slanderous tongue" in order to become "modest", that is, chaste (1986,
104).
Some women speakers and writers claimed that they expressed themselves specifically to
defend their virgin selves against men's slanderous tongues. Being falsely accused of having an
affair with the Admiral Thomas Parry and having plans to marry him, the adolescent Elizabeth
Tudor wrote letters (1549) in which she declared that she would "write...[her]self" what the truth
was out of "respect to [her] own honesty" (2000, 24); in sum, she represented her need to write
as a result of her desire to defend her cherished virginity and reaffirm her spotlessness.23 A
similar view is articulated by Esther Sowernam. She alleges that, in order to defend their sexual
purity against "lascivious" writings by men like Swetnam, women will either have to speak up or
write, since "our silence mighte implead us for guiltie" (F1v-2r). Contrary to the dominant
gender ideas, Sowernam thus equates silence with sexual immorality and woman's discourse
22
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with innocence.
In seventeenth-century England the term "rape" signified theft.24 In her thorough analysis
of seventeenth-century rape narratives, Miranda Chaytor reveals that women writers never
explicitly mention the sexual harm done to them in their accounts of rape. Instead of describing
the cruelty with which the rapist handled their bodies, these women focus on the rape as theft,
representing themselves as stolen from their proprietors, either fathers, husbands or employers.
They portray the rape and the loss of their virginity as an object that they had with them, like a
lantern or a robe, from which they were robbed. As Chaytor comments, this "afforded a
framework which left the woman with her honour untouched and unchanged...the woman herself
plays no part in the crime", being "the object of one man's plunder and another's rightful
possession" (1995, 396). This idea of theft that comes up in rape narratives, was often employed
by women writers to proclaim their guiltlessness with regard to the fact that their works were
published. In The Lady Falkland: Her Life (1643-49), her biography of Elizabeth Cary, one of
her daughters attempted to erase all blemish from her mother's name, arising from the fact that
one of her writings was published. She asserts that her mother "writ many things for her private
recreation", yet that one of the works came to be published without her mother's consent, having
been "stolen out of that sister -in-law's chamber, and printed" (190).
2.3. " that loving act of a loving mother": Maternity and the Female Voice.
On February 10, 1559, Parliament expressed its desire that the queen should marry soon.
Elizabeth I diplomatically replied that until God would "incline [her] harte" to a marital life, she
would lead the life of a virgin and mother of the country: "for every one of you, and as many as
are English, are my children…" (2000, 59). Queen Elizabeth's use of the image of the mother to
represent herself is by no means singular. In fact, many Renaissance and early Restoration
women who expressed themselves through speech or writing used the trope of maternity, despite
the fact that maternity was sometimes associated with uncontrollable sexuality. As Christine
Coch points out, "childbirth was an occassion of terrifying openness" (1996, 431), since it caused
the vagina to be dilated with its mouth wide open. Thus the pregnant female body was often
metaphorically identified with "dilation" (Parker, 1987, 13), that is, an overflow of words,
maternity having connotations of unfeminine immoderate utterances.
24

See Oxford English Dictionary. Alexander Pope's The Rape of the Lock (1712-14) also foregrounds the meaning of
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Indeed, there are many reasons why maternity might not have had positive connotations
for a woman writer. Maternity signified submission and inferiority. Woman's reproduction, and
her suffering in childbirth in particular, were seen as evidence of inferiority.25 For instance, in
The First Blast of the Trumpet, against the monstrous Regiment of Women (1556-59) John Knox
mentions the punishment inflicted upon women since the Fall, "a dolour, anguishe and payn, as
oft as she shal be mother" (1997, 36) in relation to his argument that woman has been banished
from "empire and dominion above man" (1997, 36). Thus, he intimates a causal relationship
between woman's maternity and her subordinate position. Maternity also came to signify female
submission, in that childbirth became increasingly subject to male control. Whereas midwifery
had been a predominantly female profession, towards the seventeenth century women lost
ground in this area. Deliveries were increasingly carried out by male doctors, who claimed that
they were better equipped with the required knowledge than the midwives26. Becoming
increasingly involved with childbirth, male doctors managed to further appropriate woman's
sexuality.
In addition, maternity implied seclusion. As mothers, women were not only confined to
the home because they had to take care of the household and the upbringing of their children.
Before and after they had given birth to their infant, noble women were strictly limited to a
private realm:
Beginning about one month before their deliveries, they entered dark rooms hung with heavy tapestries,
where they lay confined until their "churching" approximately ten weeks later. (Coch, 1996, 430)27

This image of the mother as secluded, does not fit in with the desire and practice of women
writers and speakers to move out into the open.
Maternity also had connotations of death and guilt. Women who were expecting a child
often ran the risk of having miscarriages. For instance, Lady Ann Fanshawe had fourteen
pregnacies, but lost most of the infants while still premature. As she writes in her Memoirs
(1676) "My dear husband had six sons and eight daughters borne and christned, and I miscarryed
of 6 more, 3 at severall times and once of 3 sons when I was about half gone my time" (106).
Stressing her own failure at bringing forth children, and her husband's success as a father of
fourteen children, Lady Fanshawe's account reveals that women were often blamed for
miscarriages. Women were held responsible for the well-being of the foetus, and frequently
25
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accused of adultery if they lost the child. A good example in this respect is Anne Boleyn whose
miscarriages brought imputations of wantonness upon her which ultimately triggered her death.28
Since maternity was thus often bound up with failure and the risk of obtaining a bad sexual
reputation, it became problematic for women writers and speakers to cast themselves in the role
of the mother.
Epitomising incontinence, suppression, inferiority, seclusion, the figure of the mother
was problematic for any woman who wanted to express herself. Nonetheless Renaissance and
early Restoration women writers employed tropes of maternity, as the imagery of motherhood
also offered outstanding opportunities for legitimising female speech and writing. Motherhood
was regarded as one of the major vocations of women. In Renaissance England one of the three
fundamental purposes of marriage was considered to be the propagation of children.29 Therefore,
by representing themselves as figurative mothers, or by writing texts on motherhood, women
writers could place themselves in the feminine domestic sphere in which society had placed
them, and mask their discursive transgression. The women who wrote the Gentlewomen's
Petition (1642), a plea for peace in the country addressed to the House of Commons, used the
image of the mother to veil the inappropriate nature of their participation in the public discussion
on politics. They emphasise how the war affects them as mothers: "to see our children dashed
against the stones, and the mother's milk mingled with the infants' blood...and little infants
suffered in their father's banishment" (1992, 97). Similarly, in Love's Name Lives (1663), her
plea for her husband's release, Mary Love expresses the distress that she feels as a mother who
may need to raise her children single-handedly. She appeals to the affection felt by the members
of parliament for their own mothers: "by the womb that bore you and the breasts that gave you
suck" (A2v). By thus referring to her status as a mother and translating her political plea into
maternal terms, Mary Love cloaks her improper public assertion of voice.
Another reason why women writers and speakers adopted maternal imagery lies in the
fact that motherhood gained more eminence from the Renaissance onwards. The ideological
discourse of the New Mother was taken up by some women writers as a legitimising strategy.
For instance, in her mother's legacy, The Mothers Blessing (1622) Dorothy Leigh argues that it
is her responsibility as a mother to write the advice book for her posterity: "I know not how to
perform this duty so well, as to leave you these few lines,…so that herein I may shew my selfe a
louing Mother and a dutifull wife" (A5v, emphasis mine). Likewise, Elizabeth Clinton considers
28
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the book that she writes for her children "that loving act of a loving mother" (1622, A2r). As the
rise of the ideological discourses of the New Mother entailed the gradual establishment of the
mother as a figure of power and influence, for women motherhood could offer a position of
authority from which to speak. Therefore, many women used their own maternity, and the social
authority that it granted them, as a strategy for making their speeches or writings seem
appropriate for a woman. For example, in The Countesse of Lincolne's Nurserie (1622) Elizabeth
Clinton argues:
Because it hath pleased God to blesse me with many children, and so caused me to observe many things
falling out to mothers, and to their children, I thought good to open my minde concerning a speciall matter
belonging to all childe-bearing women....even to write of this matter. (B1r)

By stressing her experience as a mother, Clinton creates a position of authority as a writer for
herself, and justifies her outspokenness.
Due to the fact that the New Mother in the Renaissance was charged with the upbringing
of her children and thus with instilling ideas into them, the family was not so private a unit as
people tend to think. Mothers had a great impact on their children in that they shaped their
children's minds religiously and politically as well.30 Adopting the voice of the mother or using
tropes of maternity could therefore be an efficient tool for women writers and speakers in another
way: they could shroud public political statements by means of motherhood imagery in the same
way as the family created the illusion of being completely a-political. In A Warning to All
Friends (1679), Mary Waite plays with maternal imagery in order to express her religiouspolitical ideas, associating the "false church" with the "filth of the daughter of Zion, which
causeth many miscarriages" (B1r).
Male authors often used the image of the pregnant male poet giving birth to voice, "being
impregnated or impregnating his muse or serving as a midwife to poetic birth" (Harvey, 1992,
78-79). For instance, in the first sonnet of the Astrophil and Stella cycle (1591), Sir Philip Sidney
adopts the persona of the suffering poet-lover who is "pregnant" with literary creativity: "great
with child to speak and helpless in my throes" (Q2v).31 As male poets, consciously or
unconsciously, often purloined tropes of maternity, women may have felt the desire to
reappropriate the mother role. Besides, women writers may have represented themselves as

heritage of children" (134). See Kelso, 1956, 116.
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See Goldberg: "the family served to reproduce society" (1986, 9).
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As Jeffrey Masten reveals, in sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England, it was usual for texts, both
dramatic and non-dramatic, to issue from a collaboration between two male writers. These texts were represented as
"a female body" (1997, 60) which was the offspring of "plural" male "parents" (1997, 21); the "fruit" of an all-male
act of procreation in which the two men both performed penetrating and receptive roles. Thus, woman was denied
procreative power.
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mothers or translate their expressions into maternal imagery, as the frequent equation of procreation with literary creativity in several historical, religious, political and literary writings of that
time offered them the potential to present their own discourses as procreated offspring, thus
embedding their texts within a conventionally feminine context and casting themselves in an
appropriately feminine role. In a dedicatory poem attached to her Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum
(1611) Aemilia Lanyer refers to her writing as the "first fruits of a woman's wit" (B2r), that is,
she represents her poetry as her own offspring. By using the image of "fruit" in relation to her
poem, in contrast with the "fruit" of the "forbidden tree" (B2r) in Eden, Lanyer seems to
construct her female (pro)creative powers as a redemptive atonement for Eve's transgression.
Likewise, An Collins suggests that her Divine Songs and Meditations (1652) are like children
that she has given birth to. She states that "the image of her mind" (E4v) can be traced in the
poems. This idea is clearly related to the general sixteenth- and seventeenth-century belief that a
mother stamped her own individual character on her children,32 and allows Collins to proclaim
autonomy and authority as a writer, by implying that a mother is mainly responsible for shaping
her progeny.
In Poems and Fancies (1653) Margaret Cavendish makes her transgressive intrusion into
the masculine realm of writing seem more acceptable, by constructing herself as a mother in
relation to her poetry, which she calls "my childe" (A8v). The risk of failure that was bound up
with women's pregnancies during this period, can also be detected in these women authors'
depictions of their texts as their offspring. For example, in Poems and Fancies Margaret
Cavendish calls her writing her "Strengthlesse Childe" (A8v), thus imparting the anxiety that her
text will not be acceptable according to literary standards. In a similar way, in the preface to her
collection of Several poems Compiled with great variety of Wit and Learning (1678) Anne
Bradstreet presents her text as a bastard child filled with "defects" (A3v); thus using the trope of
maternity to express discomfort about her discursive transgression and her qualities as a poet.
Women writers often evoked the image of maternity to reveal their uncertainty about their
writing skills, and to ask for the readers' sympathy, their texts being only helpless "children".
While seventeenth-century women writers often associate themselves with the Virgin
Mary in order to establish their sexual purity, they also had another motivation for turning to the
her. As a mother, Mary signalled independence:
The birth of Christ becomes the single miraculous instance when the woman's seed is the only human
contribution to procreation. (Wayne, 1996, 60)
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Embodying independent procreation, the maternal Mary may have suggested to women writers
and speakers that they, too, could achieve creative independence without man's intervention.
Fell's text illustrates this point: she portrays the virgin Mary, the woman who has not been
impregnated by man, as someone whose mouth fills over with words after Christ's birth has been
announced to her:
And then Mary said, My soul doth maginifie the Lord, and my Spirit rejoyceth in God my saviour, for he
hath regarded the low estate of his Hand-maid…Are you not here beholding to the Woman for her Sermon,
to use her words to put into your Common Prayer? (B4v)

Another reason why women writers in particular often adopted a maternal persona is, ironically,
bound up with the fact that in Renaissance and early Restoration England maternity was
regarded as the equivalent of absence and death. Maternity "stood for mortality and the inevitability of death" (Harvey, 1992, 109), since many women died in labour. This death that many
women found in childbirth corresponds to the form of speech conceded to women at that time
which was "always in some sense connected with death" (Bronfen, 1992, 404), woman being
relegated to silence, absence of voice, and often only endowed with a publicly acknowledged
voice after her death.33 Renaissance and early Restoration women writers assumed the persona of
a mother who faced death in childbirth, and who had to write out of a desire to impart her
knowledge to the progeny that might survive her, thus creating the illusion that her transgressive
voice may soon be properly silent again. Thus, Elizabeth Joceline, who in fact did not survive
her pregnancy, just as she expected, wrote: "I could not chuse but manifest this desire in writing,
lest it should please God to deprive of time to speake". She argues that she does not write "to the
world, but to mine owne childe; who it may be, will more profit by a few weake instructions
comming from a dead mother...than by farre better from much more learned" (1624, C3v-C4v).
Likewise, An Collins claims that her desire to extend her care beyond death prompts her to write:
Moreover this is thirdly in respect
Of some near kindred, who survive me may,
The which perhaps do better works neglect,
yet this they may be pleased to survey
Through willingness to hear what I could say. (1653, A2v)

For women writers and speakers, maternity was an appropriate trope in order to negotiate their
discursive subjectivity, because of its cultural connotations with absence and death, and hence,
silence.
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2.4. "I have set downe unto you (which are of mine owne sex)": Addressing a Female
Audience.
The title quotation is from Jane Anger's Protection for Women,34 and reveals that one of the
strategies used by Renaissance and early Restoration women to legitimise their speech or writing
was to direct their discourse to a female audience. By suggesting that her writing is exclusively
confined to the female sphere, Anger created the illusion that her discourse was appropriate
according to gender norms. Anger is by no means the only female author who used the mode of
woman-to-woman conversation in order to legitimise her voice.35 For instance, Elizabeth Clinton
veils her transgression of the gender norms by hinting that her writing was designed for other
women. As God had blessed her with many children, she wishes to pass on her experience to
other women; "thought good to open my minde concerning a speciall matter belonging to all
childe-bearing women....even to write of this matter" (1622, B1r).
These frequent suggestions made by women writers that their words were exclusively
intended for an all-female audience was not merely a strategy to make the assertion of their
voices seem more acceptable. By constructing a female readership for their texts, women could
ensure a position as discursive agents when society excluded them from this position. Moreover,
the address to a female audience appears to be related to the social reality that in late sixteenthand early seventeenth-century England, women who desired to express their literary talents often
came together in all-female circles to display their texts and ideas in front of a female audience.
From Lady Ann Clifford's account of a visit to the Sidney mansion of Penshurst in August 1617,
Marion Wynne-Davies infers that a female literary network existed: women from the higher
circles of society would gather at the country houses in assemblies particularly and exclusively
for women. There they would produce literary texts, exchange and read each other's writings and
create dramatic productions in a safe and friendly environment, so that one could speak of a
"female 'academy'...a companiate body of the female wits" (1998, 61).36
Women writers were often supported by female friends and relatives from the upper
classes who figured as their patrons, as becomes clear from the dedications to female benefactors
that one finds in many texts by women authors. Thus, their texts were primarily directed to a
female reader: the female patron. In her preface to Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum (1611) Aemilia
34
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Lanyer implies that her work is directed to several ladsies, among others Mary Sidney, the
Countess of Pembroke. Lanyer claims that she presents the "fruits of idel hours" as "my mirrour
to her view" (B1v). The image of the mirror suggests that Sidney, as a female reader, will perfect
and complete the work. By reading Lanyer's work Sidney will imprint her own virtuous image
on the text, and, as a most talented poet herself, correct all the flaws that might be contained in
Lanyer's writing. A similar role is reserved for the other readership that Lanyer addresses in her
preface: "all virtuous ladies and Gentelwomen of this kingdome" (B3r). According to Lanyer,
her female readers will protect, perfect and support her "imperfect endeavours", "knowing that
according to their own excellent dispositions, they will rather, cherish, nourish, and increase the
least sprak of virtue where they find it, by their favourable and best interpretations, than quench
it by wrong constructions" (B3r). In other words, Lanyer suggests that she is involved in a
partnership with a female audience, who will cause her text to be valued and who will ward off
attempts from the outside world to discredit Lanyer as a writer.
2.5. Conclusion.
Facing the risk of having their names and sexual reputations blemished when they took up the
pen, Renaissance and early Restoration women writers consciously and unconsciously
employed current discourses of religion,virginity, maternity and female bonding as the means
to create an acceptable feminine image of themselves as authors. These discourses were
associated with femininity in that period. Therefore, for these women writers they formed
suitable means to legitimise their transgression of the feminine boundaries of silence.
These social discourses could easily be recontextualised by female writers within
various generic modes. The religious discourses provided women with a motivation for selfexpression and Biblical figures proved appropriate models for developing feminine personae.
The discourses of virginity helped women to dissociate their voices from sexual impurity and
to reconstruct the gender discourses which limited female utterance. The discourses of
maternity were a tool to cover up these women's trangression of their social position, while
the context of women-to-women conversation helped to create the illusion of privacy.

probably female companions engaged with literary creativity: "And where the Muses gave their full consent" (l.3).

Figure 3: Frontispiece engraving to Othello, possibly from a Restoration production
of the play. In Rowe, Nicholas. Works of Shakespeare, volume v (British Library).
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Chapter 3: "Sorcery of Thy Tongue and Eyes": The Representation of Woman’s
Discursive Subjectivity in Renaissance and early Restoration Tragedy.
This chapter provides an analysis of a wide range of Renaissance and early Restoration
tragedies in relation to different social discourses on woman's speech and writing. Questions
that will be central to the discussion are how outspoken women are represented and what
different views on female utterance are expressed in the plays. Late sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century English playwrights mostly repudiated any fixed laws of dramatic
composition, in particular the classical "laws of poesy" and "rules of art" (Klein, 1968, 164).
However, there are still many things that tragedies written and performed during these periods
have in common with regard to tragic vision, characterisation and plot. My aim in this chapter
is to uncover the generic parameters of female subjectivity in male-authored Renaissance and
early Restoration tragedy by comparing and contrasting several tragic plays in their treatment
of speaking and silent women. I will focus on tragedies by male authors for several reasons.
First, because male-authored tragedies constituted the dominant tragic tradition at the time,
women being excluded from writing drama for the public stage. Second, because comparing
and contrasting male- and female-authored tragedies makes it possible to examine the ways in
which women refashioned the tragic genre as a result of their gender in my later chapters.
I have divided the chapter into subsections related to four different historical periods.
Raymond Williams expounded the view that "when we come to study the [tragic] tradition we
are immediately aware of change…all we can take quite for granted is the continuity of
tragedy as a word" (1992, 16), so that tragedy has to be "understood and valued historically"
(1992, 61). Taking into account the developments in tragedy as a genre during the
Renaissance and early Restoration with regard to issues such as cross-dressing, closure of the
theatres and the first admission of actresses to the stage in 1660, I have opted for a
categorisation of the plays as Elizabethan tragedy, Jacobean tragedy, tragedy from the
Caroline and Civil War periods, and early Restoration tragedy respectively. Within each
historical period I will examine tragedy in relation to women's speech and sexuality,
subjectivity and tragic closure.
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3. 1. Elizabethan Tragedy: Arden of Faversham, Titus Andronicus and The Spanish
Tragedy.
3.1.1. Woman, Speech and Sexuality in Elizabethan Tragedy.
Elizabethan tragedies generally endorse the dominant discourses on female utterance. In The
Tragedie of Arden of Faversham (approx. 1586-91) Alice Arden, the adulterous protagonist,
corresponds to the image of the wanton, wordy woman. When at one point Mosby wishes to
end his adulterous affair with Alice, out of fear of discovery, Alice uses her verbal skills, her
"sweet-set tongue", to "clear the trespass" of their liaison, and tempt Mosby back into
continuing their sexual relationship ( I, viii, 147).1 Alice's speech is clearly linked to her
sexual incontinence. In addition, throughout the play Alice's sin is envisaged as text written
on the physical space of the body: Alice claims that Mosby's name and their shame is
"engraven…even in my forehead" (I, viii, 76) to be read by the rest of the world. Thus the
concepts of discourse, the female body, and sexual immorality coalesce in this anonymous
Elizabethan play. However, portraying a woman whose silence hides bawdy conduct and well
transgressive desires, the playwright of Arden of Faversham also upsets the dominant cultural
signification of silence as an emblem of chastity, and speech as a sign of wantonness. When
Alice has persuaded Mosby to persist in their adultery, she commands that they should "seal
up" their "new-made match" with their "lips" ( I, viii, 150). As well as implying a kiss, this
phrase suggests Alice's urge to muffle up their sexual immorality in silence. The
inconsistencies within the dominant discourse on the female voice may already be discerned.
Written at about the same time, William Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus (1591) stages
the stereotype of the wanton woman who uses her tongue as a means of seduction to wreak
havoc upon others. Tamora, the Queen of the Goths, who has married the Roman Emperor,
does not abide by marital laws, since she has an adulterous affair with the moor Aaron. At the
same time Tamora proves to be eloquent, seeing her tongue as a smooth weapon by means of
which she can easily win people over. When Titus Andronicus threatens to avenge his
daughter's rape on the Emperor, Tamora convinces Emperor Saturninus that she will make
Andronicus change his mind through the power of her persuasive tongue: "I will enchant the

1

Viviana Comensoli describes Alice's behaviour in this scene as "willful encroachment upon the male
prerogatives of desire and resoluteness" (1996, 89).
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old Andronicus/ With words more sweet and yet more dangerous …For I can smooth and fill
his aged ear, with golden promises" ( IV, iv, 88-89).
3.1.2. Female Tragic Subjectivity on the Elizabethan Stage.
As I have pointed out in the introduction to this study, the Renaissance concept of subjectivity
was related to issues of speech, such as self-expression, the production of meaning, and
narrative control. Therefore, it is interesting to consider what view of female subjectivity is
taken in the Elizabethan plays under discussion which implicitly privilege female silence over
woman's speech by endorsing the cultural stereotype of the lewd, wordy woman. In Arden of
Faversham Alice dramatically overturns the traditional significance of socially established
notions. Alice attempts to display her undying devotion towards Mosby, by suggesting that
she will never be converted to the chaste life of a good wife: she will "burn this prayerbook
…will tear away the leaves" that command her to conform to the cultural ideal of the sexually
continent spouse. Instead she argues that "in this golden cover… shall thy [Mosby's] sweet
phrases and thy [Mosby's] letters dwell" (I, viii, 116-120). She wishes to fill the bookcover
with the discourse of sexual attraction and transgressive love. In other words, desecrating the
patriarchal word that is normally regarded as godly, and sanctifying the sinful word that is
considered base, Alice subverts the meaning of conventional concepts. Thus she is in
command over language and representation.
In Renaissance England women were denied the subject position that became
established for men, hence they were assigned the role of known object rather than knowing
subject.2 Alice, however, cannot be completely known or grasped by the male characters. For
instance, she pretends reluctance at receiving Mosby in their home, but later on changes her
protesting speeches into a submissive tone, claiming that she will "bid him welcome, seeing
you [Arden] 'll have it so" (I, xiv,187). Thus, Alice establishes an outward appearance of
herself as being modest in speech, and obedient in behaviour towards her husband, which
cleverly masks her interior rebellion and wicked plans. However, later on in the play Alice's
interiority is undermined. When she has murdered her husband, she does not succeed in
covering up her act of homicide. The blood she has spilt on the floor "cleaveth to the ground
and will not out" (I, xiv, 255), and in taking out the body "the print of many feet" were left
"within the snow" ( I, xiv, 396), causing her crime to be discovered. In other words, Alice's
interior secrets are exposed, and she is reduced to the status of a known object.
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In a soliloquy one encounters the problem that the "I" that is represented does not exist
simultaneously with the "I" that speaks, preceding it.3 In fact, inwardness in the theatre is
always inwardness displayed, "an inwardness, in other words, that has already ceased to exist"
(Maus, 1995, 23), even if a dramatic piece would not contain soliloquies. On the other hand,
the soliloquy has an important function in that a character who addresses the audience, letting
it glimpse into his inward mind, creates the impression of inwardness. Furthermore,
soliloquies play a significant role in the characterisation of a play, since they can show a
character to be a subject in process, defining and creating him or herself in language.4 In
Arden of Faversham the soliloquy appears to be an essentially male form of discourse, being
reserved for male characters. Whereas a villain like Mosby is granted a sense of interiority by
being allowed to speak a soliloquy, Alice hardly ever is. Being denied this opportunity to
communicate her most personal, inward thoughts to the spectators through a soliloquy, and
thus construct an image of herself that is not influenced by others, Alice is also denied the
chance to produce a sense of interiority.
Moreover, Alice continually loses control over the plot that she has in mind about
killing her husband and living happily ever after with Mosby. Alice's plans for having her
husband intercepted by the criminals Blackwill and Shakebag fail several times mainly
because she does not completely authorise the plot, leaving the murder in the hands of the two
clumsy men instead of acting herself. Second, Mosby often interferes with her plans: "I pray
thee, leave it to my discretion" (I, i, 245). At the tragic closure, the Mayor sentences Alice to
death. Thus the Mayor writes Alice's "ending" rather than allowing her to compose the end of
her life herself. Although initially Alice made influential choices as a plotter, she fails to
achieve narrative command over the course of events and over her own existence in the end.
There are some similarities between Arden of Faversham and The Spanish Tragedy in
the scope that is left for woman's subjectivity: in both tragedies, woman's potential for
subjectivity is undermined and appropriated by male characters. Having set her mind on
revenging Don Andrea’s death, Kyd's Bel-Imperia sees Don Horatio as the one who can carry
out the vengeful plans that she has thought out. However, Horatio gets killed prematurely, so
that this plot fails. She is denied an active part in plotting the murder of Balthasar and
Lorenzo. Hieronimo proposes to have her plot supplanted by his, which aims at destroying the
2

See Belsey, 1985, 149-60.
Jonathan Dollimore points to this problem in Radical Tragedy, 1984, 175-176.
4
"The soliloquy…is the condition of the possibility of presenting on the stage a new conception of the freestanding individual…the soliloquy makes audible the personal voice and offers access to the presence of an
individual speaker" (Belsey, 1985, 42). See also Geis, 1984, 170.
3
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murderers of his son. Thus he appropriates the role of "writer", and Bel-Imperia readily
consents to be led by him in the realisation of his plot: “Let me entreat you, grace my
practices./ For why, the plot’s already in mine head”(IV, i, 50-51). Bel-Imperia is thus
reduced to the role of passive instrument, through which Hieronimo can achieve his goals,
and is denied any active agency.
Interestingly, performing as an actress in the play within the play, Bel-Imperia can
only act out her revenge on Balthasar, because Hieronimo told her to act like this: "That
Soliman which Bel-Imperia/ In person of Perseda murdered/ Solely appointed to that tragic
part/ That she might slay him that offended her”(IV, iv, 137-139). Although Bel-Imperia thus
functions as Hieronimo’s instrument, she also manages to shape her dramatic part to her own
ends. As Hieronimo explains after the performance, Bel-Imperia's death was not designed by
him: “Poor Bel-Imperia missed her part in this/ For though the story saith she should have
died,/ Yet of kindness and of care to her, Did otherwise determine of her end" (IV, iv, 140143). In other words, Bel-Imperia rather chooses to plot her own life and death to a certain
extent than have her existence controlled and taken over by others. However, directing her
own life plot rather than assuming a part, Bel-Imperia has to die. Put differently, the status of
subject that Bel-Imperia attains through her self-fashioned plot at the same time implies an
erasure of selfhood.
Although Tamora manages to trick Saturninus into being directed by her, she is not
always successful in her role as "author" of plots. For instance, when she has persuaded
Saturninus to let her personify “Revenge”(V, ii, 3), and thus to temper him "with words more
sweet and yet more dangerous” (IV, iv, 88), promising to “ruminate strange plots of dire
revenge”(V, ii, 6), she fails utterly. Titus Andronicus, recognising Tamora through her
disguise, and aware that she plays tricks upon him, cleverly takes over the role of plotter
without Tamora noticing this. Convincing her that she should leave her sons, cast in the roles
of “Rape”and “Murder”, behind, he slaughters them, and subsequently serves them as a dish
to Tamora who naively eats “the flesh that she herself hath bred” (V, iii, 62). In other words,
Tamora is turned from the knowing subject into the deluded known object. This
transformation is underlined by the dramatic irony that her level of knowledge does not
parallel that of the spectators: the audience sees what Titus Andronicus has in store for
Tamora, and thus can know more about the play than she can.5
5

This fits in with Margeson's view that "in Elizabethan tragedy the tragic character recognizes part of the truth at
the time of the catastrophe…The rest is for the audience to try to comprehend in the context of the whole play
(1967, 182).
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3.1.3. The Elizabethan Tragic Closure.
In this subsection I will discuss three important aspects of the tragic closures in the
Elizabethan plays under discussion: the issue of transgression in relation to the ending that is
assigned to the female characters in the plays; the representation of the deaths of these
characters; and the depiction of female deaths in the plays. In her study of the tragic genre,
Linda Kintz applies the term "passive causality" (1992, 82) to female characters in tragedy,
arguing that whereas male characters might be responsible for a tragic act, women who
become the victims of male agency are regarded as guilty instead of blameless.6 Kintz’s views
accord with the depiction of Lavinia in Titus Andronicus. Conforming to the cultural ideal of
the chaste, silent and obedient woman, it seems unjust that Lavinia should suffer so much, and
become grotesquely transformed into the passive, voiceless female by having her tongue cut
out by her rapists. Although the cruelty that Lavinia is subjected to does not issue from any
sin or transgression on her part, she is implicitly blamed for her loss of spotlessness. Her
father appoints her as the cause of suffering and shame. Although he grieves bitterly about
seeing his dear daughter Lavinia "handless" in his "sight" (III, i, 68), and admits that it was
"Chiron and Demetrius…that did her all this wrong" (V, iii, 56-58) at the same time Titus
Andronicus claims that he must kill his daughter. The reason is that by ending her shame, his
sorrow could die, just as Virginius killed his deflowered daughter, because "the girl should
not survive her shame/ And by her presence still renew his sorrows" (V, iii, 41-42). Thus,
despite the fact that Lavinia was the passive, victimised object of Demetrius's and Chiron'
rape, she must be sacrificed to Titus Andronicus's knife, because her fate inflicts shame, grief
and defilement upon the family.7
In Renaissance culture the concept of interiority was often associated with the womb,
conceived as a brooding place of hidden, dark actions, "a private space of thoughts yet
unuttered, or actions yet unexecuted" (Maus, 1995, 190). As such, maternity was
often linked to secret plans to take revenge. It is interesting to consider Tamora in the light of
this Renaissance cultural reading of the womb. Pleading in vain for her son's life to Titus
Andronicus who shows no compassion for her maternal sorrow, Tamora swears "pitiless"
revenge for the fact that he "would not relent" (II, iii, 65). Thus, the text voices some
6

Karl Jaspers makes a similar distinction between "active" and "passive" guilt in tragedy, whereby "passive
guilt" originates from the mere fact of existence, and "active" guilt is caused by action. See Jaspers, 1971, 77778.
7
As Catharine Stimpson puts it, like other female characters such as Lucrece, Lavinia must die in order to purge
"the lives and honours of the men whom they have ornamented" (1980, 59).
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sympathy for Tamora's desire to wreak havoc upon Titus Andronicus, showing it to issue
from a mother's grief. This sympathy is negated by the fact that Tamora abuses her sons in
order to achieve her goal of taking revenge, encouraging them to rape Lavinia and thus risk
their lives. She shows no mercy when Lavinia, like a daughter to a mother, implores her to
protect her sexual purity. Thus, Tamora's flaw is a lack of maternal empathy and care. The
tragic fate that she has to suffer in this respect is significant: being fed her own sons, Tamora
not only comes to personify the relentless mother who is willing to sacrifice her sons, but also
loses her maternal, procreative powers.8 In fact, her feasting on her sons could be seen as a
reversed childbirth, visualised on stage. The corpses of her sons being carried back into her
body, her female body is figured as that which bodes death rather than life.9
In the final speech of Marston's play Antonio's Revenge (1602), the sequel to Antonio
and Mellida Andrugio speaks of "a Muse/ That to th'immortal fame of virgin faith/ Dares
once engage his pen to write her death/ Presenting it in some black tragedy" (V, iii).10 As
Michael Neill underlines, tragedy was "among the principal instruments by which the culture
of Early Modern England reinvented death" (1997, 3), using it as a means to come to terms
with their fear of the erasure of identity implied by death. At the closure of Titus Andronicus
there are several dead bodies on the stage, yet there proves to be a great difference between
the representation of deaths connected with the male and the female characters, respectively.
Catherine Belsey explains that suicide, the power to decide on one's life and death, can be
regarded as an expression of autonomy: "death which is self-inflicted, chosen, puts an end to
finitude itself". She claims that through suicide an individual man becomes "the origin and
guarantee of its own identity, the source of being, meaning and action". As such, "suicide reestablishes the sovereign subject" (1985, 124). Furthermore, in Renaissance England the
Senecan philosophy of stoicism had a great impact upon ideas about tragedy as a genre.
According to stoicism, which often manifested itself as political resistance effected by
indifference rather than interference concerning tyranny, the ultimate stoic act is suicide. The
reason for this is that suicide implies the point where man's "drive for control becomes totally
and unsurpassably self-referential in a final triumph over the world outside" (Braden, 1985,
24). The ultimate integrity and autonomy over man's existence is reached by self-

8

As Marion Wynne-Davies argues, "one of the corporal symbols of the play" is "the womb" (1991, 135) which
threatens males with castration and victimisation.
9
Catharine Stimpson comes to a similar conclusion about the scene, claiming that when Tamora "incorporates "
her sons "back into her body it is an inversion of the release of a living child that marks natural maternity" (1980,
60).
10
See also Klein, 1984, 153.
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annihilation. It is interesting to consider this view on suicide in relation to Titus Andronicus,
because the extent to which characters are granted autonomy over their deaths is determined
by gender. Titus Andronicus fills in Lavinia's thoughts. In doing so, he apparently projects
the patriarchal demands upon her body and mind. In this way, moreover, he appropriates
control over Lavinia's life, as he plots the end of her life.
Like Lavinia, Tamora already loses control over the plots that she attempts to invent
for the other characters before she is deprived of authority over her own life. Interestingly,
Tamora is not allowed to respond to Titus's revelation that her two sons were "baked in that
pie; Whereof their mother daintily hath fed" (V, iii, 60-61), for she is immediately stabbed to
death by him. In other words, whereas Titus Andronicus operates as the discoverer here,
Tamora can no longer assert an identity. By contrast, before he is put to a stake to be famished
to death, the villain Aaron voices protest against his submission, and thus, attains a moment of
self-assertion while facing the threat of elimination. Aaron raves that he is "no baby", that he
refuses to repent of "the evils I [he] have [has] done", that he would perform "if I might have
my will…Ten thousand worse than ever yet I did" and that he would regret "If one good deed
in all my life I did" (V, iii, 185-190). In this way Aaron clearly sets himself apart from the
outside world. In addition, he expresses a sense that he cannot be contained or controlled by
others. Michael Neill's statement that Renaissance tragedy offered a fantasy "to
overcome…fear of erasure of identity, by representing death as a moment of distinction and
self-assertion" (1997, 32) appears to be true of tragic male rather than tragic female
characters.
In English Renaissance culture the fear of self-annihilation in the process of dying was
also negotiated by memorialising the dead intensively, in the form of extensive burial rites as
a means to stress the identity of the deceased.11 The transgressive woman, Tamora, is denied
the rituals of reminiscence: "No funeral rite, nor man in mournful weeds/ No mournful bell
shall ring her burial/ But throw her forth to beasts and birds of prey" (V, iii, 196-198).
Moreover, since her body is to be eaten away and no monument is erected for her, the wanton,
wordy Tamora is relegated to the realm of absolute oblivion.12 Thus, the threat that she poses
to the gender norms is appropriately eradicated.
In The Spanish Tragedy, too, there are great differences in the depiction of the deaths
11

Neill speaks of "a consolatory instrument of memoria" (1997, 41) in this respect.
Tamora and Aaron also do not receive proper burial rites, because they "are not of Rome" (Barker, 1993, 147).
The Roman characters demarcate their society as culture, in contrast to what lies "beyond the gates" (Barker,
1993, 148), even though a close reading of the play reveals that Rome is a "primitive society" (1993, 143) rather
than a culturally refined one.
12
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of the men on the one hand, and the ends reserved for the female sex on the other. As I have
shown, at the tragic closure Hieronimo is in control of the acts of plotting. He establishes
himself as a playwright who can govern the fates of those around him, and chooses to kill
himself with the pen knife rather than submitting to the king who commands to "make thee
[him] speak" (IV, iv, 164). This autonomy is underlined by the fact that the conclusion of the
tragedy that he had composed also marks the moment in which he writes the ending to the
drama of his life.13 Hieronimo strongly asserts his identity before he dies, when he exclaims
in front of the audience: "And princes, now behold Hieronimo,/ Author and actor in this
tragedy" (IV, iv, 146-47). In this manner Hieronimo not only draws attention to himself as a
speaking subject, but also establishes himself as a generator of meaning.
Bel-Imperia does not enjoy such a particular moment of self-assertion before her
death. The words that she speaks before she commits suicide on the stage are not her own, but
belong to the part that Hieronimo had written for her in the play within the play. Unlike
Tamora and Lavinia who are killed, and thus lack authority and control over the "plots" of
their lives, Bel-Imperia determines the ending to her own life, in this respect ignoring
Hieronimo's stage directions. Since she thus both plots and performs her own narrative
ending, Bel-Imperia achieves an autonomy which is unusual for tragic women. In addition,
her narrative agency is visible, for she kills herself on stage. This is not common for tragic
female characters, who, as Loraux makes clear, conventionally die off stage and in silence;
the dead body shown to the audience, but the woman's act of dying hardly ever.14 This
autonomy is partly undermined when Hieronimo explains her as a woman who crossed his
dramaturgical purposes. He assumes the role of her signifier after her death, reducing her to
the known object of his interpretations.
As we have perceived, at the conclusion of Arden of Faversham the sexually and
discursively transgressive woman is turned into a controllable, known feminine object that is
appropriately ruled out and silenced. Interestingly, there appears to be a difference between
Alice and her husband in that the latter appears to be able to transcend death as a discursive
subject, whereas Alice does not. Having slain her husband, and being subsequently
unsuccessful in rubbing the blood stains from the floor, Alice exclaims: "The blood condemns
me and in gushing forth/ Speaks as it falls, and asks me why I did it" (I, xvi, 5-6). Alice's
description of her husband's blood in terms of speaking and asking, although obviously used
13

Thus, Hieronimo belongs to the stock of "characters of Renaissance tragedy " which, as Michael Neill argues,
often perform the role of "dramatists" who "so frequently envisage their ends in heavily narrativized terms"
(1997, 205).
14
See Loraux, 1987, 22-24.
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in a figurative sense, suggests that Arden continues to perform the role of the subject who can
condemn, hence, signify others, beyond death. No such post-mortal voice or physical
presence is granted to Alice, her abduction to the scaffold marking her disappearance from the
stage.
3.2. Jacobean Tragedy: Othello, The Duchess of Malfi, The Maid’s Tragedy, The
Changeling.
3.2.1. The "Begrimed" Tragic Woman of Jacobean Theatre.
Jacobean tragedies are often similar to Elizabethan tragic plays in their depiction of woman's
speech in relation to her sexuality. In Middleton and Rowley's late Jacobean tragedy The
Changeling (1622), the dominant discourses on the female voice play a major role. From the
opening of the play the main female protagonist, Beatrice Joanna, appears witty and bold in
speech. For example, when she has set eyes on Alsemero, Beatrice converses with him in a
discourse which contains overt sexual allusions. She openly compliments him on his ability to
"sing at first sight" ( I, i, 66), that is, to make love at first sight, and inquires after the
"sciences" ( I, i, 64) of love that he is skilled in. Since Beatrice Joanna displays both an
assertive voice as well as sexually immodest speeches, the play endorses the cultural
association of woman's speech with lewdness. This in turn is further underlined by the fact
that De Flores derives "pleasure", that is sexual enjoyment and titillation from Beatrice
Joanna 's outspoken speeches. He claims that "Tis half an act of pleasure to hear her talk thus
to me" (II, ii, 87), the word "act" alluding to copulation, as it often does.
In Beaumont and Fletcher's The Maid's Tragedy (1610) the cultural association
between woman's speech and wantonness is both endorsed and challenged. Evadne appears to
confirm the idea that wordy and witty women are sexually incontinent, yielding to the king's
sexual desire for her, and feeling no shame. For example, when Amintor criticises her for
marrying him when she was no longer spotless, Evadne defends herself by claiming the right
to save her honour through marriage. She openly voices her determination "never to be
acquainted" (II, i, 218) with Amintor's bed in spite of his fierce protestations, and explicitly
dares to mention the fact that she is no longer intact: "I am no virgin" (II, i, 293). Although
Evadne thus appears to personify the cultural stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman, at
other points of the plot her behaviour also contradicts this image. Ironically, while Evadne
does not set great store by her virginity in general, giving it up to sleep with the king, she
forbears to sleep with Amintor. She has vowed faithfulness to the king by swearing she would
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"ne'er enjoy a man" (III, i, 167) but him. Although society would regard Evadne as a "whore"
(III, i, 253), as Amintor makes clear, Evadne is still sexually continent in the sense, of having
a monogamous relationship.
In Othello (1604) the belief that a woman's speech signals sexual looseness is
undermined. The female protagonist Desdemona bears similarities to the cultural spectre of
the wanton, talkative woman. Throughout the play she exhibits a great capacity for eloquence,
for asserting her tongue as a means of charming, and thus, disempowering men. She also
grants herself the liberty to speak her mind openly. For instance, when Othello has dismissed
Cassio for his rude behaviour, Desdemona attempts to talk Othello into reconciliation with
him. She openly expresses her mind on the subject, having the confidence she will " watch
him tame and talk him out of patience" ( III, iii, 23). Having the gift of eloquence, Desdemona
also openly displays her will and sexual desire. In defending her love for Othello in front of
her father and the Duke, Desdemona claims that she would suffer immensely if she were left
behind: "A moth of peace, and he go to the war/ The rites for which I love him are bereft me"
( I, iii, 252-253).
Yet the play does not equate Desdemona with the cultural stereotype of the wanton
wordy female. Any references to Desdemona as sexually transgressive are produced by men
who either deliberately seek to bring her reputation down or who are blinded by distorted
perceptions. Jonathan Dollimore explains that the character of the "stage misogynist" (1984,
292) who intentionally and unjustly slanders a woman appears in Renaissance drama
regularly. Iago clearly belongs to this category of stage misogynists as he tries to blemish
Desdemona's sexual reputation in order to satisfy his envious desire to destroy Othello
emotionally. As Iago acknowledges, he will use Desdemona's good-natured pleading for
Cassio as the means to "pour…pestilence" (II, iii, 323) into Othello's ear: "So will I turn her
virtue into pitch/ And out of her own goodness make the net/ That shall enmesh them all" (II,
iii, 327-329). Hinting to Othello that Desdemona's whispered conversations with Cassio
reveal a secret love affair, Iago abuses the dominant discourses that a woman who asserts her
voice is sexually loose as a tool to achieve his wicked ends. In addition, Othello's description
of Desdemona as a "cunning whore of Venice" (IV, ii, 88) is not trustworthy, since it is rooted
in the flawed perspective that Iago has helped to create. Thus, the speaking, sexually
incontinent female proves to be a projection of the male mind rather than a reality.
There are parallels between Othello and John Webster's tragedy The Duchess of Malfi
(1613). Like Desdemona, Webster's Duchess follows her heart instead of the restrictions on
conduct imposed by the male members of her family. Her brothers Ferdinand and the
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Cardinal urge her not to remarry now that she is widowed. Nevertheless, the Duchess is not
restrained by this "law of the Father", as symbolized by her "father's poniard" ( I, ii, 238),
from engaging herself with her servant Antonio and tying the knot. In addition, like
Desdemona, the Duchess displays a great sense of wit, and at times openly voices her
thoughts without inhibition. For example, the Duchess appropriates the role of speaker in
situations where society expects a woman to be silent. Instead of being won over by Antonio,
she takes the active part of the wooer, being forced to do so because of their difference in
rank: "because none dare woo us" (I, ii, 344).15
Despite the Duchess's assertion of sexual independence, she upsets the dominant
assumption that eloquent outspoken women are bawdy. As the Duchess hands over her ring
to Antonio as a sign of their betrothal and her devotion, she claims: " 'Twas my wedding ring/
And I did vow never to part with it/ But to my second husband" (I, ii, 311-313). The fact that
the Duchess will only give away her ring, the symbol of woman's sexuality in Renaissance
discourses, to those that she is bound to in marriage suggests her desire for a monogamous
sexual relationship. In fact, like Othello, Webster's play undermines the dominant ideological
discourses that define woman's speech as a sign of sexual looseness. The tragedy shows the
dominant discourses to be projections of the male mind, and Webster equates man's words
with bawdiness. When Ferdinand admonishes his sister not to wed again, he suggests that
women are tempted to remarry, because they "like that part, which, like the lamprey/ hath
never a bone in it" (I, ii, 242-243). His remark leads the Duchess to tell her brother off, as
"that part…which hath never a bone in it" is sexually explicit and immodest. In short, whereas
the Duke creates the impression that the female sex is extremely lustful, his explicit sexual
pun reveals that man's rather than woman's speech is bound up with bawdiness. In response to
his sister's "Fie!" (I, ii, 243) Ferdinand claims that he did not allude to the phallus with the
word "that part", but "mean[s] the tongue" ( I, ii, 244), asserting that women easily surrender
to men's flattering speeches. This shift in the meaning attributed to the term “that part" is
again revealing, as it indicates that Ferdinand relates speech to lust. Hence, we may view his
suspicion of the wordy Duchess’s boundless sexual desire as a projection of his own vile
mind.16

15

As McLuskie contends, "The Duchess first impresses us as a figure whose wit and vitality are more
appropriate to a comic setting and yet by the end of the play she has undoubted tragic stature" (1985, 83).
16
This reading is justified, for later on in the play Ferdinand is staged as someone who has "strange" voyeuristic,
almost incestuous "imaginings" of seeing his sister "in the shameful act of sin" (Carol Hansen, 1993, 28) with
Antonio.
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3.2.2. The Jacobean Tragic Woman and the Mystery of Meaning.
Middleton and Rowley's character Beatrice Joanna fits in the line of wordy, wanton women
like Alice Arden and Tamora, who first exert authority over the process of signifying, but
who ultimately lose this control. At the beginning of the play, she displays her remarkable wit
and eloquence in a flirtatious conversation with Alsemero:
Beatrice Joanna: Which of the sciences is this love you speak of.
Alsemero:From your tongue, I take it to be music.
Beatrice Joanna: You are skilful in't, can sing at first sight. ( I, i, 63-66)

Beatrice Joanna manages to grasp the underlying, sexual meaning of Alsemero's words, and
she plays along with him in their interview that abounds with double entendres by
communicating with him in the same manner of discourse. Yet, De Flores undermines and
alters the meaning of herself that Beatrice had produced. Whereas Beatrice makes much of
her feminine modesty, seeing it as an integral part of her identity, De Flores challenges
Beatrice's representation of herself. Being "dipped in blood" as much as himself, to De Flores
Beatrice becomes divested of her superiority, and thereby equal to him. Subsequently, not
having any space in the text or good arguments to contradict De Flores's definitions of her,
Beatrice loses authority over the representation of her self. This loss of authority over her
image culminates in De Flores's transformation of her being into the image that he has already
cast of her in language, when he abducts her to deflower and bewhore her.
As we have seen, Evadne is portrayed as the sexually independent, outspoken
villainess. In an interview with her brother Melantius, who tells her off for her conduct,
Evadne angrily exclaims “I’ll ha’you whipped” (IV, i, 69). This is an interesting statement
considering the fact that in seventeenth-century England to be whipped was considered the
conventional punishment for whores, as is revealed by the at that time common expression “to
be whipped at the tail of a cart”.17 While society would feel justified to have Evadne whipped
for her sexual transgression, Evadne turns around conventional ideas by placing herself in the
role of the castigator. Thus, at the beginning of the play Evadne can still exert some control
over the process of signification, challenging the semantics of patriarchal notions by
reconstructing them and recreating the definitions that society imposes upon her. Evadne is
not moved by Amintor's pressure to "make thy tongue undo this wicked oath" (III, i, 97) of
observing chastity towards the king.18 Her refusal to speak the words that Amintor commands
17

See Boose, 1995, 324, and my discussion of the expression in chapter one, page 26.
As Eileen Allman convincingly argues, Evadne's "bold seizure of authority over her body" by refusing to sleep
with Amintor, is "an assault to maleness itself" (1999, 79).

18
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her to, indicates Evadne's control over her voice, and Evadne's unwillingness to give in to him
shows that she will not let him dictate the part that she is to play.
Evadne ends up deprived of the subjectivity that she displays at an earlier stage of the
play. Ironically, the moment at which Evadne loses command over language and the plot is
when she is overruled to confess her shame by Melantius, who threatens to kill her if she does
not reveal all the details of her illicit conduct. Her compliance with Melantius's wish to
confess the truth and aim for goodness henceforth results in Evadne's opening up her bosom
to her brother. This loss of control over her interior is accompanied by a loss of authority over
her life. Apparently obeying her brother in her conversion, Evadne submits to his command
that she should take revenge upon the king by murdering him: "Evadne, thou wilt to thy trade
again…I command thee curse him…Come, you shall kill him" (IV, i, 135-156). Evadne
succeeds in assassinating the king, and thus, in carrying out the plot that her brother had
"written" for her. Her acceptance of the role that her brother assigns to her at the same time
entails that Evadne does not attain the desired end that she had envisaged for herself and
Amintor. Running to meet Amintor "with bloody hands, carrying a knife" (V, iii) Evadne
believes that through killing the king she will be redeemed by Amintor and accepted once
again as his wife:
Amintor, I am loaden with events
That fly to make thee happy (V, iii, 108-121)

However, rather than being happy to hear that Evadne has killed his former rival, Amintor is
disgusted by Evadne's deed, and orders her out of his sight. Thus, the plot that she had
invented herself of being reunited with Amintor fails utterly. At this stage Evadne has also
lost the quality to control the representations of herself. She is unable to offer an alternative
meaning of herself in opposition to Amintor's condemnations, and to convince him that his
view of her is wrong.
Shakespeare's Desdemona appears to conform to the conventional pattern of the tragic
woman who has to surrender her status as subject. Whereas these other tragic plays appear to
condone woman's enforced forfeiture of discursive and narrative control, Othello makes clear
that Desdemona's loss of subjectivity issues from her husband's uncertainty about his identity.
The play shows that Othello suffers from tragic error and blindness in his treatment of his
spouse. Before Othello's mind starts to be infected by Iago's insinuations of his wife's
unchaste behaviour, communication between Othello and Desdemona runs smoothly. They
are able to understand each other, and Desdemona feels free to express her mind to him.
Significantly, Desdemona loses her grip upon the process of signification when Othello
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manifests his suspicions of her sexuality for the first time. Demanding Desdemona to show
him her "eyes", and "look in" his "face" (IV, ii, 23-24) so he can inspect her honesty,
Desdemona is completely at a loss as to the significance of his words:
What horrible fancy's this? Upon my knees, what doth your speech import? I understand a fury in your
words/but not the words. (25, 30-32)

Yet Othello feels that he cannot discover Desdemona's real nature. He cannot ascertain
whether the meaning of Dea, goddess, or Demona, wanton fiend, applies to her. Othello
responds to his uncertainty about Desdemona’s signification by transferring his lack of
control over meaning to her. He blurs the import of his speeches by refusing to let her know
why he acts in this way, and consequently, turns her into a person who can no longer figure
out the meaning of his words. Subsequently, Othello attempts to appropriate his control over
the process of signifying Desdemona by refusing to listen to what she says.19 Ultimately,
Othello's denial of Desdemona's view of herself leads to her complete silencing. When
Desdemona attempts to defend herself against Othello's imputations, he commands her to
hold "peace and be still!" (V, ii, 47). That he reduces Desdemona to the role of listener is
shown by the fact that Desdemona's phrase in response to his command is a question: "I will
so, what's the matter" (V, ii, 48). This makes clear that "she again assumes the role of
audience, trying to understand Othello" (Novy, 1980, 258). That Othello manages to
appropriate Desdemona’s discursive power is indicated by two more things. First, by his
successful elimination of her voice. Second, by the fact that shortly before she breathes her
last Desdemona appears to have internalised the significations that Othello had previously
sought to enforce upon her. When Emilia discovers her dying mistress and asks her who
mortally injured her, Desdemona claims: "Nobody; I myself" (V, ii, 125). Desdemona thus
takes the blame for Othello's murdering her. She tolerates the fact that society will consider
her as a dishonest woman, instead of seeking to counter Othello's view of her character.20
19

As Madelon Gohlke also points out, Othello regards Desdemona "a whore, one whose entire behaviour may be
explained in terms of lust" (1980, 155). Interestingly, in another tragedy by Shakespeare, Hamlet, we see the
female characters solely through the eyes of the male protagonist, and thus, through the interpretations that he
gives of them. Although Hamlet accuses his mother for wantonness and dishonourable conduct, a look at her
behaviour in the play indicates that on the whole Gertrude is silent and submissive. Mary Beth Rose and Linda
Bamber also conclude that the audience and readers never get to know Gertrude, because she is the vessel of his
feelings and the site of his discursive constructions of her. See Rose, 1986, 95-101 and 110; Bamber, 1982, 8788. As James Hill contends, we do not see the female characters' "inner lives, nor sensed the intensity of their
inner conflicts" (1986, 253), the parts of women in tragedies being played by boy-actors who could not yet
perform too complicated character roles. Although Hill will be right in assuming this, I also believe that the onedimensional representation of women in plays like Hamlet has to do with the playwright’s or society’s anxiety
about female subjectivity.
20
For a further discussion of the representation of woman's voice and female tragic subjectivity in Othello, see
Corporaal, 2002b.
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The virtuous yet slandered Desdemona loses control over her existence and the
dramatic plot in the course of the play. Othello denies Desdemona's plot of the past events,
enforcing his own version of the story line upon her. Second, by murdering his beloved,
Othello does not allow Desdemona the autonomy to fashion her own death. According to
Abbe Blum, in seventeenth-century tragedies like Othello women were often killed because
of the male characters' need to "monumentalize" (1990, 104) them, that is, because of men's
urge to silence women. They transform their living, sexually active bodies into mute statues
that are marked by "coldness, …lack of desire" (1990, 104), as the means of exerting control
over their sexual conduct. By reducing Desdemona to an alabaster-like corpse, Othello feels
that he restores Desdemona's once cold sexuality, her virginity: "Cold, cold my girl/Even like
thy chastity" (V, ii, 273-274).21 Othello pronouncing these phrases, the audience could see a a
supposedly dead, cold female body on stage that may have looked like a statue. Murdering
Desdemona and reducing her to the status of a statue-like monument, Othello attempts to
undo and reverse the plot of adultery that Desdemona is presumed to have acted out with
Cassio. Othello tries to supplant Desdemona's "plot" by one which turns back the clock and
erases possible events. At the same time, Othello's murder of his wife can be read as his effort
to restore his masculine power and control over Desdemona, and to avoid a "feminine ending"
(Berry, 1999, 10) as a powerless being. 22
The Duchess of Malfi also criticises the way in which the male characters curtail and
eliminate woman's subjectivity by depicting it as morally wrong. As Ferdinand and the
Cardinal make clear in their interview with her, the Duchess should not try to harbour secret
plans, actions and thoughts, as "Your darkest action, nay, your privatest thought will come to
light" ( I, ii, 222-223). 23 That their remarks are not just threats, becomes clear from the fact
that they "entertain… Bosola…for…intelligence" (I, ii, 134-35), ordering him to spy upon
their sister. In other words, the Duchess is placed in the position of the ignorant woman who
can be known by the male subjects around her. Her pure openness contrasts with the fact that
21

In an examination of this phenomenon of monumentalisation, Sara Eaton makes clear that the male characters'
desire to murder women as the means to control them, is often accompanied by their urge to leave the womasn's
flesh "perfect and undeformed" (1991, 184). Othello's desire to keep Desdemona's skin smooth as alabaster
appears to be an indication of this fetishization of the female body that marks the process of monumentalisation
in Renaissance tragedies.
22
The term "feminine ending" is derived from Philippa Berry's major study on tragedy and death, Shakespeare's
Feminine Endings (1999). As Berry points out, "at the level of plot the tragedies' female characters frequently
disrupt the stability and continuity of masculine identity" (10), as a result of which the male characters fear the
erasure of their masculine selfhood and power. It is often the deaths of the female characters that prevent a
feminine ending of the male dramatic personae.
23
As Judith Haber explains, the Duchess creates a sense of interiority, by displaying sexual autonomy in
determining who may invade her body sexually. She "attempts to construct and control her own body, to create a
circular "feminine" space" like an enclosed garden "that is free from invasion" (1999, 138).
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Ferdinand's and the Cardinal's inward beings store secrets that cannot be trusted into the open,
since they attest to incestuous desires in Ferdinand's case, and to adulterous and murderous
passions in Cardinal's case. The two brothers representing secret bestial lust and greediness,
Webster suggests that their urge to inspect their sister's inwardness is unjustified.
Although her brothers try to talk her out of re-marrying, the Duchess is not impressed
by their threats. Whereas Webster's female protagonist aptly realises her plans, she is forced
to surrender the control over her existence in the course of the play. Receiving the information
of his sister's secret remarriage, the Cardinal can fool the Duchess into believing that her
husband and children have been killed by showing her some waxen statues. Thus he creates
an illusionary plot through which he can manipulate and control her mind. Subsequently her
brother has the Duchess sequestered. The space to which she is confined symbolises the
Duchess's relegation to the social position that her brother had in mind for her. In other words,
it signals that her brother has succeeded in imposing his plot upon her life, and in curtailing
his sister's potential to walk out on the plot that he authorises.
3.2.3. The Jacobean Tragic Closure and Transcendence.
As far as transcendence over death is concerned in The Changeling, one can conclude that De
Flores as a villain is granted this form of transcendence in the play. In his final appearance on
the stage he contends: "her honour's prize was the reward, I thank life for nothing but that
pleasure…I loved this woman in spite of her heart; Her love I earned out of Piracquo's
murder" (V, iii, 165-69). De Flores is thus given the chance to unravel the course of events,
unveil the truth and expose Beatrice as the object of his discursive and physical command. By
contrast, Beatrice Joanna is not allowed any transcendence over death, although she and De
Flores have sinned equally in their complicity in murder and adultery. She is not heard by
Alsemero when she tries to defend herself by suggesting that she has been "true unto your
bed" (V, iii, 82), and is locked up in the closet. Consequently, she can hardly refute De
Flores's imputations that she is a common whore, and she is not given the possibility to assert
her identity, before her life is ended cruelly by De Flores.
Amintor's negative response to his wife's murder of the king in The Maid's Tragedy
suggests that Evadne is denied the possibility to transcend her sins. When Amintor will not
forgive her nor restore her to him as his spouse, Evadne argues that "Evadne whom thou hat'st
will die for thee" (V, iii, 172), and subsequently stabs herself to death. In bleak contrast with
the defiant, self-conscious Evadne whom we saw earlier on in the play, the final scene
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presents us with a woman who depends upon man for essence and selfhood. This is
particularly revealed by Evadne's reference to herself as "Evadne", rather than as "I". Evadne
apparently has come to absorb the social prescription that a woman who has been sexually
spoilt should die. As in Titus Andronicus the world of this play is based on the principle that a
woman's sexual defilement should lead to her death. This becomes evident from Melantius'
statement that Evadne has "death" about her, because of her "poisoned… virtue" (IV, i, 8687). This is a principle that Evadne eventually conforms to. Although Evadne fashions her
own death, her suicide is placed in a negative light by the depiction of suicide in general as a
form of cowardice and baseness later on in the play. When Melantius learns that his best
friend Amintor is dead, he "draws his sword and makes to stab himself" (V, iii, 273). He is,
however, stopped by Diphilus, who reproaches him for his intention: "Fie, how unmanly was
this offer in you/ Does this become our strain?" (V, iii, 275-276). This negative portrayal of
suicide in general prevents Evadne from being established as an autonomous woman. The fact
that suicide is defined as an unmanly act creates the impression that Evadne is, after all, a
weak woman. In addition, Evadne is apparently denied a surviving position in discourse after
death. Being told about his sister's death, Melantius argues that it "is a thing to laugh at in
respect of" (V, iii, 263) Amintor' s mortal injuries. Since apparently Melantius sees no need to
commemorate his sister or spend further words upon her, it ensues that Evadne will be
doomed to silence after her decease.
When one compares Othello and Desdemona in relation to the issue of transcendence,
one comes to the conclusion that Desdemona hardly reaches transcendence, whereas Othello
overcomes both his transgression and death. Othello's final moments are not only marked by
his awareness that he loved "not wisely, but too well" (V, ii, 340).24 They also encompass an
assertion of his identity and a relegation of his soul to memory. Wounding his enemy Iago
physically in exchange for the psychological wound that he had received , Othello calls
himself “honourable” (V, ii, 291), distinguishing himself from other villains and murderers
like Iago. In thus establishing his difference from others, Othello asserts his identity and and
constructs his representation. Apart from this, Othello also transcends mortality by securing a
place in discourse after death. In his final speech Othello informs Cassio and Lodovico:
I pray you, in your letters
When you shall these unlucky deeds relate,
Speak of me as I am; nothing extenuate. (V, ii, 336-337)

24

As Vanita rightly claims, Othello's murder of his wife is envisaged as sinful, only because Desdemona was
innocent. The issue of whether murdering an adulterous wife is morally good or wrong is never questioned in the
play. See Vanita, 1994, 340-43.
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As these final words reveal, Othello urges those left behind to remember him in discourse, to
write and speak about him. In other words, he attempts to survive the obliteration of
subjectivity and selfhood that awaits him. Unlike Othello's final moments, Desdemona's
farewell to the world is marked by self-denial rather than self-assertion. Moreover,
Desdemona's transcendence over death is only brief. The woman whose voice serves to
commemorate her name and identity and expose the truth about her fate, Emilia, is murdered
by her husband Iago immediately after her revelation. The other character who has her name
on his lips is Othello, who commits suicide immediately after her death.
As a play, The Duchess of Malfi is unique for its period, because it grants the female
protagonist full transcendence over death.25 As we have seen, the Cardinal seeks to
monumentalise his sister by locking her up and having her slain. This monumentalising is
anticipated by Cariola's statement that her mistress looks "like to your picture in the gallery, /
A deal of life in show, but none in practice; Or rather like some reverend monument/ Whose
ruins are even pitied" (IV, ii, 31-34; emphasis mine). Although her brother wishes to reduce
her to the status of a lifeless being, the Duchess transcends her silencing. For one thing, at the
moment that Bosola prepares himself for killing her, the Duchess exclaims:"I am Duchess of
Malfi still" (IV, ii, 126, 133). Thus asserting her identity, she defies the erasure of identity
through death that awaits her.26 Interestingly, the Duchess's voice, which she thus raises
before Bosola kills her, even proves to survive death. In line with Ferdinand's belief that "the
duchess/ Haunts me" (V, ii, 337-38) after her death, is the scene in which Antonio and Delio,
while still unaware of the duchess's death, are haunted by her voice. Upon entering the
fortification, Delio remarks: "This fortification…Gives the best echo that you ever heard….So
plain in the distinction of our words, That many have supposed it a spirit". When
subsequently Antonio finds his words echoed, he remarks that the echo is "very like my wife's
voice" (V, iii, 1-26). In other words, the playwright suggests here that the Duchess lives on as
a haunting spirit whose voice can still express itself and be heard; in particular as in the stage
directions it is mentioned that the echo comes "from the Duchess' grave".27 The Duchess does
not belong to the category of characters whose "unruly" (Rutter, 2001, 11) bodies resist death
25

As Frances Dolan maintains, in seventeenth-century England agency in a woman was almost always related to
transgression; See Dolan, 1989, 201.
26
In her defiant assertion of her identity the Duchess resembles Webster's female protagonist from The White
Devil (1612), Vittoria. Facing her conviction, she daringly defies the notions that the judges attach to her and
thus demarcates her personality: "terrify babes, my lord, with painted devils,/I am past such needless palsy,. For
you names / Of 'whore' and 'murderess', they proceed from you" (III, ii, 150-152).
27
As Daileader argues, in some recent performances of the play, directors have depicted the Duchess's
transcendent voice as a complete resurrection from the dead, making the Duchess return "to stand onstage
through the final act, a spectral presence…silently meting out justice" (1998, 90)
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by being still visible as spectral, acting bodies on the stage. This role appears to be reserved to
male characters, such as the dead Don Andrea in Thomas Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy who is
visible on stage as a spirit commenting upon the events, and the staged ghost of Hamlet's
father, who persuades his son to avenge his murder. However, while the Duchess's body is
erased from the stage – the site of hersexual unruliness thus being properly eliminated–she is
still a discursive presence.
As this voice from beyond the grave– a status which Renaissance theatre directors
may have emphasised by presenting the audience an audible voice as well–the Duchess
transcends the silencing that was imposed upon her through her murderers.28 The fact that the
Duchess's voice is raised from the dead, appears to refer to Christ's resurrection, for the text
contains many allusions to Christ in relation to the Duchess. For example, the Duchess's
remarks that she would make the world return "to its first chaos" (IV, i, 98) if Bosola killed
her, alludes to the darkness that came over the earth when Christ was crucified. Her
subsequent allegation "I long to bleed" also appears to be an allusion to Christ, who bled for
the sins committed by mankind. The use of Christian discourses in the representation of the
Duchess serves to legitimise her outspokenness, which her immoral brothers reject. The
analogy between the Duchess and Christ that is suggested underlines the capacity of her voice
to transcend death and defy the silencing that her brothers impose upon her.
3.3. Caroline Tragedy and Tragedy from the Civil War Period: ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore,
The Broken Heart, The Politician.
3.3.1. Woman's "Magic Tongue" and English Drama, 1625-1649.
On the whole Jacobean tragedy endorsed the dominant equation of female utterance with
sexual incontinence. Yet, in some tragic plays, such as Othello and The Duchess of Malfi,
contradictory discourses were developed which dismantled the culturally approved
perceptions on woman's voice. These alternative discourses on woman's voice were gaining
some territory in the tragic texts written over the next few decades. However, in James
Shirley's The Politician (ca. 1639) the cultural stereotype of the luxurious outspoken woman
is confirmed. Marpisa conforms to the stereotype of the lascivious, wordy woman. She is
28

Thus Clark's assumption that some seventeenth-century playwrights granted women voice and power while
depicting them as virtuous, also seems to apply to Webster's tragedy. See Clark, 1990, 64.
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bound by marital contract to the king, yet she makes a cuckold out of him by paying the
politician Gotharus "fair conditions" (III, iii) in return for Gotharus's help in introducing her
to the king and socially advancing her. Ill-reputed for her wanton conduct, at the same time
Marpisa possesses a verbal power through which she is said to cast a spell on others, and is
very assertive in her speeches. Olaus, the king's uncle, believes that Marpisa had "charm'd"
her former husband Altomarus "by the flattery and magic of her… tongue" (III, i), and openly
accuses her of making "an idol" of "the device of tongue and soft phrases…to disguise her
heart" (III, i). Albinia, Gotharus's legitimate wife, proves to be the complete opposite of
Marpisa in this respect. Contrary to the queen, she behaves as an honourable, chaste wife. She
never asserts her voice to accuse her husband of the wrongs that he does to her. Albinia being
reticent and pure, Shirley uses two female foil characters to confirm the ideological notion
that the silent woman is chaste and the voiced woman wanton.
Two contrasting discourses on woman's speech also appear in Ford's 'Tis Pity She's a
Whore (published in 1633). Not surprisingly in view of her name, Putana voices a great
experience on sexual matters as well as wantonness, so that woman’s speech and sexual
promiscuity are linked. For instance, she suggests to Annabella that she does not feel attracted
to Grimaldi the soldier: "not one amongst twenty of your skirmishing captains but have some
privy maim or others that mars their standing upright" (I, ii, 83-86). Furthermore, once she
has surrendered to Giovanni's lust for her, Annabella is transformed from a reticent girl into a
woman who is rude and bold in her speeches. Soranzo defines her speeches as "scornful
taunts" that "neither become your modesty or years" (III, ii, 39). The conventional equation of
the female voice with sexual looseness is also questioned, for in the play it is man’s speech
which is mainly associated with wanton drives and loose conduct. According to the friar
Giovanni ought to “wash every word thou utter’st”, because he “converse[s] with lust”(I, i,
58, 72). Put differently, he should purify his words which testify of his illegitimate, boundless
lust for Annabella. 29
In Ford's The Broken Heart (1633) the conventional association of woman's voice
with wantonness is undermined. Calantha does not feel inhibited in expressing her sexual
preference for Ithocles in presence of her father. For instance, she daringly asks her father if
she “may… propose a suit”, praying him to “give me this young man”(IV, iii, 76-78), instead
of silently waiting for her father to choose a husband for her. Although she is not afraid to
raise her voice, Calantha is constant rather than fickle in bestowing her affections. When
29

According to Ilse Born-Lechleitner, the "moral taint" of Annabella and Giovanni is "increased by the fact that
their love is incestuous as well as adulterous" (1995, 317).
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Ithocles dies, Calantha feels she should follow Ithocles in death to remain faithful to him:
“Thus I new marry him whose wife I am; Death shall not separate us”(V, iii, 66). The
combination of sexual faithfulness and assertive speech that one finds in Calantha indicates a
subversion of the dominant view that outspoken women are sexually loose.
3.3.2. Controlling the Female Tragic Subject.
When one analyses the extent to which subjectivity is granted to the female characters, one
must conclude that The Broken Heart leaves women more scope than Ford’s other tragedy. In
the wooing scene with Soranzo, Annabella clearly controls the conversation, manipulating
existing discourses on woman’s sexuality as the means to fashion a self-image. When Soranzo
argues with her about the bastard child in her womb, Annabella implies that her child was
begotten by a high spiritual being: "The man,/ The more than man that got this sprightly boy…This noble creature was in every part so angel-like, so glorious" (IV, iii, 31-46). The
expressions "more than man" and "angel-like" create the impression that Annabella was
impregnated by a God-like creature. Her remark seems to allude to the account in the
scriptures of Mary's virginal impregnation by God. Annabella's use of these allusions suggests
that she deliberately overturns the meanings of concepts in this scene in order to legitimise
her transgressions of the norms of gender. She can be both the sexually defiled woman that
she is and the chaste maid that society desires her to be, by adopting the discursive identity of
the Virgin Mary.30 Whereas Annabella at times succeeds in managing the process of
signification concerning herself, and challenging the cultural categorisation of women as
either chaste virgins or fallen, sexually spoilt daughters of Eve, she proves to lose this
cognitive control completely. This is best illustrated by the scene in which Giovanni attempts
to persuade his sister to make love to him, Giovanni arguing that his animal desire for his
sister can be excused, as her “lips would tempt a saint; such hands as those,/ Would make an
anchorite lascivious”(I, ii, 212-213). What occurs here is that Giovanni signifies Annabella’s
body as corrupting sexual purity, whereas, ironically, it is he who seeks to spoil Annabella’s
sexual innocence.
Soranzo and Giovanni are unable to know Annabella, and both conceive of this
inability to discover her interior successfully as a traumatic experience in relation to their
30

According to Alison Findlay, Annabella “does not have the power to fashion herself, She can only negotiate a
pathway between the various roles laid out for her by the male characters”(1999, 25). This reading is balanced
by what I have just made clear, namely that at some points Annabella is in control over the process of signifying
herself, although she can only resort to the patriarchal images of the virgin and the whore in mapping out herself.
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masculine identities. For example, being misled by the image of the pure, virginal woman
who would “live and die a maid”(III, ii, 21) that Annabella presents to him, Soranzo praises
himself lucky, feeling that he has engaged himself with a woman who is sexually unspoilt.
Finding out that he has married a defiled woman afterwards, Soranzo's masculine honour is
damaged. Confronting Annabella with her pregnancy, Soranzo unsuccessfully tries to learn
the name of her lover and father to her bastard child from Annabella: "Not know it, strumpet!
I'll rip up thy heart/ And find it there" (IV, iii, 51-52). Annabella's past being an unfathomable
secret for Soranzo, Giovanni does not manage to control his sister's heart either. Her decision
to give up their affair comes as a complete surprise for him: "What, changed so soon?" (V, v,
1).
Both Annabella's brother and her husband later undermine her status as the
unknown, discovering subject. For example, Giovanni hides his plan to kill his sister from
her, pretending that he will kiss her in order to stab her to death. Subsequently, he literally
carves the place where Annabella’s interior is settled, her heart, out of her body, and holds it
up to be viewed by Soranzo, Florio and Vasques, uttering: “’Tis Annabella’s heart; ‘tis; why
d'ee startle?/ I vow ‘tis hers; this dagger’s point plough’d up/ Her fruitful womb, and left to
me the fame/ Of a most glorious executioner”(V, vi, 32-35). Possessing Annabella's heart,
Giovanni is literally in control over his sister's interior, while the heart of the previously
undiscoverable Annabella is simultaneously exposed to the theatre audience.31 The verb
"plough up" indicates that Giovanni makes Annabella infertile, using his iron dagger to
destroy the fruit that he had conceived in her womb by means of his physical "dagger", his
phallus. Giovanni makes Annabella's inwardness publicly known, hence, containable.
Giovanni's destruction of “her fruitful womb”(V, vi, 34) also suggests that he symbolically
eliminates her potential for interiority.
When one considers the female characters in the play as "narrative plotters", one
notices that their narrative control is appropriated from them, and that the plots that they
construct fail. In Annabella’s case, Giovanni implies that she masters his fate, claiming that it
is “my destiny that you must either love, or I must die” (I, ii, 241). In fact, however, he exerts
authority over the story of her life by killing her. By contrast, in The Broken Heart the female
characters manage to exercise more control over their lives. Penthea manages to fashion her
own fate. The men in her life all endeavour to direct her existence in accordance with their
31

This scene suggests a revision of the Petrarchan "conceit of the exchange of hearts" (John, 1994, 98) between
lovers: Giovanni literally appropriates Annabella's heart, instead of letting her decide on whom she wishes to
bestow her heart. Furthermore, he does not offer Annabella possession over his heart in return.
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wishes. Ithocles intervenes in the "plot" of her love life by marrying her off to Bassanes,
Orgilus attempts to suggest the plot of an elopement to her, and Bassanes forces a story-line
of an unsatisfied, restricted life upon her.32 Nevertheless Penthea ultimately manages to break
free from their control by "writing" her own conclusion. Penthea's gaining authority over her
life by plotting her death is rather ironic, however. On the one hand, her suicide signifies a
sense of autonomy. In contrast with Ornstein who feels that Penthea is admitting the vileness
of her marriage, Penthea's determination to starve herself can also be read as a refusal to
comply with the patriarchal restrictions that have been placed upon her. In this respect,
Penthea's fasting, a deliberate emptying of the body, may be regarded as a refusal to take in
the plots that the men around her have in mind for her, which so far governed her existence
and caused her frustration.
On the other hand, Penthea's starvation of herself may signal her loss of selfdetermination. Being a woman, there does not seem to be a choice for Penthea but either to
resign to the limited, rule-bound, miserable existence that is available to her or to escape from
it through death. There are some similarities between Penthea and Calantha in that both
women suffer from the pains of love, and in that their deaths are analogous. Exclaiming
“Command the voices/ Which wait at th'altar now to sing the song/ I fitted for my end”(V, iii,
78- 80) Calantha exhibits autonomy over her life, since she provides stage directions for the
conclusion of her existence. It is intriguing that the end of the song is simultaneous with the
moment of Calantha's death, for it suggests that she also determines the moment of silence,
instead of having her command over her voice smothered by the androcentric
world around her.33
As I have pointed out, The Politician presents two contrasting female characters.
The vile woman Marpisa is granted more space to assert her voice by the male characters than
Albinia, and she exerts more control over the process of signification. Contrary to Albinia,
Marpisa appropriates the right to raise her voice when the outside world attempts to signify
her. When Olaus openly publicises the wrongs she did her former husband in Marpisa's own
presence, the queen assertively speaks up to undermine the negative significations that Olaus
places upon her person. She desires that "these black aspersions; May be examin’d further,
and the Author, called to make proof of such a passionate language”(III, i), and suggests
32

Catherine Belsey argues that at the end of the scene in which Orgilus meets Penthea by accident, he "makes an
unspecified physical overture, which is at once repulsed" (1985, 209).
33
As Tomlinson argues, "'paradoxically, the moment in which Calantha commands her heartstrings to crack is at
once a display of supreme self-control and emotional abandon. The spectacular breaking of her heart represents
inward feeling made outward, subjectivity made theatrical" (1999, 65).
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Olaus “may be abus’d by some malicious tale, Fram’d to dishonour me”(III, i). Marpisa's
final appearance in the play also marks a re-appropriation of command over her life and the
course of events. By revealing the secret of his bastard birth to Haraldus, Gotharus deviates
from the plan that Marpisa had in mind concerning her son, replacing it by a "plot" of his
own. Realising that "Again Gotharus….plotted this" against her will, Marpisa is resolved to
take revenge upon her lover. She seeks to re-appropriate the position of the author of plots:
"his fate is next” (IV, iii). This resolution culminates in success, as the plot that she plans for
destroying Gotharus reaches the desired climax. Yet, it should be noted that in this play the
wanton, wordy woman is again punished by losing her maternity.

3.3.3. The Tragic Closure and the Issue of Transgression.

Marpisa's final appearance on the stage is intriguing, as her ending differs from the tragic fate
reserved for wanton, outspoken female characters. Towards the end of the play Marpisa
possesses rather than loses authorial control: not just over the lives of others, but essentially
over her own existence. When Olaus gives the command to "shoot" Marpisa "presently", and
"let some strangle her in her own hair" (V, ii), Marpisa states that she will not let Olaus "have
the honour… to kill me" (V, ii). Instead, being "mistress" of her "fate" (V, i), she has taken a
poison which will "gently seize upon" her "vitals" (V, ii) and thus will end her life out of her
own accord. Moreover, the defiant queen transcends death, as her passing away is
accompanied by memorialising rituals. Aware of her betrayal, the king wants to throw
Marpisa out of his court, and make her "get to some wilderness peopled with serpents" (V, i).
This situation reminds one of God's banishment of Eve from Eden, in particular when
considering the image of the "serpents" (V, i).34 Although Marpisa is thus associated with
Eve, and relegated to a place of oblivion by the king, at the end of the play she is nevertheless
allowed a memorial space within culture. Referring to Marpisa's and Gotharus's dead bodies,
the king's son, Turgesius, commands,: "Let them have burial" (V, ii).
Notably, Albinia does not reach a similar level of transcendence in the face of death.
In the act of dying Albinia does not manage to reconstruct herself as different from the
significations that Gotharus imposed upon her. She feels that she should once again prove her
34

As John Flood points out, in Early Modern drama dealing with the fall, Satan was often depicted as a "femaleheaded serpent" (2000, 204), which is interesting in the light of Marpisa's representation as a serpent-like
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faithfulness to Gotharus, following him in death to be reunited with him: "The sad Albinia
must sleep by her lord" (V, ii). In addition, Gotharus seems to command Albinia's life from
beyond the grave. This becomes clear from the expression "I feel death coming" (V, ii); a
sentence which implies that Albinia is destined to die without having the means or desire to
resist her end.
Ford's 'Tis Pity She's a Whore displays the conventional tragic pattern according to
which the threat of the verbally assertive, wanton woman to masculine power and identity is
eliminated. Putana is gagged by Vasques's men, before she is eternally silenced by death.
Annabella ends up as silenced and controlled by Giovanni, his cutting out of her heart
symbolising his erasure of her potential for subjectivity. In addition, Annabella is denied any
transcendence over death. The scene in which Giovanni stabs her is marked by absence of a
final moment of self-assertion. Her final speech counts only a few lines, and consists of an
imploration to heaven rather than a statement of her identity: "Forgive him, Heaven- and me
my sins; farewell….Mercy, great heaven" (V, v, 92). Although Annabella voices regrets at
her deed and thus in a sense overcomes her transgression, the scope of transcendence that she
is granted in the play is limited. In this respect, there is a contrast with her brother Giovanni,
who, despite his villainy, is granted a last moment of glorious self-assertion:
Soranzo: "…Hadst thou a thought T'outlive thy murders?"
Giovanni: "Yes, I tell thee yes; For in my fists I bear the twists of life". (V, vi, 71-74)

This differences between Annabella and Giovanni in the extent to which they are granted
subjectivity in their final appearance on stage, shows that Ford uses a double gender standard
in representing sexual transgression. Although Annabella is denied tragic transcendence in the
play, this does not hold completely for Hippolita. She raises her voice to curse Soranzo,
because he made her adulterous while neglecting his vows to her: "may thy bed of marriage
be a rack unto thy heart…mayst thou live to father bastards" (IV, ii, 99-101). Ironically,
Hippolita's curse proves to come true in that Soranzo is indeed faced with a wife, who is
already pregnant by her brother. Consequently, his initial marital bliss is destroyed.
Hippolita's curse being effected, she appears to "speak" from beyond the grave.

creature.
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3.4. Early Restoration Tragedy: The Villain and The Rival Queens.
3.4.1. "Blaspheming Tongues" and Innocent Voices on the Early Restoration Stage.

The first entrance of actresses on the English stage, which allegedly took place around
December 15 1660, was accompanied by an increased sexualisation of female characters in
plays.35 Elizabeth Howe contends that early Restoration dramatists would "exploit sexually
the new female presence in the theatre" (1992, 45), by depicting a greater number of sexually
conscious women, and by including rape as one of the major themes in their dramatic plots.
As she claims, "the actresses caused rape to become for the first time a major feature of
English tragedy" (43), because rape offered the possibility to stage sexually titillating scenes
by affording the "means of exposing naked female flesh" (1992, 45). Likewise, Jean Marsden
and Laura Rosenthal point to the more frequent occurrence of rape in Restoration drama as a
result of the introduction of actresses. Rosenthal mentions Nahum Tate's rewriting of
Shakespeare's King Lear (1681) in which Cordelia insists on "her own sexual and affective
subjectivity" (1996, 212) by desiring to choose her own lover, as well as becoming the victim
of a near rape. Marsden reveals that in Restoration drama the heroine "is established as
eroticized object of desire" (1996, 187), not just because she can be gazed at by the male
characters and the audience, but also through rape scenes in which the woman's "activity–
even resistance– is read as complicity, seduction rather than rape" (1996, 190).
One can speak of an increased eroticisation of female characters in Restoration
drama, in combination with the fact that actresses, as sexualised women, uttered their voices
in the public arena of the stage. In view of this new phenomenon, one would expect that the
equation of woman's speech with wantonness would be intensified in early Restoration
tragedy. However, this does not prove to be true. In fact, the semantic dissociation
between woman's speech and sexual incontinence that developed in Jacobean tragedies as
well as in Caroline tragedy, comes to play an even more prominent role in these early
Restoration plays. Thomas Porter's The Villain (1662) and Nathaniel Lee's The Rival Queens
(1677) are cases in point.
In The Villain the dominant discourses which associate woman's speech with
wantonness come up frequently, and are central to the relationships that the female characters
35

In a letter by Andrew Newport to Sir Richard Leveson, dated 15 December 1660, it is mentioned that "Upon
our stages we have women actors, as beyond seas" (quoted in Shapiro, 1994, 186-87). This statement is
generally regarded as the first recorded evidence of women actors performing on the public stage in England.
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have with their male relatives. For example, Bellmont is encouraged by her brother to display
a feminine modesty of looks and speech in public, as, otherwise, she would risk her
reputation. At the same time that these dominant discourses on woman's voice are cited in the
play, they are deconstructed. For one thing, the equation of female discourse to promiscuity
that is evoked by male characters in the play is revealed to stem from wicked plans to destroy
men whom these male characters envy. Anyone who reads Porter's play will be struck by the
similarities between the character of Maligni and Shakespeare's Iago. Like Iago Maligni seeks
to bring down his male enemy by suggesting to Beaupres that his wife Bellmont is adulterous.
Both villains endeavour to "prove" these women's inconstancy by marking their discourse as a
sign of wantonness. Maligni creates the illusion that Bellmont is unfaithful by referring to her
capacity for discourse and communication. He produces a feigned letter in falsified
handwriting, which is addressed to Bellmont, containing amorous offers to Bellmont. By thus
connecting Bellmont's potential to receive a letter- which ironically places her in the position
of the passive reader rather than the active writer- Maligni schemes to convince Beaupres of
his spouse's infidelity. In other words, the construction of the woman who is involved with
promiscuous discourse is exposed by Porter as "men's blaspheming Tongues/Against so fair
an Innocence!" (H2v).
Beaupres readily believes that his wife's alleged involvement in a correspondence
signals sexual incontinence. Yet, in Porter's play, as in Othello, the assumption that woman's
speech is accompanied by loose morals is exposed as a figment of the anxious male mind. In
the same scene Beaupres states that he would "rather have my wife 'twice ravish'd/ Then once
dare think the means how she may act it" (M2r). His phrase indicates that he experiences
unease about the possibility that his wife may take on the role of sexual agent, and
consequently, deprive him of masculine control. Apart from this, sexual incontinence is
related to man's rather than woman's tongue. The male characters use their eloquence for
wanton ends, in that they try to talk women into sexual intercourse. They make promises and
smoothe things over with phrases in order to seduce young maids. The association of speech
with vile lust appears to be particularly personified by the villain Maligni. The words that he
uses to plead his amorous cause to Bellmont are so immodest and sexually immoral, that
Bellmont considers it "unfit… to hear/ Discourses of this Nature" (I2r). In contrast with the
men's promiscuous tongues, the voices of the female characters are associated with innocence
and purity. For instance, Bellmont views Charlotte's freedom of speech as proof of her sexual
innocence. As she argues: "Your freeness speaks how innocent you are,/ Far more than all
tricks of a forc'd dissembling" (F2r).
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In The Rival Queens the dominant notions of female utterance are subverted in a similar
way. Throughout the tragedy the main protagonist's voice is depicted as the instrument
through which he manages to fulfil his sexual desires. His wife Statira fears that she will
forgive Alexander for his adultery, and no longer forswear his bed, once he begins using his
smooth tongue to work upon her:
Then he will talk, good gods, how he will talk!…
He speaks the kindest words and looks such things
Vows with such passion, swears with so much grace
That 'tis a kind of heaven to be deluded by him. (I, ii, 46-52)

Likewise, Alexander's mistress Roxana asserts that she was trapped into the
extramarital affair with Alexander by his charming, eloquent speeches: "So will thy tongue
undo all womankind" (III, i, 307-309). Read in the light of Alexander's use of eloquence to
achieve his wanton ends, his reproach to Roxana that she drew him into the relationship by
practising the "magic" of her tongue seems to undermine rather than endorse the conventional
equation of woman's utterance with sexual flagrancy. His angry comments display a
projection of his own wantonness and abuse of eloquence.
At the same time that the male hero's voice is associated with seduction and adultery,
Roxana's assertive voice is not depicted as proof of a wanton nature. Roxana often asserts her
voice in an aggressive way: "hear me speak/ And mark me well, for fate is in my breath" (IV,
i, 104-105). Yet, despite her verbal aggressiveness Roxana does not embody the "monstrous"
wanton, witty woman. Not only is she represented as the woman who is wronged by
Alexander's lust, but she also convincingly argues that her wordiness cannot be conceived as
evidence of a boundless sexual desire. As she says to Cassander:
You thought, perhaps, because I practiced charms
To gain the king, that I had loose desires
No, if I were wanton, I would make
Princes the victims of my raging fires. (IV, i, 188-200)

Put differently, if she really had had a wanton mind, Roxana would not have remained faithful
to the king, but tried her sexual charms on other, more powerful men .
3.4.2. Subjectivity and Gender in Early Restoration Tragedy.
The representation of Roxana in Lee's tragedy upsets the conventional equation of female
speech with sexual promiscuity. Nevertheless, Roxana still conforms to the tragic stereotype
of the wordy woman who is eventually deprived of her command over language and the plot.
At the beginning of the tragedy Roxana possesses the ability to assert her voice despite
Alexander's efforts to silence her. At this stage of the plot Roxana manages to be in command
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of her own identity as well. Cassander "hoped to turn" Roxana "all into Medea" (I, ii, 310-11),
that is, wished to make Roxana so vengeful that she would turn against Alexander, his
personal enemy. Yet, Roxana refuses to take on the role of fury that Cassander had in store
for her. She will not "help our [their] party" (II, i, 61) by harming Alexander personally, but
wishes to destroy his lawful wife Statira.
At the end of the play Roxana exclaims: "And that the memory of Roxana's wrongs/
may be forever printed in your mind" (IV, i, 101-102). In other words, she wishes to remain a
discursive presence in Alexander's thoughts. Despite Roxana's longing to signify herself as
"presence", Alexander denies her the status that she aims at. His remark "let her not be
named" (III, i, 427) shows that he relegates her to the feminine realm of silence and
forgetfulness. He imposes a figurative death upon her by denying her any existence in
speech. Roxana also loses narrative control in her role of plotter. Although she succeeds in
her plot of mortally wounding Statira, Roxana's aim to win back Alexander fails utterly. It is
Alexander who achieves direction over Roxana's fate in their final meeting. She must
submissively "fly forever" from Alexander's "sight" when he commands: "Fly with thy
pardon, lest I call it back" (V, i, 218-225). Disappearing from Alexander's life, Roxana
simultaneously disappears from the stage, thus being erased from the theatrical scene.
Notably, the feminine Statira is granted a subjectivity which even transcends her death.
Statira is confronted with the fact that she embodies the failing, abandoned wife, who is
gossiped about by the community. Nevertheless she manages to overcome her lack of control.
Instead of submitting to a representation in the communal discourse which issued from
Alexander's misstep rather than her own, Statira decides to "publish" her determination to
abstain from Alexander's bed "through all the court" (I, ii, 95-97). Statira thus manages to
transcend the lack of control over her representation in gossip and creates her own public
image. Moreover, she takes over narrative control from Alexander. Despite Alexander's pleas
for resumed intimacy and apologies for his mistake, she sticks to her determination not to
sleep with him anymore: "My loved lord, I cannot see you thus;/ Nor can I ever yield to share
your bed" (III, i, 359-60). By thus forswearing Alexander's bed and ignoring his pleas, Statira
becomes the controller rather than the controlled object of their relationship. The discursive
and narrative command that she develops in relation to Alexander in the course of the play
even extends beyond death. Bending over his mortally wounded wife, Alexander wants
Statira to listen to his speeches and answer his questions, and, in this way, tries to direct her
discourse: "Close not thy eyes./Things of import I have to speak before/Thou tak'st thy
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journey" (V, i, 163-167). Statira, however, has already passed away. Consequently, she
escapes the grasp that Alexander endeavours to achieve over her speeches and silences.
In contrast with Lee's heroine Statira, the female characters in The Villain hardly enjoy
any discursive or narrative control. In fact, the male characters in the play frequently interrupt
the women's speeches, stop their mouths, direct the "plots" of the women's lives, and control
their representations in society. Both Maligni and Brisac constrain Bellmont's utterance.
Brisac obviously restrains Bellmont's potential to express herself and become involved in
communication. This becomes apparent in the scene in which he confesses his love for
Charlotte to her. As Bellmont wittily remarks, Brisac does not speak to her: "your thoughts
are/Some-where else" (F1v). In other words, although he appears to open up his interior to his
sister and allow her to pry into the secrets of his heart, at the same time he denies her the role
of conversation partner by uttering a kind of soliloquy addressed to the air and the theatre
audience. Thus, he places her outside discourse. When he grants her the role of speaker in the
end, as the person who has to intercede between him and Charlotte, it is only as his
mouthpiece, the empty vessel that is to render his sentences the way he spoke them. This is
revealed by his assertion: "And can you well describe my passion, Sister?/ For I would have
the Copy that you draw/ Come very near the sad Original" (F1v).
3.4.3. The Early Restoration Tragic Closure and the Issue of Memory.
In general the female characters in The Villain do not obtain any control over their voices, nor
are they in command of their fate. Quite surprisingly, therefore, the women characters still
display some narrative and discursive control at the moments of their deaths. Although Brisac
demands that Charlotte live after his death, so that she can keep his memory alive and he may
"live in you" (L2v), Charlotte sticks to her determination that she "will not long out-live you"
(L2). She refuses to live on now that her beloved has deceased: "I will sing myself…into his
blest Society ….Hey,ho! Break thou foolish heart" (L2v). At a first glance, Charlotte's death
reminds one of Calantha's in Ford's The Broken Heart. It suggests that she misses the ability
to construct an independent existence apart from her beloved. On the one hand it would be
right to argue that Charlotte's self-willed death thus marks a lack of control over the plot of
her life. On the other hand, one can also regard her act of singing herself to death as a moment
at which she constructs her own fate rather than follows the plot directions that others had in
mind for her.
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Bellmont manages to transcend her former lack of control over her representation when
she dies. Stating "But when I am gone/Believe my Honour still as fair" (N2v), Bellmont
represents herself as sexually pure. Thus, she projects a self-image of her own making.
Ironically, Bellmont and Charlotte only enjoy moments of discursive and narrative control
shortly before their voices are silenced for good. Whereas in the play the male characters are
memorialised after their deaths, the female characters are not. Charlotte complies with
Brisac's command to "be kind unto my memory….Remember then, Pray remember often"
(L2v), since she claims: "Whilst memory retains a place…each breath I draw, and every bow
I make,/Shall be for my Brisac" (L2v). By contrast, the two women are not memorialised in
such a way. It is almost as if similar rites are never provided for the female sex, as becomes
apparent in Charlotte's questioning whether her father ever commemorated her mother: "did
you lament my Mother so?" (M1r).
Lee's Statira is placed at the centre of memorialising rites when she has passed away.
Alexander orders to "put the world in mourning?/ Tear all your robes" and "To build her tomb
no shrines nor altars spare" (V, i, 264-273). Furthermore, in the moment before breathing her
last Lee allows Statira the possibility to assert her voice, and pass on her last wishes to
Alexander: "leave not the earth / Before heav'n calls you. Spare Roxana's life;/ 'Twas love of
you that caused her give me death" (V, iv, 156-159). The desire that she voices is observed by
Alexander who spares Roxana's life. Since the plot that Statira unfolds in her final words
actually comes true, it can be concluded that Statira's narrative control transcends death.
As we have seen, unlike Statira, Roxana is condemned to eternal oblivion. Alexander
commands her to disappear from his sight forever and she remains unnamed for the rest of the
play. That Roxana is thus committed to a figurative "death" rather than a real execution may
have to do with the fact that Restoration tragedy displayed more sympathy for the villainess
than earlier drama, as Rothstein contends.36 Theorists of Restoration tragic drama developed a
"non rhetorical, affective theory of tragedy" (Rothstein, 1978, 9), which emphasises the need
for tragedy to appeal to "compassion" (1978, 11). As a result of this view of tragedy, the stock
character of the lustful villainess altered, in that she is treated "psychologically, with moral
understanding" (1978, 140), and in that her energies derive "less from unscrupulous passion
than regal position" (1978, 140). The character of Roxana is indeed approached with
sympathy and understanding by Lee. Roxana's rage is shown to issue mainly from the fact
that Alexander has abandoned her in her delicate condition: "may the illustrious blood that
36

See Rothstein, 1978, 134-89.
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fills my womb/ And ripens to be perfect godhead born,/Come forth a fury" (III, i, 129-131).
Therefore, the approach taken to Roxana in the play is attenuated through her being
represented as pregnant.
3.5. Tragic Female Subjectivity: A Conclusion.
The dominant discourse defining woman's speech as a sign of sexual incontinence, left a
prominent mark on Elizabethan tragedy. Tragedies from this period represent outspoken
female characters like Tamora and Alice Arden as decidedly wanton. At the same time that
these tragedies endorse the view of outspoken women as sexually immoral, they suggest that
a woman's potential for sexual transgression may also be covered up in silence, and hence,
may be something that escapes the male mind. The women in these Elizabethan tragedies
first possess semantic control over the representations of themselves and others, and even
manage to reverse the meaning of established concepts and discourses which underline
conventional gender norms, such as biblical metaphors. However, later on in the play they
end up as defined objects who are deprived of their authority over the process of signification.
Furthermore, the women in these tragedies frequently lack sufficient knowledge to fathom the
intentions and plans of other characters. The conventional gender roles of the men as the
knowing subjects, and the women as the known objects, are restored in the end. Apart from
this, whereas Alice Arden and Tamora at first exercise control over the direction of the plot,
in the course of the tragedies they fail to reach the ends that they had envisaged, and are
forced to surrender control over the plots of their lives as well. Losing authority over the
process of representation, the direction of the plot and the communication of knowledge,
these women are robbed of those qualities which first marked them as subjects.
The loss of the function of subjects that these women suffer is underlined by their
subsequent annihilation. All the female characters in the tragedies under discussion die by the
end of the play. Thus, the women whose conduct is inappropriate are eliminated towards the
tragic closure. The portrayal of women's deaths in the three Elizabethan tragedies highlights
their loss of subjectivity, since the women are not allowed the opportunity to assert their own
identities before they die. By contrast, the male villain Aaron is granted the possibility of
establishing his identity through speech before he dies. Therefore one can speak of a double
standard in the treatment of social transgression. Furthermore, in the case of Tamora, the
assertive, sexually incontinent woman is punished severely by the death of her offspring. In
addition, as women who overstep the gender norms through their discursive and sexual
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activity, Alice and Tamora are denied memorialising rituals. Thus, the threat that these
eloquent, sexually active women pose to men's discursive and sexual control is properly
annihilated. The example of Bel-Imperia, who shapes her own death plot, makes clear that the
only narrative control that women are allowed to retain is suicide. It is probably because BelImperia is still presented as a rather virtuous, albeit outspoken woman, that she is granted this
autonomy over her death. The wicked, adulterous Tamora and Alice have their lives "ended"
by others, against their own "narrative" will.
The dominant discourse which associates woman's utterance with sexual promiscuity
also predominates in Jacobean tragedy. Heroines like Beatrice Joanna and Evadne embody
the cultural spectre of the woman who is both loose of tongue and sexually immoral.
Furthermore, in Jacobean tragedies the outspoken female characters who were at one time in
command over meaning and plot, end up silenced, dead, exposed, controlled and signified by
others. One difference from Elizabethan tragedy is that woman's sexual dishonour is also
increasingly connected with silence and secrecy. In The Changeling and The Maid's Tragedy
woman's wantonness remains initially unknown to the male characters, who are subsequently
entrapped in marriages with women who are sexually dishonourable. At the tragic closure
these men discover the true natures of these women, and regain control over these women's
lives and their own existence, by castigating them. Yet, the risk that men run to lose command
over the exchange of knowledge and the production of meaning when confronted with the
wordy, wanton woman is fully explored.
Like their transgressive Elizabethan "sisters", Beatrice Joanna and Evadne are safely
put to death at the tragic closure. Being stuck away in the closet, Beatrice Joanna is
symbolically turned into an object whose meaning can be "confined" again. Besides, her
confinement in the closet indicates how society tries to lock away the shame and transgression
that she represents, and exclude them from civilisation. In this respect, Beatrice Joanna's death
in the closet is analogous to the allocation of Tamora's corpse to the wilderness, since it
expresses the other characters' desire to obliterate her from memory. Similarly, Evadne is
refused mourning ceremonies by her brother, who expresses more grief over his friend's death
than his sister's.
At the same time that the dominant ideology on the female speaking subject plays
such a major role in Jacobean tragedies, some of these plays also contain subversive,
alternative gender discourses on speech. In Othello and The Duchess of Malfi it is man's rather
than woman's voice which is associated with wantonness and adultery. In both tragedies male
characters use their tongues to seduce women, slander women unjustly, and use bawdy
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innuendoes in their speeches. By contrast, in these plays woman's voice is often associated
with virtue, justice, and the purification of a woman's reputation that has been slandered
unjustly. Furthermore, in Othello and The Duchess of Malfi the idea of the speaking, sexually
incontinent female is displayed as a projection of the wanton male mind. The ways in which
Iago, Ferdinand and the Cardinal signify the women around them, and the role of prostitutes
in which they cast these women, signal their own lustful nature. In addition, the idea of the
talkative, sexually loose woman is exposed in the two plays as a product of the anxious male
mind who wishes to remain in control of the female sex, rather than as a reality. In both
tragedies, emphasis is laid upon the need for the male characters to monumentalise women,
that is, their desire to murder women in order to turn them into unchangeable, cold "statues",
that can be controlled sexually because of their static nature. By stressing the male characters'
desire for monumentalisation in order to alleviate their own insecurity, Webster and
Shakespeare question the legitimacy of the dominant ideology of the voiceless female.
Although these plays partly question and challenge the dominant discourse on woman's
speech, at the same time the female characters in the play lose their discursive control, and are
not granted the possibility to transcend their ultimate silencing in death. An exception in this
respect is the Duchess of Malfi who can speak from beyond the grave.
The trends in the representation of the female speaking subject that one finds in
Jacobean tragedy developed in tragedies written during the Caroline period and the Civil War.
Although the cultural spectre of the outspoken, sexually incontinent woman is impersonated
by female characters such as Marpisa, Hippolyta, Annabella and Putana, at the same time
sexual transgression is associated specifically with male speech. As in some Jacobean tragic
plays, woman's wantonness is not only identified with female speech, but also represented as
an impenetrable secret through which men are victimised. In 'Tis Pity She's a Whore Fotf
emphasises that woman's discursive power may deprive men of their control over the meaning
that can be attributed to a woman, and may evoke man's anxiety about his gendered identity.
The play is similar to Othello and The Duchess of Malfi in the relation that is drawn between
the dominant ideology on speech and man's frustration. Yet, unlike the two earlier tragedies,
which stress this connection in order to challenge the dominant discourses on woman's voice,
Ford's play does not appear to question the idea that outspoken women are wanton.
In tragedies from this period, the sexually and discursively immoral women are
deprived of their discursive and narrative control, and they are killed off at the tragic closure.
Furthermore, many of the women depicted in the three tragedies, such as Annabella and
Putana, are denied any discursive or narrative transcendence over death. The women in The
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Broken Heart enjoy moments of narrative control in the process of dying, since they fashion
their own deaths, and can even narratively construct their deaths in moments of speech and
silence. Since the women in this play are sexually virtuous despite their outspokenness, it is
not surprising that they still enjoy a degree of autonomy over their deaths. However, in these
tragedies there are also two wanton women who are granted transcendence over death.
Hippolita expresses a curse which takes effect after her death, so that she extends narrative
control over the plot beyond the grave. Another exception to the conventional pattern can be
found in Shirley's tragedy. Marpisa, although a villainous bawd, is allowed to assert herself,
and fashion her own death.
Although, in the light of the appearance of actresses on stage, one might have
expected an intensified equation of female speech with wantonness in Restoration tragedy,
this does not prove to be quite the case. In The Villain woman is shown to be wantonised by
men's evil and lustful tongues, rather than to be sexually loose by nature; a representation
which links the play to Othello and The Duchess of Malfi. In The Rival Queens this
deconstruction of the dominant discourse is taken even a step further, in that the verbally
assertive woman is represented as sexually contained and constant. Even though these
tragedies display criticism towards the dominant view that speaking women are sexually
immoral, the female characters are hardly granted any subjectivity. Since the female
characters in The Villain do only enjoy some moments of discursive and narrative control on
their death-beds, their capacity for discursive agency and narrative construction are ironically
related to the moment of death. Furthermore, Roxana has to undergo the fate reserved for the
wordy villainesses in tragedies from previous decades. She is rid of her capacity to construct
her identity and direct the plot, and becomes obliterated from memory, although she does not
die literally. Interestingly, Roxana's foil, the virtuous feminine Statira, is granted discursive
and narrative authority to some extent; an authority which even surpasses death. Thus, the
more liberal view towards the female speaking subject that comes into being in this period,
appears to be only reserved for tragic female characters exhibiting appropriate feminine traits
and behaviour.

Part II: "Within these tombs enclosed":
Women and Tragedy, 1570-1642

Figure 4: Charles I and Henrietta Maria as Apollo and Diana by Gerard van Honthorst, 1628
(The Royal Collection, Hampton Court).
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Part II: "Within these tombs enclosed": Women and Drama 1570-1642.
In spite of the exclusion of women from the public stage before 1660, between 1570 and 1642
there were some Englishwomen who defied socially imposed gender restrictions by participating
in dramatic productions, staged in the more private settings of the court or the houses of the
gentry. In this respect, leading roles were taken by the English queens Elizabeth I, Anna and
Henrietta Maria. Although Queen Elizabeth I rarely participated in masques as one of the
masquers, she implicitly played a part in a great number of dramatic performances.1 Elizabeth's
royal seat was placed directly on the stage, and, consequently, "what the rest of the spectators
watched was not a play, but the queen at a play" (Orgel, 1975, 10). The audience were thus
encouraged to interpret the play in relation to her person. In other words, Elizabeth I figured as
an "actor" in plays, yet in an appropriately feminine passive way as a silent emblem which
affected the meaning of the play staged. Pieces like Ben Jonson's Cynthia's Revels (1600) refer to
the queen both as a member of the audience, and as part of the dramatic performance.2 In the
prologue allusions are made to the setting of Elizabeth I's court in which the actors will perform
revels: "O, the night is come ('t was somewhat darke, mee thought) and Cynthia intends to
come forth…All the courtiers must prouide for reuels; they conclude upon a Masque". The
name Cynthia was often used to refer to the queen, but the play also includes a character
named Cynthia, whose viewing of revels at her own court parallels queen Elizabeth's dramatic
entertainment. Thus, Elizabeth I is indirectly part of the dramatic action. Her role as "actor" in
the drama is emphasised by the fact that Elizabeth I is addressed by the actors on stage as
"Another CYNTHIA, and another Queene" (V, vi). During her progresses through the country
the Virgin Queen often figured as an actress in a dramatic performance. Elizabeth's visits to
the households of nobility would be marked by a series of dramatic interludes organised by
the host or hostess. For instance, as the queen rode towards Lady Russell's Bisham in 1592,
she was welcomed by the Russell daughters dressed as shepherdesses, sitting on a hillside.
Subsequently, at the top of the hill going to the house, a wild man came forth and uttered his
speech "Your Majesty on my knees will I followe, bearing this Club. Not as Salvage…"
(quoted in Wilson, 1958, 44). Being addressed and guided by the dramatis persona of the wild
man, Elizabeth unwittingly performed a part in the dramatic performance.3
1

See Orgel, 1965, 19.
Hackett remarks that the scenes in this play "look out from the fiction of the stage to the real physical presence of
the Queen" (1994, 187)
3
In Nichols's documentation of Elizabeth I's public progresses one finds several other examples of the queen's
participation in the dramatic spectacles arranged during her visits. When she came to stay at Kenilworth Castle",
Elizabeth I was addressed by an actor in costume representing Triton: "Muse not at all, most mightie prince/ me
2
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Elizabeth I's "acting" did not restrict itself to her presence at dramatic performances: she
also cleverly used theatricality in her public, political appearances. Elizabeth I’s processions
through the streets were stage-managed,4 and her coronation pageant was almost like a piece of
drama, with both the queen and the city government of London acting according to previously
established directions.5 However, in this pageant the part of the queen was not confined to that of
a mere silent presence: in contrast with her role at dramatic performances at court, she delivered
speeches.6 For instance, during her public procession through London in 1558-59, Elizabeth I
delivered several speeches which were accompanied with dramatic physical movements, as if
she were an actress on stage:
her Grace perceiuing a childe offred to make an oration unto her, stayed her chariot, and did caste up
her eyes to heaven, as who should saye: 'I here see thys mercyfull worke towarde the poore, whom I
muste in the middest opf my royaltie nedes remembre. (quoted in Nichols, 1823, I, 55)

Elizabeth took on the subversive role of the speaking actress in her political
"performances". This becomes also clear from the fact that, although the queen had at first
consented to have her speeches in Parliament read out by a male speaker, in 1566 she herself
stood up to speak. In other words, Elizabeth started to adopt the "unfeminine" spoken parts. She
desired to have her words and her role expressed by "her own queenly, rather than in anotherand male- voice" (Levin, 1998, 120), thus, refusing to be impersonated by a male "actor".
Moreover, in her function of Queen of England Elizabeth I was perceived as an actress by her
subjects. For instance, in his Historical Memoires on the Reigns of Queen Elizabeth and King
James (1658) Sir Francis Osborne voices his criticism of Elizabeth I as a female ruler by
pointing to the threatricality of her public performances: "Her Sex did beare out many
impertinencies in her words and actions, as her making latin speeches in the Universities, and
professing herselfe in publique a Muse, then thought something too Theatrical for a virgine
Prince".7

Triton floate.." (1823, 499). Thus, she functioned as the audience of the performance and had an active part in
the entertainment as a "character".
4
See Hibbert, 1990, 68.
5
See Frye, 1993, chapter 1: Engendered Economics: Elizabeth I's Coronation Entry (1559). Interestingly,
Stephen Orgel suggests that female characters in Tudor pageants "were by no means always impersonated by
boys" (1996, 5). Apparently, in 1519 two young women played "Our Lady" and "St Elizabeth" in a pageant, and
in 1534 four ladies played the Virgin Mary and her three attendants. See Orgel, 1996, 5.
6
Mary Hill Cole argues about Elizabeth I's processions through London: "As Elizabeth enhanced her queenly
image and the two sought favors from her, they engaged in a "ceremonial dialogue" that included movements,
processions, costumes, gifts, entertainmnets and speches…The public exchange of mesages between the queen
and local officials, merchants and ordinary people, occurred in the ceremony created by these participants to
contain such a plurality of voices" (Cole, 1999, 121).
7
Quoted in Tomlinson, 1999, 4.
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At the start of the reign of Elizabeth I's successor, James I, the actress was no longer a
completely unfamiliar phenomenon. Acting troups from the continent which included women
actors performed plays in London. However, the appearance of these actresses on the stage
triggered criticism rather than applause. In 1629 a group of French actresses were hissed and
hooted from the stage by the English audience, and, since Englishwomen were still forbidden
to perform in the public theatre, female acting was stamped in the public mind as a
continental phenomenon.8 While a female presence on the public stage was condemned, in the
private setting of Royal and noble households women actively participated in drama as
actresses. However, noble ladies who acted in masques, did not have any spoken parts in these
plays. In Robert White's Cupid's Banishment (1617) the women of Ladies Hall who performed in
the masque merely appeared on the stage as "silent, dancing figures, contrasting with the men
who played the female roles of Diana and Occasion" (1996, 80). The masque portrays the
women in such a way as to avoid any association of them with wantonness, despite the fact that
they display their bodies to the selected public of the hall. Staging "the contrasting possibilities
offered by chaste and wanton love", Cupid's Banishment shows chaste love to reign supreme
(1996, 168). The royal spouse of Elizabeth I's successor James I, queen Anna of Denmark, and
her ladies in waiting also performed in several court masques. The role of Pallas Athena that
queen Anna played in Samuel Daniel's masque Vision of the Twelve Goddesses (1604) was appropriate in that it emphasised her sexual purity.9 However, the part of Pallas Athena, which
suggests female power and which could remind the audience of James I's strong female
predecessor, offered Anna the means implicitly to undermine her husband's position as the
exclusive locus of government.10
Furthermore, Queen Anna's acting can be regarded as controversial, since the masques in
which she acted sometimes criticised the use of boy-actors impersonating women in the English
public theatre, and constituted a plea for the introduction of actresses. This is the case with "The
Masque of Queenes", written for the queen by Ben Jonson, in which the queen and ladies
acted on February 2nd 1609. At the time when Jonson wrote this piece of drama, masques
conventionally consisted of two parts: a masque representing social ideals and an antimasque
undermining these ideals and celebrating chaos. The action of the masque was
traditionally concerned with the "ordering of misrule" (Orgel, 1965, 35), the masquers defying
the antimasquers. In "The Masque of Queenes" the masque and antimasque structure are
8

See Tomlinson, 1992, 195.
This masque was performed on Sunday, January 8, 1604 at Hampton Court. See Steele, 1926, 136.
10
See Lewalski, 1993, 28.
9
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related to gender norms. The play begins with the entrance of a couple of witches who are
impersonated by male actors. These witches acting out the antimasque represent qualities
which were considered unnatural for a woman. The witches and their Dame are not only
associated with unchaste conduct, because they are "naked-armed, barefooted", and have their
frocks "tucked" (1995, 37, ll. 84-86). They are also related to malicious speech, the mistress
of the witches being described as "whetting of her forked tongue" (1995, 38, l. 110).11 Thus,
the male actors impersonate the cultural spectre of the lewd, eloquent woman that undermines
the ideal of silent, chaste womanhood. In the second part of the play "misrule" ends and the
social status quo is reinstated. These witches are driven from the stage by a group of real
women who represent the feminine qualities of virtue and chastity: the Queen and her ladies.
They play the parts of women like chaste Zenobia, queen of the Palmyrenes, and "Bel-Anna,
royal Queen of the Ocean; of whose dignity and person the whole scope of the invention doth
speak throughout" (1995, 50, ll. 596-98). The fact that the male actors are identified with
unnatural womanhood and are replaced on the stage by real women who stand for true
femininity is significant. The association of the male actors impersonating women with
monstrous and wanton qualities implies a challenge to the idea that men ought to perform
women's roles on the stage to secure female chastity, and implies criticism on the
phenomenon of boy- actors.12 In other words, the play shows women appropriating the
profession of the actor, and thus the masque can be read as a plea for the introduction of the
actress.13 Whereas queen Anne's choice of parts in the masques sometimes seemed to defy the
exclusion of women from the public stage, through her voiceless performances she adhered to
the gender norms of feminine silence.
Things altered dramatically with the arrival of Henrietta Maria, wife of Charles I, at the
English court. Having been accustomed to female actresses on the public stage in her native
France and having entertained herself with acting at the French Catholic court, Henrietta Maria
commissioned plays and sponsored drama at the English court, and participated in several
dramatic productions at court.14 Yet, Henrietta Maria did not restrict herself to masques, but

11

Orgel argues that the witches defy not only the order of the natural world, but rhetorical and stylistisc order as
well. Their language is disorganised language, and the conventional discourses of the masque are used in the
antimasque. See Orgel, 1965, 134.
12
Stephanie Hodgson-Wright also alleges: "if we read the masque not simply in terms of what was performed,
but in terms of who ws performing, when the witches are banished from the stage, male performers
impersonating a stereoype of female transgression are banished by female performers whose power is epitomised
by inimitable beauty" (Wright, 2000, 47).
13
This confirms Jennifer Chibnall's view that "masques make political statements" (1984, 78).
14
For instance, Henrietta Maria sponsored William Davenant's masque The Temple of Love (1635). See Butler,
1993, 143. See also De Gay, 1998, 26
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also performed in spoken drama.15 On Shrove Tuesday 1626, Henrietta Maria took the stage at
the English court, acting a French pastoral with the company of her ladies-in-waiting.16 This
performance "was arresting, at once cultural intervention…for until this moment formal
acting by women had not been witnessed" (Tomlinson 1992b, 189), that is, English women
had not adopted speaking parts as actresses. Henrietta Maria's adoption of spoken parts
constituted a transgression of feminine silence, and therefore caused scandal.17 Yet at the same
time she turned female acting into a controversial issue and inspired a growth in women's participation in private theatricals. Her spoken performances eventually paved the way for an
increasing tolerance towards women actors. William Prynne attacked the queen's acting, among
other topics, in his Histrio-Mastix (1633), denouncing women actors as notorious whores.18
Prynne was severely punished for his criticism by having his ears cut off. 19
Although there is no sufficient proof, it has often been suggested that Henrietta Maria
was also active as a woman playwright. The Pastorall of Florimene "presented by 'the Queens
majestie's Commandment, before the Kings Maiesty in the Hall at White-hall, on St. Thomas
day, the 21 of December 1635'" (Rubik, 1998, 14) is thought to have been composed by
Queen Henrietta Maria.20 If Henrietta Maria was indeed the author of the pastoral play, she
was by no means the first woman in Renaissance England who was engaged with writing
drama. Around 1550 Lady Joanna Lumley had translated a play by Euripides in English,
Iphigenia in Aulis. Forty years later, Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke, translated Robert
Garnier's Marc Antoine, and, in contrast with Lumley, whose manuscript only circulated
within the circles of nobility, Sidney eventually had her translated drama published. Soon
after Sidney's publication of her drama, around 1604, the first original play by an
Englishwoman was written, Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam, which was published
in 1613. Probably the second woman who wrote an original piece of drama within this period

15

See Tomlinson, 1992a, 137. In fact, at the time "court drama itself centre[d] on Henrietta Maria rather than
Charles, and her courtiers followed her lead" (Boswell, 1932, 28).
16
As is revealed by the casting list of William Davenant's Salmacida Spolia (1640), among the ladies-in-waiting
who performed with Henrietta Maria were the Countess of Arundel, the Countess of Derby, Lady Elizabeth
Guildford and Lady Anne Clifford.
17
See Gossett 125.
18
Prynne's rejection of the queen's acting also stemmed from his Puritan political views. Puritans rejected
theatricality, not just because they associated drama with sensuality, but also because of "the growing hold of the
court over the theatre, both in terms of censorship and patronage" (Heinemann, 1980, 21).
19
See Hobby, 1988, 102.
20
In Harbage's annals (1964) the play is also mentioned and attributed to Henrietta Maria, with a question mark.
Unfortunately, "the play is available only in its 'argument', that is, story line, not in the original dramatic text, nor
have the songs survived" (Rubik, 1998, 14). Steele argues that Henrietta Maria presented Florimene "a most
beautiful pastoral to her maids in French" on Monday, December 21, 1635. This suggests that the play was acted
out or read in an all female, domestic setting.
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was Mary Sidney's niece, Lady Mary Wroth, whose Love's Victory (1621) only appeared in
manuscript form.
All these plays by Renaissance Englishwomen were written as closet dramas, that is,
plays which were "not written for performance but for reading, either alone or within small
groups’ (Guttierez, 1991, 236). As a genre, closet drama had already been popular on the
Continent, before it was brought into use in England. Since the genre was intended to be read
out in a private setting rather than performed on stage, the genre had a narrative character.
Because of this narrative nature of the genre, closet drama consisted of loosely connected
rhetorical occasions, which "consistent with the purposes of closet drama form, give extended
expression to both sides of the dilemma" (Kegl, 1999, 145). In other words, in Renaissance
closet dramas subjects were explored through the presentation of arguments in favour of
different options, and thus, they consisted of "long speeches delivered antithetically in a
mixture of heroic couplets and unrhymed iambic pentameter”, in which events were "reported
rather than represented" (Weller and Ferguson, 1994, 28).21 Furthermore, closet drama was
strongly influenced by the Senecan ideal of stoicism: a school of philosophy which suggested
that the rational sage, unswayed by extreme passions such as envy or fear, would be a free
individual in opposition to the slaves of passion. The sage would display indifference and
resistance towards tyranny, preserving his or her own integrity when facing oppression. 22
Around 1590 the composition of noble households had changed. Whereas in the
sixteenth century these households had their own acting companies to provide entertainments,
this was no longer the case by 1600. The court still had its own group of professional actors
for domestic performances, and there were private indoor theatres such as Blackfriar's, opened
in 1576, which aimed at exclusive, upper-class audiences. The nobility, having lost their own
acting companies, obviously did not want to attend plays or engage with dramatic productions
at the vulgar public theatre that was identified with wantonness. Therefore, among the
nobility it now became common either to attend plays at one of the private theatre houses or
to produce small household performances in which family members were acting parts. For
entertainment in these households, drama was often written to be read in solitude, or
individual audience members might have gathered in households to hear the play read aloud
by a single reader or by a number of readers who adopted characters' roles. Closet drama
catered for this need, and thus became a genre readily adopted by many members of the upper
classes.
21
22

Shannon uses the term"philosophical analysis or rumination" (1994, 145) in her definition of closet drama.
See Braden, 1985, chapter one.
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Since closet dramas were meant to be read out in the private setting of households
instead of performed in public theatrical spaces, it has often been assumed that the genre of
closet drama was a specifically "feminine" genre. This assumption has justly been refuted.
Nancy Gutierrez, for instance, contends that the argument that closet drama is a specifically
woman's genre with a marginal status "contradicts its literary history" (1991, 238), for a great
number of upper-class men, such as Daniel, Greville and Alexander, used closet drama as a
form of effective mainstream cultural engagement. Taking up closet drama as an expository
for political views, these male writers resorted to a form, which enabled them to avoid
publication of their texts, as a thing not done for the higher classes. Although English
Renaissance closet dramas centralised the private sphere rather than public life, they were
strongly concerned with politics, as "a vehicle for direct exposition of political ideas" and
"political dissent" (Guttierez, 1991, 237). The private setting in these closet dramas served as
a displacement of the public criticism that was voiced in these plays, which could sometimes
be very radical. This is revealed by the fact that, frequently, alterations to the plot had to be
made when these plays were to be presented on the stage,23 after having functioned as closet
dramas. For instance, Samuel Daniel was prosecuted by Cecil, and charged with having
portrayed the Essex rebellion positively, only when his closet drama Tragedy of Philotas was
to be staged in 1604; charges which forced him to revise the play.24
Gutierrez is absolutely right in her claim that closet drama was not related to one
particular sex, since adopted by many prominent male writers. However, her view does not
clash with the fact that the genre was highly suitable for women writers. The privacy that the
genre suggested, as a form of dramatic discourse, which is not exposed to the public ear, but
read and realised in the domestic sphere, made it a more accessible form of drama for
Renaissance women, who had to refrain from public speech, and therefore could not write
drama for performance in any of the private theatres without the risk of damaging their
reputation. As Margaret Ferguson puts it, "The act of writing, for oneself or for an audience of
family and friends, would seem- like the dramatic form of the soliloquy- to occupy a shady
territory between private and public verbal production" (1991 b, 49). By writing closet dramas,
which were presumably designed for consumption within a private circle, women could create
the illusion that they retained their sexual purity, hence that their voices were still legitimate to
some extent, because their utterances did not cross the boundaries of the private sphere. They
could thus opt for "a form of verbal power that appears to sidestep the problem of women's
23
24

See Kegl, 1999, 137.
For an account of this case see Guttierez, 1991, 235.
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speaking in public precisely because the play is not designed for performance" (Ballaster, 1996,
273). Women writers' motivation for taking up the genre can therefore be explained from a
gendered perspective.25
At the same time that these closet dramas were presented as plays which were not
designed for staging, it has often been suggested that within the setting of the noble household
these closet dramas were nevertheless performed in small, private productions.26 As Gweno
Williams, who has been concerned with staging late twentieth-century performances of early
modern women's plays, maintains, the texts of closet dramas by Renaissance and early
Restoration women dramatists contain "internal stage directions, detailed and precise references
to contemporary theatrical practices...calls for integral stage action" (1998, 99). In Williams's
view, this makes clear that the women playwrights clearly had performance of their texts in
mind, although they supposedly only wrote their plays for private use. Williams's view seems
plausible in the light of the important role that noblewomen played as performers and organisers
of dramatic productions at court. However, we have no clear evidence that any of the closet
dramas by Renaissance Englishwomen was ever staged. Thus, although these early plays by
women may not have been "enclosed" in "tombs" of silence and privacy, a performance history
of private productions of these dramas has as yet to be discovered.

25

Obviously, seeing these women dramatists' choice for closet drama as an appropriate way of masking their
unfeminine utterances does not exclude the possibility of interpreting their selection of the genre in the light of
coterie culture in which "literature as we generally define it was not a commercial activity" (Ezell 37).
26
In a paper recently presented at the colloquium "'The Woman's Part': Women and Drama in England and
Spain, 1500-1700" (University of Groningen, the Netherlands; March 8th and 9th 2002) Marion Wynne-Davies
suggested that women's closet dramas may indeed have a secret performance history. The possibilities for
staging a play within the domestic setting of country houses, and banqueting houses in particular, were
numerous. Women could enjoy the performances of dramatic entertainments unseen, by watching plays from
barred windows. Wynne-Davies's interesting argument is supported by a description of queen Elizabeth I's visit
to Elvetham in 1591: Elvetham, 1591. "On Thursday morning, her majestie as no sooner readie, and at her
Gallerie windown looking into the Garden , but there began three Cornets to play certaine fantasike dances, at
the measure whereof the Fayery Quene came into the garden, dauncing with her maides about her. Shee brought
with her a garland, made in fourme of an imperiall crowne; within the sight of her Majestie shee fixed upon (sic)
a silvered staffe, and sticking the staffe into the ground, spake as followeth. This spectacle and musike so
delighted Her majesty, that shee commaunded to heare it sung and danced three times over, and called for divers
Lords and Ladies to behold it" (quoted in Cole, 1999, 115-116). For a further discussion on the practical aspects
of staging theatrical performances in seventeenth-century households, see Greg Walker, 1998, 53.

Figure 5: Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke. Engraving by Simon van der Passe
(National Portrait Gallery, London).
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Chapter 4: "Die Cleopatra then": Mary Sidney's The Tragedie of Antonie.
4.1. "Philip's Phoenix": Mary Sidney as a Writer.
On October 27, 1561, Mary Sidney was born into one of the most influential families in
Elizabethan England. The families of both her father, Henry Sidney, and her mother, Mary
Dudley, had come to prominence under Henry VIII. Surviving the reign of Queen Mary, and
returning to power in the early years of Queen Elizabeth I, the Sidneys came to play a
prominent political role in furthering the Protestant cause in England and on the Continent.1
The circumstances of Mary Sidney's early life may have formed the impetus for her later
literary activities. Unlike most of their female contemporaries, Mary Sidney and her sister
Ambrosia received an outstanding education, following the standard humanist curriculum,
which included the classics, the Church fathers, Latin, French, Italian, literature and rhetoric.2
Thus, they developed the skills to express themselves in speech and writing to a greater extent
than most members of their sex. In the spring of 1575 Mary Sidney's familiarity with the
world of letters increased. She left for the court of Elizabeth I, which functioned as a centre of
learning and literary activities. Her wealthy husband, Henry Herbert, Earl of Pembroke,
financed the literary coterie that she desired. In addition, Mary Sidney came in contact with
the literary world through her close connection with her brother Sir Philip Sidney, who was an
admired poet and patron of letters.
It is mainly her close relationship with her brother that led to Mary Sidney's active
participation in the world of literary networks and production. After Sir Philip's death during
the military campaign in the Low Countries in 1586, Mary Sidney took over his former role
of literary patron. Poets who had previously received financial support from her brother, such
as Abraham Fraunce, Edmund Spenser, Thomas Moffet and Nicholas Breton, now applied to
Mary Sidney for patronage. Calling her "Arabian Phenix, wonder of sexe", and "the inheritor
of his wit and genius" (quoted in Hannay, 1991, 218), these writers suggested that Sidney
would continue her brother's literary work. Because of the large circle of poets that Mary
Sidney supported, she gained a reputation as one of the major patrons of Protestant letters:
"the happie and iudiciall Patronesse of the Muses".3 In her role of patroness, however, Sidney
occupied both a prominent and singular position: she became the first non-royal woman in
England to receive a significant number of dedications.
1

See Hannay, 1990, 3.
See Hannay et al., 1998, 3.
3
She was thus referred to by the poet Samuel Daniel in the dedication to his Delia (1592, A1v).
2
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Mary Sidney also edited her brother's work posthumously. She prepared an improved
edition of his Arcadia, and assumed responsibility for its publication in 1593. In 1598 she
authorised another edition that collected Sidney's works, including the Defence of Poetry,
Certain Sonnets, the Lady of May, and the first complete editions of all the Astrophil sonnets,
that corrected Thomas Nashe's corrupt edition of 1591. Furthermore, Mary Sidney finished
the translation projects that her brother had initiated. She completed Sir Philip's translation of
the Psalms into English, and followed him in translating Phillipe de Mornay's Discours de la
Vie et de la Mort in 1592.4 Apart from this, she undertook translations of texts which met the
standards outlined by her brother in his Defence of Poesy (published in 1595). For instance,
Mary Sidney translated Robert Garnier's Senecan tragedy Antoine into English, thereby
launching a Continental dramatic form which her brother had deemed more refined than most
English drama that was performed in the public playhouses.
Editing her brother's work, being involved with the translation projects which he had
commenced, and acting as a patroness to men of letters, Mary Sidney may have created the
illusion that her engagement with writing wasat one remove from actual creativity. A close
look at her oeuvre reveals that Sidney perhaps employed her representation as the instrument
of her brother's voice as the means to mask her verbal assertion. By undertaking translations
for which her brother had laid the basis, Sidney could present the translated texts as more her
brother's than her own, and thus veil her utterance. By committing the edited works of her
brother to print, Mary Sidney not only helped to mitigate the stigma of publication in general,
but also opened up the way for the publication of her own texts at a later stage.
Most works by Mary Sidney are marked by a tension between a feminine modesty and
a masculine self-assertion. There appears to be a contradiction between Mary Sidney's
translation of Mornay's text, which argues against ambition and showing off in public,5 and
her urge to have her translation published under her own name, without an apology, rather
than have her work circulate in the domestic sphere. Sidney's resort to a reproductive rather
than creative mode of writing in her translation of Petrarch's text suggests modesty. Yet this
modesty appears at odds with the vibrant, speaking Laura that can be found in Petrarch's
writing, and that suggests possibilities for constructing a female voice and a speaking female

4

This was actually "part of a series of translations of the Huguenot leader's work undertaken by Philip and his
continental allies" (Hannay, 1991, 220).
5
See Mary Sidney's translation, Discourse of Life and Death, 1600, B4r: "Come we to ambition, which by a
greedinesse of honour fondly holdeth occupied the greatest persons. Thinke we there to finde more? Nay, rather
lesse".
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persona.6 In addition, Sidney's reluctance to have the Psalmes issued in print is in discord
with the bold claims of authorship that she makes in her dedication as well as in the text of the
translation itself. In her dedication of the text to queen Elizabeth I, "Even now that Care"
(1590s), Mary Sidney emphasises her role as the translator/writer of the text by stating that
her brother "but …did warpe, I weav'd this webb to end" (1998, 27). When the queen came to
visit her household Wilton in 1592, Mary Sidney wrote a dramatic dialogue for the occasion,
"In Praise of Astraea".7 Although she had the boldness to engage with the public form of
drama, albeit a dramatic display which was confined to the domestic sphere of household
entertainment, at the same time Sidney stresses the need to "speak in measure" and confine
oneself to "silence" (1998, 58-59) in this dramatic writing.
The other original works which Sidney produced are equally marked by an oscillation
between a womanly depreciation of her poetic abilities on the one hand, and a bold assertion
of voice on the other hand. Choosing actively to produce literary texts rather than just
reproduce other authors' writings in a different language, Sidney overstepped the boundaries
of womanly propriety. Yet, at the same time, most of these original works, "To the Angell
Spirit" (1590s) and "The Doleful Lay of Clorinda" (1595), belonged to the genre of the
epitaph. This genre "provided non-threatening outlets for their author's learning and poetic
skills" (Lamb, 1985, 120), because they reinforced the writer's central womanly concerns with
devotion and dependence. Both poems are marked by a tension between two contradictory
discourses. For example, in "The Doleful Lay of Clorinda, a Pastoral Ode to the Memory of
Sir Philip Sidney" Mary Sidney adopts the role of the poet who appropriates the right to
define Sir Philip: "Who ever made such lays of love as he?/Nor ever read the riddles, which
he said" (G1v). Simultaneously, however, she distances herself from the position of poet, and
even denies her own poetic activity in the commemoration of Sir Philip. By emphasising her
brother's merits as a maker of love lays, Sidney shifts the attention from her poem to the
literary works by her brother. The suggestion is made by the persona that the sense of
mourning which she voices is not meant to be publicly heard: "Ay me! To whom shall I my
case complain/ That may compassion my impatient grief?/ Or where shall I unfold my inward
pain…Then to myself will I my sorrow mourn" (G1r). This representation of her elegy as a
private utterance is in contrast with the idea that her voice will be heard and known
throughout the universe. Sidney appears to colonise the whole world with her discourses:
6
7

See Hannay et al., 1998, 24.
See Nichols, III, 1823, 529.
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"The woods, the hills, the rivers shall resound/ The mournful accents of my sorrow's ground"
(G1v). Thus, the poem is essentially dialogic as far as Sidney's depiction of herself as a poet
mourner is concerned.8
Despite the anxiety that Sidney manifested about her position as a woman poet, she
was highly esteemed by many men of letters in her days. Notably, in their appraisals of Mary
Sidney these male literary contemporaries depicted her as virtuous, while acknowledging her
status as a poet. Nicholas Breton called Mary Sidney "the Right, Honourable, discreete, and
vertuous Lady" (1601, STC3684, A2r) in his description of her literary achievements. One
could argue that this portrayal of Mary Sidney as sexually and morally honourable by male
poets from her period may have to do with their dependence upon her support as patroness.
After all, the poet Nashe whose edition of Arcadia was rejected as corrupt, and who did not
receive the patronage he sought from the Countess of Pembroke, expressed a very negative
view on Sidney. He drew the common analogy between the female poet and the prostitute. He
insinuated that Sidney as a patron opened her "purse" to "pedanticall Parasites" (1958, 10-11),
the image of the open purse also alluding to her vagina. However, the dominant representation
of Mary Sidney as sexually virtuous gives the impression that her discourses of modesty, as
well as her major concern with feminine literary activities, successfully helped to avert social
criticism.
4.2. The Tragedie of Antonie as a Translation.
While Mary Sidney's dramatic dialogue "In Praise of Astraea" consisted of original writing,
her other engagement with drama was her translation of Robert Garnier's Senecan tragedy
Antoine. According to Danielle Clarke, translation was "central to Early Modern pedagogy",
constituting "a primary means by which textual interpretation was undertaken" (1997, 151).9
A considerable number of men, such as Thomas Kyd who translated Garnier's tragedy
Cornélie, engaged with translation to further a career in law or administration, the translation
of particular texts offering them the means of establishing their political affiliations.
Although male writers thus committed themselves to translation, translating was
identified with the female sex. In his preface to the translation of Montaigne's Essais (1603),
8

A similar double-voiced discourse with regard to her role as female poet, can be found in Mary Sidney's "To
the Angell spirit". As Beth Fisken has stated:. "If the theme of "To the Angell spirit…" is her unworthiness, the
style in which that unworthiness is expressed is an affirmation of both her ambition and her talent" (1990, 272).
Mary Ellen Lamb reaches similar conclusions (1986, 207-26).
9
Likewise, as Suzanne Trill has suggested, "Translation may be fairly described as a central part of English
Renaissance culture" (1996, 141), since, as an activity, it was taken up by many writers of the period.
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John Florio suggested that translations are "reputed femalls, delivered by second hand" (1903,
5)10 thus associating translating with femininity. In fact, many Renaissance women, such as
Anne Cooke-Bacon, Elizabeth I, Anne Locke, Joanna Lumley, Dorcas Martin, Margaret Tyler
and Margaret More-Roper undertook translation, since it was a literary activity envisaged as
relatively permissible for a woman. Considered a reproductive rather than a creative form of
writing, translation was thought not to involve women in the expression of their own voices,
but in the reproduction of men's utterances. Thus, translation was regarded to constitute a
lesser threat to woman's sexual virtue.11
At the same time that translation was viewed as reproductive rather than creative,
anxiety existed about the literal nature of women's translations.12 Both the foreign text and the
translation are in some way marked by their moment of production. Consequently, they are
"grounded within particular social and historical contexts…the specific affiliations of the
translator, as well as the time and place in which s/he translates, can affect both the choice of
the text to be translated and the method by which it is translated" (Trill, 1996, 143).
Therefore, in analysing the representation of the female tragic subject in Sidney's translation
of Robert Garnier's tragedy Antoine, it is important to consider the motivation for the choice
of the text that she translated. In addition, it is essential to investigate the way in which she
shifted the significance of the original play in the process.
The love story between Mark Antony and the Egyptian queen Cleopatra was a
narrative taken up by many European playwrights in the sixteenth century. For example, the
Venetian dramatist Count Giulio Landi wrote La Vita di Cleopatra in 1551; his countryman
Celso Pistorelli produced Marc'Antonio e Cleopatra in 1576, and the Spanish playwright
Diego Lopez de Castro became renowned for his Marco Antonio Y Cleopatra (1582). Mary
Sidney selected Robert Garnier's Antoine for translation, beginning her work on the text in the
year of Garnier's death, 1590,13 and supposedly following the 1585 edition of his works. In
her translation, Sidney transforms Garnier's rhymed French alexandrines into blank verse, and
normally uses rhyme only for emphasis. Sidney's choice to translate Garnier's Senecan drama,
which consisted of long speeches rather than dramatic actions, seems logical considering the
fact that her drama was meant as "closet drama". Although the text must have circulated
among her household in Wilton, there is no evidence that the play was ever performed in this
10

Also quoted in Trill, 1996, 147.
In other words, as Trill has argued, "One of the reasons that translation has been perceived to be an appropriate
form of writing for women is precisely because it is deemed to preclude an expression of their own opinions"
(1996, 147).
12
As Trill claims, this anxiety "betrays deeper concerns about the 'originality' of their work" (1996, 147).
11
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domestic setting. Yet, since Wilton was a place where the dramatists Fulke Greville, Samuel
Daniel and Thomas Kyd often flocked together, and where dramatic entertainments were held
for queen Elizabeth I, it is not completely unlikely that the closet drama was staged for a
small audience of intimates.14 Considering the status of the play as closet drama, it is
remarkable that Sidney consented to have her play published, since "the fact of
publication…suggests that closet dramas did more than speak to public concerns in a
relatively safe domestic environment" (Clarke, 1997, 153). Through the publication of her
Tragedie of Antonie Sidney became the first woman in England to publish a play.15 There is
no manuscript copy of the translation, which first appeared bound with A Discourse of Life
and Death in 1592, issued by William Ponsonby.16 Within five years of publication the play
went through two further editions.17 In analysing the play I have made use of the edition of
1595, which was based on the copy text of 1592. This copy text is merely divided into acts.
Subsequent references will therefore be to the act numbers, and to make the discussion more
verifiable to today's readers, I have added the line numbers given in Cerasano and WynneDavies's modern edition of the tragedy.
4.3. Cleopatra's "Sweet Voice" and Sexuality.
At a first glance, the tragedy translated by Mary Sidney appears to endorse the socially
dominant discourse associating woman's speech with wantonness. Antonius assumes that
Cleopatra is "disloyal" (I, 141) in her affections towards him. He bemoans the fact that
Cleopatra's "words" (I, 100) have tempted him into a "wanton love" (I, 120), in which he is
"scarce master"(I, 129) of himself. Thus creating the impression that Cleopatra's eloquent
tongue has persuaded him into an adulterous relationship, Antonius implicitly draws an
analogy between woman's speech and sexual looseness. Yet, this confirmation of the
dominant gender discourses is countered by alternative discourses, which dissociate female
utterance from sexual incontinence. As Cleopatra's secretary, Diomede, contends, Cleopatra
is gifted with "training speech…forcing voice" (II, 484-85), "a sweet voice all Asia
13

The translation is precisely dated "At Ramsburie.26.of November 1590". See Hannay et al, 1998, 305.
The Lord of Pembroke, Mary's husband, hosted the queen at Wilton from 3 to 6 September 1574. See Cole,
1999, 220.
15
As Coburn Freer remarks, Mary Sidney 's publication of her works was anomolous in a time when "members
of the nobility who wrote (and particularly women) circulated their manuscripts in private and discreetly avoided
any appearance of cultivating a reading public" (1987, 484). While works by writers from the upper classes
were often only issued in publication posthumously, Mary Sidney's translations were published during her
lifetime, and she was acknowledged as the author on the title-pages of her works.
16
The play was published in a separate edition in 1595. See Davis and Joyce, 1992, 120.
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understood" (II, 463), and proficiency in many languages: "Or hearing sceptred kings'
ambassadors/ Answer to each in his own language made" (II, 487-88). However, as Diomede
points out, Cleopatra disdains to use her smooth and eloquent tongue to "make a conquest of
the conqueror" (II, 501).18 In other words, Diomede offers an alternative representation to
Antonius's, by describing Cleopatra as a woman who manages to assert her voice
expressively, but nevertheless is sexually virtuous. This deconstruction of the dominant
association between the female voice and bawdiness is reinforced by Cleopatra's expressions
of loyalty to Antonius throughout the play. For example, in defiance of Charmion's advice
that her mistress should "leave off in time/ Antonie's wrack" (II, 287-88) to save her own skin,
Cleopatra emphasises her infinite faithfulness to Antonius:
Sooner shining light
Shall leave the day…Than I, thee Antonie, leave in deep distress.
I am with thee…Antonie, thou shalt see
Thy princess follow thee. (II, 298-310)

As a closet drama The Tragedie of Antonie deals with subjects from two different
perspectives, and therefore contains two contradictory discourses on woman's voice. In the
light of this dialogic nature of Garnier's closet drama, the reason for Sidney's choice of
translating Antoine seems obvious. Translating a play which balanced the dominant
condemnation of female utterance with alternative discourses, Sidney could engage with a
subversion of the idea that women ought to be silent, presenting it as just one way of thinking
about the issue of the female voice. This alternative representation of woman's voice in the
play extenuates the image of women who actively engage with discourse. The countervoices
in the play implicitly condone Sidney's voice as a translator, hence her transgression of
feminine silence.
Through her choice of words in her translation, Sidney appears to emphasise
Cleopatra's virtue of her speeches even more than Garnier does. Garnier tends to lay more
emphasis than Sidney on the relation between woman's speech and sexuality. His use of the
term "amoureux charmes" (I, 736) as a categorisation of Cleopâtre's eloquence, and his
description of her speeches as "mignardes", that is, those of a mistress, suggest that
Cleopâtre's smooth tongue is a sexual tool. In Sidney's translation, these sexual allusions are
17

See Hannay et al, 1998, 120.
It must be noted that in Samuel Daniel's The Tragedie of Cleopatra (1594-1623) Cleopatra does not disdain to
use her charms in order to achieve what she wants. Making Dolabella enamoured with her, Cleopatra manages to
make him reveal Caesar's plans with her: "What hath my face yet power to win a lover?/Can this torn remnant
serve to grace me so/That it can Caesar's secret plots discover:/What he intends with me and mine to do?/Why
then poor beauty thou hast done thy last,/And best good service thou could'st do unto me" (IV, 1082-89). Thus,
Sidney's honourable Cleopatra contrasts with Daniel's representation of the Egyptian queen.
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not present. Thus, the conventional equation of woman's voice with lust present in Garnier's
tragedy, is further deconstructed by Sidney. This deconstruction of gender discourses in
relation to the Cleopatra figure is notable considering the common depiction of the Egyptian
queen as a lustful bawd in earlier and contemporary English literature. For example, in book
VI of his Fall of Princes (1431) the poet Lydgate argues that Cleopatra "Caused Antonye that
he destroied was" (3633), because she induced him to "Folwyng ther lustis foul &
abhominable" (3636). Likewise, in Thomas Lodge's translation of Flavius Josephus'
Antiquities of the Jews (1602) Cleopatra is depicted as "a slave to her lusts" who attempted to
seduce king Herod. Her wantonness is related to speech: "she laid a treacherous snare for him,
by aiming to obtain such adulterous conversations from him" (Book 15, chapter 4, S2v). This
In William Shakespeare's later play Antony and Cleopatra (1607) Cleopatra is represented as
a "strumpet" (I, i, 13), who slept with several men: "She made great Caesar lay his sword to
bed;/ He plough'd her and she cropp'd" (II, ii, 236). At the same time she is far from "dull in
tongue" (III, ii,16). Sidney's translation of a text in which the Cleopatra figure and her
eloquence are dissociated from the notion of sexual looseness therefore signifies a breach
with the English Cleopatra tradition in literature as well.
4.4. "The alabaster covering of her face": Cleopatra's Sexual Purity.
Despite the dialogic nature of Garnier's play and Sidney's translation, it becomes clear that the
subversive gender discourse is implicitly privileged over the dominant view that woman's
speech signals wantonness. Studying the character of Cleopatra in Garnier's original and
Sidney's translation, one notices that the colour of her face, alabaster, is emphasised
throughout the plot. Sidney's Diomede refers to Cleopatra's "alabaster covering of her face"
(II, 432), as translated from Garnier's french "L'albastre qui blanchist sur son visage saint" (II,
713). Sidney's Eras expresses her admiration for Cleopatra's face made of "this fair alabaster"
(II, 186). The identification of Cleopatra's face with alabaster plays a major role in the
representation of her sexuality.
Suzy Beemer reveals that in sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century usage "white"
meant "morally or spiritually pure or stainless; spotless, unstained, innocent", and was
commonly used "as a symbol of virginity" (1997, 234). By contrast, "black" was defined as
"foul, iniquitous, atrocious" (1997, 234) and associated with sexual sin.19 As Dympna Callaghan
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has remarked, women in plays often "have their moral coloring reflected in their skins" (1994,
174), in particular as far as their sexual morality is concerned. Applying Beemer's and
Callaghan's claims to the texts of Garnier's tragedy and Sidney's translation, one can conclude
that Cleopatra is represented as sexually and morally virtuous. That the white colour of the
queen's skin signifies her sexual purity is also revealed by the fact that in sixteenth- century
Petrarchan poetry the term "alabaster" is often used to describe the face of the inaccessible,
chaste female lover. For example, in Sonnet 9 from Sir Philip Sidney's Astrophil and Stella
(1598) the female beloved's visage is likened to a building, "Queene Vertues court" (1962, l.1),
the front of which is built "of Alabaster pure" (1962, l.3). Mary Sidney's identification of
Cleopatra with whiteness was quite uncommon, for usually the Egyptian queen was depicted as a
black woman as the means of stressing her moral and sexual impurity. For example, in Salve
Deus Rex Judaeorum (1611) Aemilia Lanyer emphasises Cleopatra's physical blackness as sign
of her impurity, which contrasts with Octavia's inward and outward fairness: 20
No Cleopatra, though thou wert as faire
As any Creature in Antonius eyes; …
Yet with this Lady canst thou not compare,
Whose inward virtues all thy worth denies:
Yet thou a blacke Egyptian do'st appeare;
Thou false, shee true; and to her Love more deere. (F3r)

Cleopatra is not just identified with sexual continence, but also with marital sexuality. In
Garnier's text the terms "Espouse" and "espous" (V, 556, 587) come up frequently with regard to
the relationship between Cleopâtre and Antoine. Likewise, Sidney's Cleopatra defines herself as
a "kindhearted…wife", urged to follow Antonius in death out of "wifely love" (II, 320, 353).
Cleopatra's portrayal of herself as a spouse is remarkable, since Antonius is married to Octavia.
Cleopatra nevertheless constructs an identity for herself as wife while being a mistress, which
creates the impression that she has an inclination towards constancy. Thus, the woman who is
attributed an enchanting, persuasive tongue by her lover, distances herself from wantonness. As a
result of this, the deconstruction of the dominant ideology on the female voice is intensified. As a
woman translator who probably experienced anxiety about her own illegitimate voice, Sidney
may have been motivated to translate Garnier's tragedy, since it implicitly condoned woman's
speech by dissociating it from sexual flagrancy.
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While blackness was associated with transgression and impurity, Queen Anna and her ladies had their faces
painted black and were staged as blackamoors in Ben Jonson's Masque of Blackness (1606). As Carol
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4.5. Maternity and Female Bonding in Sidney's Play.
The Cleopatra figure in Garnier's text displays strong maternal feelings. She expresses the pain
that she feels when she says goodbye to her children, her heart breaking upon hearing them say
"adieu" (V, 1864). Furthermore, she compares herself to the weeping Niobe who grieves for her
dead children. She beseeches Euphron to take care of her offspring after her death:
Je vous supplie, Eufron, prenez-en le souci:
Servez leur de bon pere , et que vostre prudence
Ne les souffre tomber sous l'injuste puissance
De ce cruel tyran. (1835-38)

Garnier's depiction of the Cleopatra figure as motherly is interesting, because Cleopatra's
motherhood is not always accentuated in representations of her and because maternity played a
significant role as a legitimising strategy adopted by Renaissance women writers.21 Garnier's
portrayal of Cleopâtre as maternal marks her out as feminine, and helps to deconstruct the image
of her as the wanton, eloquent woman that Antoine draws earlier in the play. At the same time,
Sidney's translation signals her alignment with the challenge that Garnier's motherly Cleopatra
poses to dominant ideas on female outspokenness. Cleopatra remains mother of her children till
the end of the play. As we have seen, in Renaissance tragedies outspoken women are often
deprived of their maternity in the course of the play as punishment for their transgression of
gender norms. Cleopatra is assertive and remains a mother, which intensifies the legitimisation
of her outspokennness within the play.
A close look at The Tragedie of Antonie reveals that Cleopatra is mainly shown to speak
up in the company of her female servants, Charmion and Eras. Her speaking parts consist of
dialogues and conversations with these female servants, while Charmion and Eras are the only
characters who hear Cleopatra speak directly in the play. The play does not include any
conversations between Cleopatra and Antonius on the one hand, and Octavius Caesar on the
other hand, communication between the parties taking place through male messengers. The only
time that Cleopatra addresses Antonius directly is, ironically, when she is holding his corpse in
her arms, and he will no longer be able to hear her: "Wail thee Antonie, Antonie my heart?" (V,
123).22 In Sidney's translation Cleopatra's discursive expressions therefore remain within the
21

In Lydgate's Fall of Princes Cleopatra's maternity is not mentioned; while Chaucer alluded to the fact that
Cleopatra lived together with Antonius as his "wif, and hadde hym as hir leste" (The Legend of Good Women, I,
1977, 615), he does not address her motherhood.
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In this scene Sidney's Cleopatra speaks to the air. By contrast, in Samuel Daniel's version Cleopatra thinks that
Anthony can still hear her words, and even talk back, because he is immortal: "If it be so, why speak I then to the
air?/But 'tis not so, my Anthony doth hear" (V, 1127-28).…"O pure immortal soul that design'st to hear/I feel
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confines of the private domestic sphere, appropriately failing to intrude upon and get involved
with the realm of man's speech. Representing her heroine's speech as part of a domestic
conversation between women, Sidney appears to have selected a play for translation which made
it possible for her to suggest that Cleopatra's speech is "feminine", hence justified.
The context of Cleopatra's expressions in response to statements made by the other
women characters also serve to underline her femininity. When Charmion and Eras beseech
Cleopatra to abandon Antonius, Cleopatra answers that she will follow Antonius on his downfall
as a good spouse, and that "nor praise, nor glory in my cares are set" (V, 404). Thus, the privilege
that Charmion and Eras grant to masculine self affection, fame, power and ambition contrasts
with Cleopatra's desire to embody the faithful, self-effacing woman. The dialogues between
Cleopatra and the two other women make clear that the queen is indeed a "woman most unkind"
(I, 17), but then in the positive sense of being more feminine than the other women presented in
the play. This, in turn, supports the positive portrayal that is given of the queen as a woman who
asserts her voice and is eloquent.
4.6. Gender and Subjectivity in The Tragedie of Antonie.
In the first part of the play, Antonius and Cleopatra are similar in the degree of subjectivity
that they enjoy. Both lack command over their representations. Antonius experiences the
divergence between the masculine ideal of the glorious hero that he wants to embody, and the
reality of his servitude to Cleopatra's "feeble face" (I,16), leading to a shameful defeat by
Caesar. He tries to imagine himself in a different role, fantasising about his death as that of
the courageous warrior on the battlefield, "Made in a hundred battles, fights, assaults,/ My
body through-pierced with push of pike,/ Had vomited my blood, in blood my life,/In midst of
millions, fellows in my fall…All this whole world submitted unto me" (III, 225-32).
However, as his conditional phrase "I should have died in arms" (231) indicates, the identity
that he forges in his discourses is something that he cannot realise. Antonius fails to create a
representation of himself that he can impose upon his reality. Cleopatra also fails to exercise
control over the way in which others view her. She cannot directly communicate with Caesar
and Antonius, and, consequently, is unable to counter their charges of infidelity with a
representation of herself as a constant wife.

does not communicate with men, and refrains from speech outside the domestic sphere. In this respect she is less
"appropriate" and "feminine" than Sidney's Cleopatra.
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Antonius and Cleopatra are not just similar in their lack of control over their
representations to the outside world, but also in their failure to exercise narrative command.
Having become so enslaved to Cleopatra's beauty that he can no longer loosen himself from
their love knot, Antonius cannot determine his fate. Likewise, Cleopatra does not succeed in
governing her fate and that of others. She commands Diomede to bring to Antonius the false
news that she has slain herself out of loyalty for him in order to test out "if as yet he me
bewail,/If yet for me his heart one sigh forth breathe" (II, 85-86). Yet, her plan to ascertain
herself of Antonius's affections through the false rumour of her death fails completely. Upon
hearing the news, Antonius kills himself, so that Cleopatra's plot of restoring their relationship
is upset.
In addition, both Antonius and Cleopatra miss a sense of individual selfhood. In his
opening soliloquy Antonius refers to himself in the first person and in the second person: "It's
meet I die…Poor Antonie…what was the day that gained thee thy love" (I, 7, 51-52). These
shifts indicate that Antonius lacks a sense of individual identity as well as the perception of
himself as a speaking and acting "I". Cleopatra does not experiene a sense of individuality at
times, which is revealed by her sense of being merged with Antonius: "He is my self" (II,
352). The only difference between the two characters in this respect is that Cleopatra's urge
for union with Antonius, by following him in death, is self-willed, whereas Antonius's sense
of feebleness is in conflict with the ideal of glorious masculinity that he wants to live up to.
On the whole, however, one can argue that the representation of subjectivity in the play is not
completely marked by the gender differences between the two major protagonists, since they
equally fail to attain subjectivity in the first part of the tragedy.
4.7."Ended I have as destiny decreed": Death and Autonomy.
Omitting Garnier's report of the aftermath of Antony's defeat, Sidney draws the readers' focus
to the attitude that the two protagonists display towards death.23 Thus, the ways in which
Antonius and Cleopatra envisage and realise their endings are central to the plot.24 As far as
the issues of death and transcendence are concerned, one cannot speak of gender differences
in the play. Antonius's determination that he must "die…a noble death" (III, 375) signals his
achievement of narrative control. Garnier's original play was modelled upon the tradition of
23

See Skrektowicz, 1999, 14.
As Mary Ellen Lamb implies, it is no coincidence that Mary Sidney translated a play in which the issue of
dying is foregrounded: "Strong evidence suggests that the countess's translation of Garnier's Marc Antoine, with
its heroic portrait of a female protagonist Cleopatra, is an attempt to apply Mornay's philosophy to the situation
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Senecan tragedy; a genre which was influenced by the philosophy of stoicism. One of the
ideas generated by the philosophy of stoicism, which suggested the achievement of integrity
through resistance, was the view of suicide as an act of autonomy through which dignity
could be preserved . Suicide implies the point where man's "drive for control becomes totally
and unsurpassably self-referential in a final triumph over the world outside" (Braden, 1985,
24-25), since autonomy over man's existence is reached by self-annihilation. Antonius's selfinflicted death can be seen as this Stoic act of reaching autonomy over his existence, by
crossing Caesar's purpose of debasing and destroying him.
At a first glance Cleopatra's determination to die for Antonius creates the impression
that he governs her existence, their union forcing her to be one with him in death. Yet,
Cleopatra's desire to become united in death with Antonius has an important function as the
means by which Sidney's transgressive voice as a translator is legitimised. As Mary Ellen
Lamb explains, Sidney's concern with a dying heroine absolves her "as author from the
charges of attempting to seduce or to gain power through her writing. ..After all, a woman
who studies methods of dying has, it would seem, declared her distance from such transient
concerns as illicit sexuality or other forms of control over men" (Lamb, 1990, 119).25
Cleopatra's self-chosen death should also be interpreted as an act through which she gains
control over her representation and autonomy over her life.26 Her suicide impedes the fate that
Caesar had in mind for her, namely to "wholly get/Into our hands her treasure and
herself…That by her presence beautified may be/The glorious triumph Rome prepares for
me" (III, 362-67). Cleopatra's longing to avoid being subjugated to Caesar is not so much
foregrounded as in Samuel Daniel's tragedy, in which Cleopatra explicitly states that she
wants to die in order to prevent having to "attend" Caesar's "Triumphant Chariot " (IV, 10911092). Although Cleopatra's desire to be united in death with Antonius is stressed,
her intention to end her existence appears a stoic act. Her suicide crosses Caesar's purpose of
publicly humiliating her, and imposing servitude upon her. Thus, Cleopatra's suicide can be
regarded as her appropriation of direction over the plot from her conqueror Caesar. Cleopatra
achieves narrative control, even though the urge to kill herself was founded in love and
of Renaissance women. First, the translations of Mornay's treatise and Garnier's play were probably intended as a
pair, for they were published in the same volume" (Lamb, 1990, 129).
25
Similarly, Kim Walker argues that the centrality of Cleopatra's death "cleanses Sidney's writing from the
contamination of illicit sexuality inherent in female authorship" (1996, 10)
26
Cleopatra's self-fashioned death is in line with the attitude towards death that is expressed in Mary Sidney's
translation of Philippe de Mornay's Discourse of Life and Death (1592). In this text the importance of autonomy
over life and death is emphasised: "Now to end well this life, is only to end it willingly: following with full
consent the will and direction of God, and not suffering us to be drawne by the necessity of destinie. To end it
willingly, we must hope, and not feare death" (F2v).
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submission to her husband, rather than the masculine ambition to retain a sense of glory. This
narrative control results from Cleopatra's ability to hide her interior plans from Caesar, that is,
to establish herself as the undiscoverable subject.
The narrative control that Cleopatra achieves in fashioning her own death is further
emphasised by Sidney through the way in which she translated her dying speech. As Williams
has correctly observed, Sidney has adapted "the present tense of Garnier's directly phrased
lines 'mon ame vomissant', to a more lyrical and indirect future subjunctive, 'forth my soul
may flow'" (Williams, 2000, 30):
That in this office weak my limbs may grow
Fainting on you, and forth my soul may flow [she dies]. (V, 207-08)

In my view, Sidney's alteration of the tense of the verb in her translation reinforces the
representation of Cleopatra's narrative command. The present tense of Garnier's phrase
suggests that Cleopatra's line is a description of her current state and experiences. Sidney's
conversion of the tense to the future subjunctive creates the impression that Cleopatra voices
her intention to die, successfully foresees her ending, hence authorises her moment of death.
Her narrative control is underlined by the contrast between the way in which Cleopatra
determines her fate and Charmion's statement that man's fate is governed by the gods: "the
gods have willed it so,/To whom oft-times princes are ofious./They have to everything an end
ordained;/All worldy greatness by them bounded is" (II, 273-76). However, Cleopatra's
choice to end her life is not bounded by the Gods. Cleopatra's narrative command is also
revealed by her control over the textual limits of the play. Like Garnier's Cleopatra, Sidney's
Egyptian Queen breathes her last breath, and utters her last lines at the very moment which
marks the closure of the play. This creates the impression that she directs the ending of the
tragedy.
Before killing himself with the help of Lucenius, Antonius manages to define himself
and assert his identity: "In only this like Hercules I am,/ In this I prove me of his lineage
right…But go we. Die I must…I must a noble death,/ A glorious death, unto my succour call"
(III, 369-376). This moment of self-expression seems accompanied by a restoration of a
coherent self-perception, since Antonius now only speaks about himself in the "I" form27.
Similar to Antonius, Cleopatra asserts her identity in her final appearance on the stage,
constructing a sense of self. She reflects upon her state of being: "yet me the heaven's
wrath/Into a stone not yet transformed hath" (V, 102-103). Cleopatra succeeds in establishing
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a self that is different from, and resistant to the forces that work upon her, thus marking
herself out as a subject.
As Nicole Loraux made clear in her study of the tragic tradition, tragic women
conventionally die in silence.28 Their deaths are not represented on the stage, but narrated by a
messenger, who consequently defines these women. In Sidney's translation Cleopatra appears
on stage, in front of an imaginary audience, representing herself before her imminent suicide.
Through her decision to translate a play in which woman is able to express herself till her last
breath, Sidney therefore proposed an image of the tragic woman as in control over her own
depiction. Since this image is different from the images of women that one usually finds in
tragedies from the period, it can be argued that Sidney's translation of the play served to
create new models for tragic womanhood and tragic subjectivity.29 It is interesting that
Cleopatra utters her final speech while she lies in the monument where she is to be buried.
She voices her last thoughts in the monument where she is closed off from the world, and out
of reach for a man like Caesar who seeks to define and control her.
Antonius and Cleopatra are similar in the extent to which they achieve transcendence
over death. Antonius's remarks "like Hercules I am" and "In this I prove me of his lineage
right" (369, 370), which signal his assertion of a self-defined identity, make clear that he
overcomes the annihilation of selfhood that is entailed by dying. Apart from this, Antonius
manages to defy the erasure of identity through death, since he is memorialised after his
decease. Having witnessed Antonius's self-inflicted death, Dircetus brings the news of
Antonius's "hard mishap" (202) to Caesar, the chorus and Agrippa. Subsequently, Dircetus
recounts the details of his master's death on the imaginary stage. He fills the universe with
Antonius's memorialised presence, telling "to rocks, and hills, and woods…To earth, to
heaven, the woeful news" (195, 197). Thus, Dircetus's speech gives Antonius a place in the
memory of the characters present at the scene, and helps Antonius to live on in the plot of the
tragedy after his death. Dircetus secures Antonius's continuing presence in discourse, as is

27

Furthermore, Antonius's "final heroic and emphatic self-assertion is fittingly situated at the heart of the play"
(Williams, 2000, 29), and, through this central position, demands much attention.
28
See Loraux, 1987, 31, 34.
29
Sidney's depiction of a Cleopatra figure who asserts and creates her own identity is similar to Shakespeare's
Cleopatra who utters a dying speech in which she is concerned with representing and signifying herself: "I am
fire, and air; my other elements / I give to baser life" (V, ii, 291-92). This similarity may have to do with the fact
that both Shakespeare's and Robert Garnier's tragedy were based on the same source text, Plutarch's Lives. As
Eve Rachel Sanders justly suggests, Plutarch's Cleopatra is a "ruthless temptress who destroyed Antony in
pursuit of her own ambitions" (1998, 96). Mary Sidney's depiction of Cleopatra as a chaste woman who
privileges faithfulness to her beloved to personal ambitions therefore marks a significant deviation of the source
text.
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underlined by the fact that, like an actor impersonating Antonius, he directly reproduces
Antonius's speeches:30
Soon as with sighs he had these words up closed,
His armour he unlaced and cast it off,
Then all disarmed, he thus again did say:
'My queen, my heart, the grief that now I feel… (IV, 244-49)

His words being embedded as direct quotations in the messenger's speech, Antonius's
discourse outlives his silencing through death. The suggestion is evoked that he continues as a
speaking presence upon the stage beyond the grave. Cleopatra also transcends death, but in a
different way. In contrast with Antonius, she is not memorialised by others after her death,
and her words do not survive her death. However, she achieves transcendence through her act
of self-memorialisation. Placing her body inside the monument, Cleopatra not only performs
memorialising rituals for Antonius: "ere I die due rites I may thee give" (V, 184). At the same
time she ensures that she will be assigned a place in memory after death herself, by giving
burial ceremonies to herself, and entombing her own body.
4.8. The Tragedie of Antonie and Contemporary Tragedies.
Translating Garnier's drama, Mary Sidney selected a tragedy in which the representation of
the speaking, eloquent woman was distinct compared to the discourses on female speech that
can be found in other tragic plays from the period. Arden of Faversham and Titus Andronicus
confirm the dominant discourses on female utterance, in that they stage women who are not
just bold in speech and witty, but depicted as the incarnation of sexual looseness and adultery.
By contrast, Sidney's translation partly challenges the conventional equation of woman's
speech to wantonness. The portrayal of Cleopatra as a woman who is remarkably eloquent,
but who at the same time insists upon her marital fidelity to Antonius, undermines the idea
that wordy women are unchaste. Furthermore, it is not just through her choice for translating
Garnier's play, but also through the way in which she has transferred the French text to
English that Sidney suggested an alternative representation of the speaking woman. She
dissociates Cleopatra's words from the connotations with sexuality that Garnier's French
version attaches to her speeches.
The difference between Sidney's representation and the depictions of woman's speech
in contemporary tragedies is reinforced by the given that Cleopatra's words are associated
30

As Gweno Williams has similarly concluded, Dircetus's "dramatic re-enactment requires him to reproduce
Antonie's last words in his own voice, like an actor" (Williams, 2000, 29).
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with truth, whereas Alice Arden's and Tamora's speeches are related to deceit. Cleopatra's
authentic expressions of grief, love and her confessions of guilt are in contrast with the fact
that both Alice and Tamora use their tongues to smoothe over their sexual transgression, to
dissemble, and to create the illusion that they are appropriately feminine. The contrast
between Sidney's Cleopatra as a sexually virtuous female speaker on the one hand, and Alice
and Tamora as wanton, wordy women on the other hand, is enhanced by the colour imagery
that they are identified with. Cleopatra's alabaster skin symbolises her sexual and moral
purity. Alice, on the other hand, is not related to the colour white, but to the coloured and
tainted. Her brow is described as tainted with the text of her sexual transgression, and she
functions as the woman who is painted, Clarke drawing a "poisoned" (I, i, 278) picture of her
in "baleful…colours" (I, ii, 620). Similarly, Tamora is associated with the colour black in the
play, her adultery with Aaron the Moor making her "honour of his body's hue,/Spotted,
detested, and abominable" (II, iii, 73-75).
The deconstruction of the dominant view on woman's utterance in Sidney's text is
accompanied by an alternative representation of female tragic subjectivity. In her study of
death and gender Elizabeth Bronfen observed that women writers often "cite conventional
conceptions of feminine death so as to recode these radically in such a way that death emerges
as an act of autonomous self-fashioning" (1992, 401). Bronfen's conclusion can be applied to
the way in which Sidney's translation signifies a recreation of the generic conventions of
closet drama. Cleopatra exerts narrative control at the moment of death. She fashions her own
Stoic death in opposition to the plots that the other characters attempt to impose upon her
existence, and she pushes the plot of the play to the conclusion that she desires. The narrative
control that Cleopatra enjoys in death distinguishes her from other women characters in
English Renaissance tragedies. Both Alice Arden and Tamora are deprived of the narrative
command that they possess earlier on in the play. Alice fails to bend the plot according to her
wishes, and has the fate of execution imposed upon her at the tragic closure. Although
Tamora manages to trick Saturninus into being directed by her, at the tragic closure, she is
misled by Titus Andronicus, who subsequently determines her future.
The contrast between Tamora on the one hand and Cleopatra on the other hand as far
as their authority over the plot is concerned, is further emphasised by the control that they
exercise over their maternity. As part of her punishment, Tamora is unwittingly deprived of
her motherhood, being ensnared by Titus Andronicus into eating her own children. Cleopatra
differs from Tamora in that her isolation from her children in the final scene has issued from
her own determination, and thus, emanates from her command over her own life. That
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Cleopatra does not end up losing their position as mothers against their will, further
underlines the representation of Cleopatra as an outspoken, yet virtuous woman. Like Sidney's
Cleopatra, Bel-Imperia commits suicide, and thus, exerts autonomy over her existence. Yet,
this narrative control is restricted, since she can only act out the plot of killing herself by
adopting one of the roles in the drama that Hieronimo has written, and by speaking the lines
that he has penned down for her to speak. In conclusion, Sidney's Cleopatra differs from
Elizabethan tragic women characters, in that she exercises more control over the plot of her
existence and the plot of the tragedy. Introducing a different approach to the idea of tragic
subjectivity in relation to women, Sidney initiated the possibilities for reconstructing the
representation of tragic subjectivity.
As we have perceived, in general female tragic characters in Elizabethan drama end up
as the silenced objects of male definitions. Executed off stage, Alice Arden is not given the
opportunity to establish her identity in a dying speech. In her final appearance on the stage
Shakespeare's Tamora does not respond to Titus Andronicus's entrapment of her, and does not
enjoy a moment in which she can assert her identity before she is eternally silenced to death.
Bel-Imperia does not die in silence, nevertheless fails to assert an identity of her own in her
own words before passing away. A difference is that Cleopatra's speech preceding her suicide
is not covered up in silence, as in Tamora's case, nor marked by a loss of command over
expression and self signification, as is Bel-Imperia's death. Unlike most tragic, eloquent
women that one finds in Elizabethan drama, Cleopatra utters a final speech in which she can
outline and voice a sense of selfhood. Her words "Die Cleopatra then" mark a symbolic
"death" of the conventions which dominated tragedy at the time. The opportunity to create a
female subject who can define and establish her selfhood before dying is fully used. Unlike
most Elizabethan tragedies in which only the male characters are granted a moment of self
assertion before death, in Sidney's translation Antonius and Cleopatra equally enjoy
subjectivity in spite of their gender difference.
The transcendence over death that Cleopatra achieves through this final assertion of
her self on the imaginary stage, is intensified by her act of self memorialisation, as dramatised
by her self entombment. In this respect, Cleopatra is distinct from Tamora. Tamora cannot
realise her transcendence over the obliteration of identity that death entails. She depends upon
the men who survive her for her commemoration. Yet, she is denied the rituals of
reminiscence. By contrast, Sidney's female protagonist is granted independence in securing
transcendence over death. This shows that in choosing to translate Garnier's play Sidney at the
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same time offered a revised representation of female subjectivity in relation to the issue of
tragic transcendence.
4.9. Sidney's Play and the Genre of Closet Drama.
Mary Sidney can be regarded as a pioneer in engaging with closet drama and introducing the
genre on the British Isles as an alternative to the dramatic forms that were used in the public
playhouses. Critics have tended to disagree about the issue why Mary Sidney took up the genre
of closet drama for her translation. Some believed that the countess "misled by her blind
devotion to her brother's ideas on drama expressed in his Defence, fostered closet drama in
order to attack the popular stage" (Hannay et al., 1998, 35). Others have viewed her concern
with the genre as the result of her Protestant religious and political affiliations. In the
dedication of his Antoine Garnier emphasised that his tragic plot, although set in the period of
the ancient Romans, also referred to the political unrest in France in his own time: "les
représentations Tragiques des guerres civiles de Rome…qui avez en telle horreur nos
dissentions domestiques et les malheureux troubles de ce Royaume aujourd'huy despouillé de
son ancienne splendeur et de la reverable majesté de nos Rois, prophanee par tumultueuses
rebellions" (1578). Closet dramas often functioned as displaced criticism on current social
affairs, the true political intent of the drama being covered up by its dialogic nature of
arguments in favour of and against an issue. Therefore, Sidney may have chosen to engage
with closet drama as the indirect means to comment upon the religious and political
dividedness of the English nation, the central issue of loyalty in the play helping her to
criticise dissenters.31
Justified though these critics may be in their explanations of Sidney's choice of closet
drama, Sidney's use of closet drama as a dramatic form should also be considered in relation
to her position as a woman writer. In selecting closet drama as a dramatic form, Sidney could
create the illusion that her utterance remained within the domestic sphere of the household, to be
circulated there instead of performed in front of an audience. Sidney's choice to translate closet
drama is intriguing in the light of her depiction of Cleopatra as sexually pure and virginal; a
depiction opposed to the set of preconceived notions about "Cleopatra" that a contemporary
audience of readers would have. The idea of closet drama, as an "enclosed" form of speech,
31

As Margaret Hannay argues, Sidney's translations were "drawn near the outset of the dramatic movement to
comment on contemporary affairs by means of Roman historic allusions, parallel to the use of the psalms as a
privileged genre for political statement". It is her translation of Garnier's play in particular which stresses "the
danger of privileging private passion over public duty" and warns of "civil tumult" (Hannay, 1990, 127-129).
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dissociates the voice of the woman dramatist from any connotations with sexual impurity, since
it evokes the idea of virginity. In Renaissance England, the image of the enclosed garden was
often employed to refer to woman's sexual continence and virginity. For example, as we have
seen before, in her Divine Songs and Meditations (1652) An Collins evokes the image of the
hortus conclusus as the symbol of virginity in order to stress her sexual purity as a woman
writer.32 Considering Collins's use of the trope of the hortus conclusus, one can imagine what
may have been one of the reasons why Sidney chose to translate a closet drama. The suggestion
that the drama is enclosed creates the impression that the voice of the woman translator and her
sexuality are within bounds. Thus, Sidney could imply an association between her voice and
sexual continence, and legitimise her transgressive utterance. Intriguingly, as a closet drama
Sidney's translation of Garnier's tragedy ends with a symbolic enclosure of speech, so that the
drama takes on the form of a "closet". Cleopatra's final speech in the play takes place within
the monument, where Cleopatra will "be in one self tomb, and one self chest" (V, i, 175) with
Antonius. Because of this stress upon the enclosed nature of the play, and the enclosed
character of Cleopatra's speech, the association between the drama and woman's sexual purity
and privacy is intensified.
At the same time, however, the generic conventions of Renaissance closet drama
affirmed the cultural relegation of woman to absence and silence. This is particularly true for
the closures of tragic closet drama. Most Renaissance closet dramas are marked by a pattern,
according to which a male hero dies in Act IV, off the imaginary stage. Subsequently, this
male hero's death is narrated to the other characters by a messenger. Act V consists of an
exploration of the impact that the hero's death has upon the remaining characters: "the
continuing power of the hero's spirit…as representative of political virtue and personal
integrity" (Guttierez, 1991, 237). This final act usually presents a woman who is concerned
with mourning over the hero, and honouring him, by giving him proper burial rites. After
having commemorated the hero, this woman conventionally dies on the imaginary stage.33 For
instance, in Thomas Kyd's closet drama Cornelia (1595), a translation of another tragedy by
Robert Garnier, the role of the hero who loses his life in Act IV, and whose off stage death is
reported by a Nuntius, is reserved for Scipio:
Mess. Scipio (my deerest Maister) is deceas'd….
Corn. Say Messenger…Discourse the manner of his hard mishap. (V, i, 11-44)

32

See my discussion in chapter 2, page 47.
I talk about an "imaginary" stage here, since, obviously, the play was not meant to be enacted in a public
theatre, but largely to be read in the private setting of the home.
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The sad news of his defeat and death, as passed on by the messenger to Cornelia, is followed
by Cornelia's determination to end her life after commemorating her father through burial
ceremonies: "No, louely Father and my deerest Husband/ Cornelia must liue…To make your
Tombes, and mourne vpon your hearses" (V, i, 455-57).
Considering the function of burial rites in Renaissance England, it is notable that the
major male characters in the play, Scipio and Pompey, are commemorated through
ceremonies of mourning and funeral, so they may obtain a place in memory. By contrast,
although Cornelia pays her respects to the two men and secures their continuing existence in
memory, it is suggested that there is no one who will arrange memorialising rites for her when
she "will surrender my surcharged life;/And…Encrease the number of the ghosts be-low" (V,
i, 464-66). In other words, the traditional structure of closet drama allowed male characters to
achieve transcendence over death, and continuation of their identities in memory. Yet the
female characters are denied any memorialising rituals. Their deaths mark the end of the text,
so that no character is shown to commemorate them after their decease, and to keep their
names and voices alive.
The play that Sidney chose to translate deviates slightly from the conventional plot
structure of most closet dramas. At a first glance, Garnier's tragedy and Sidney's translation
appear to conform to the pattern, according to which the male hero dies in Act IV, and is
memorialised by the major female character in the final act. Antonius's suicide is reported by
the messenger to Caesar in the fourth act. Subsequently, in Act V, Cleopatra gives "due rites"
to Antonius, and "With thousand plaints thy funerals adorn" (Sidney, V, 185-87).34 However,
as we have seen, Cleopatra not only performs memorialising rituals for Antonius, but also
secures her own place in memory. Cleopatra's act of self-monumentalising thus marks a
reconstruction of the tragic closure characteristic of most closet dramas, which exclude female
characters of the process of being memorialised.
As is exemplified by Kyd's translation Cornelia, in closet drama the male hero's dead
body is never presented on the imaginary space of the stage, since the hero's death is reported
by the messenger. When Cornelia pays her respects to her father and husband, their bodies are
not exposed to the view of an imaginary audience. In this way, the glory and courage of the
two men is stressed, and they achieve an almost mythological status. By contrast, in Sidney's
translation Antonius's corpse is a major physical presence in the final act, in which Cleopatra
34

In this respect, there is a clear contrast between the fact that Cleopatra performs the feminine task of arranging
burial ceremonies and the given that Antonius does not consider doing the same for Cleopatra whne he is told
that she is dead. Instead, he proves to be mainly concerned with his own representation and reputation in death:
"Die I must/ I must a noble death/ A glorious death , unto my succour call/ I must deface the shame" (III, 34).
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clutches his dead limbs, and emphasises the qualities of his dead body: "Thy life, thy heat is
lost, thy colour gone/ And hideous paleness on thy face hath seized" (V, 103-04). The
appearance of Antonius's dead body on the supposed stage signifies a reversal of the
conventional representation of the passive, female corpse as object of scrutiny. This reversal
of the conventional gender patterns places Cleopatra in the position of the speaker who can
define Antonius, whereas he, no longer able to respond to Cleopatra's views of him, is
reduced to the role of definable object, that was usually assigned to female characters.
As I have pointed out, closet drama was generally associated with privacy of utterance
and a selected, domestic audience. These connotations of private, restricted expression, while
helpful for women writers in the process of making their voices seem socially acceptable, also
alluded to the social limitations placed upon female speech and writings. In this respect,
through her use of the image of the tomb as a site of woman's control rather than a form
which delimits woman's discursive agency, Sidney appears to redefine the nature of closet
drama as well. She creates the impression that the genre does not necessarily restrict or stifle
woman's expression, or curb any reconstruction of gender discourses by the female dramatist.
Within the enclosed space of the genre and its generic boundaries, there are possibilities for
the woman writer to rewrite these generic traditions, produce alternative gender discourses
and representations, and, consequently, attain power and command over discourse.
This suggestion that the generic conventions of closet drama can be manipulated, and
that the genre may therefore prove liberating for the woman writer, is endorsed by the ending
of the play. As Gweno Williams has noticed, the final act "significantly… is the only act
which does not conclude with a chorus" (2000, 32). While in all the other acts, the speeches
uttered by the characters are always followed by songs voiced by the chorus, this does not
prove to be the case in Act V, where Cleopatra's last words constitute the end of the text.35
The omission of a chorus song at the tragic closure underlines the idea that the generic
boundaries of closet drama can be overstepped and remapped. While in previous acts
Cleopatra's voice was always "enclosed" by the choric voices, at the tragic closure her speech
is unbound. This suggests the possibility of woman to express herself beyond the bounds
imposed upon her voice by society.
35

By contrast, in Samuel Daniel's The Tragedie of Cleopatra Cleopatra's dying speech in Act IV is followed by
the chorus. As a result, in this tragedy Cleopatra does not have the last word in the play. The tragic conclusion
not coinciding with Cleopatra's last words, Daniel's Cleopatra seems to exert less narrative control in the play
than Sidney's queen. Furthermore, whereas Sidney's play ends with a sense of freedom- Cleopatra's freedom to
to determine her own fate and the woman dramatist's freedom concerning the generic boundaries of closet
drama, Daniel's play ends with a sense of confinement. The chorus at the end of Act IV emphasises the captivity
of the Egyptian people: "And thus is Egypt servile rendered/To the insolent destroyer" (1257-58).
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Sidney's challenge to the delimited nature and generic boundaries of closet drama is
revealed by the frequent references in the play to performance. The tragedy is marked by the
centrality of the word "play", as a translation of "plaisirs", as in the line: "Their time they
passed in nought but love and plaies" (IV, 40). Antonius's description of his entanglement in
"courtly bowers" is "reminiscent of the elaborate contemporary pastoral entertainments
devised for Elizabeth I when she visited her subjects" (Williams 2000, 35). The frequent
allusions to drama and acting in the play suggest its performability despite the fact that the
text was presented as closet drama. The emphasis on performance in the play undermines the
status of the play as a text designed for reading.
4.10. Conclusion.
Although Florio perceived translations as "reputed Femalls" (1603, prologue), in the hands of
a woman it could be a powerful tool of reconstructing gender and tragedy. One can argue that
Sidney's selection of Garnier's text for translation has a lot of implications for the construction
of gender in relation to discourse, and for the representation of tragic subjectivity. Translating
a drama by Garnier in which woman's words were dissociated from wantonness, through the
association of Cleopatra with virginity, maternity and marital fidelity, Sidney could engage
herself with a challenge of the dominant ideology concerning the female voice. In addition,
by her choice of words in transferring the tragedy from French to English, Sidney reinforced
this subversion of the idea that a speaking woman is sexually loose.
Sidney's choice of Antoine is significant, as this play involved a recreation of the
representation of tragic subjectivity. Cleopatra's assertion of voice, narrative control and selfmemorialisation contrast with the lack of subjectivity that women characters experience in
other tragedies from the period. Thus, Mary Sidney's launching of Garnier's tragedy into the
English dramatic tradition signified a suggestion for different portrayals of tragic subjectivity,
which do no longer exclude women characters. Under the disguise of reproducing the male
voice Sidney could thus construct new gender discourses in English.
Gweno Williams, who has been concerned with staging late twentieth-century
performances of early modern women's plays, points out that the texts of closet dramas by
Renaissance women contain "internal stage directions, detailed and precise references to
contemporary theatrical practices...calls for integral stage action" (1998, 99). Therefore, in
Williams's view, the women playwrights clearly had performance of their texts in mind, although
they supposedly wrote their plays for private use. Williams's claim can be applied to the ways in
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which Mary Sidney used closet drama. As we have perceived, for Sidney the genre may have
seemed attractive, because if offered the illusion of privacy, hence "feminine" modesty, while at
the same time it provided her with the opportunity to engage with writing. Thus she could
suggest that she remained "in one self chest", in one restrictive gender sphere, with the rest of her
sex. At the same time she could nevertheless propose alternative ideas about woman's discourse
alongside the dominant views in her texts without seeming to take sides. While the genre was
compatible with her aim of keeping up appearances of femininity, Sidney also rewrote essential
elements of closet drama. Furthermore, Sidney creates the impression that the supposedly
restrictive nature of closet drama can be transformed into a tool of liberation and recreation of
gender discourses. This suggestion that the genre of closet drama can be recreated is endorsed by
the frequent allusions to acting and drama in the play, which create the impression that the play
is performable. Thus, as a female dramatist Sidney is not "in one self chest" with most male
authors of closet drama. While playing a prominent role in introducing the genre of closet drama
in England, Sidney also made the genre a space for generic experimentation.

Figure 6: Elizabeth Cary, Lady Falkland. Portrait by Sunderland (Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford).
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Chapter 5. "Each word she said…shall be the food whereon my heart is fed": Elizabeth
Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam (1613).
5.1. "Whenever conscience and reason will permit it": Elizabeth Cary as a Writer.
Elizabeth Cary (1585-1639) advised her eldest daughter Catherine upon her marriage always
to "prefer the will of another to your own….whenever conscience and reason will permit it"
(quoted in Fischer, 1985, 226). Ironically, Elizabeth Cary's life appears to be marked by a
series of conflicts between, on the one hand, her desire to subjugate her will to others, and ,
on the other hand, her attempts to exert and express her own will in defiance of social
demands.
Cary was born in Oxfordshire, as the only child of Elizabeth Symondes and Lawrence
Tanfield. Tanfield was described by Cary's daughter in the biography of her mother as “a
lawyer, afterwards a judge, and Lord Chief Baron” (Her Life, 1994, 183). Although she was a
girl, her “father…loved very much to have her read”(Her Life, 1994, 188). Consequently, she
gained an advanced level of literacy at a young age, enjoyed reading very much, and became
proficient in many foreign languages: she taught herself Latin, French, Spanish, Hebrew, and
translated the Epistles of Seneca, and the works of Blossius out of Latin. In contrast with the
dominant ideological discourses, which conferred women to silence, Elizabeth was schooled
to speak her mind. As a result, the young Elizabeth evidently was not hesitant to use her voice
on public occasions. She boldly spoke up at a witchcraft trial presided over by her father in
order to avert the death of an innocent woman.1
The daughter who wrote Cary's biography may have idealised her mother, depicting
her as a woman who had to face many impediments during her life. Nevertheless, the
biography makes clear how Cary's engagement with language was restricted by her relatives,
thus emphasising the problematic nature of female utterance. When Elizabeth was newly
married to Sir Henry Cary, Viscount of Falkland, but still resided at her parents' home, her
parents restricted her self-expression. They arranged for her letters to her husband, to be
written by another in Elizabeth's handwriting, rather than have Elizabeth voice her own
sentiments and display her erudition, for fear that her writings would be unseemly for a young
woman.2 Coming to live in the mansion of her husband's family, Cary encountered further
1

See Zimmerman, 1999, 356.
See The Lady Falkland, Her Life, by One of her Daughters: "And those letters he had received from her had
been indited by others, by her mother’s appointment” (1994, 188).
2
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restrictions upon her engagement with discourse. Her mother-in-law "took away all her books,
with command to have no more brought to her" (Her Life, 1994, 189), since she found it unfit
that Cary should devote all her time to reading. In one of his own letters to secretary Coke,
Henry Falkland enclosed an extract from one of lady Falkland’s letters, which he hoped
would give personal offence to the king due to the Roman Catholic sympathies expressed in
it. Falkland's exposure of the thoughts of his "apostate wife" (Various, The Lady Falkland
Her Life, from a MS in the Imperial Archives at Lille, 1861, L1r) against her will, reveals his
urge to deprive Elizabeth of control over her words, and to restrict her discursive agency.3
Elizabeth Cary evidently reacted ambivalently to these constraints. On the one hand,
when she had written texts which propagated views which were disliked by her husband and
his family, occasionally she obediently withdrew her works from public view.4 According to
her daughter, she wrote mainly for "private recreation" rather than publication, and when one
of her manuscripts was stolen out of her "sister-in-law’s… chamber and printed" this text
"was called in" again "by her on procurement" (Her Life, 1994, 190). In other words, Cary
endeavoured to keep her writing away from the masculine arena of publication. Moreover, as
a writer Cary often confined herself to generic modes which were more appropriate for
women than others. She wrote verse lives of women saints, and a text similar to the mother's
legacies produced by Elizabeth Joceline and Dorothy Leigh.5 As her daughter remarks,
“Being once like to die, whilst she had but two or 3 children, and those very little, that her
care of them might not die with her", Cary addressed to her two eldest, a daughter and a son)
"a letter of some sheets of paper …full of such moral precepts as she judged most proper for
them” (Her Life, 1994, 192-93). In addition, Elizabeth Cary was responsible for a number of
translations, among which her translation of The Reply of the Most Illustrious Cardinall of
Perron, to the Answeare of the Most Excellent King of Great Britaine (1630). When texts or
translations from her hand were published after all, Cary presented herself in appropriately
feminine terms, suggesting that she did not aspire to fame by writing. As she maintains in the
preface to her translation of Perron's work: “To looke for glorie from Translation is beneath
my Intention, …I desire to have noe more guest at of me, but that I am a Catholique, and a
Woman" (A2v). She generally depreciates the quality of her translation and writing, creating
the impression that the weakness of her writings results from a womanly weakness of mind.
As she claims of her translation of Perron , "if the worke be but meanely done, it is noe
3

The Viscount of Falkland's association of his wife's letters with apostacy, also suggests an identification of
female utterance with treason.
4
See Travitsky, 1987, 184.
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wonder, for my Sexe can raise noe great expectation of anie thing that shall come from me”
(A2v).6
Yet, at the same time Cary clearly resisted the dominant belief that women should
curtail their utterances. When her mother-in-law forbade her books, Cary defied the familial
and cultural demands for the silent, compliant woman by setting herself to make verses.
Furthermore, in her choice of the texts which she translated, Elizabeth Cary was making
radical political statements which were in discord with the religious affiliations of her
husband and family. For example, her translation of the pro-Catholic treatise by cardinal du
Perron was quite controversial in the predominantly Protestant environment in which she
lived. Consequently, Cary found her book confiscated and publicly burned. Cary was also the
author of some original drama. Apart from a play which was set in Syracuse, but which has
been lost, Cary wrote The Tragedie of Mariam (1613). Curiously, this text is never mentioned
in the biography written by Cary's daughter,7 whereas numerous of her translations are.
Possibly this indicates how socially unacceptable Cary's writing of the tragedy was: Cary's
transgression of the norms of femininity by taking up a genre which was identified with the
male sex remains the "unspeakable", repressed part in her daughter's narration of her life.
Cary did not confine her manuscript of her tragedy to her cabinet. From a dedicatory letter in
his The Muses Sacrifice (1612) by Cary's tutor John Davies, it becomes clear that The
Tragedie of Mariam was known to him, since he proudly refers to his “ 'Pupill’s' playsspecifically a drama set in Palestine (Mariam) and another play set 'in Syracuse', now lost”
(Weller and Ferguson, 1994, 6). The plot of the Second Maiden's Tragedy, staged in 1611,
appears to be clearly derived from the plot of Cary's tragedy, which was probably written
between 1604 and 1609. It appears that Cary had the manuscript of the play circulate in a
larger circle than one may have expected, until she agreed to have it published under the
initials E.C. rather than her full name.
5.2. The Tragedie of Mariam, the faire Queene of Iewry: a Textual History.
Although supposedly written between 1604 and 1609, Cary's tragedy was entered into the
Stationer's Register on December 17 1612.8 The text was published in 1613 by Richard
5

See my discussion on the trope of maternity in chapter 2.
Cary argued: "If so you hap to view it, tax not my Errours; I my self confess them” (quoted in Brackett, 1996,
7).
7
Margaret Ferguson makes a similar point: “This daughter however does not mention the fact about her mother
that contributes most to her …claim" (1999 b, 235).
8
According to Harbage's Annals (1964) the play was written around 1604 (between 1602-1605).
6
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Hawkins, who worked in Chancery Lane, and The Tragedie of Mariam was his first entry into
the Stationer's Register. Thomas Creede, who had previously printed a great number of
tragedies, - the first and third quartos of Shakespeare's Richard III in 1597 and 1602, and the
second quarto of Romeo and Juliet in 1599-,was the printer of Cary's text. No manuscript of
The Tragedie of Mariam exists. This means that in our reading of Cary's tragedy we can only
rely upon the printed editions of the texts, in which the spellings reflect the preferences of the
printing house as authorial choices. Analysing the play today is further complicated by the
existence of two different first editions of the play. Some of the 1613 editions are so-called
"extant copies" (Weller and Ferguson, 1994, 49), in that they include Cary's dedicatory
sonnet to a woman who was probably her sister-in-law,9 as well as a list with the names of the
characters. These extant copies can be found in the Huntington and Houghton libraries. For
the analysis in this chapter I have made use of the 1613 edition of the play in the British
Library.10
There is no formal evidence that Cary's tragedy was ever performed. Written as closet
drama, the tragedy nevertheless contains elements, such as internal stage directions and stage
action, which suggest the performability of the play. At the time when Cary wrote her play,
many noble families possessed houses which were particularly suitable for small household
performances.11 Queen Elizabeth I's progresses included visits to the families that Elizabeth
Cary later became related to by marriage. Elizabeth I possibly visited the family of her
mother-in-law Lady Katherine Paget, and relatives of her sister-in-law Lady Jane Barrett.12
The houses of the Barrett and Paget family may therefore have provided possibilities for
dramatic performane, and perhaps Cary's play was staged in one of the houses as domestic
entertainment. However, these are hypotheses, not certainties.

9

This woman is addressed by Cary as "Diana's Early Deputress, and my worthy sister, Mistress Elizabeth Cary"
(Cerasano and Wynne-Davies, 1996, 49), who was the wife of her husband's brother, Sir Philip Cary.
10
A second problematic factor is that the 1613 editions have no line numbers, whereas, in modern editions of the
tragedy by Weller and Ferguson or Cerasano and Wynne-Davies, line numbers have been added to the original
text. In my textual references the line numbers mentioned are those suggested by Cerasano and Wynne-Davies,
which should not be assumed to have been the author's original direction. In order to increase the readability of
quotations from the text, I have also chosen to follow the modernised spelling that is suggested by Cerasano and
Wynne-Davies in their edition. After all, the spelling that can be found in the 1613 cannot be taken for the
spelling intended by Cary. Since Cerasano and Wynne-Davies have used the 1613 edition from the British
Library alongside the extant copies from Harvard and Huntington, I decided to use the 1613 edition as the main
source of reference.
11
As Mary Cole Hill argues, during the Elizabethan era, many noble families started to redesign their homes in
order to make them suitable for dramatic entertainments: "'In their efforts to impress Elizabeth, other important
hosts moved beyond fruit and walls to fashion entire houses for the queen's use" (1999, 166).
12
Queen Elizabeth was hosted by Lord Paget at his home Beaudesert in Staffordshire on July 30th 1575, and by
Thomas Barrett at Belhus in Aveley from 8 to 10 August 1588. See Cole 1999, 207, 220. Both men may have
been relatives of Cary's in-laws.
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The source for Cary's tragedy appears to be the Jewish historian Josephus's account of
Herod the Great's marriage to Mariam, a Jewish woman of royal descent, in his Antiquities of
the Jews (ca. A.D.93). This account, which relates of Herod's murder of his wife Mariam on
suspicion of adultery after he has returned from a visit to Caesar in 29 B.C., can be found in
the fifteenth book of his Antiquities. Cary may have read the text in the original Greek,
although many translations of Josephus's work were available in Latin, French, Italian and
German, and although an English translation of the Antiquities of the Jews by Thomas Lodge
was printed in 1602.13 Cary was not the only Renaissance playwright who took up the story of
the disastrous marriage between Herod and Mariam as the subject of her play. In Germany,
Hans Sachs had written his Tragedia…der Wùtrich König Herodes in 1552. The Italian
playwright Ludovico Dolce had dealt with the story from Josephus's book in his tragedy
Marianna in 1565, and the French dramatist Alexandre Hardy had staged Mariam's woeful
fate in his play Mariamne around 1600.
In England the figure of Herod was a prominent character in the mystery plays, which
stemmed from medieval liturgical drama based on biblical stories, such as the York, Chester
and Coventry plays. Within this tradition Herod was conventionally portrayed as the brutal,
relentless murderer of innocent people. This is the case in book X of the Chester plays which
is aptly called "The Slaying of the Innocents". Apart from this, Nicholas Grimald's
Archipropheta (ca. 1546) and George Buchanan's Baptistes, sive calumnia (ca. 1544) centred
on Herod's murder of John the Baptist as an allegory of the destruction of Christian innocence
by pagan tyranny. Thus, Cary is likely to have drawn upon Josephus's historical work, earlier
tragedies on the marriage between Herod and Mariam, the tradition of the mystery plays and
the humanist plays from the 1540s in which Herod is frequently staged as the impersonation
of cruelty. Cary's tragedy belongs to the tradition of closet dramas, and circulated as a
manuscript within intimate circles before it was published as a text in 1613.
5.3. Woman's "public voice" and Adultery.
Recent criticism of Cary's tragedy has moved in two main directions. One group of critics
interprets the play in relation to details about Cary's life, suggesting that Cary's depiction of
the domestic conflict between the tyrannous Herod and his wife Mariam reflects Cary's
problems within her own marriage. For instance, Elaine Beilin argued that Cary's tragedy is
13

It is likely that Cary had read Josephus's Antiquities, for the text was highly propular in seventeenth-century
Europe: "Il fut un temps où en France, en Hollande, en Angleterre, chaque famille chrétienne avait son Flavius
Josèphe comme elle avait sa Bible" (Hadas-Lebel, 1989, 9-10).
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concerned with the difficult position of a woman in marriage, since “she wrote Mariam
sometime during the first decade of her marriage, when she was beginning to live under her
husband’s authority”(Beilin, 1980, 47).14 On the other hand, critics such as Stephanie
Hodgson-Wright have been wary of analysing the play in the light of Cary's experiences,
claiming that overemphasis on biographical details in a reading of the play will impede any
placement of the text in its literary context, and fails to challenge its exclusion from the
literary canon.15
However, considering Cary's position as a woman writer in the patriarchal society of
that period does not necessarily involve a restrictive interpretation of her tragedy on
biographical grounds.16 When one compares Cary's tragedy with Josephus's narration in his
Antiquities of the Jews (translated by Thomas Lodge, 1602), Alexandre Hardy's version of the
tale in his tragedy Mariamne, and even the later Tragedy of Herod and Antipater (1622) by
Gervase Markham and William Sampson, one notices that the issues of woman's transgressive
speech play a far less significant role in these other texts than in Cary's tragedy. Whereas
Josephus suggests that Mariam "had …a certaine womanlie imperfection and naturall
frowardnesse" (O1r), the main reason that his Herod becomes incensed with Mariam is her
refusal to sleep with him, and the supposition that Mariam attempted to poison him with a
drink. Furthermore, Herod assumes that his spouse is adulterous with Sohemus because of the
fact that she will no longer satisfy Herod sexually, rather than because she asserts her voice.
In Alexandre Hardy's version of the historical events, it is again in the first place Mariam's
unwillingness to lie with him, "le devoir d'une femme au mary refuser" (III, i, 716), the
slander that she intends to poison him, which instigate Herod's suspicion of adultery. It is
only later in this scene that Herod expresses his wrath at Mariam's answers to his accusations:
"response arrogante…Je te feray cracher/ Cette langue impudente, ou tels mots retrancher"
(III, i, 969-1017). No overt connection is made between Mariam's assertive voice and the
suspicions of sexual incontinence that she arouses. In Markham and Sampson's version of the
story, Herod's fury with Mariam is represented as a subordinate plot, issuing from his bastard
son's intention to whet his father's fury against Mariam. In addition, Herod's decision to
execute Mariam on grounds of adultery is fuelled by the Mariam's awareness of the plot that
14

As Meredith Skura has pointed out, it is problematic to read Cary's tragedy in relation to her own marital
difficulties, since “when Cary wrote the play she had lived only briefly- perhaps never at all- with her husband,
though she had certainly felt the constraints of an arranged union with someone who married her “only for being
an heir”(1997, 28).
15
See Wright, 1998, 58, 60-64.
16
In this respect I agree with Nancy Guttierez who argues: "Cary’s play should be studied… in the light of her
position" (1991, 233).
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Herod had been scheming with Sohemus. Thus, in Markham and Sampson's play the
connection between Mariam's outspokenness and her condemnation of wantonness is not
made explicitly. By contrast, the issue of woman's transgressive voice is central to the plot of
Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam (1613).17 In the domestic setting of the Palestinian
court,18 Cary explores the conflict between a woman's desire to speak her mind and society's
ban on woman's "unbridled speech" (III, ii,1147).19 Obviously, one could argue that the
centrality of the issue of woman's right to speak in the play may have do with the fact that the
tragedy is written in the Senecan mode, where "the reasons or grounds for speaking" (Braden
37) are explored in speeches. Yet, the fact that this issue of the female transgressive voice
constitutes such a central element of the plot, whereas this is not the case in other textual
variants of the narrative, reveals that it is important to study the play in relation to Cary's
position as a woman dramatist.
The Tragedie of Mariam contains a great number of contradictory views and
oppositional voices, mainly concerned with the issue of woman's self-expression. On the one
hand, Cary appears to undermine the cultural silencing of women, by allowing her heroine to
unfold her mind and express her thoughts through long soliloquies. On the other hand, these
alternative discourses on woman's speech are countered by dominant discourses. Mariam's
forwardness in speech is condemned by several speakers in the play, including the chorus and
Sohemus. Although Mariam's guardian Sohemus displays affection and respect for her, he
voices strong disapproval of Mariam's outspokenness: "unbridled speech is Mariam's worst
disgrace" (III, iii,1147). This condemnation of Mariam's unrestrained speech is reinforced by
the fact that throughout the play Sohemus is represented as a sympathetic character who
desires the best for his mistress.
In addition, the chorus of Jewish men implicitly criticises Mariam's assertion of voice
by arguing that a woman "usurps upon another's right/ That seeks to be by public language
graced" (III, iii,1203-1204), and by claiming that "in a wife it is no worse to find/ A common
body than a common mind" (1207-1208). The chorus can have different functions in tragic
drama. They may reflect the reactions and opinions of a particular social group, the "medium
through which the poet's own thoughts are expressed" (Kaimio, 1970, 9), an ideal spectator
17

Another difference between Cary's play and other dramas about the ill-fated love of Herod and Mariam is that
the former centres on the marriage relationship and analyses "the stirrings of personhood or independence in the
wife as well as the jealousy of the husband" (Travitsky, 1987, 185).
18
Alison Findlay has highlighted the essentially domestic setting and issues that come up in the play. See
Findlay, 1999, 152-57.
19
Margaret Ferguson argues that Cary "test[s] ..the rule proscribing 'public voice' for women" (1991 a, 239), the
heroine Mariam signifying "evidently…an aspect of the author's own conscience or superego" (1991 a, 240).
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"who reacts to the events of the drama as the audience is supposed to react" (Kaimio 1970,9),
or "not really an individual, but…the community surrounding the actor" (Kaimio, 1970, 241),
forming the background against which the protagonist's actions are measured. This latter type
of chorus may display a "hostile attitude towards an actor, and thus strongly favour another
view" (Kaimio, 1970, 248). Considering the fact that the chorus appears to speak with one
voice, it seems just to interpret the chorus as the voice of the community around Mariam, and,
by extension, as the voice of English Renaissance society criticising woman's speech. The
conflict between Mariam's behaviour and the conduct standards set by the chorus, which
create a tension within the play, thus appear to refer to the anxiety Cary may have felt about
writing in the face of social constrictions.
While Mariam is seen as unusually outspoken, the culturally established equation of
woman's speech with lasciviousness is frequently deconstructed in the play. Mariam states
that despite her resentment towards Herod, she was never tempted to adultery: "too chaste a
scholar was my heart,/To learn to love another than my lord" (I, i, 27-28). In addition, it is
not just Mariam herself, but also other characters in the play that view her as a sexually
continent woman. For instance, Sohemus describes Mariam as a "chaste queen", and claims
that he never saw a woman "with so pure a heart" (III, iii, 1169-1172). Through this portrayal
of Mariam the semantic link between woman's outspokenness and sexual promiscuity is
dissolved.
However, the play powerfully evokes the cultural spectre of the lewd, eloquent woman
through the character of Salome. Using her skills of persuasion to talk herself in and out of
relationships and thus to have her way, Salome represents the prototype of the sexually
insatiable, fickle woman. In addition, Salome's reference to her recurring adultery and sexual
"shame" as a text that is "written on [her] my tainted brow" ( I, iv, 283) endorses the cultural
association between words, writing and female wantonness. It is only in Cary's play, and not
in the source text by Josephus or any of the other dramatic versions of the Herod-Mariam
narrative, that Salome is depicted as sexually incontinent. In fact, in Markham and Sampson's
play Salome is even portrayed as a woman who is upset by the false supposition that her
husband Joseph would commit adultery with Mariam, and therefore, as a woman who
valorises the marriage vows:
Antip. Are they not kissing, Madam?
Sal. Yes; may poyson flow between them...I will make the world in blood, text downe my crueltie…Ile
be revenged. (I, iv,106-124)
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Thus, Cary's representation of Salome as both wanton and wordy appears to be a choice of
the author herself. This choice points to Cary's discussion of the issue of woman's voice from
different vantage points in her play, exposing Cary's own anxiety about the matter.
The complexity of Cary's play in relation to woman's speech is further enhanced when
one considers the character Graphina. This character does not appear in the source text or any
of the other dramas on Herod and Mariam. Graphina appears to conform to the image of the
culturally venerated voiceless woman, as becomes clear from Pheroras's question "Why
speaks thou not, fair creature?" (II, i, 569). Yet, Graphina's name, which appears to be
derived from the Greek for to write, "graphein", suggests that Graphina's silence covers up a
woman who expresses herself through writing. The name creates the impression that the
culturally idealised silent woman is only an illusion and does not exist in reality, as women
secretly find ways to express their voices in less conspicuous forms.20 In this respect Cary's
plays upon the contradiction in Renaissance culture which both idealised and feared female
silence.21
Cary's Pheroras is a remarkable character in the play, as he urges his betrothed
Graphina to speak up rather than remain silent: "Move thy tongue/ For silence is a sign of
discontent" ( II, i, 569-570). However, even this statement is ambiguous and can be
interpreted in multiple ways. In relation to his earlier allegation that he prefers Graphina to the
dumb infant bride whom Herod had selected for him, Pheroras's remark implies that he does
not desire a silent woman at all, but one with whom he can communicate. Read in this way,
Cary appears to make woman's speech seem acceptable by showing that men do not really
desire mute wives. Yet, a completely different interpretation may ensue when one reads
Pheroras's admonition in relation to Graphina's assertions that "my wishes ever yours did
meet" and "me your handmaid have you made your mate" ( II, i, 576, 587). The image of the
"handmaid" gives the impression that Pheroras "does not really want an utterly silent wife; he
wants, rather, a woman whose speech answers obediently to his own desires.22 Thus, the
dialogue between the lovers also suggests that a woman can and may only speak up when her
words satisfy her male listener.23 Graphina's compliance with her lover's desires brings us to
20

In contrast with the potential for gender disruption which Graphina's name suggests, she is indeed the only
female character who does not "engage in…spectacular acts of cultural violence" (1997, 110), as Hiscock also
suggests.
21
For a discussion of the restrictions upon expression that the female characters in the play experience, see
Quilligan, 1993, 224-230.
22
See Margaret Ferguson, 1991, 155.
23
Shari Zimmerman has also argued that Pheroras displays an ambiguous attitude towards Graphina's voice,
since he seems to condone her speech as well as reveal a desire that Graphina "need only smile" (1999, 568), that
is, be silent.
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another possible interpretation of her name: it suggests that she is written upon by, or
inscribed with male gender ideology.
5.4. Cary's Negotiation of Female Sexuality.
Among the divergent views on woman's voice in the play, which had Cary's greatest
sympathy? Did she merely explore the possibilities for female self-expression in order to
endorse the cultural demand for female voicelessness? Or, by contrast, does her play contain a
plea for woman's speech and writing despite patriarchal oppression? 24 Cary's tragedy is
written in the form of closet drama. Thus one could allege that the double-voiced discourses
on woman's speech that mark the play can be attributed to Cary's adoption of a generic mode
which implies a discussion of arguments on both sides of a dilemma. In Cary's tragedy both
sides of the issue whether woman can "run on" with "public voice" (I, i, 1) are explored.
However, despite the essentially rhetorical nature of the text, the instances of lip-service to the
socially constructed ideal of the mute woman are countered by views which support freedom
of utterance for women. Thus, the play tends to legitimise woman's speech and writing.25
This becomes clear when one considers the discourses of sexuality that Cary alludes to in her
text.
As I have already pointed out, Cary depicts Mariam as a woman who is reputed for her
constancy and sexual purity. Therefore, the conventional equation of the outspoken woman with
the adulterous whore is undermined. Yet, Cary does not just associate Mariam with sexual purity
by emphasising her spotless reputation, but also by connecting her utterances with purity. For
example, when Salome unjustly accuses Mariam of unfaithfulness to her husband, thus trying to
slander her and elicit a quarrel between them, Mariam replies: "With thy black acts I'll not
pollute my breath" (I, iii, 244). Mariam's refusal to slander Salome in return by summing up her
evil deeds is thus represented as her determination to keep her discourses pure rather than have
them polluted by "black acts". The fact that Salome's "black acts" consist of adultery, reinforces
the dissociation of Mariam's female speech from wantonness that is evoked throughout the play:

24

In her stage production of the play (Findlay et al, 1999 b) Stephanie Hodgson-Wright accentuates the dialogic
nature of the play, in particular the contradictory opinions voiced by the chorus, by dividing the lines uttered by
the chorus over its two different representatives, the sculptor and gravedigger. Each of these characters voices a
different opinion about Mariam and Herod, so that the double-voiced discourses of the chorus take on the form
of a dialogue.
25
In this respect I disagree with Elaine Beilin who has argued that the closet drama "is by nature
impersonal"(1980, 45).
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Mariam wishes her speech to remain virginally white rather than tainted by Salome's
promiscuous sexuality.26
We have seen that the strategy of virginity in seventeenth-century women's texts and
speeches often takes on the form of a binary opposition between virgins and harlots. Like
Mariam, her sister-in-law Salome does not always observe the cultural demands for woman's
silence, and openly expresses her dislike for the restricted bonds of her marriage. Yet, here the
similarity between the two women ends. In contrast with the chaste Mariam, Salome personifies
the adulterous, insatiable woman. She seeks to "divorce" Constabarus from her bed "That my
Silleus may possess his room" (I, v, 317-318), in the same way as she had previously had her
husband Josephus eliminated to give in to her lust for Constabarus. Whereas Salome uses her
eloquent tongue to slander and tell lies, Mariam is a "true speaker", in that she refuses to feign,
and insists upon telling the truth:
I know I could enchain him with a smile
And lead him captive with a gentle word.
I scorn my look should ever man beguile,
Or other speech, than meaning to afford. (III, iii, 1127-30)

Thus, the opposition between Mariam as sexually pure and Salome as a bawd is reinforced by
the portrayal of their speeches as pure and truthful, or vile and concerned with adultery,
respectively. This link between the two women's speeches and sexual reputations in turn
enhances the positive image that Cary creates of the outspoken Mariam.
The contrast between Salome and her heroine Mariam is expressed by the colours that
the two women are associated with in the play. Mariam refers to Salome's past conduct as "black
acts" (I, iii, 244), and Salome is identified by the colour black throughout the play. For instance,
Herod calls Salome his "black tormentor" (IV, vii, 1724) and argues that, compared to fair
Mariam, Salome looks like a "sunburnt blackamoor" (IV, vii, 1675). Mariam, however, is
frequently connected with the colour white. This is revealed by Herod's comparison of Mariam
to a "fair dying swan" (V, i, 1941), and his references to the whiteness of her skin: "Oh what a
hand she had, it was so white; It did the whiteness of the snow impair" (V, i, 2027-28). Thus,
Cary uses the colour of virginity to mark Mariam out as an assertive, yet sexually pure woman.
She deconstructs the patriarchal signification of female silence as white and sexually pure, and
speech as black and wantonness. This deconstruction is further effected by the fact that the
26

Interestingly, in her preface to the play Cary expresses a similar desire to associate the text of the play that she
has written with sexual purity, by dedicating her work to her sister-in-law, who is the "earthly deputess" of
Diana, goddess of chastity, and who she describes as "Lune-like, unspotted, chaste, divine" (1996, 10). In other
words, Cary the author and Mariam the speaker are related in that both attempt to discursively construct their
utterances as chaste or spotless, and thus, legitimise their voices.
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apparent embodiment of feminine silence, Graphina, is also associated with a white skin, a
"brow…as white" ( II, i, 568). Representing what society in those days saw as the two poles of
womanhood, the white, virginal, silent Graphina and the black, adulterous, eloquent Salome,
Cary's creation of a protagonist that falls in between these two poles means that she opens up the
possibility of a chaste, speaking heroine.
English women writers such as Jane Anger and Isabella Whitney frequently contrasted
woman's sexual purity and innocence with men's wanton words, upsetting current gender notions
by linking sexual incontinence to man's speech instead of to woman's words. Similarly, Cary
creates a contrast between Mariam's speeches, which issue from a pure sexuality and mind, and
Herod's words, which are associated with adultery and sin. Using his voice to command his
legitimate wife Doris to be divorced from his bed, and appoint Mariam as his queen in her stead,
Herod's discourses are involved in adultery and unfaithfulness. Furthermore, Herod uses
Petrarchan discourses which suggest his Platonic devotion for Mariam: "be my commandress,
be my sovereign guide,/To be by thee directed I will woo" (IV, i, 98-99). However, his words
mask his lust for Mariam, and his desire to subjugate her sexually rather than respect her
rejection of the marriage bed. Through her association of Herod's voice with lust Cary's implicit
legitimisation of the female voice is further intensified.
5.5. "Let all the stars be dark": Cary's Use of Religious Discourses.27
A close look at the play reveals that references to the scriptures and to heaven and hell make up
an essential part of the discourses that the characters use in relation to one another. For example,
Herod signifies women by categorising them under the heading of either "hell" or "heaven". He
considers Mariam a "fair fiend" (IV, iv, 1426) when he distrusts her honour, but "like heaven"
and "heavenly true" when he changes his vision of her (IV, vii,1665).
Herod's division of women into good and bad kinds through religious discourses is
analogous to the sexual discourses that Cary employs in relation to her female characters. In fact,
with regard to Salome and Mariam the discourses of sexuality and religion closely intersect, in
that Cary uses biblical references to the fall of mankind and discourses about the virgin Mary in
order to contrast the two women's sexual moralities, and legitimise Mariam's outspokenness.
Throughout the play Salome is associated with the figure of Eve. According to Constabarus
Salome's mouth is "serpent-like" and "like a serpent, poisons where it kisses" (II, iv, 861-62).
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See also Corporaal, 2002a, 11-14.
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Thus, Salome is brought in connection with the animal shape that Satan took on when he
persuaded Eve to eat of the forbidden fruit. In addition, pondering upon his wife's evil deeds,
Constabarus identifies the whole female sex with Eve: "Cham's servile curse to all your sex was
given/ Because in Paradise you did offend" (IV, vi, 1554-55). Since Constabarus's association of
the whole female sex with Eve appears to be inspired by Salome's behaviour, a link is suggested
between Salome and Eve. By contrast, Mariam appears to be identified with the Virgin Mary.
Not only does her name playfully allude to the name of the Holy Virgin, references to Marian
iconology are made in relation to her as well. As Danielle Clarke has observed, the image of the
blush was an essential element of Marian iconology.28 This image of the blush comes up in the
discussion between Herod and Salome about Mariam. Herod asks his sister whether she had
marked Mariam's virginal, blushing cheek, and Salome responds by saying that Mariam's cheek
shows a "crimson bush", not a "blush" (IV, vii, 1614, 1618). In the Nuntio's description of
Mariam's death, another Marian image, namely that of the phoenix, comes up: "I went amongst
the curious gazing troop/ To see the last of her that was the best/ To see if death had heart to
make her stoop/ To see the sun-admiring Phoenix nest" (V, i, 1898-1901).
It may of course be argued that Cary's depiction of a heroine who resembles the Virgin
Mary originated from her at that time still secret Roman Catholic sympathies. At the same
time, Cary's choice for a heroine who reminds one of the Virgin Mary in contrast with an Eve
figure can also be explained differently. As I have pointed out, despite the dominant Protestant
climate, identification with the Virgin Mary or presenting a female speaker who is like the Holy
Virgin was attractive to Renaissance women writers, because she signified (pro)creative powers
without sexual defilement. Cary's motivation for creating a heroine who is represented in Marian
imagery can therefore be read as an attempt to dissociate the female speaking voice from
lasciviousness.
In the light of the fact that Eve was associated with evil and temptation, and that the
Virgin Mary was often seen as the second Eve who came to atone for the sin committed by her
foremother,29 Cary's discursive relation of her heroine to the Virgin can be seen as a strategy to
redeem the image of the speaking woman as well. That this is the case is revealed by the
Constabarus's identification of Mariam as the grace of women:"my curse to you I leave,/You
had but one to give you grace:/And you yourselves will Mariam's life bereave" ( IV, vi, 31013). She sought to replace the conventional image of the dangerous, tempting, eloquent female
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See Beilin, 1987, ix.
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as represented by Eve, the woman of the Old Testament, by a positive portrayal of the outspoken
woman that is free from sexual blemish, symbolised by the New Testament woman Mary.30
Renaissance women writers in England, such as Anne Wheathill, Anna Trapnel,
Elizabeth Hooton, identified themselves with Jesus Christ in their writings. The figure of Christ
is also alluded to extensively in the text of Cary's tragedy. Several references are made to King
David, the ancestor of Jesus Christ, and the play is set among the Jews who were responsible for
Christ's crucifixion. Besides, the chorus voices points of view that are related to ideas that Christ
himself expressed, by emphasising that "the fairest action of our human life/ Is scorning to
revenge an injury" (IV, viii, 1843), and that it is necessary to forgive one's enemy "without a
further strife" (IV, viii, 1844).
In the source text by Josephus, Mariam is merely said to meet her death "without
chaunge of colour" and "manifest courage and nobilitie" (B1v). In Alexandre Hardy's Mariamne
the female protagonist is described to have died bravely, "de courage franc" ( V, i, 1554). Cary's
source as well as Hardy's earlier tragedy on Herod and Mariam lack the Christian context, as
well as the depiction of the heroine as Christ-like, that is so predominantly present in Cary's play.
The Nuntio's description of Mariam's execution contains various references to Christ's
crucifixion. Mariam's dignified and victorious appearance despite her suffering, her willing
submission to death, and the fact that she was not "debased by fear" (V, i, 1903) are a clear
expression of a Stoic indifference and fortitude, in contrast with Herod's immoderate passions
which cloud his judgement. Yet, the way in which she undergoes her fate also reminds one of
Christ who was glorious in being slaughtered like a lamb, and did not resist his executors.
Moreover, the Nuntio contends that, when he came from Mariam's death:
I saw upon a tree
A man that to his neck a cord did tie,
Which cord he had designed his end to be
…And thus with fearful voice he cried aloud:
Go tell the King he trusted ere he tried,
I am the cause that Mariam causeless died. (V, i, 1980-87)

The image of the servant who commits suicide out of shame for unjustly slandering and
betraying his mistress, is reminiscent of Judas Iscariot, Christ's disciple. Furthermore, an allusion
to scriptural discourses dealing with Christ's crucifixion can be found in Herod's exclamation:
"Why shine you, sun, with an aspect so clear?/ I tell you once again, my Mariam's dead…Deny
30

Meredith Skura proposes another interesting reading of the three women in the play, suggesting that each of
the women corresponds to one of the women whose saints' lives she wrote. St Elizabeth was a woman who was
"oppressed by her husband" (1997, 44) and therefore corresponds to Mariam. St. Agnes was a woman who
refused to marry any man, and should have been the model for Graphina. Finally, St Mary Magdalene who
"rebelled by sleeping with all men" (1997, 44) resembles Salome.
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thy beams, and moon, refuse thy light/ Let all the stars be dark" (V, i, 2070-77). Herod's desire
that the daylight should disappear and the sky turn dark in the middle of the day to mourn
Mariam's death, plays upon the darkness that fell on the earth when Christ had passed away.31 In
addition, in her final words Mariam suggests to the Nuntio that "By three daies hence" Herod "if
wishes could revive" would wish her "oft alive" (V, i, 1954-55); a remark which alludes to
Christ's resurrection after three days.
Mariam's Christ-like submission to Herod's death sentence has disturbed many critics
who feel that Mariam's meekness at her death makes her pathetic, and suggests that women are
unable to resist oppression.32 However, rather than thinking that through identifying Mariam
with the passive, suffering Christ Cary makes the point that woman's desire for self-expression
does and should not succeed in transcending and defying patriarchal restrictions, I wish to argue
that Cary's representation of her heroine as a Christ-like figure serves to legitimise Mariam's
actions.33
The parameters of conduct that Renaissance society set down for women encompassed
qualities which were considered to be essentially Christ-like, namely, the passive qualities of
piety and obedience.34 Considering this, Cary's depiction of a Christ-like heroine can be seen as a
strategy to make woman's voice seem appropriate, despite the condemnation expressed by the
chorus in the play. Christ's words have come to us in the Holy Scriptures. Consequently,
Mariam's Christ-like appearance in the text creates the impression that Mariam's outspoken voice
is "holy" as well. This impression is endorsed by the fact that the Nuntio has to pass on every last
word Mariam uttered to Herod, as "the food on which my heart is fed" (V, i, 1949). Herod's
comparison of Mariam's voice to food for the heart is a playful allusion to the function that
Christ's word has according to the Scriptures: like Christ's discourses Mariam's words become
the means to satisfy the hunger for spiritual well-being and redemption.
The idea of a New Order, that is initiated by Mariam as a Christ-like figure, is also
suggested by Cary in her tragedy.35 Just as Mariam prophesied before her death, Herod comes to
regret his elimination of her, and this regret is accompanied by his worshipping of Mariam's last
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Mary Sidney also emphasised the darkness that fell over the earth when Christ died. As she wrote in "Our
Saviour's Passion" (1590's): "The dayes like night all darkned in distresse"(1862, 5).
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Nancy Cotton comes up with this argument. See Cotton, 1980, 34.
33
According to Diane Purkiss "Mariam's death is a signifier of tyranny and also a sign that a more just state may
ensue (1999, 42).
34
See Beilin, 1987, xv, and my discussion on women writers' identification with Christ on page .
35
My reading that Cary depicts Mariam as the Christ-like representative of a new order is supported by the fact
that the margins in Lodge's 1602 translation of Josephus's text contain "notations of the number of years
remaining until the birth of Christ", so that "Cary would thus be continually reminded as she read the Antiquities
these were the last years of the old dispensation" (Beilin, 1980, 61), the old law.
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words and voice. Instead of being pleased with having silenced the transgressive female speaker,
Herod wishes to recapture and revive Mariam's lost voice through the Nuntio's report: "Tell all,
omit no letter…. O say, what said she more" (V, i, 1942, 1948). Furthermore, Herod comes to
realise that he had Mariam killed unjustly, stating "I am the villain that hath done the deed" (V, i,
2064), and suggesting that woman's speech is not always a sign of sexual incontinence: "I hold
her chaste even in my utmost soul" (V, i, 1953). In other words, the final scene of the play
displays a change to the old situation, a new gender order almost. Mariam's death has resulted in
the replacement of the old discourses which idealise the voiceless woman and associate female
speech with lewdness by a "new world" where woman's voice is cherished and loved, and where
woman's utterance is not automatically seen as proof of wantonness. In addition, Mariam's
silence at her execution, which is marked by a "a dutiful, though scornful smile" (V, i, 52),
involves a recreation of the dominant ideology of woman's voice, in that she depicts woman's
silence as justified, secret defiance, instead of a sign of submission.
5.6. "Curse not my infants": The Role of Maternity in the Play.
When the Nuntio reports of Mariam's execution, he describes how Mariam's mother, Alexandra,
denunciated her daughter: "she did upon her daughter loudly rail" (V, i, 36). Alexandra's overt
rejection of Mariam shows that in the play the relationships between mother and daughter are
marked by hostility and rivalry, for Alexandra clearly seeks to save her own life and win Herod's
favour by openly disapproving of Mariam's conduct. Although the portrayal of the motherdaughter bond is rather negative, at the same time maternity plays a significant part in the text.
The female characters in the play are almost all mothers. The wronged mother Doris has a more
central role, which includes a speaking part, in Cary's drama than in Josephus's text where she is
a mere peripheral figure.36 Whereas Mariam's position in the Antiquities is limited to her role as
Herod's wife, with no consideration of her maternal responsibilities, Cary emphasises Mariam's
motherhood.37 The discourses of maternity in the play operate as strategies to legitimise
transgressive female speech. Act IV of the play consists of a scene in which Mariam is faced
with Herod's first legitimate wife Doris, who was abandoned for Mariam. When Doris, out of
anger for her destroyed marriage, curses Mariam and her offspring, Mariam exclaims: "Curse not
mine infants, let it thee suffice/That heaven doth punishment to me allow" (IV, viii, 605-607).
Mariam's motherly concern further helps to attenuate the selfless view that is presented of her in
the play. Moreover, Mariam herself attempts to legitimise her outspoken, transgressive voice in
36
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front of Herod, by claiming "In heaven shall Mariam sit in Sara's lap" (IV, viii, 573). Mariam
evokes her position in a chain of mothers, and the supposed sanction of a foremother to morally
justify herself and challenge Herod's condemnation of her outspokenness.38
In an intriguing study of the representation of motherhood in The Tragedie of Mariam
Naomi J Miller argues that "whereas the men tend to perceive motherhood as a physical state
which bears witness to their own sexual potency, the women claim maternity as a condition for
speech" (1997, 361). I would like to push the matter a bit further by suggesting that Cary does
not represent maternity as a condition for speech, but even as a legitimisation for woman's
utterance. The "curse" with which Alexandra pursues Herod's supposedly "breathless trunk and
spirit" (I, i, 83) appears justified from a maternal perspective, in the light of Herod's cruel murder
of her son, Aristobolus. Likewise, the "curse" that Doris pronounces, her tongue "inflamed with
poison's power and steeped in gall" (IV, viii, 600-610), is understandable considering Doris's
difficult position as an abandoned mother, who hates to see her sons robbed of their royal
priviledge. The only problem is that Doris directs her curse towards those that are not responsible
for Herod's infidelity towards her, namely Mariam and her children, rather than towards Herod
himself.
5.7. Women and Subjectivity in The Tragedie of Mariam.
Some of the women in the play, such as Alexandra and Doris, are only shown to speak up in the
company of members of their own sex. They only dare voice their complaints and grudges
against men outside the presence of male listeners. Alexandra only finds courage to pronounce
her curse on Herod's trunk and spirit, when she presumes that Herod is dead, and when she finds
herself surrounded by a female audience consisting of Mariam and Salome. As Salome rightly
argues, Alexandra would not have had the courage to "have given your tongue the rein/If noble
Herod still remained in life" (I, i, 119-120), or had been present to overhear her. Likewise, Doris
is only outspoken in the private setting of conversation between women. As I have illustrated,
Doris addresses her wrath as a forsaken wife to Mariam, rather than to Herod himself.39
To some extent, this idea of contained speech also applies to Mariam. The opening scene
represents Mariam uttering a soliloquy in which she expresses her contrary emotions upon
37

See also Miller, 1997, 360.
As Susan Iwanisziw asserts, these words indicate that while Mariam "accepts her temporal punishment consequent
upon her marital transgression, she simultaneously assumes her spiritual salvation, her place in a female and a
maternal lap" (1998, 120).
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Thus Naomi Miller is right when she concludes that the women's accusations are "directed most specifically not
toward their husbands and male lovers, but rather toward each other" (1997, 361).
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learning of Herod's death. Openly voicing her antipathy towards him, as well as her partial relief
about being liberated from his tyrannous yoke, Mariam speaks her rebellious, "unwifely"
thoughts to no other character, but to the air. She is supposed to utter these words while solitary.
Things turn out for the worse for Mariam when she starts to open up her bosom and display her
interior thoughts to Sohemus, who, as a result of their intimacy, reveals Herod's plot that Mariam
should not enjoy any man after his death. Her conversations with Sohemus, which arouse the
suspicion of her adultery in Herod's mind, together with her outspokenness about her grudges
towards Herod ultimately lead to her death. The fact that Mariam's overstepping the boundaries
of private and women-to-women conversations results in her death may create the impression
that Cary supports the dominant discourses by punishing her heroine for her "unbridled speech"
(III, iii, 182).
This seeming support of the idea that women ought to be silent clashes with the fact that
Cary depicts Mariam as socially acceptable. In addition, Cary makes clear that the women who
stick to the boundaries of private speech, and thus comply with social demands, are responsible
for creating division among women. Doris unjustly directs all her accusations at Mariam rather
than Herod, and Alexandra is said to rail at Mariam during her execution in order to please
Herod. Therefore, Cary's portrayal of women who confine their speeches to the feminine sphere
is rather negative.40 In this respect the contrast between the freedom of expression that Cary
grants her female protagonist through the soliloquies on the one hand, and Mariam's woeful
ending is relevant. Cary points to the conflict between a woman's desire to speak her mind,
which she attempts to legitimise in the play, and the social laws which restrict female utterance.
She focuses upon the restrictions on woman's voice rather than on the condemnation of woman's
speech. However, while Doris's and Alexandra's expression of their ideas in conversations
between women signals their inability to overcome the constraints that society places upon
female utterance, at the same time their covert expression of rebellion in these female contexts
remains unknown to Herod. In other words, the constriction of female utterance to privacy is
shown to undermine man's control over the female sex, since women's words, thoughts and
feelings are beyond their control.
In The Tragedie of Mariam the conventional tragic pattern, in which the outspoken
woman is deprived of her former discursive potential and control, is subverted. In some respects
Cary's depiction of her villainess Salome still fits in with the treatment that is reserved for wordy,
40

This negative approach towards Alexandra's effort to mode her speeches in such a way as to comply with
Herod's patriarchal ideology, is accentuated by the fact that Cary gives only a brief report of Alexandra's selfpreserving speeches, whereas Josephus presents Alexandra's railing speech in full. See also Travitsky, 1987, 189.
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wanton women in most tragedies from the period. At the outset Salome is in command over the
process of signification.41 She can impose definitions upon the people around her.42 For instance,
she manages to make Herod believe the slanderous imputations that she raises against Mariam,
and makes him accept her definition of Mariam as a woman whose forehead is blotted by "foul
dishonours" (IV, vii, 406). Besides, she defies the significations that have been established by the
androcentric society in which she lives. She challenges the gender norms that men may divorce
their wives freely, while women do not have that right. Arguing that she means "not to be led by
precedent/ My will shall be to me instead of Law", she assumes the right to "free" her "life" ( I,
vi, 419-454) from her husband. Later on in the play she loses this control over the semantic
process. Herod finds out that he has been misled by "Accursèd" (V, i, 157) Salome's words.
Although Salome first manages to ensnare Herod into committing his wife to death, and thus
succeeds in keeping her interior impenetrable to Herod, later on her brother comes to know and
see Salome as she really is: a "fond fool" who was driven by "envy" (V, i, 161-165) to see herself
outmatched by Mariam. At the same time, this exposure of Salome's interior by Herod marks her
loss of narrative control over the plot. Although Salome has cleverly plotted Mariam's death, she
cannot execute her plan of becoming her brother's favourite as the means to obtain Herod's
consent for her divorce.
While Salome's depiction conforms to the treatment reserved for discursively
transgressive women in most tragedies from the period, Cary overturns this tragic pattern in
relation to Mariam. In fact, one can even argue that Cary has reversed the plot that is traditionally
allocated to transgressive female characters. Mariam first lacks command over her own
representations, and over the plot of her life, but later on gains control over the process of
signification and the medium of discourse in general. Mariam fails to control the way in which
she is seen or represented by society. This is revealed by the fact that, despite her physical
"whiteness", Mariam is not acknowledged and recognised as a pure, spotless soul by all people
around her. Herod blindly accepts Salome's slander of Mariam for truth, assuming that whereas
Mariam's eye "is pure as heaven", her mind is a site of "pitched darkness" ( IV, iv, 1403-1425).
The chorus raises the point that Mariam's subsequent condemnation to death is due to her failure
at not just being, but also seeming a chaste, virtuous wife. However, in my view, Cary does not
41

Interestingly, in Alexandre Hardy's Mariamne it is not just Salome, but Salome and her brother Pherore who
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Salome, Hardy's character exercises less narrative control over the plot. Furthermore, whereas Hardy's Salome
slanders Mariam out of fear for the family and state, Cary's Salome is clearly driven by her own sexual desire
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represent Mariam's unbridled speeches as the only and rightful cause of her downfall. Herod is
led astray by his own attitude of role-playing, projecting his own tendency to keep up
appearances on Mariam. As a result, he fails to take Mariam's white appearance for what it is,
namely a representation of her virtuous soul, and is persuaded by Salome's suggestion that
Mariam's heavenly beauty may conceal an evil interior: "She speaks a beauteous language, but
within/Her heart is false as powder" (IV, v, 428-29). In other words, Cary represents Mariam's
bleak fate as an act of misinterpretation, a tragic failure to decipher woman. This is also shown
by Herod's realisiation that he has been blind to the fact that "heaven" in Mariam "did link / A
spirit and a person to excel" (V, i, 2122-23). Thus, Mariam's tragic fate is shown to issue not so
much from women's inability to represent themselves as they are, but from men's incapacity to
"read" women correctly. In this way Cary emphasises that in the world of the play, as in her own
society, patriarchy's efforts to classify women is ineffective, and that "woman" as a signifier is in
fact a very unstable notion. Mariam's tragic error in this respect is not so much her desire to be
true to her heart in her self-expression, but her blindness to the society's innability to read beyond
the binary oppositions of the wordy wanton woman and the speechless chaste female that it
created. This is underlined by her expression: "And deemed my face must needs preserve my
breath?" (IV, viii, 1739).
However, Mariam's initial incapacity to govern the meaning that is attributed to her
transforms into control over discourse at the tragic closure. As I have explained, Herod's former
dislike for Mariam's outspokenness changes into regret that he has silenced her, and the wish to
remember and hear every last word that she had uttered. Thus, while Mariam first missed the
possibility to utter her thoughts freely without persecution, she is assigned a speaking position at
the tragic closure, albeit, ironically, when she has already been silenced through death.43
Furthermore, the alternative of a woman who is both chaste and discursively active that Mariam
used as a representation of herself in contrast with the binary opposites through which society
defined womanhood is accepted and established: "I hold her chaste even in my utmost soul" (V,
i, 1953).
Intriguingly, while Mariam attains more control over the discursive processes towards the
ending of the play, Herod gradually loses the discursive power and control, which he formerly
possessed. Herod was in charge of the discursive order at first, having the power to bid women to
42
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be silent, to construct their meanings according to the place that they assumed in relation to
speech, and to allocate them to position of eternal voicelessness by exercising his will. Yet, roles
have reversed at the tragic closure. For one thing, Herod is no longer in control of Mariam's
speeches and silence. Having sentenced Mariam to death, hence to infinite silence, Herod cannot
re-evoke and make Mariam's voice disappear again according to his likes and dislikes. His
comment "Is there no trick to make her breathe again?" (V, i, 1966) shows that Herod had
thought of his execution of Mariam as a game at first: a process that could reversed, and that he
was completely in power of. However, as his remark "Oh, that I could that sentence now
control" (1951) indicates, Herod has not only lost command over the "sentence" that he
pronounced over Mariam, but in particular over her discourse: he can no longer determine the
presence or absence of Mariam's speech, since her voice cannot be revived at his command. At
the same time, Herod's failure to re-evoke Mariam's speech marks his loss of narrative control
over future events. What is significant is that in Josephus's Antiquities and Hardy's Herod is is
capable of re-evoking Mariam. The Herod in Josephus's text is said to "inuocate her name"
(D1v), and often "commaunded his ministers to call his wife Mariamme as if she had been
aliue" (E1r). Similarly, the Herod in Hardy's tragedy argues that he will bring Mariam back to
life with his voice: "Revoquera l'esprit aux accens de ma voix" (V, 1702). By contrast, Cary
represents Herod as dispossessed of this discursive command over woman; a representation
which offers a vision of an alternative gender order.
Herod has lost control over Mariam's discourse, since she decided who was to serve as
the person to pass on her voice and messages and to create the narrative of her death. As the
Nuntio makes clear, Mariam "picked me out from all the crew" (V, i, 1937), selecting him as the
person to narrate her account. Thus, Herod is excluded from his function of discursively
controlling and creating Mariam, as becomes clear from his indignant claim: "Thou dost usurp
my right, my tongue was framed/ To be the instrument of Mariam's praise" (V, i, 1907-08).
Before dying Mariam defied patriarchal control over her signification, by suggesting that men
like Herod "can… but my life destroy/My soul is free from adversaries" (IV, viii, 1782-83). In
other words, Mariam suggests that Herod will never succeed in controlling her soul. Her
defiant statement actually shows that Mariam transcends her female body, the site which
makes her speech unacceptable in the eyes of society. No longer able to control and create the
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Magaret Ferguson rightly suggests that Herod, at the same time that he comes to cherish Mariam's absent
voice, transfers his tirade against women's voices to the railing Alexandra, claiming that he will punish her for
her utterances. See Ferguson, 1991b, 56.
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meaning of Mariam as a signifier, Herod appears to become an empty signifier himself, who
depended for his significance and identity upon Mariam. This is revealed by his craving for
Mariam's speech: "Each word she said/ Shall be the food on which my heart is fed" (V, i, 194849).44
5.8. The Tragic Closure, Transcendence and Transgression.
In contrast with the female characters that one finds in most Jacobean tragedies, Mariam reaches
transcendence in death. She is allowed a last moment of assertion on the stage before she is led
off to be executed. By thus pronouncing a sentence through which she can define herself as
different from the world, she manages to establish her representation before the final moment of
annihilation.
In a detailed study of Renaissance women on the scaffold, Frances Dolan has asserted
that for women who were convicted, "the moment of death paradoxically enabled women to
assert themselves through submission" (1994, 158) in a public arena: "For the female offender
addressing a large audience-perhaps for the first and only time- from the scaffold, any speech,
even one that affirmed the status quo and condemned herself, offered an opportunity to speak
publicly that challenged powerful constraints on female self-assertion and vollubility" (1994,
158). Intriguingly, the moment of self-assertion that Mariam enjoys takes place before she is led
to her place of execution, but not on the scaffold itself. In fact, a report of Mariam's last minutes
comes to the audience and readers indirectly, via the account given by the Nuntio to Herod. The
fact that the Nuntio renders Mariam's last words is in line with the Senecan tradition, where
"lyrical and expository narration", carried out by the chorus or Nuntius, largely replaces
"energetic stage action" (Shannon, 1994, 145). However, in my view, the role of the Nuntio as
messenger of Mariam's last words has an additional function. It suggests that Mariam's speech is
reconstructed by him, represented through his own perspective. Although this may suggest that
Mariam loses discursive control, because she has to rely upon his male voice for memoralising
her and forwarding her speeches, the role of the Nuntio as the instrument of Mariam's voice can
also be read differently. Mariam's appointment of the Nuntio as the vessel of her voice can be
seen as an act of autonomy. About to be rendered powerless and voiceless through death,
44

As Naomi Miller argues, the tragic conclusion does not only show that Herod can be "known ultimately in relation
to 'his' Mariam", but also that Herod's "final words are contained" by Mariam's own "words" (1997, 366), since his
final words are solely concerned with her and, ironically, dominated by her final speech. This idea of Herod's
contained speech in my view evokes the image of pregnancy, Herod the speaker being the infant that Mariam the
mother produces, so that Mariam is associated with the production of speech and meaning, and Herod is cast in the
mother role of the dependent child, who derives meaning from his mother.
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Mariam at least determines who is going to memorialise and represent her after her execution,
excluding Herod from this privilege. In this respect the traditional roles of the male voice filling
woman's body as the empty vessel appear to be reversed. Mariam's authority over her
representation before dying constitutes a moment of dramatic control in that Mariam defines the
roles that the other characters are to fulfil after her death, and thus directs the rest of the "plot" of
their lives. The fact that Mariam's voice is represented indirectly also implies a sense of
autonomy, in that her voice thus stays out of reach from men like Herod, and thus cannot be
recaptured or controlled by him.45 Besides, as Frances Dolan has remarked, "The Nuntius's
description of Mariam's death presents her both physically impressive and as disembodied", and
thus, "suppresses bodily death as part of the program for transforming the female protagonist into
a near-saint" (172).46
In addition, Mariam's disembodied voice at the end of the tragedy serves to dissociate
Mariam's speech from the sexual female body, hence from any imputations of sexual dishonour.
The idea is created that Mariam can transcend the social restrictions that seek to restrict and
affect woman's expression. Moreover, as Kaja Silverman argues, representing a voice as
disembodied attests to "an achieved invisibility, omniscience, a discursive power" (1984, 132).
Therefore, the depiction of Mariam's voice as disconnected from her body serves to underline her
discursive power and control.47 In other words, Mariam manages to overcome gender restrictions
and stereotypes in general. Acting as the disembodied voice in the last act, Mariam becomes the
ultimate inaccessible lady of the Petrarchan tradition. As we have seen, Herod uses Petrarchan
discourses in relation to his wife, suggesting that he places her on a pedestal as his commandress.
However, underlying his words of platonic submission are his lust for Mariam and his urge to
control her. Mariam's inability to perceive this underlying meaning of his speeches signifies her
initial disempowerment as far as language is concerned. Ironically, in line with Mariam's
acquisition of command over discourse in the final act, Mariam becomes the ultimately
inaccessible woman. Having turned into the woman who denies Herod the pleasure of
representing her, and the woman who only survives as a spirit, but has no sexual body, the
Petrarchan ideal of the unattainable mistress appears to have been pushed to its limits. As is
45

As Alison Findlay contends, "The Tragedy of Mariam rewrites the aesthetic relationship between femininity
and death", since "Mariam is not represented on stage as a beautiful corpse, a spectacle which guarantees male
ownership" (Findlay, 2000b, 509).
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Elaine Aston contends that when "the spectator is not allowed to 'see' the body displayed as victim/object, but i
forced into a position which requires her/him to confront the issue of male violence" (1995, 96). Thus, Mariam's
death off-stage seems to have the additional function of foregrounding Herod's unjust cruelty towards her.
47
Besides, Mariam's disembodied voice constitutes a transcendence of the Cartesian philosophy which identified the
female sex with the body and the male sex with the mind, and which thus resulted in "the assignment of men to the
realm of the intellect and the relegation of women to the realm of the senses" (Ottway, 1998, 90).
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revealed by the strands of Petrarchan discourse that come up in Herod's mad ravings, this
Petrarchan ideal is now beyond his control as a speaker: "She was fair,/ Oh what a hand she
had, it was so white,/ It did the whitness of the snow impair" (V, i, 149-151).
As we have perceived, in Jacobean tragedy the outspoken woman is silenced for good at
the tragic closure, her death marking the elimination of the threat that she posed to the discursive
order. Mariam's transgressive voice is also silenced by Herod's execution of her. However, the
fact that she is associated with Christ suggests that, like Christ who was resurrected from death
after three days, Mariam and her speech may also be resurrected and exist beyond the grave,
even though Herod fails to re-evoke her voice. Put differently, the impression is created that
Mariam is not silenced for good.
The other female character in the play who transgresses the boundaries of silence,
Salome, is not relegated to infinite speechlessness either. In spite of her being deprived of her
previous command over language, meaning and the plot, she is not killed at the tragic closure,
like most Jacobean villainesses. Thus, her voice is not annihilated, and her potential for
achieving subjectivity remains. By contrast, Herod's voice appears to be committed to a social
death, in that, grieving over Mariam's decease, he aims to seclude himself from the outside
world: "I'll muffle up my face in endless night" (V, i, 247). Retreating into solitude, Herod's
voice will no longer be heard in public, and will thus be annihilated from the social scene. The
traditional tragic pattern, which restores the male sex to discursive power and reduces the wordy
woman to silence, is reversed by Cary in her tragedy, in particular through the Christian subtext
that she uses in relation to Mariam.
5.9. Cary's Play and Contemporary Tragedies.
As we have noticed, the text of The Tragedie of Mariam is characterised by a "double-voiced
discourse" (Showalter b 426) concerning woman's voice. On the one hand, the tragedy
contains the discourses, which associate woman's speech with sexual incontinence, that one
finds in the majority of Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedies. On the other hand, Cary's tragedy
subverts the dominant view that the outspoken woman is necessarily adulterous. In her
depiction of Mariam, Cary dissociates the female voice from wantonness, by emphasising
Mariam's chastity and purity of mind and body. She relates the male voice to corruption and
adultery instead, and shows that Herod's suspicion of his wife is a projection of his own evil
nature. In these respects, Cary differs from most Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedians. Yet,
Cary's creation of alternative, legitimising discourses on woman's voice resembles Webster's
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and Shakespeare's depiction of the voiced female in their tragedies. There are many
similarities between the plots of Othello and the plot of Cary's tragedy, since both portray an
outspoken, yet virtuous woman whose sexual reputation is slandered unjustly, and who is
consequently murdered by her husband. Critics have disagreed about the question whether
Cary's play was influenced by Shakespeare's tragedy, or whether Shakespeare partly derived
the ideas for his tragedy from Cary's drama. After all, both tragedies were probably written at
about the same time. The fact is that in both tragedies the social construction of a discursively
assertive woman as wanton is shown to result from power struggles in which people attempt
to harm and victimise one another.
In Cary's tragedy, Herod utters his "recognition" that he had Mariam executed
unjustly- a moment of "recognition" which supports the legitimisation of the heroine's speech
at other stages of the plot. In this respect, Cary's tragedy is different from The Duchess of
Malfi. Although in Webster's tragedy the idea is borne out that the men's equation of the
assertive Duchess with the luxurious woman is false, this deconstruction of the dominant view
on woman's speech is not expressed through a moment of "recognition" on the part of the
male villains. Neither Ferdinand nor the Cardinal openly utters the awareness that their
judgement on their sister was distorted. Cary's play is different from most Elizabethan and
Jacobean tragedies, in that the moment of "recognition" is connected with the dominant
ideology of woman's voice, subverting this ideology while at the same time legitimising
woman's utterance.
In spite of this difference between Cary's tragedy and Webster's play, there are also a
lot of similarities between The Tragedie of Mariam and The Duchess of Malfi, as far as the
representation of woman's voice is concerned. In both plays the cultural rejection of female
utterance is portrayed as a figment of the vile male mind, or a projection of man's anxiety
about his own identity, which results in a desire to monumentalise woman. Cary's tragedy can
be regarded as more special than Webster's, however, since the former challenges the
dominant gender discourses from the perspective of the woman writer.
Tragedies such as Titus Andronicus portray two contrasting female characters, one of
whom is silent and chaste, and one of whom is assertive and sexually immoral. Cary
employed this tragic convention of polarisation of characters that marked tragedies from her
period, but at the same time reworked it. While she represents a chaste heroine and sexually
incontinent villainess, Cary portrays the two women as equal in their breach of silence. In
other words, Cary takes over the representation of two binary opposites of female sexuality
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from previous and contemporary tragedy, but does not combine it with the binary opposites of
speech and silence.
The discourses of Christ's crucifixion that come up in The Tragedy of Mariam play a
significant role, in that they imply a reconstruction of female tragic subjectivity. Mariam's
identification with Christ entails that, like him, she turns from a powerless victim into a
powerful victor. In most Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedies, wordy female characters are
deprived of the control over their image, the signifying process, the plot and the exchange of
knowledge that they possessed earlier on in the play. This is true for Alice Arden, Tamora,
Beatrice Joanna, Evadne, and Desdemona. Thus, most Elizabethan and Jacobean tragic plots
move towards the elimination of woman's potential for subjectivity. Cary's plot, however,
partly moves in the opposite direction. Salome's fate still corresponds to that of the
conventional outspoken woman in tragedy, since she has to surrender her former discursive
power in the course of the play. However, Mariam gains, rather than loses further control over
the medium of language, so that the conventional plot development concerning the female
subject is reversed. This reversal is elaborated upon by the fact that Herod has to undergo the
fate that the villainess is usually subjected to, because he loses his former authority over the
meaning of woman, and fails to direct the plot according to his desires. Man is thus rendered
increasingly powerless with regard to discourse, which runs counter to the usual pattern of the
tragic plot.
The tragic closure in most Elizabethan and Jacobean drama not only constitutes a
restoration of a gender order marked by male control, but sometimes signals the elimination
of madness and the return of reason as well. This is particularly true for The Maid's Tragedy.
As we have seen, Amintor discards Evadne's speeches as madness, because he is puzzled by
the meaning of her language, and gets frightened by the linguistic control that she exercises.
The development of the plot, however, leads to a re-instatement of his control over meaning,
and the reduction of Evadne to the definable object. Thus, the restoration of conventional
gender relationships is paralleled by a defiance of the madness that Evadne's speeches
represent, and the subsequent elimination of these mad speeches. When one compares this
ending of Beaumont and Fletcher's drama with the tragic closure of Mariam, one perceives
that quite the reverse is the case for the development of Cary's plot. Herod's loss of command
over meaning is accompanied by frenzy and disorder in his mind. Herod irrationally believes
that he can resurrect Mariam from the dead, and, raving in madness, finds himself unable to
interpret and create meaning. His determination to "muffle" himself "up…in endless
night…in some vault or den enclosed be" (V, i, 247-51) reminds one of lunatics locked up in
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the ill-lit cells of a mental asylum. Since Cary's play thus ends in madness rather than the
restoration of ratio and order, one could argue that Cary has rewritten the Renaissance
traditions of tragic closure.
Further differences between Cary's tragedy and other tragic plays written in the same
period have to do with the deaths of female characters. The outspoken, hence transgressive
women in Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedy usually end up dead, and are subsequently
denied memoralising rites such as burial. By contrast, the women who are overtly
commemorated, or for whom memorials are erected in these tragedies, are often women who
have never spoken any word on the stage at all. Good examples in this respect are Gloriana
and Antonio's wife in Cyril Tourneur's The Revenger's Tragedy (1607). Both women are
commemorated in the play by their former lovers who re-evoke their memory. Yet the two
women only enter the stage as corpses. Antonio's wife has her dead body exposed to her
husband's male audience of acquaintances: "Her funeral shall be wealthy, for her name/
Merits a tomb of pearl" (I, iv, 69-70). Gloriana only appears on the stage as a skull divested of
all her former beauty, which Vindice holds up to the eyes of the theatre audience in order to
justify his thirst for revenge: "Vengeance, thou Murder's quit-rent, and whereby /Thou show'st
thyself tenant to Tragedy….hum, whoe'er knew/Murder unpaid? " (I, i, 39-43). In other
words, the two women who are memorialised figure as the culturally venerated speechless
women throughout the play, serving as the props of the male character's dramatic speeches.
The fact that Mariam is memorialised by the Nuntio after her death, as well as by Herod,
therefore marks an exception to the tragic conventions concerning transcendence. It is not the
appropriately silent woman, but the discursively transgressive woman who is granted a place
in memory.
5.10. The Tragedie of Mariam and the Genre of Closet Drama.
The outbursts of unbridled passion that mark the tyrant's behaviour in Renaissance closet
drama, can also be found in The Tragedie of Mariam. Herod lacks control over his passions in
his anger towards Mariam, and in his rash decision to have her convicted to death. As
Rosemary Kegl appropriately suggests, in the play Herod's "passion sets an unstable cycle in
motion", leading to a kingdom characterised by "instability and inconstancy" (1999, 148). The
contrast between the calmness with which Mariam meets her fate, and Herod's blind fury has
a significant function in Cary's legitimisation of Mariam's outspokenness. Mariam's
resignation to Herod's command marks her out as a morally upright woman, while Herod's
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furious frenzy emphasises the injustice of his decision, and the erratic nature of his view on
Mariam's assertive speech. The boundless passion that dominates Herod's temper serves to
underline Herod's error in associating Mariam's outspokenness with sexual incontinence.
Readers may wonder why, unlike many tragic heroes or heroines who die in the final
act, Mariam already disappears from the stage as a living presence in Act IV. Mariam's early
death in the play actually fits in with the earlier discussed Senecan conventions of closet
drama, according to which the hero dies in Act IV. Mariam's early death in the play, and the
effect that her death has on Herod conforms to the conventional pattern of the plot in closet
drama. Again, one can argue that Cary's choice of the genre of closet drama endorses her
legitimisation of Mariam's outspokenness. Her death in Act IV establishes Mariam as the
paragon of political virtue and integrity, and enhances the saintly image of Mariam that is
suggested by her representation as a Christ-like figure.
Partly because of the messenger who reports events and the death of the hero in Act
IV, The Tragedie of Mariam has often been envisaged "a textbook example" (Shannon, 1994,
146) of the genre. However, a close look at the text of the tragedy reveals that Cary has
rewritten some generic conventions of tragic closet drama. For one thing, Cary clearly
questions the nature of closet drama itself, as a private, enclosed form of dramatic discourse.
As Guttierez has suggested, Mariam's opening line "How oft have I with public voice run on"
(I, i, 1) arguably addresses "a problem that has to do not only with female speech in general,
but with the play's own mode of existence" (1991, 238). In fact, one could infer that Mariam's
desire of a "public voice", and Cary's defence of woman's speech, question the limits of
privacy of closet drama.48 The centrality of the issue of woman's public voice, and Cary's
implicit legitimisation of this "public voice" in a genre which is confined to a constricted,
private discursive setting, means that Cary oversteps the boundaries of the "closet" form of
her play. The dilemma between the gender norms imposed by society and woman's desire to
speak up that Cary addresses in the play, is therefore expressed by the tense relationship that
exists between the enclosed nature of the genre as a dramatic act of discourse on the one hand,
and Cary's questioning of the engendered boundaries of speech on the other.
Furthermore, the boundaries of the genre as a private form are challenged by Cary's
choice of language. A close look at Cary's text reveals that the visual plays an important role
in the play. For example, the speech that Herod utters on being informed of Mariam's death,
48

"The fact that a woman chooses to begin her play with her heroine musing upon the significance of public
utterance is highly suggestive of the metadramatic possibilities of the text, the transgressive nature of both
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consists of various references to the faculty of seeing: "I never more shall see so sweet a
sight…let Jewry's eye no more distinguish what is day and night…The night's pale light for
angry grief would shake/ To see chaste Mariam die in age unfit…And never let mine eyes
behold the night" (V, i, 152-248). Moreover, in his tribute to Mariam Herod dwells upon
Mariam's exterior, as he once could behold it, speaking of her white hands, her forehead and
her eyes. Herod's exclamation that he will never be able to gaze upon Mariam's beautiful body
again implies a challenge to man's eroticisation of the female sex, Mariam's body being
outside Herod's control. However, Herod's remarks being concernd with the absence and
presence of the visual, and his re-evocation of a visual image of Mariam implies a stress on
visibility as a faculty. Besides, the Nuntio's description of Mariam's execution contains a lot
of visual detail: "Her look did seem to keep the world in awe…she looked the while…Yet
smiled a dutiful, though scornful smile" (26-52). As Hodgson-Wright points out in the video
production of a performance of Cary's play, these references to the visual often serve as stage
directions. Uttering her long monologue, Salome announces Silleus's entry upon the
imaginary stage by her exclamation: "Silleus said/ he would be here, and see he comes at last
(II, i, 322-324).49 Although Yvonne Day Merrill argues that the play is "hardly playable",
since "there is little physical action, the characters' parts are extremely long, running between
four and twelve lines on the average" (1996, 193), the visual discourses draw attention to the
nature of the play as a text which could be performed and visualised on the stage, rather than
being just read out in a private circle. As such, the enclosed and private nature of the play is
implicitly questioned from within the text.50
Most Renaissance closet dramas end with a symbolic enclosure of speech, so that the
drama takes on the form of a "closet". For example, in Mary Sidney's The Tragedie of
Antonie, we saw that Cleopatra's final speech is literally confined by the walls of the
monument, the enclosed nature of which is emphasised by the images of the tomb and chest.
Likewise, in Samuel Daniel's The Tragedie of Cleopatra (1594) the play ends with Caesar's
speech within the monument where Cleopatra has just killed herself, and in the confined
space of which she has uttered her dying words. In Thomas Kyd's Cornelia (1594) the tragic
49

Another example of an internal stage direction is Herod's remark "And here she comes indeed" (IV, i, 87),
which suggests that Mariam is entering the stage. See also the video production; Stephanie Hodgson-Wright on
The Tragedie of Mariam. Findlay et al. 1999b, and Findlay et al, 1999 a: "Whilst the sword fight and the cup
demand realisation in performance, closer investigation of the text reveals a more deeply inherent physical
dimension. One of the most striking features of the characters in The Tragedy of Mariam is the extent to which
they see and look at each other"(130).
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Stephanie Hodgson-Wright maintains that the clear influence that Queen Anna's court masques had on the
play, suggest that "it is feasible that, although no record of a performance exists, the text was written with a
performance agenda" (2000, 55).
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closure depicts the heroine ready to pay memorial services to her deceased father Scipio.
Since she utters her last speech in front of her father's burial place, again the association
between the ending of the closet drama and "enclosure" is invoked. By contrast, in Cary's
tragedy Mariam's speech is shown to be unconfined, rising from the grave like the Phoenix
with which she is associated. Thus, it seems that the play does not end at the "finis", since
there is the suggestion of a continuation. The boundaries of the closet drama do not limit the
extent of the influence of Mariam's voice. In this way, the sense of enclosure that one finds in
other closet dramas from the period is absent from Cary's tragedy. At the same time, Cary's
breach with the format of closet drama at this point parallels Mariam's liberation from social
restrictions. Whereas earlier on Mariam was confined by the "prison" (III, i, 51) of social
restrictions, she becomes free from the constraints that society imposes upon woman, being
represented as a voice transcending and detached from her female body. Whereas in the play,
the generic boundaries of closet drama appear to signify the social constraints of gender,
Cary's partial subversion of the generic conventions represents her attempt to free herself
from the straitjacket of gender norms.
Another way in which Cary has reconstructed tragic closet dramas has to do with the
notion of time. In Mary Sidney's and Samuel Daniel's tragedies the span of time of one day
that is constituted by the plot includes few events. Sidney's play represents Antonie's anxiety
about his loss of masculine heroism and power, his suicide upon hearing of Cleopatra's
supposed death, and, subsequently, Cleopatra's self-fashioned death in the monument.
Daniel's play focuses upon the same tragic love, but his plot encompasses a smaller number of
events: only Cleopatra's response to Antonie's death, her negotiation with Caesar, and finally,
her suicide. Compared to these earlier closet dramas, Cary's play consists of a large number of
developments and events within an improbably short amount of time. As Rosemary Kegl
argues, "an adherence to the unities of place and time helped to define closet drama as a genre
by proving one index of its distance from the formal excesses" (1999, 142) of the popular
stage. Considering the incredible number of events that have been compressed within the day
that the plot represents, Kegl speaks of a "crisis in genre", since in this way, the play
approximates "the unsettling temporal compression that Sidney associated with the popular
stage" (1999, 143). Yet, this unnatural compression of numerous events in one day fits in with
Cary's reconstruction of tragic subjectivity. As I have pointed out, Cary's tragedy ends in
disorder and madness, rather than a restoration of male order. In the final act Herod
completely loses his notion of time, confusing day and night, what has been, and what is to
come, and finding himself unable to distinguish "three days" from "three hours, three
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minutes" (V, i, 79). Thus, the general disorientation of time in the play is connected to
Herod's general sense of powerlessness. This lack of command, as we have noticed, has
mainly to do with Mariam's subversive power over discourse. In other words, Cary's moving
away from the conventions of time in closet drama accords with her general reconstruction of
subjectivity at the tragic closure.
Given the fact that in closet drama dilemmas are explored from two different
perspectives, it is interesting that the most "feminine" of the choices that is available to the
characters is usually the option that the female characters choose or end up with. For
example, in Sidney's The Tragedie of Antonie when Antonie has passed away, Cleopatra no
longer wishes to "stay/From Antonie" (V, i, 113-114), and would rather follow him in death
than fight for her "native land" (II, i, 354) and regal power. Thus, she distinctly prefers the
"feminine" option of wifely loyalty and love to that of masculine honour and authority. In
Kyd's Cornelia, the female protagonist has the choice between avenging the deaths of her
husband and father, or resigning herself to her fate and leaving revenge to the heavens. In the
end she opts for submission to her fate. This is indicated by her remark that she wishes the
furies to "retyre… th' extreame fire" of lust for vengeance "from my hart" (157). Cary's
tragedy is different from these two closet dramas, in that, at the tragic closure, the heroine
ends up with the "masculine" option of control over language rather than the "feminine"
alternative of rejecting discourse.
5.11. Conclusion: Elizabeth Cary and her Precursor Mary Sidney.
There are a number of similarities between Sidney's translated tragedy and Cary's tragic play.
Both The Tragedie of Antonie and The Tragedie of Mariam contain contemporary discourses of
sexual purity, in particular those belonging to the Petrarchan tradition, discourses of maternity
and female address. These discourses serve to legitimise woman's self expression and the female
dramatist's transgressive utterance. However, unlike Sidney's play, Cary's Tragedie of Mariam
justifies the heroine's speech by contrasting her pure words with, on the one hand, man's wanton
voices, and, on the other hand, lascivious women's discourses. While using women-to-women
conversation as a strategy to feminise her female characters' utterances, Cary also vents criticism
to the constraints of privacy imposed upon women's speech. She shows that these constraints
may lead men to be unconscious of women's interior rebellion against them, and may result in a
division among the female sex.
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In both tragic texts the deconstruction of the dominant gender discourses on speech are
paralleled by a reconstruction of female tragic subjectivity, in that the women protagonists attain
rather than lose command over discourse, meaning and the plot at the tragic closure. Cary's play
differs from Sidney's in that the heroine's discursive power even transcends the grave, the
heroine's achievement of discursive control not entailing a complete erasure of subjectivity
through death. Because Mariam attains subjectivity beyond death, the dominant gender
discourses affecting the conventional tragic closure are more fundamentally criticised by Cary
than by Sidney.
Both Sidney and Cary opted for the format of closet drama, which gave them the
opportunity to engage with drama while securing the privacy of their words. However, Cary
displays more insecurity about closet drama as a mask for her public voice than Sidney.
Mariam's assumption "Oh what a shelter is my innocence" (III, i, 171) is undermined, since
she is not protected by her sexual virtue. Possibly Mariam's statement implies that no
enclosed form of protection exists for a woman who is outspoken, not even the presumably
"innocent" form of closet drama. The way in which Cary has shaped closet drama is different
from Sidney's use of the genre. In her process of reconstructing female tragic subjectivity, she
has reversed the conventional roles of closet drama, which Sidney observed. She has the role of
the dying, saint-like hero who dies in Act IV assumed by her female protagonist rather than the
male character Herod, as part of her project of legitimising woman's outspokenness. In addition,
Cary further challenges the enclosed nature and generic boundaries of closet drama. Finally,
Cary's text includes more elements which suggest the performability of the play that Sidney's
play. Thus, The Tragedie of Mariam marks a further re-mapping of the generic parameters of
closet drama.

Part III: “Weel feaste your understandinges, Eares, &
Eyes”: Women and Tragedy, 1642-1665

Figure 7: A Dialogue betwixt an Excise-Man and Death . London: J.C., 1659 (British
Library).
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Part III: "Weel feaste your understandinges, Eares, & Eyes": Women and Drama,
1642-1665.
The period from 1642 till 1665 is marked by a redefinition of theatrical settings as well as a
remapping of gender roles with regard to the production of drama. The idea that the public
theatre was a place where "filthie cogitations" enter the "minde; unchaste aspects the eies;
wicked speech the eares" (quoted in Hazlitt, 1869, 103),"so that in the representation of
whoredome, al the people… returne adulterers from plaies" (quoted in Hazlitt, 1869, 104),
eventually led to the closure of public playhouses on 2 September 1642 by the Puritan
government. By the "Second Measure of the Long Parliament" of October 22 1647 the Lord
Mayor, Justices of Peace, and Sheriffs of the City of London and Westminster were
"authorised and required to enter into all houses… where stage plays, interludes, or other
common plays are or shall be acted or played…and all person and persons so offending to
commit to any common jail or prison (quoted in Hazlitt, 1869, 64-65). Thus, the Puritans
sought to stifle the public expression of resistance towards their regime, the theatre having
become notorious for attacking the Protectorate.1
The closure of the public theatres implied that those who wished to engage with drama
despite the governmental laws, had to look for different places where they could organise
dramatic performances. Since the people who wished to keep the drama alive during the
Interregnum were mainly Royalists,2 the dramatic productions that did take place often
consisted of private household performances among the nobility.3 Obviously, such domestic
theatrical productions had been common among the upper classes in previous periods,
because of the presumed vulgarity of the public stage. Yet during the Protectorate the
household performances gained an additional significance: because of the ban on any
dramatical productions by the Puritans, the Royalists perceived their private and secret
concern with drama as a political mode of resistance. Moreover, women from the upper

1

Wiseman reports of an "incident in 1639" when "the players at the Red Bull had been reprimanded for slurs on
aldermen and attacking proctors" (1998, 4). The closure of the theatres in 1642 was preceded by a controversy
over the stage. As mentioned before, Puritans objected to the public stage, thinking that public theatres teach
immorality, and identifying disguise and impersonation with sodomites. This led to a struggle between the
Puritan "moralised" pamplets, used to "condemn the very existence of the populat theatre" (Lake and Questier,
2002, 425) and the theatre by the 1580's. The Puritan ideas influenced social life already in the early years of the
seventeenth-century, for in May 1603 King James I prohibited "common plays and similar entertainments on
Sunday" (Heinemann, 1980, 33).
2
See Hobby, 1988, 102.
3
An example of such household performances was "the series of entertainments written by Mildmay Fane for
private performance at Anthorpe during the 1640s" (Wiseman, 1992, 162).
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classes increasingly participated in dramatic performances, since the plays were staged in
exclusively private, familial settings.4
Since men and women were now equally excluded from the commercial stage, and
alternative settings had to be created in which women and men equally participated, woman's
engagement with theatricality became a more common phenomenon. Women prophets like
Anna Trapnel and Mary Gadbury started to use official spaces such as the court room as an
exhibition space where they would "structure their presence…as a theatre performance"
(Findlay, 2000a, 91). For instance, Mary Gadbury dressed up in a costume before she entered
the court room, thus using costume as part of her theatrical representation there.5 As Alison
Findlay suggests, women's tendency to represent themselves as theatrical spectacles "looks
forward to a time in which women have as much right to take the stage as men" (2000a, 89).
Thus, the closure of the commercial theatres appears to have paved the way for woman's
involvement with acting, eventually resulting in woman's admission to the public, commercial
stage as actresses in 1660.
The closure of the public playhouses from 1642 till 1660 also led to a redefinition of
the genre of closet drama. As writing plays for the public theatre was no longer possible,
closet drama was the only form available to those who wished to be dramatists. As a result the
eighteen years between 1642 and 1660 marked a second flowering of closet drama: "due to
the government bans on public performance, some ninety closet plays were written, three
times as many as in the four previous decades" (Straznicky, 1995, 357). The writers of these
closet plays were without exception Royalists, as in the previous decades. Before, members of
the upper classes had taken up closet drama as the means to distance themselves from the
vulgarity of publicity, as represented by the public stage. However, during the Interregnum
the genre was no longer just identified with an essentially private act of reading, but also with
public engagement, publicity in print and the idea of a public performance.6 In the light of the
ban on dramatic performances under the Protectorate, for Royalists writing closet drama

4

See Wiseman, 1992, 162. The epilogue of Jane Cavendish's and Elizabeth Brackley's The Concealed Fancies
(ca. 1645) reveal that women became involved in writing plays for private dramatic entertainment. The audience,
in the form of the young women's father, William Cavendish, is directly addressed by the female characters
Luceny and Tattiney (probably also performed by Jane Cavendish and her sister): "Now since your excellence
hath thought it fit…To stay a three hours' comedy of sit;" (1996, epilogue).
5
According to Findlay, she put on a habit that "might shew forth her inward purity" (2000a, 92)
6
Drama had political connotations at the time, as is revealed by the fact that pamphlets attacking the Puritan
regime were often structured as dramatic dialogues. For instance, A Dialogue between an Excise-man and Death
(1659) "stages" a meeting between Death and a Puritan excise man, in which the latter is brought to judgement
by Death (figure 7). See Wiseman, 1998, 27.
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became an act of resistance against the Puritan regime.7 The private perusal of closet drama
became an act of political dissent. Instead of aiming their plays for circulation within an
exclusively private sphere, these Royalist playwrights deliberately sought publicity. They
took their works to printing presses in order to keep drama in the public view, as an
alternative for public performances. These Royalist playwrights presented their closet plays as
texts which had previously been staged in front of an audience. They often included stage
directions in their plays in order to "recreate the theatrical experience in print for the benefit
of private readers…as a substitute for the visual component of live theater" (Straznicky, 1995,
367). For instance, William Chamberlaine refers to the private reader of his Loves Victory
(1658) as a "Spectator" (A3v), and gives stage directions in order to create the illusion that his
private reader is attending a stage production of his play. Likewise, in the drama that he wrote
during his years in exile on the continent, William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, suggests
the public performance of his drama. In "A Prologe thatt shoulde have been spoken before an
Intended Pastorall att Antwerpe" (ca. 1645, MS PwV24) allusions are made to a public that is
not just listening to, but also watching the play: "Weel feaste your vnderstandinges, Eares, &
Eyes" (Fol. 15b). Furthermore, "Parte of a Pastorall" (ca. 1645, MS PwV24) contains stage
directions: ""her heare all loose drawes a knife" (Fol. 17a). Establishing their texts as
performance texts, and thus emphasising the idea that the former public status of their works
before the governmental ban on theatre performances was still available to a wide audience,
these Royalist dramatists made an unmistakable political statement.
It is important to consider this redefinition of closet drama in terms of public
performance when one reads women's drama from this period. In previous decades women
had taken up the genre of closet drama when they wanted to engage with drama, and the genre
was again readily adopted by women playwrights in the Interregnum, such as Margaret
Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle and her stepdaughters Jane Cavendish and Elizabeth
Brackley. In contrast with the plays by their female precursors, which were solely associated
with private, domestic entertainments, these women's works were embedded within a tradition
of closet drama that suggested the possibility of public performance. Because women's closet
drama thus also attained connotations of performativity, when the public theatres reopened it
must have been less difficult for a woman writer to make the step from closet drama to drama
for the public stage. Perhaps encouraged by the introduction of actresses in 1660, which made
7

The politicisation of drama was intensified by the fact that during the Civil War theatre "became a central
metaphor for vying political regimes; metaphors of tragedy and play-acting were two of the dominant ways in
which contemporaries spoke of the war" (Wiseman, 1998, 5).
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women's voices on the public stage a more common phenomenon, Katherine Philips was
persuaded to have her closet drama converted to a stage production in 1662. She became the
first English woman playwright whose work was performed in a public theatre.

Figure 8: Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle. Engraving by Abraham
van Diepenbeke, and frontispiece to Playes. London: A. Warren for John
Martyn, James Allestry, and Tho. Dicas, 1662.
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Chapter 6: "To talk of naked truth": Margaret Cavendish's
The Unnatural Tragedy (1650's).
6.1. "Steps to…fame's tower": Margaret Cavendish as a Writer.
Margaret Cavendish (1623-73), daughter of Thomas Lucas of Colchester, descended from a
Royalist family ruined by the Civil Wars. 1 As a young woman she became lady in waiting of
Queen Henrietta Maria, and when the Queen was forced to live in exile in Paris, moved with
the Court to France. There she met William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, and although he
was many years her senior, she soon became his second wife. Although Cavendish
"frustrated" the Duke's design of increasing "his Posterity by a Masculine Iff", since she was
"barren" (1667, P1v), the marriage appears to have been a very happy one. What is known
about her life has mainly come down to us through A True Relation of my Birth, Breeding and
Life (1656), Cavendish's autobiography, which first appeared in Nature's Pictures, and in a
later edition became appended to her husband's biography.2 Cavendish's age was dominated
by the social taboo on female self-expression, and women were not supposed to have
identities but in relation to their male relatives. Therefore, it was quite remarkable that
Cavendish wrote a document about herself in which she was "unguarded and open in
acknowledging and exploring the fluid, elusive, and erratic shapings and reshapings of the
self" (Battigelli, 1998, 10).3
In writing her autobiography, Cavendish consciously or unconsciously adopted both
feminine and masculine discourses in fashioning her self-image. On the one hand, Cavendish
dissociates herself from the stereotype of the wanton woman writer by identifying herself
with feminine silence and chastity. She argues that she has always been addicted ”to
contemplation rather than conversation" (1989, 94), "to solitariness rather than society", and
claims that she abhors "an unchaste thought" (1989, 97). On the other hand, Cavendish asserts
her ambition and qualities as a woman writer. She contends that she is "very ambitious", and

1

Margaret Cavendish died on December 15th 1673 and was buried in Westminster Abbey. There
the epitaph states: "Here lyes the Loyall Duke of Newcastle, and the Dutchess…This Dutchess was a wise, wittie
& Learned Lady, which her many Bookes do well testifie; she was a most Virtuous & a Loueing & carefull
wife…" (Murray, 1909, 4).
2
See Gallagher, 1998, 128.
3
Sidonie Smith even talks about Cavendish's autobiography as "a protomodern preoccupation with the self qua
self that promotes a thickness of self-representation distinguishing her autobiography from others of the period"
(1998, 113).
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that she writes "neither for beauty, wit, titles, wealth, or power", but to be raised "to fame's
tower, which is to live by remembrance in after-ages" (1989, 97).4
Cavendish's concern with self-presentation is not restricted to her autobiography. In
fact, many of the texts that she wrote are preceded by a preface to the reader, in which
Cavendish formulates her identity as a writer. In her address to the reader in Nature's
Pictures, Drawn by Fancy's Pencill to the Life (1656), a collection of stories, the Duchess
creates a feminine persona as author of the text. She suggests that the stories are meant "to
present Virtue… to defend Innocency…Also, to shew that Vice is seldome Crown'd with
good Fortune" (B2v). Moreover, she defends herself against any possible criticism of her
want of skills as a woman writer. She apologises for her stories being "rough, …not done by a
skilfull hand, so not so smooth as I could wish" (B2v). Cavendish probably appended
extensive prefaces to her writings in order to cover herself against any potential
condemnations of being improper and of producing flawed writings as a woman.
It is also possible to read Cavendish's prefaces in the cultural context of the Civil War
and the Interregnum. As Hero Chalmers suggests, Cavendish's "forthright presentation of
herself as a female author" in these long forewords may also have served as a form of "wifely
display" which was to maintain her husband's "social status" (1997, 328) that he had lost due
to his political sympathies. This could perhaps explain why her husband encouraged her
writing. Therefore, her prefaces may also be expressions of a wifely compliance with her
husband's desire to regain his status and to support the Royalist cause. Her Sociable Letters
(1664) reveal that Cavendish may have perceived her writing as an opportunity to make a
Royalist statement against the Civil war and the subsequent Protectorate, The volume consists
of Cavendish's invention of "the Correspondence of two Ladies, living at some Short Distance
from each other" who "Discourse by Letters"(Cc2v). In letter CLXV of this fictitious
correspondence one of the two unnamed female friends writes to the other: "But setting aside
our Losses, Crosses and Misfortunes, our National Agreement will make you and and me
Happy, although they Restore not our Husbands to their Riches" (Ww2v). By expressing this
political criticism in the form of a correspondence between two women, Cavendish veils her
invasion of the male sphere of politics. She adopts a form which creates the illusion that the
utterances take place in a private setting. Furthermore, the political views that are at times
expressed in these letters are balanced by appropriately feminine discourses. For instance, in
4

This desire to be remembered by after ages is also revealed by the way in which Cavendish had herself
portrayed. Figure 8, a depiction of Margaret Cavendish as a statue, shows that the Duchess wanted to be
memorialised after her death, having monuments erected for her.
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Letter CXLVII one of the female friends states: "much Talking is a Disease, or a Natural
Defect, or rather Effect, in the Female Sex…my Desire is rather to be a Monster for Silence
than a Natural in Talk"(Qq1v). Thus, while the two ladies, and, consequently, Cavendish the
writer, overstep gender norms by engaging with political expression, at the same time the text
playfully refers to the gender ideal of feminine silence.5
In her Orations, of Divers Sorts (1662), Cavendish discusses subjects, such as death,
kingship and literature, from different possible perspectives. The oration is a formal speech on
a public occasion. Not surprisingly, in the light of the social norms requiring woman's
silence, the oration was considered an unacceptable genre for a woman writer. Cavendish's
use of the generic format of the oration therefore implied a challenge to dominant gender
norms. In the text Cavendish adopts both feminine and masculine discourses, and both
feminine and feminist voices, apparently enjoying the debate of issues from different
positions. As if she were a crossdressing actress on an imaginary stage, Cavendish assumes
the male personae of the Privy Counsellor, a Soldier, a King in "A Kings speech to rebellious
Subjects" (R2v). Thus, as a writer she speaks in a male voice on masculine political topics. At
other points she assumes a woman's persona and voice, for instance, in "A Young Virgins
Dying Speech" (T3r). Furthermore, the volume contains orations which alternately include
dominant gender discourses or alternative gender notions. "An Oration against the Liberty of
Women" calls for "Moderation, Sobriety and Silence amongst" women (Ff2v), whereas "An
Oration for the Liberty of Women" argues for equal partnership in marriage (Gg1r). Likewise,
one of the "Female Orations" supports the idea that women "should imitate men, so will our
Bodies and Minds appear more masculine and our Power will Increase by our Actions"
(Gg2v). By contrast, another of these orations suggests that women should be "Modest, Chast,
temperate…which will gain us praise from men, and Blessing from Heaven" (Gg3v). By thus
expressing different vantage points on the position of women without pinning herself down to
one particular view, Cavendish could negotiate her own anomalous status as a woman writer
and circumvent condemnation for offering a too radical plea for women's rights. At the same
time, Cavendish's playful adoption of differently gendered voices testifies to her resistance
towards social restrictions on women. She refuses to be restricted to the feminine discourse
imposed upon the female sex, appropriating the freedom to take up various modes of
discourse.

5

The irony is, of course, that the two ladies are far from silent, being given to much discourse in their
correspondence.
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While in the Orations, of Divers Sorts Cavendish moved into the masculine realm by
taking up political subjects, her various works on science mark an even more drastic invasion
of man's territory.6 Yet, writing upon such a wide range of subjects as atoms, microscopes,
methodology and epistemology, Cavendish defined her own engagement with science in
feminine terms, so as to legitimise her activities. Cavendish describes her scientific research
in terms of the imagination, using the trope of "spin[ning] out the fine and curious thread of
fancy” (The Philosophical and Physical Opinions, 1655, B2v). Cavendish defines "fancy" and
“natural imagination” as the sources of scientific observations, and her own scientific
opinions in particular. In so doing, Cavendish brings the two notions that were culturally
constructed as contrary, namely science and "fancy", together, blending the imaginative and
poetic with the scientific. In her address “To all worthy and noble ladies” in her Poems and
Fancies (1653) Cavendish argues that “female brains work usually in a fantasticall motion”,
that is, are directed by "Fancy", going “not so much by Rules and Methods as by choice”
(A2v). Because Cavendish herself identifies imagination as womanly in a variety of her
writings, her relating of fancy to her scientific texts could be read as a defence of her
feminine identity despite her masculine investigations.7 At the same time, Cavendish's
description of scientific enquiry in terms of fancy implied that she reconstructed the current
conceptions of scientific methodology, proposing a new way of studying nature which was no
longer out of reach for women.8
In her writings Cavendish often looks back to the female rule of Elizabeth I, as "a way
of questioning the disenfranchisement of women in Restoration society" (Jowitt, 1997, 391).
For instance, in A New Blazing World (1666) Cavendish creates a fantasised, self-sufficient
world where women rule instead of men, and where she herself can rule as an empress: "The
Empress asked, whether it was not possible, that her dearest friend the Duchess of Newcastle
might be Empress of one of them?" (1994, 184). Cavendish imagines a universe, ably
governed by herself as a Duchess, in which women have more access to the public sphere and
can develop their innate skills to the full. Through this fantasy Cavendish not only overcomes
her own exclusion from the masculine public world as a woman, but also criticises the
restricted sphere to which her own society confined the female sex.
6

Cavendish was the first woman ever to attend the Royal Society, albeit merely as a silent listener. She also
corresponded with a number of scientists, such as the Dutch Constantijn Huygens, who expressed his hope that
the marchioness "may be so bountifull" towards him as to "instruct" him about the natural world. Letter of
March 12th 1657. Huygens. f. 37.
7
For more details about Cavendish's use of fancy in relation to science see Bowerbank 192-196, and Corporaal,
2000, 151-54.
8
See also Blaydes, 1988, 51-55.
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Producing a great number of texts, and venturing upon topics such as science, politics
and women's rights, it is not surprising that Cavendish was considered rather eccentric by her
contemporaries. Dorothy Osborne wrote to her future husband William Temple that
Cavendish must be "a little distracted, she could never be so ridiculous else to venture at
writing books" (1947, 37). John Evelyn expressed hostility towards Cavendish as a writer,
calling her "a mighty pretender to learning, poetry, and philosophy" (1902, II, 24).9 Veiled
criticism of Cavendish's concern with learning can also be found in Huygens's letter to
Cavendish of March 12th 1657. Huygens suggests that Cavendish, though a "female faire",
manages to "out masculine wisdom" (f. 37). This remark creates the impression that
Cavendish unjustly appropriates the male prerogative of knowledge. However, these negative
comments did not restrain Cavendish from giving in to her addiction to the pen, and from
having all her works published.
6.2. The Unnatural Tragedy: a Textual History.
One of the genres taken up by Cavendish was drama. Although within her work, Cavendish
repeatedly denies any working knowledge of theatrical methods and techniques,10 Cavendish
must have been familiar with plays from her childhood. As a young girl Cavendish and her
family spent winters in London where they would go to plays. As a lady in waiting of Queen
Henrietta Maria, who was involved with organising dramatic productions and performances
on the courtly stage, Margaret Cavendish must have seen some of the courtly theatrical
productions. While no record states that Cavendish ever saw a specific masque at the English
Court, a dedicatory poem in the Sociable Letters (1664) shows that Cavendish had viewed
"The ceremony and Splendor of a court/ Their Playes, Balls, Masks, and several every Sport"
(B1r).11 When Cavendish lived in Paris from 1644-8, the exiles still performed masques on
festival days.12 After her marriage to the Duke of Newcastle who had been patron to such
dramatists as Jonson, Flecknoe and Dryden as well as a successful playwright and producer of
drama in his own right, Margaret was further introduced to the theatrical world.13 Margaret
Cavendish's stepdaughters, Jane Cavendish and Elizabeth Brackley, were active as writers of
9

See also Quinsee, 2000, 93.
For instance, in the preface to her Playes (1662) Cavendish argues: "and as for the niceties of Rules, Forms,
and Terms, I renounce , and profess, that I did understand and know them strictly, as I do not, I would not
follow them…" (A4r). See also Sanders, 1998, 295.
11
See also Wood, 2000, 288.
12
See Hotson, 1928, 22. According to Hero Chalmers, Margaret Cavendish seems to have had a great
"investment in this feminocentric dimension of court culture" (1999, 83).
10
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two closet plays, among which The Concealed Fancies (c. 1645), addressed to "My Lord",
their father (preface).14
Her marrying into a family which actively engaged with the production of drama may
have encouraged Margaret Cavendish to try her hand at drama herself. During the
Interregnum Cavendish wrote numerous plays, which were only published after the
Restoration in the collections Playes (1662) and Plays Never Before Printed (1668). Apart
from this, Cavendish may have felt induced to take up the dramatic genre by the actresses she
saw on the stages of the Continent. During her years in exile in Antwerp Cavendish must gave
become fascinated by a female performer on the public stage, who could so easily cross
boundaries of sex and gender, for The Sociable Letters (1664) contain a long description of a
female performer:15
Upon this Profess'd Mountebank's Stage, there were two Handsom Women Actors, both Sisters…his
Wife was far the Handsomer, and better Actor, and danc'd better than the other; indeed she was the Best
Female Actor that I ever saw; and her Acting a Man's Part, she did it so Naturally as if she had been of
that Sex, and yet she was of a Neat, Slender Shape. (letter CXCV, Bbb2v)

The visual pleasure that Margaret Cavendish seems to have derived from watching an actress
perform may have led to fantasies about acting and producing plays herself. Having no
opportunity to perform or write drama for the public stage, due to the restrictions for English
women and the ban on the public theatre during the Interregnum, Cavendish imagined her
brain to be a stage on which she could have the drama that she had invented enacted: "But
after my Thoughts had Acted, Danced, and Played the Fool, …the magistrates of the Mind
Commanded the Fancy-Stage to be taken down, & the Thought-Actors to go out" (1662, A2r).
Cavendish's fantasies of having dramatic creations of her own performed on "My brain
the Stage" where her "thoughts" are "acting" (1662, A2r) point to the ambiguous nature of the
drama that she eventually wrote. The idea of her brain as a stage creates the impression that
her plays should be seen as private fantasies about how these texts could be staged, while at
the same time they remain actually unperformed. However, Cavendish's suggestions that her
plays are merely designed for private musing and reading is contradicted by the actual desire
for performance that she expresses, and the discourses of performativity that she uses in
relation to her "fancied" plays. Obviously, Cavendish could only imagine her plays staged at
the time when she wrote them, since there was no opportunity to have her drama performed at
13

See also Powers, 2000, 83.
Thus, through her marriage Cavendish entered a "family who wrote plays or in various ways participated in
playmaking" (Wiseman, 1992, 162).
15
For an account of Cavendish's fascination with the woman actress see also James Fitzmaurice, 2000, 37; and
Wiseman, 1992, 167.
14
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all. Hence the comment she made when she wrote her plays in the 1650's: "the reason I put
out "my Playes in print, before they are Acted, is first, that I know not when they will be
Acted, by reason they are in English, and England doth not permit, I will not say of Wit, yet
not of Playes" (1662, A3v).16 However, the fact that Cavendish wrote her drama during a
period in which the difference between closet and public drama had collapsed, and in which
references to performativity were used to emphasise the public nature of closet plays, compels
us to consider her closet plays as more public than the closet drama written by Sidney and
Cary. Cavendish's performance fantasies may be interpreted as expressions of resistance
towards the Puritan regime, hence, as political statements.
Yet, even when acting on the English public stage became possible again during the
Restoration, Cavendish's plays retained their ambiguous status. Cavendish rejects
performance of her drama, arguing that her plays were sent "forth to be printed, rather
than…concealed in hopes to have them first Acted…out of the fear of having them hissed off
from the Stage" (1662, A3v). Furthermore, she claims that "most of my Playes would seem
tedious upon the Stage, by reason they are somewhat long" (1662, A3V). Cavendish thus
mentions her lack of skills as one of the reasons for not having her plays enacted on stage.
Yet, she also blames the social conditions as one of the reasons why she only had her drama
printed. As she contends, staging her plays would make them lose their power. Under the
Protectorate, English youths did not have the opportunity to learn acting, and it would take a
long time before any skilful actors would be available again. She asserts:
The printing of my Playes spoils them for ever to be Acted; for what men are acquainted with, is
despised, at lest neglected; for the newness of Playes, most commonly, takes the Spectators, more than
the Wit, Scenes, or Plot, so that my Playes would seem lame or tired in action, and dull to hearing on
the Stage. (1662, A3v)

In other words, the social restrictions which made it impossible for Cavendish to have her
plays staged earlier, and therefore forced her to have them printed, prevented any future
performances of her drama. This is of course an inadequate excuse, since Cavendish only had
her plays printed in 1662, when she could have them enacted before they were spoilt by
publication. Cavendish thus seems to forfeit the possibility of having her plays staged, and
confines her plays to the status of texts for private reading. On the other hand, Cavendish's
elaborate apology for not having her plays staged at the same time undermines the private
nature of her dramatic texts, since in this way she suggests that a stage production of her plays
16

As Gweno Williams points out, by having her drama printed Cavendish even claimed "a place within the male
dramatic tradition, where she located herself from the start by publishing her works in folio format, which
distinguished the highest status male canonical drama of the century" (2000b, 95).
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would be a possibility. Moreover, the instructions that Cavendish gives to the reader in her
"General prologue to all my Playes" seem like stage directions for a performance of her texts.
She thus implies that her texts are performable: "for Scenes must be read as if they were
spoke or Acted…and as for Tragedies, or Tragick Scenes, they must not be read in a pueling,
whining Voice, but a dash, serious Voice, as deploring or complaining (1662, A6v-A7r).17
Her excuses for not having her plays enacted can therefore be read as a strategic expression of
feminine modesty: Cavendish's remarks betray an awareness of the impropriety of being a
woman dramatist, and anxiety about her skills as a playwright.
The 1662 edition of Cavendish's dramatic corpus consisted of thirteen plays, which
were probably written in Antwerp in the late 1650's.18 Because the manuscript of plays
intended for an earlier printing was lost at sea and had to be re-edited from original copies,19
the publication of the plays was delayed. The volume that was issued in 1662 under the title
Playes was never reprinted. The genre of the plays in this volume was defined in only a few
cases by Cavendish. For instance, Love's Adventures and The Publick Wooing are just
identified as "plays".20 Two of the thirteen plays, Matrimonial Troubles and The Comical
Hash, are explicitly called comedies. While a play such as Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet
contains tragic elements, of all thirteen plays only The Unnatural Tragedy is categorised as
tragedy.21 This latter play has two plots. One plot deals is clearly modelled on the main plot
of John Ford's 'Tis Pity She's a Whore: it deals with a sexually loose man, Frere, who is
ordered by his father to marry the bride chosen for him. Coming home after many years, he
immediately falls in love with his married sister. Unsuccessful in concealing his passion for
his sister, Frere rapes her. Thus having satisfied his lust, Frere kills Soeur and subsequently
commits suicide. The second plot also contrasts the wanton, wicked behaviour of a man,
Monsieur Malateste, with the virtuous behaviour of his wife, Madame Bonit. The adulterous
Monsieur Malateste indirectly causes the death of his wife by his emotional cruelty, and
immediately remarries a rich widow. This widow, however, proves to be so strong-willed that
Malateste is forced into submission. His new spouse cheats on him with other men, and
wastes all his savings, while Monsieur Malateste dies in loneliness. While Cavendish defines
17

Cavendish's suggestion that her texts are performable on a public stage is enhanced by her defence of the
public theatre as a way to instruct the upper classes: "I cannot chuse but mention an erroneous opinion got into
this our Modern time and men, which is, that it should be thought a crime or debasement for the nobler sort to
Act Playes, especially on Publick Theatres…for it learns them [youths] gracefull behaviours and demeanours"
(1668, A4v).
18
In Harbage's Annals (1967) the plays are listed as written between 1653 and 1658.
19
See Shaver, 1999, 1.
20
Anne Shaver also argues that Cavendish's dramatic "work often challenges traditional categories" (1999, 7).
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her play as tragedy, this second plot consists of comic elements, such as the theme of the
cuckolded husband.
6.3. Cavendish's Criticism on the Voiceless Female.
Cavendish's play was written several decades after Mary Sidney and Elizabeth Cary had
started to explore alternative representations of female utterances. Therefore, not surprisingly,
The Unnatural Tragedy stages a set of dialogues in which the dominant discourses on
woman's voice are implicitly questioned.22 The play depicts a group of young women, called
sociable virgins, who eloquently discuss subjects, such as rhetoric and literature, and who are
quite outspoken, even on topics such as matrimony and gender issues. These witty, wordy
young women are virgins who "resolve to live a single life" (I, 7). In other words, at some
points in the text speaking women are identified with celibacy rather than sexual looseness.23
The ideology of the silent woman is undermined at several other stages of the play. In
a conversation with a friend, a gentleman argues that he would never marry one of the
sociable virgins: "No, no, I will choose none of them; for they are too full of discourse: for I
would have a Wife rather to have a listning ear, than a talking Tongue" (IV, 29). The
gentleman's rejection of the sociable virgins appears to confirm the idea that a good wife is
silent. However, this lip service to the dominant ideology is countered by an alternative view
on the speechless woman. As the gentleman claims further on, he desires a silent wife that she
may "by her Ear… receive wise instructions, and so learn to practise that which is noble and
good; also to know my desires, as to obey my will" (IV, 29). Put differently, the gentleman
seeks to marry a silent woman, because he would then be able to control her and have his will.
Through this conversation between the two gentlemen the social silencing of women is
21

By contrast, critics have defined several of Cavendish's plays, such as Bell in Campo and Youth's Glory and
Death's Banquet also as tragedies.
22
Significantly, Harbage categorises the plays as "dialogues, closet" in his Annals (1967).
23
Margaret Cavendish's The Publick Wooing (published 1662) also partially undermines the common analogy
between woman's speech and sexual incontinence. Lady Prudence is set upon being wooed in public, because
public dialogues between men and women would secure a woman's honourability: "The Vow is, never to receive
a Lovers Address, or to answer a Lovers Sue, but in a publick Assembly…and surely were there a Law to forbid
all private meetings of young men and women, and that no woman should marry, unless they be wooed in
publique, there would not be so many unequal matches, so many perjur'd Conscienses, so many devirginate, and
forsaken maids…neither would there be such flood of tears from sorrowful parents Eyes for their undutiful
childrens Actions…But they will be asham'd in publique to choose dishonourably or indiscreetly" (I, 4). In her
Poems and Fancies (1653) Cavendish similarly suggests that making women engage with writing makes them
safe from the temptation of adultery, "may imploy their time no worse then in honest, Innocent, and harmlesse
fancies, which, if they do, men shall have no cause to feare that when they go broad, in their absence, they shall
receive an Iniury by their loose Carriages" (A3v). She thus reconstructs the dominant discourses concerning the
female voice. Thus, Mendelsohn appears to be right when she concludes that "furnished with a disguise in her
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exposed as an unjust way for men to secure their power. Cavendish further criticises the social
idealisation of speechless women by pointing out that silent women are not appreciated and
are even maltreated by their husbands. Madame Bonit is represented as a woman who never
contradicts her husband, and who is determined to observe a feminine silence even when her
husband is unfaithful to her. She will not publicise how she is wronged by her husband out of
fear of becoming "the publick discourse of the Town" (I, 5). Although Madame Bonit
conforms to society's ideal of womanhood, she is neglected by her husband. Monsieur
Malateste has an affair with their maid Nan, and robs his wife of her jointure. Yet, his second
wife, the assertive, unfaithful Madame Malateste, who was once part of the group of sociable
virgins, is worshipped by Monsieur Malateste.
As the sociable virgins comment upon Monsieur Malateste's treatment of Madame
Bonit: "Husbands think a cross and contradicting Wife is witty; a bold and commanding Wife,
of a heroick spirit…And for those good qualities he loves her best, otherwise he hates her;
nay, the falser she is, the fonder he is of her" (I, 7). Through the virgins' remarks, Cavendish
herself appears to express criticism concerning the ideology of feminine silence.24 The
sociable virgins therefore appear to function as a chorus who comment on the main actions of
the other characters, and thus, direct the readers' perceptions of them. Cavendish's rejection of
the ideal of feminine silence through the voices of the sociable virgins is, however,
accompanied by anxiety about woman's self-assertion within marriage. The virgin who
marries Monsieur Malateste has to "match" his bad "nature and disposition" (III, 23) in order
to survive, and therefore has to act as an unchaste, commanding wife. Cavendish suggests that
a woman's sexual incontinence and unruly speech may be attributed to a husband's bad nature,
requiring a match in wickedness. The fact that the virgin adopts Malateste's name – in contrast
with Malateste's first wife, Madame Bonit – symbolises her assumption of a behaviour that
will equal her husband's domineering, wanton nature. At the same time, Cavendish appears to
display unease about women who seek to imitate male models of behaviour, as far as selfassertion and sexuality are concerned. While Madame Malateste justly punishes Monsieur

plays and stories" Cavendish allowed submerged feelings and desires to come to the surface, and explored
alternatives that her reason repudiated" (1987, 57).
24
Cavendish also questions the dominant idealisation of feminine silence in Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet
(published in the 1662 collection of plays). Lady Innocence is victimised by the fact that she observes the
feminine norm of modest speech. When she is accused of wantonness and theft, she does not assert herself to
defend herself against the imputations, feeling that "none can be devirginated that suffers not immodest actions"
(Part II, II, 5). She is disempowered by her decision that "silence, and patience, shall be my two Companions"
(Part II, II, 5), in that her feminine silence does not protect her against slander that she is lascivious. In other
words, her silence does not automatically lead people to believe that she is sexually continent, and thus, the
dominant discourses are exposed as inconsistent.
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Malateste for his maltreatment of Madame Bonit, she represents the spectre of the woman
who is both outspoken and sexually immoral.
6.4. Domestic Debates and Spotless Speeches.
Cavendish frequently dissociated herself from the stereotype of the bawdy woman writer by
associating her writings with sexual purity. For instance, in the preface to her Nature's
Pictures, Drawn by Fancy's Pencill to the Life (1656) Cavendish claims that she wants her
writings to "beget chast Thoughts" rather than "Amorous thoughts" (C2v). In her tragedy,
woman's outspokenness is also legitimised, since the talkative, witty young women who take
delight in debating matters are virgins.25 In naming her outspoken female characters "sociable
virgins" Cavendish combines the two incompatible concepts of virginity and female speech.
In this respect there is a parallel between the sociable virgins and Lady Sanspareille in Youth's
Glory and Death's Banquet who delivers long speeches in front of a male audience, and
stands for sexual purity: "For I will never be so dishonourable, perjurious, and impious, to
break the holy Laws, and pull the Virgin Altars down" (Part II, I, 4).26
In The Unnatural Tragedy the association between woman's speech and sexual purity
is reinforced, because the image of the enclosed garden, symbol of sexual purity, is evoked in
relation to the young girls' debates. When the third virgin begins her poem with the words
"natures Flowers are Poets Fancies, and Natures Gardens are Poetical Heads", the matrons
suggest that they should "leave her in her Garden, and talk of something else" (III, 15).27 At
the same time, Cavendish's use of the metaphor of the garden appears a playful allusion to the
past reign of the Stuarts. As Vaughan Hart explains, during the reign of the Stuarts much
attention was paid to garden design. It was thought that the courtly gardens should become
"the paradigm of natural perfection and original setting of humankind's unity with God"
(1994, 92), and thus exemplify the harmony of the Garden of Eden. The courtly gardens were
therefore laid out in formal patterns, such as concentric circles representing the PreCopernican cosmos, in order to present an image "not merely of royal harmony with nature
but of absolute royal control over the floral world as a corollary of the absolute monarch's
magical power over the heavenly realm and its flora, the stars" (1994, 95). This representation
25

Linda Payne argues: "Not only can Cavendish 's heroines envision life without marriage, but they can also
envision life without men" (1991, 25).
26
Misty Anderson claims that in her plays Cavendish makes "female bodies sites of pleasure accessible to
women rather than consumable objects available only to men (1999, 331).
27
Cavendish also used the image of the garden in relation to herself as a poet. In Poems and Fancies (1653)one
finds a poem called "Similizing the Braine to a Garden" in which she compares her creative writing with
gathering flowers from her garden: "And from that garden Flowers of Fancies take" (S2v).
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of the courtly gardens as symbol of the bond between God and humanity in Eden was often
referred to in drama, as, for instance, in Ben Jonson's masque Love's Triumph through
Callipolis (1631): "this/ The temple of all beauty is…The centre of
proportion…sweetness…grace" (1969, 458). By alluding to the image of the garden,
Cavendish therefore seems to recall an idealised past in which the monarchy brought social
harmony. Yet, at the same time, her connection of the sociable virgins to the trope of the
garden entails a subversion of the Eve myth underlying the dominant condemnation of female
self-expression. As has been pointed out, Eve's persuasive speeches were often represented as
the cause of man's Fall and subsequent expulsion from paradise. Placing the talkative virgins
in a context which alludes to Eden, Cavendish undermines the idea that woman's words lead
to downfall. Thus, she redeems the female voice.
In the opening scene of the play the male protagonist Frere utters his bawdy desires to
his friend in a very explicit way: "I will stay here a while longer for the Curtezans sake: for
we shall never get such store, nor such choice of Mistrisses; therefore, though the sober and
chaste women are kept up here in Italy, yet the wild and wanton are let loose to take their
liberty" (I, 1). He openly speaks of his incestuous lust for his sister, and tries to persuade her
into an incestuous relationship with him. In response she angrily remarks: "Brother, speak no
more upon so bad a subject, for fear I wish you dumb: for the very breath that's sent forth with
your words, will blister both my ears (V, 31). Whereas Frere's speeches aim to corrupt his
sexually spotless sister, Soeur mainly asserts her voice in order to defend her own sexual
honour and eradicate her brother's vile thoughts and speeches: "No Brother, I never was wild
nor wanton, but always modest and honest" (II, 11).28 This contrast intensifies Cavendish's
positive, subversive portrayal of female self-expression in the play. 29

28

A similar attitude towards men's speech is expressed in Bell in Campo (printed in 1667). The women are
commanded by Victoria not to speak with men: "The reason of this is, that men are apt to corrupt the noble
minds of women, and to alter their gallant, worthy, and wise resolutions, with their flattering words, and pleasing
and subtil insinuations" (Part I, scene 14).
29
Deborah Burks states that "Cavendish appeals to her readers' expectation that noble Ladies are inherently
chaste. In the same sentence, however, she appeals to her readers' knowledge that the chastity of noble men is not
to be depended upon" (2000, 85).
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6.5. Man's Blasphemy versus Woman's Religious Defence.
As we have noticed, Renaissance and early Restoration women often presented their speeches
and writings as defences of God's creation against men's irreligious words. Intriguingly, when
Soeur asserts her voice in the play, it is not just to protect her own and her brother's sexual
honesty, but also to defend God's laws. Like Ford's protagonist Giovanni, who tells Annabella
that the "holy church" (I, ii, 254) condones their incestuous desire, Frere attempts to convince
Soeur that it is no sin to submit to his sexual passions for her, since the laws which have
forbidden incest are "foolish binding Laws which frozen men have made". Instead they
should "follow Natures Laws, whose Freedome gives a Liberty to all" (IV, 25). Whereas
Ford's Annabella is represented as a lustful creature, being easily persuaded to surrender to
her own incestuous longing for her brother, Soeur does not feel any sexual desire for her
brother, and rejects his wooing of her. Frere's defiance of God's laws in this respect is
countered by Soeur's passionate refusal to give in to his desires, which at the same time
constitutes a defence of God's heavenly doctrine: "Heaven hath taught that Doctrine;
wherefore we cannot erre" (IV, 25).
In addition, there is a contrast between the way in which Frere and Soeur use religious
discourses in their speeches. Ford's Annabella engages with blasphemy, employing religious
imagery to describe her transgressive sexual desire for Giovanni by calling him a "celestial
creature" with a "blessed shape" (I, ii,137-38). However, Cavendish's Soeur uses biblical
references and positions herself as a speaker in relation to God and Heaven with honourable
ends in mind. For instance, Soeur adopts religious discourses when she confesses her sisterly
affection for Frere: "I do vow to Heaven I love you better than ambitious men love power"
(IV, 25).30 She refers to heaven in order to express her concern about her brother's moral wellbeing: "Heaven bless your soul: for sure you are possest with some strange wicked spirit, that
uses not to wander amongst men" (IV, 25). By contrast, Frere's motives for invoking God are
immoral. He applies to divine power to help him satisfy his lust by raping his sister: "if Gods
had power, they sure would give me strength…and if they cannot help, or will not help me,
Furies rise up from the infernal deep, and give my Actions aid" (V, 34).
It is significant that Frere talks about "Gods" and "Furies" here. His adoption of pagan
terminology in contrast with his sister mark him out as a sinner in the play. The fact that Frere
uses religious discourses in order to secure his wanton lust, whereas his sister employs
30

Due to a miscalculation or misprint two scenes in Act IV are numbered as "25". The references here are to the
"second" scene 25.
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religious speech in order to defend their sexual honour, implies a subversion of the dominant
discourses, which identify female speech with sexual looseness. Cavendish further legitimises
female utterance by alluding to the Virgin Mary in her portrayal of Soeur. At one stage Soeur
pleads with her father on her brother's behalf: "Pray Sir perswade him by degrees, and be not
too violent at first with him" (III, 19). Soeur thus speaks as an intercessor, just as the Virgin
Mary intercedes between God and mankind. The analogy that is suggested between Soeur and
the Virgin Mary in turn makes Soeur's outspokenness even more respectable.
6.6. Maternity and Female Communication in the play.
In her address to the readers in Poems and Fancies (1653) Margaret Cavendish casts herself
in the role of the mother in relation to her text, calling her work a "Strengthlesse childe"
(A3v). Interestingly, in The Unnatural Tragedy the sociable virgins also adopt the persona of
the mother in relation to their thoughts and speeches, alleging that their words are the
"children of the Mind, begot betwixt the Soul and Senses" (III, 15). Yet, there is a tension
between the role of maternal discourses as a legitimising strategy in the play on the one hand,
and the fact that the maternal voices in the play, as represented by the matrons, endorse the
cultural equation of woman's self-expression with wantonness on the other. One of the
matrons suspects the Virgins of being "wilde and wanton" because of their witty discourse on
the term "naked truth" (III, 17). Yet while the matron claims experience, she is at the same
time unable to distinguish between literal and figurative meaning: she interprets the phrase
"naked truth" as having to do with nudity. The matron's authority, and, with this, her support
of the dominant gender ideology, are thus questioned.
The two unnamed gentlemen in the play suggest that they will go and listen to the
virgins' discourses, implying that the virgins will speak in front of an audience. However, in
the play the virgins are never actually shown to address a public of listeners. In fact, their
debates take place in an all-female setting, in that their discussions are "staged" as taking
place only amongst themselves with the matrons as listeners and commentators.31 The
31

Hero Chalmers talks about a "self-sufficient feminised space" (1999, 88) of communication in this respect. In
this respect there appears to be a slight difference between The Unnatural Tragedy and Cavensish's comedy The
Female Academy, in that in the latter play "the speeches exist…in a space that is both private and public. The
young scholars live 'Incloystered' within the Academy and their speech is directed at each other for discussion
and questioning; yet, the walls on either side of their private space are probous to the attentions of the men and
women of their community. Their discourses unquestionably function as public lectures, even while the bodies
of the lecturers remain secluded within the Academy" (Merrens, 2000, 247). Furthermore, there is a contrast
between the private speeches delivered by the sociable virgins and the public orations given by the virgin Lady
Sans Pareille in Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet. Lady Sanspareille's long speeches in front of a male
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enclosed, isolated settings in which the virgins hold their debates evokes the association of the
young women with nuns shut up from the world in a convent. Although the virgins criticise
woman's exclusion from politics and government in their discussions, they never move into
the public arena themselves. Woman's entry into the masculine world as agents and speakers
is thus merely anticipated as a possibility in the play. The restricted privacy of the virgins
reveals two things. First, it shows that Cavendish envisaged woman's participation in the
public sphere as a mere possibility, not a reality. Second, Cavendish's strong emphasis on the
private setting in which the virgins debate creates the impression that Cavendish deliberately
distanced herself from the public theatre as well as the public connotations of closet drama.
6.7. Empowering Wit, Disempowering Silence.
As Gweno Williams remarks, in Cavendish's drama "male characters are subsidiary, relegated
to the margins of the dramatic action, with a limited number of lines" (2000b, 96). This
certainly applies to The Unnatural Tragedy, since the greater part of the speeches are
delivered by women, and since the female characters' utterances are long compared to the
male speaking parts. Furthermore, Cavendish allows her female characters full expression on
subjects considered unfit for a women. For instance, the play contains a long debate between
the virgins about eloquence, which established them as learned women:32
4 Virgin…but the Speeches that Thucidides sets down, may be better credited, because most of them
were premeditated, and soberly, orderly, and quietly deliver'd…
3 Virgin. But by your leave, let me tell you, that Chronologers do not only new dress truth, but falsifie
her, as may be seen in our later Chronologers, such Writers as Camden...to follow the practice of his
Profession, hath sweeten'd his pen as towards his scholars and their families; and 'tis likely most
towards those scholars that were more beneficial to him. (III, 13)

At the same time that they are given many speaking lines in the play, the sociable virgins also
exercise control over the process of signification. They represent themselves according to
their own views as virgins who reject the yoke of marriage, they define the notions they
discuss, and even use discourse to create poetic metaphors: "natures Flowers are Poets
Fancies, and Natures Gardens are Poetical Heads" (III, 15). Thus, Cavendish shows women to
have creative minds and to be able to think for themselves.

audience constitute a more drastic challenge to the dominant gender discourses which consign the female sex to
silence and privacy.
32
Representing the virgins as learned women, Cavendish appears to challenge the restrictions on women's
education. She shows that women are capable of intellectual debate, hence not unsuitable for education by
nature.
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Like the sociable virgins Soeur seeks to redefine concepts which she thinks are
ridiculous and out of touch with the social reality of women. When her brother categorises
Italian women as on the one hand "Curtezans" who "dress themselves finest when they
entertain strangers of acquaintance" and on the other hand virgins "inclos'd with locks and
bolts…so as a stranger cannot obtain a sight" (II, 11), Soeur repudiates this narrow-minded
vision. Claiming "Why, do they fear they would all turn Curtezans if they should be left to
themselves?" (II, 11), Soeur undermines the idea that women who are visible to public society
should necessarily behave like whores.
However, her deconstruction of the binary opposition of the invisible, silent virgin and
the visible, speaking whore is not respected by her brother. Because he can gaze upon his
sister's beautiful face, Frere assumes that his sister is lustful. This assumption is further fed by
Soeur's insistence that she would never consent to be locked up from the world as the Italian
women; an attitude, which, from her brother's point of view, marks her out as sexually
available. As a result, despite her heavy protestations that she will not commit incest with
him, he rapes her. Showing that Frere does not heed Soeur's insistence upon her status as a
pure woman, Cavendish exposes how androcentric society constrains a woman's voice and
restrains her capacity for self-representation. Moreover, Cavendish points out that woman's
disempowerment in language often issues from the difference between woman's sexual purity
and man's wantonness. Soeur is unable to grasp the bawdy double entendres that underlie her
brother's words.
Soeur. But pray leave off that unnecessary civility to me, and let us talk familiarly, as brother and sisters
do.
Frere. With all my heart, as familiarly as you please. (II, 11)

While Soeur views talking "familiarly" as the spiritually intimate conversation between
brother and sister, Frere means something completely different by the word "familiarly",
namely sexual intimacy.
The Unnatural Tragedy stages several female characters who fail to exercise control
over their own existence. Madame Bonit embodies the chaste, silent and obedient wife. She
stops making bands for her husband when he says that he does not like them, readily parts
with her jointure upon his request, and argues that she "will strive to be more fashionable
drest" (I, 6) when her husband criticises her clothing. However, submitting to her husband's
wishes, Madame Bonit falls victim to her own goodness. Her husband starts an affair with
their maid Nan, who comes to dominate their household. In spite of being humiliated by her
husband, Mme Bonit passively resigns to the cruelty that is inflicted on her:
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I will not dishonour my self, to mend or reform my Husband…No, I will not venture at it, lest I and my
Maid should be the publick discourse of the Town. (I,5)

Since Madame Bonit will not speak up against her husband, nor publicise his maltreatment of
her, she cannot regain control over her life and improve her circumstances. Thus, Cavendish
suggests that a woman's silence leads to loss of control and victimisation; a suggestion which
implies a criticism of the cultural idealisation of the voiceless female.33 Likewise, it is
through her silence that Soeur loses control over her existence. When her brother's vile
passion has become known to her, Soeur decides to cover his shameful lust up in silence: "I
would willingly hide your faults, nay I am asham'd to make them known" (V, 31). However,
Soeur's determination not to speak about her brother's passion to anyone eventually makes her
the helpless victim of his rape and murder of her. In sum, Frere succeeds in directing the
"plot" of Soeur's existence, and even ending her life, because she wants to observe a feminine
silence.34
It is notable that both Madame Bonit and Soeur, who play a part in the tragic centre of
the play, fail to achieve command over language, their image and their existence. By contrast,
the sociable virgins, who are at the periphery of the play, attain a high degree of subjectivity.
Why does Cavendish place women who fail as subjects at the heart of her drama? It could be
argued that Cavendish feared to foreground an alternative representation of women as
successful discursive subjects, and therefore chose to centralise the conventionally silent,
powerless women. However, this seems unlikely, considering her fierce criticism on the
ideology of the voiceless female in the play. A more plausible argument would be that
Cavendish wanted to direct the readers' attention specifically to her demystification of the
social cult of feminine speechlessness by centralising two female characters that are
victimised by their silence.
6.8. The Tragic Closure, Autonomy and Memory.
Having been raped by her brother, Soeur exclaims that death is "welcom" to her. Although
she asserts that if death comes not by her brother's hand, she herself "shall give a passage unto
life" (V, 42), she is slain by her brother rather than by her own hand. This points to her lack of
33

In The World's Olio (1655) Cavendish also points to the inadequacy of 'feminine' behaviour, showing how
women are victimised by it. The work includes a story about the good wife who, having "Fortitude in Patience,
her Constancy in Chastity, her Love in her Obedience", has a "hard Fortune in an unkind Husband" (M2v).
34
Cavendish voices a similar criticism in Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet. Lady Innocence falls victim to
slander concerning her sexual reputation, because she unjustly believes that her feminine silence will defend her
against any imputations of dishonourable behaviour. Thus, the ideology of woman's silence is exposed as false,
and is shown to disempower virtuous women.
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autonomy. Frere's control over his sister's life is emphasised by his representation of his plans
as a fate that she cannot avert:
…from the first time I saw you, since I came from Travel, I have been in love with you, and must enjoy
you; and if you will imbrace my love with a free consent, so, if not, I'll force you to it….Sister I must
die, wherefore you must not live…(V, 42)

Having secured that "none can enjoy her after me", Frere extends his control over Soeur
beyond the grave, similar to Ford's Giovanni, whose possession of Annabella's heart
transcends death. While Frere obtains autonomy over his life through his suicide, following
his sister in death at the same time enables him to make his morbid fantasy of an eternal union
with Soeur come true: "And as we came both from one Womb, do joyn our Souls in the
Elizium, our Bodies in one Tomb" (V, 42). Furthermore, there is a contrast in the degree to
which Soeur and Frere achieve transcendence, in that Soeur dies without a final moment of
assertion. By contrast, Frere enjoys the possibility to establish his identity before he dies:
"Let me tell you, Sister, I am as I was, and was as I am" (V, 42).
The conclusion of the Unnatural Tragedy creates the impression that Cavendish
confirms the tragic conventions concerning characterisation and plot, according to which male
characters enjoy more discursive and narrative command than the female characters at the
tragic closure. However, the fact that Soeur is granted neither autonomy over her existence,
nor a last moment of self-assertion may also be related to Cavendish's criticism on feminine
silence in the play. When Soeur's death in The Unnatural Tragedy is compared to Lady
Sanspareille's dying moment in Youth's Glory and Death's Banquet, it becomes clear that
Lady Sanspareille displays control over how she wants to be buried and remembered.
Although Lady Sanspareille is powerless against the mortal disease that has overcome her,
she gives directions for the scenario of her burial: "let spotless Virgins bear me to my grave,
and holy Anthems sing before my Herse…and one my Coffin spread upon a covering of
smooth Sattin, white, to signify here how I lived a Virgin, pure I lived and dyed. ..and let my
works, which I have wrought, and spun out of my brain, be given to times Library, to keep
alive my name" (II, 14). Yet, there is not just a contrast between Lady Sanspareille's selfrepresentation and narrative command on the one hand, and Soeur's controlled and silent
death on the other hand. Whereas Soeur's conduct is frequently marked by a modest silence,
Lady Sanspareille is a female orator who holds public speeches in front of a male audience,
and who refuses to have her talents buried in silence. If the two female characters are
compared and contrasted, the conclusion can be drawn that Cavendish depicts woman's
speech as an empowering quality through which women can achieve a greater degree of
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autonomy over their lives. By contrast, in her plays Cavendish represents feminine silence as
a form of behaviour which weakens women's sense of selfhood and authority.35
Cavendish also questions and reconstructs the conventional tragic representations
concerning memorialisation. In most seventeenth-century English tragedies the chaste and
silent women are commemorated. In Titus Andronicus the memory of Lavinia's "delightful
engine of her thoughts/ That blabb'd them with such pleasing eloquence" (III, i, 83-84) is kept
alive by her uncle. Likewise, in Tourneur's The Revenger's Tragedy (1607) Antonio has a
monument built for his once modest, virtuous wife: "Her funeral shall be wealthy, for her
name/ Merits a tomb of pearl" (I, iv, 69-70). The wife's embodiment of the feminine ideal of
voicelessness is stressed by her appearance as a dead body, while she never is a speaking
presence in the play. By contrast, the wordy, wanton female tragic characters, like Tamora,
are denied burial and are consigned to eternal oblivion. Cavendish undermines this tragic plot
in which the silent woman is glorified through her memorialisation. For one thing, she
questions the social respect for the feminine voiceless woman by showing that such a woman
is soon forgotten by her husband when she has died. Monsieur Malateste remarries shortly
after Madame Bonit has passed away, and does not shed many tears in her memory.
Furthermore, Cavendish challenges the idealisation of feminine silence by suggesting that
although silent women may be commemorated when they have died, they were neglected
while they lived. Because of social expectations Monsieur Malateste pretends to devote
himself to his wife's memory, whereas during her life he ignored her feelings by sleeping with
their maid Nan, and abusing her goodness. Therefore, the first sociable virgin ironically
remarks: "Faith, that is some kindeness in Husbands, that they will remember their wives
when they are dead, although they forget them whilst they live" (III, 23). In addition, noticing
the hypocrisy of men's memorialisation of dead women, the virgins conclude that women had
best secure their own lasting presence in memory by aiming for greatness during their lives.
They argue that women should attempt to achieve fame during their lifetime, since they
cannot expect any respects to be paid to them when they are in their graves:
2 Virgin. And if I were a King, or had a Royal Power, I would create such Ceremonies, as I would be
Deify'd, and so worship'd, ador'd, and pray'd to whilst I live.
1 Virgin. So would I, rather than to be Sainted or pray'd to when I were dead. (II, 13)

35

Bernadette Andrea argues that "Cavendish's characters, like Cavendih herself, seem caught in a particularly
brutal double bind: for every feminist victory in her plays there exists a female defeat. If one woman wins a
battle, another must die. If one woman reigns supreme over empires, the rest must be subdued by their husbands"
(2000, 223).
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Through the virgins' comments, Cavendish suggests that women should openly assert their
talents during their lives and rise to fame's tower through their own achievements.
Interestingly, in Bell in Campo (published in 1667) Cavendish similarly points out that
women should secure their own glory by displaying their qualities. Having her figure "cast in
Brass", and "All Poets… set forth your praise" (Part II, V, 20), the outspoken, assertive
Victoria enjoys a lasting fame that will transcend the grave. The memorialisation of herself
and her deeds that Victoria enjoys during her lifetime is in contrast with the little attention
that is given to Madame Jantil's dead corpse: "She is dead, she is dead, the body hence
convey./ And to our Mistris our last rights wee'l pay. So they laid her by her Husband upon
the Tomb, and drawing off the Tomb goe out" (Part II, V, 19).36 The self-effacing Madame
Jantil, who follows her husband loyally but submissively in death, does not receive as much
attention as the living, assertive Victoria. This points to Cavendish's criticism on the socially
constructed parameters of feminine conduct.
6.9. The Unnatural Tragedy and Contemporary Tragedies.
We have already discovered similarities between Cavendish's play and John Ford's 'Tis Pity
She's a Whore. Both plays stage a young man who is afflicted by incestuous desire for his
sister. Furthermore, in the two tragedies this incestuous desire results in sexual consummation
between the brother and sister. Finally, at the tragic closure of both plays the sister is killed by
the brother. However, Cavendish has reworked Ford's plot significantly. The virtuous Soeur,
who is carrying legitimate offspring, abhors her brother's incestuous desires, and Frere can
only satisfy his lust for her by raping her. By contrast, Annabella feels sexually attracted to
her brother, and therefore consents to have sexual intercourse with Giovanni.37 In addition,
Annabella and Soeur differ as speaking women. Once she has surrendered to Giovanni's
sexual advances, Annabella comes to embody the stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman.
Soeur also openly speaks her mind, yet she does so in order to purify her brother's mind and
defend her honesty. Soeur's honourability is further emphasised by the fact that she is
identified with the Virgin Mary, and indeed is sexually pure, whereas Ford's Annabella
represents herself unjustly as the Virgin Mother. The association between Soeur's assertive
36

Anne Shaver also remarks that "although Lady Jantil is praised by male characters in the play, her passive
excellence is fiercely overshadowed by Lady Victoria's courage and skill…Lady Jantil's self-sacrifice, though
admired by men, is not treated as entirely inspirational to women" (186-187).
37
As Gweno Williams argues, in contrast with Ford's Annabella, "significantly… the sister in Cavendish's play
is raped, and never consents to the incest. This is a further example of Cavendish's refusal to create female
characters who are commodified as whores" (2000b, 117).
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speeches and her sexual purity marks a reconstruction of the conventional representation of
women in tragedies from the period.
In questioning the dominant ideology of feminine silence, Cavendish partly builds
upon alternative gender discourses which began to appear in Jacobean tragedies. As we have
seen, in Othello and The Duchess of Malfi men's speeches are associated with lechery.
Likewise, James Shirley identifies Gotharus's words with sexual incontinence, and Ford
represents Giovanni's speeches as expressions of his wanton desires, through which he seeks
to seduce Annabella. Yet, Cavendish is more radical than her predecessors in subverting the
dominant notion that a woman should be speechless. Whereas in The Politician and 'Tis Pity
She's a Whore the alternative discourses are paralleled by a confirmation of the idea that
wordy women are lascivious, this is not the case in The Unnatural Tragedy. While man's
words are identified with sexual impurity, the assertive female characters, such as the sociable
virgins, are free from sexual blemish. Furthermore, unlike contemporary dramatists,
Cavendish exposes the ways in which society abuses the idealisation of feminine silence.
Displaying the ways in which men use the conventional discourses concerning female
utterance as a means of dominating women, and illustrating that the chaste, silent women are
victimised rather than respected by their husbands, Cavendish unmasks the ideology of the
voiceless female as a social mechanism through which men repress the female sex.
Demystifying the voiceless female, Cavendish shows that women who seek to live up
to the social ideal are rendered powerless as far as their ability to represent their selfhood and
to direct their own lives is concerned. Observing a feminine silence, Soeur and Madame Bonit
are neither in command over their public image nor in control over their fates. Although
Soeur and Annabella are similar in that both endeavour to construct a self-image and end up
deprived of this initial control of self-representation, their loss of the status of subject should
be viewed differently. In Annabella's case, Giovanni's appropriation of her authority over her
public image and existence serves as the conventional punishment reserved for wanton,
outspoken women. However, Soeur's loss of the power to fashion her self and shape her own
existence is shown to be the unjust result of men's unwillingness to look at things from a
woman's point of view or at least to listen to what she has to say.
Thus, although The Unnatural Tragedy at some points repeats the conventional tragic
closure, it does so in order to criticise rather than endorse the traditional tragic ending. This is
further emphasised by the fact that it is not explicitly stated in the text that Soeur is robbed of
her maternity, according to the conventional tragic ending of the assertive woman. In contrast
with this, Giovanni pierces Annabella's womb and kills her infant, her miscarriage thus
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stressing her transgressive nature. Cavendish reconstructs the tragic closure as far as the issue
of transcendence is concerned. She subverts the conventional tragic plot according to which
the assertive women are conferred to eternal oblivion, and only the chaste, silent women are
memorialised. In The Unnatural Tragedy, the women who embrace the ideal of feminine
silence fail to achieve transcendence over death, whereas outspoken women like the sociable
virgins have the potential to secure their own lasting fame during their lifetime by displaying
their talents. Furthermore, through her representation of the "sociable virgins" Cavendish
shows that it is feasible for women to command their own existence without the need to die.
The virgins are in contrast with most tragic women, like Penthea, who can only attain control
over their lives by seeking their deaths.
6. 10. The Unnatural Tragedy and the Tradition of Closet Drama.
Critics have often called Margaret Cavendish's plays utterly undramatic and unstageable,
because they "tend to be argumentative rather than dramatic, and they are long…rambling and
digressive" (Rubik, 1998, 22).38 Indeed, Margaret Cavendish's The Unnatural Tragedy
conforms to the generic traditions of closet drama, in that the play consists of conversations
rather than action. Moreover, the idea of enclosure is central to the play. The virgins conduct
their debates in enclosed, all female settings, and Frere rapes and murders his sister in a room,
the door of which is locked and has to be forced open by the other characters.
It is not remarakble that Cavendish's play includes elements of closet drama. Using the
structure of dialogues, Cavendish could present the issues that she sought to discuss, such as
woman's education, female speech and matrimony, from different perspectives, and thus
avoid condemnation for too directly denouncing current gender norms. Moreover, by
representing the virgins' speeches as taking place in enclosed settings, Cavendish could
emphasise the private nature of her text as a closet drama, creating the illusion that her voice
did not extend to the masculine, public sphere. Besides, using the trope of the closet in
relation to the place where Frere rapes and slays Soeur, Cavendish could expose the cruelty
that is inflicted upon chaste and silent women by society. Cavendish reveals that men's
victimisation of virtuous women is not always apparent, but happens in secret, and the
dramatic opening of the chamber parallels Cavendish's blatant exposure of this social reality.

38

Hiscock even argues that "Cavendish appears to have been fascinated by the ways in which the printed word
allowed her access to the stage of oratory without the physical performance of presence" (1997, 403).
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At the same time, the image of the door, which opens the chamber to the other
characters' gazes, suggests that Cavendish wanted to break free from the privacy of closet
drama and bring her tragedy into public view. Apart from this, the status of The Unnatural
Tragedy as a closet play is undermined by the sense of the stage in the play. For one thing,
Cavendish's plays often suggest theatrical settings. For instance, The Convent of Pleasure Act
3 begins with the phrase "The Play is Ready to be Acted", which is an "unequivocal
declaration of stage readiness" (Findlay et al., 1999, 129). Similarly, in The Sociable
Companions, or The Female Wits. A Comedy. the idea is created that the plot which the
readers have read has been visible on a stage. It is implied that the female author of the play
"listens, with a trembling ear; She stands/Hoping to hear Her joy, by your glad Hands"(A1v);
a statement which suggests the presence of an audience of spectators applauding. A similar
evocation of a theatrical setting is made in the prologue to The Unnatural Tragedy:
Our Poetress is confident, no Fears,
Though 'gainst her Sex the Tragick Buskins wears,
But you will like it, some few houres spent
She'l know your Censure by your hands what's meant. (A1v)

Furthermore, in The Unnatural Tragedy frequent references are made to acting and
performance, in the sense of performing a role and dissembling. For instance, when he has
already raped his sister, Frere contends that he is also "fit to act that part" of her murderer: "I,
who am so full of sin; want nothing now but murther to make up measure" (V, 42). In
addition, the play evokes the idea of acting, since the characters frequently disguise their true
emotions. Frere first manages to hide his illicit passion from his sister, and Soeur disguises
her suspicions about her brother's depression. Apart from this, the notion of identity is related
to acting. Cavendish suggests that a woman's gender is a performed part.39 The virgins claim
that "if women were imploy'd in the Affairs of State, the World would live more happily", and
"if we had that breeding, and did govern, we should govern the world better than it is" (III,
13). The virgins' remarks imply criticism on the ways in which the world is governed by men,
and, more specifically, criticism on the Civil war and the Puritan regime. Yet, the conditional
mode in which they express the possibility for women to rule the world, also implies defiance
of the existing gender norms: there are different ways for women to live up to their
womanhood, even though society does not condone all possible modes of behaviour.
Cavendish may have included the sense of performance in her play in order to question the
39

Martha Straznicky points to the theatricality of woman's conduct in Cavendish's plays, arguing that "many of
Cavendish's heroines… fulfil their destinies by "performing" in one way or another, be it in the battlefield or in a
lecture theater" (1995, 375). See also DeRosa, 2000, 283.
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naturalness of the gender roles that society maps out for women, including the part of the
silent, obedient wife.
In The Unnatural Tragedy numerous references are made to the visual. For instance,
Frere defines his sister as object of the gaze by stating: "Your Beauty, Sister, will not only
surprize, but astonish any man that looks thereon" (II, 12). Furthermore , the characters try to
make out what the people around them think or feel by looking at their faces. For example,
Soeur deciphers Frere's face in order to guess his emotions: "he looks as if he were not very
well" (II, 19). Apart from this, the play contains stage directions which line out what can be
seen on the stage at a particular moment. For instance, Frere's rape of Soeur is described
through stage directions: "He takes her in his arms, and carries her out, she cries help, help,
murther, murther. Rape scene is off stage" (V, 42). Through these stage directions the
audience of readers is transformed into an audience of spectators who are invited to visualise
a stage action in their imagination. In other words, whereas The Unnatural Tragedy was
presented as a closet drama, the central role of the visual and of the stage directions in the text
suggests that the play was written with a stage performance in mind.
Cavendish's recurrent references to spectacle, and her inclusion of stage directions
have a specific function in the play. The fact that male characters such as Frere perceive
women as objects of their gaze displays the ways in which women and their behaviour are
always scrutinised by society. Moreover, the focus on woman as object of the gaze in the play
highlights the lustful nature of man, who considers woman's visibility a sign of sexual
availability. In Frere's opinion, women who are not "inclos'd with locks and bolts…so as a
stranger cannot obtain a sight" (II, 11) are whores. Since his sister's beauties can be gazed
upon, he classifies her as sexually available, without heeding his sister's dissent. Stage
directions are used to make this social injustice towards women visible to the readers. Frere's
rape and murder of his sister take place in a room which is at times open and at times closed
to the view of the imaginary audience, the rape occurring off stage according to the stage
directions. This shows that society's cruelty against women is not always visible to the eye.
Using stage directions to distinguish between what is visible and invisible to the eye,
Cavendish criticises society's treatment of women. The socially constructed gender norms
suggest an ideal stratification of the sexes, yet underlying this illusion is the hidden reality
that women are victimised by the gender discourses of femininity. The final scene in which
the chamber where Frere has secretly raped and slain Soeur is opened to the public view can
therefore be seen as symbolic of the way in which Cavendish exposes society's maltreatment
of women. While the "closet" in which Frere has committed the crimes against his sister is
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broken open, at the same time the generic form of closet drama is temporarily discarded by
Cavendish.40

6.11. Conclusion: The Unnatural Tragedy and Tragic Plays by Female Precursors.
Like Mary Sidney and Elizabeth Cary, Margaret Cavendish reconstructs the social discourses
that associate woman's voice with wantonness. Moreover, Cavendish uses similar legitimising
strategies, relating her female characters' speeches to sexual purity, privacy, maternity and
religion. Similar to Cary, Cavendish emphasises the representation of woman's speech as pure
by identifying men's words with adultery and lechery. Also, like Cary, in dismantling the
dominant ideology concerning woman's speech, Cavendish exposes the idealisation of the
silent woman as a social mechanism which enables men to repress women, and which does no
justice to women's real natures. Yet, Cavendish offers a more radical challenge to the
dominant ideology than Cary does, by showing that women who seek to live up to the ideal of
feminine voicelessness are vulnerable to men's evil intents. In her tragedy she shows that
women who are assertive and outspoken thrive better, because they are able to direct their
own lives and represent themselves. By contrast, Cary makes clear that a woman's silence and
speech are equally self-incriminating.
Cavendish expresses a more radical view on female utterance than Cary, which is
underlined by the function of the chorus in the two plays. In Cary's play the chorus consists of
a company of Jewish men who appear to speak in one voice, and thus represent the
community. They comment negatively on Mariam's verbal assertion and endorse the common
association of woman's speech with lasciviousness. Through this role of the chorus in the
play, the tension between a woman's desire to express herself and the socially imposed gender
norms is intensified. By contrast, in Cavendish's tragedy the "sociable virgins" perform the
part of the chorus. Yet, this all female chorus displays a negative attitude towards the female
characters' silence and criticises the dominant ideology which constrains woman's voices.
Thus, the chorus represents more radical viewpoints on issues of gender. That these
subversive voices are at the periphery of the play may have to do with Cavendish's anxiety
about being too critical of the existing status quo.41 Or, it may reflect the fact that women who
40

Obviously, Cavendish's partial forfeiture of the form of closet drama and her inclusion of stage direction can
also be viewed as part of her politics of resistance to the Puritan regime. The opening up of the closet in which
Frere committed his sins can then be read as Cavendish's exposure of the corruption of the Puritan Protectorate
restricting cultural expressions.
41
This interpretation is supported by the fact that the sociable virgins do not speak in one voice, but in the form
of debate. Representing the chorus as a group of individuals rather than as a collective group, suggests a distance
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challenged gender roles often operated at the margins of society, being excluded from the
public sphere. Furthermore, unlike Cary's chorus, the chorus of the sociable virgins do not
speak in one voice: the virgins raise their voices in turns and debate among one another.
Women's voices being portrayed as the expressive mediums of individuals, it is implied that
women should not be subsumed under the single heading "woman". Differences among the
female sex must be accounted for, and gender stereotypes fail to reflect the reality of these
contrasts between individual women.
Cavendish provides a further challenge to the dominant ideal of feminine silence than
Cary. This is revealed by the different ways in which the heroine's tragic error is presented in
the two tragedies. Mariam's tragic error is that she fails to create the illusion that she is a
chaste wife by constraining her voice. Cary's play justifies woman's outspokenness and
questions the dominant gender ideology. However, at the same time The Tragedie of Mariam
suggests that women who fail to appear silent and submissive in society, make a mistake for
which they can be punished. In Cavendish's drama Soeur's tragic error is her failure to speak
up. In other words, in Cary's play the heroine's tragic error is represented as the failure to meet
social expectations, whereas in Cavendish's play the heroine's fault is her devotion to the
ideology of feminine silence.
Whereas Cary's dying heroine achieves a command over discourse which she had not
enjoyed previously, Cavendish's heroines Soeur and Madame Bonit die as silent, signified,
helpless objects of man's tyranny. Although the ending that Cavendish envisions for these
female characters seems rather bleak, at the same time it underlines her point that women's
silence victimises them. Whereas Cary's Mariam achieves discursive control in death,
Cavendish portrays the "sociable virgins", whose self-assertion renders them powerful in
shaping their own ideas, and in securing fame during their lifetime. Cavendish's vision that
women may become powerful speaking subjects without having to die is more optimistic than
Cary's.
Like Sidney and Cary, Margaret Cavendish adopted the format of closet drama. Doing
so, she could represent her dramatic utterance as private, hence legitimate. As we have seen,
Cary partly breaks free from this generic format through Mariam's transcendence over death,
and through frequent references to the visual. This move out of the closet has an important
between the chorus and the playwright: "the chorus is then seen as a group formed of several people, and thus
cannot represent for example the poet himself, as in non-dramatic lyrics" (Kaimio, 1970, 240). Thus, Cavendish
creates the impression that the chorus's viewpoints are different from her own opinions. At the same time, the
fact that the chorus consist of debating individuals reveals that subversive women did not perceive of themselves
as a block of resistance against the gender order in that period.
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function in Cary's play: it serves to question the social constrictions that are imposed upon
woman's speech. Cavendish also challenges the enclosed nature of closet drama by suggesting
visibility. Furthermore, in contrast with the tragic closet plays that women before her had
written, Cavendish's tragedy includes numerous stage directions, which imply performativity.
As in Cary's play, in The Unnatural Tragedy the reconstruction of tragic closet drama also
serves to undermine the dominant ideology concerning female utterance. Discarding the
nature of her play as closet drama, Cavendish can expose the hidden truth that women are
victimised by adhering to the image of the speechless woman. Furthermore, as the image of
the unlocked chamber suggests, Cavendish underlines the need for women dramatists to be
more outspoken, perhaps even to break free from the closet of privacy and seek for more
public audiences. Thus, Cavendish's drama seems a further step in the direction of more
public forms of drama by women.

Figure 9: Katherine Philips; from a mezzotino by Isaac Becket. Poems. By the most
deservedly Admired Mrs. Katherine Philips, the Matchless Orinda. London: T.N. for Henry
Herringman, 1678. British Library.
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Chapter 7: "My Ambition…is checkt": Katherine Philips's Pompey, a Tragedy.
7.1. "Imaginations rifled ": Katherine Philips as a Writer.
Katherine Philips, née Fowler, was born in London, in the parish of St.Mary Woolchurch on
January 1 1632. She descended from a well-to-do middle class family with Presbyterian
sympathies. From her infancy, Philips appears to have had a keen interest in the world of
letters, and managed to attain a remarkable level of literacy. According to her teacher and
kinswoman Mrs Blackett, Philips "had read the Bible through before she was four years old"
and "could have sayd I know not how many places of Scripture and chapters" (quoted in
Souers, 1931, 19). For Mrs Blackett, defining her pupil's exceptional gift for letters in terms
of religious devotion must have seemed appropriate, since religion was regarded as one of the
very few suitable areas of study for women. Not surprisingly in the light of Philips's sex,
religion constituted a major part of her upbringing at Mrs Salmon's school for girls at
Hackney. Apart from religion, Philips was taught French and a little Italian, but no Greek and
Latin– subjects which may have appealed to Philips's eager and clever mind, but which were
exclusively reserved for boys.
Despite the gender restrictions upon woman's education at Mrs Salmon's, the school
lay at the foundation of Philips's future connections with the literary world. Through her
school friend Mary Harvey Dering she must have come in touch with Francis Finch, who
married Mary's sister Elizabeth.1 Furthermore, as becomes clear from the poems that she
addressed to these men of letters, the writers John Berkenhead, Henry Vaughan and Abraham
Cowley must be counted among her later acquaintances.2 In these connections with a great
number of literary men, Philips did not restrict herself to the role of the patroness or female
admirer of their writings. Notwithstanding the social taboo on female utterance, Philips must
have started writing poems at an early age. John Aubrey, Mary Harvey Dering's cousin, once
stated that Philips "loved poetrey at [Hackney] schoole, and made verses there" (Aubrey,
1898, 153).3 A recent manuscript discovery confirms the date of her first known poetic
compositions to 1650, when she was just eighteen.4

1

See Limbert, 1991, 27.
These poems are: "To Mr. J.B. the noble Cratander upon a composition of which he was not willing to own
publiquely" (no. 24; 1654-55), 'To Mr. Henry Vaughan, Silurist, on his Poems" (no. 21, 1652-55) and "Upon Mr
Abraham Cowley's Retirement" (no. 77; 1663). For a more detailed account of Philips's literary connections, see
Limbert, 1991, 28-30.
3
See also Roberts, 1970, 56.
4
Ibidem 56.
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As a poet, Philips obtained the reputation of the virtuous, modest Orinda who shied
away from any public recognition of her works.5 This is illustrated by the ways in which she
was described by other poets of her age. For example, Abraham Cowley's praise for Philips's
literary achievements centres particularly on her womanly modesty: "Orinda's inward virtue is
so bright,/ That like a lanthorn's fair inclosd Light,/It through the Paper shines where she do's
write" (Philips, 1667, a1v). The references to Orinda's virtue as "inward", that is, free from
blatant public display, and the image of the light enclosed by the lantern require further
attention. They signal inwardness and privacy, and imply that the "light" of her qualities is not
glaring, but shines through the cover of the paper of the lantern. Put differently, Philips does
not assert her talents and ambitions.
Katherine Philips was considered to impersonate a "Virtue" which "needs no
defence".6 This was due to the careful way in which she appears to have manipulated her
public image as a woman writer.7 She seems to have forged a feminine identity in relation to
her poetic self by her attitude towards publication. Although publication became more
accepted for the upper classes of society by this time, a woman publishing her writings
hazarded her sexual reputation. In order to uphold a public image of herself as feminine
Philips allowed her poems to circulate in manuscript freely among friends. When seventyfour of her poems were published in a supposedly pirated edition in 1663, Philips made a
great show of outraged innocence.8 In a letter to Abraham Cowley, dated January 29th 1663,
Philips alleged that "the injury done me by that Publisher and Printer exceeds all the troubles I
remember I ever had", since she "never writ any line in my life with an intention to have it
printed" (Philips, 1667, A1v). She considers herself an "unfortunate person that cannot so
much as think in private", that must have her "rifled and exposed to play the mountebanks"
and claims that to have suffered a "sharp fit of sickness" since she heard about the publication
(Philips, 1667, A2r). Imaging herself as a woman undone, Philips may have warded off any
imputations of sexual incontinence by evoking the impression that her words had been forced
into the public arena by others.
Philips assuming a feminine identity as a poet, she often denigrated her literary work.
For instance, while addressing the poem, "To the Queens Majesty on her Happy Arrival"
(1662), to Charles II's spouse, Catherine of Braganza, Philips calls
5

See Hobby, 1998, 74.
As the earl of Roscommon stated. See Philips, 1667, a2r.
7
As Wheatley has also remarked, Katherine Philips's muse was "deliberately fettered" by her to show her
feminine modesty; the praise she received was "partially a consequence of those fetters" (1992, 24).
6
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herself an "obscurer Muse", and requests pardon for the "imperfect" lines that she has written
(quoted from the poem, as printed in Hageman, 1995, 323).9 Furthermore, as becomes clear
from the genres that she took up as well as from the themes of her poems, Philips was anxious
to be considered acceptable As William Roberts claims, the 1660s can be regarded as Philips's
translation years.10 Not only did she undertake the translation of two plays by Corneille,
Pompée and Horace, into English, she also translated the story "Paresseuse, mensongère"
from Scudéry 's Almahide by 1663.11 By devoting herself to translation, Philips therefore
chose an area of letters which was regarded as more appropriate for women to engage with.
For a great number of her poems, Philips chose the subject of female friendship, and
addressed these poems to female friends, such as Rosania (Mary Aubrey) and Lucasia (Anne
Lewis Owen). By presenting her poems in this way, Philips created the impression that her
poetry consisted of intimate conversations between her and members of her sex and,
consequently, that she did not overstep the boundaries of domestic privacy. This idea of
private speech is often explicitly suggested in the friendship poems. A good example to
illustrate this, is the poem "6t Aprill 1651 L'Amitie: To Mrs M. Awbrey" (Philips, 1667, L1r).
In this poem, Philips describes the communication between herself and her friend as the
perfect exchange of thoughts and feelings: "I have no thought but what's to thee reveal'd,/Nor
thou desire that is from me conceal'd". Yet, this communication is essentially restricted to the
circle of friendship that is formed by the two women, as becomes clear from the image of the
private cabinet:
Thy heart locks up my secrets richly set,
And my brest is thy private cabinet.

In this respect, she appears to use the legitimising strategy of conversation between women
that was also adopted by many of her contemporaries. In other poems, Philips also created the
illusion of privacy, writing them in the form of self-communing discourse. In these poems,
such as "Death" (Philips 1667, no. 75, Hh1v) and "The Virgin" (Philips 1667, no. 90, Mm1v),
Philips appears to adopt a persona who speaks within him/herself about particular notions as
if in a monologue.12 This persona does not seem to address an external audience. In addition,
Philips's image as a feminine poet must have been reinforced by the fact that she frequently
8
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wrote about domestic matters. For example, she composed poems addressed to her husband
and family members upon special occasions, such as "To my dear Sister Mrs C.P. on her
Marriage" (Philips 1667, no. 20, H1r). She also wrote poems about the loss of her
stepdaughter Frances and her son Hector: "In memory of F.P. who died at Acton on the 24 of
May, 1660, at Twelve and a Half of Age" (Philips 1667, no. 30, L1v) and "On the death of
my first and dearest childe, Hector Philipps, borne the 23rd of Aprill, and dy'd the 2d of May
1655. Set by Mr Lawes" (Philips, 1667, no. 88, Mm1r,).13
Apart from choosing feminine contexts and subjects for many of her poems, Philips
also adopted the discourses of virginity and maternity as part of her poetic voice. In the poem
on the death of her son Hector, Philips casts her poetic creativity in terms of maternal grief:
"tears are my Muse and sorrow all my Art". Moreover, she presents the lines of her poem as a
mourning tribute to her son: "Receive these gasping numbers to thy grave,/The last of thy
unhappy Mothers Verse".14 By presenting her poem as a mother's care for her dead son,
Philips inserts a maternal discourse within her text. In "Friendship" Philips describes her ideal
friendship as "calm as a virgin, and more innocent/ Than sleeping Doves are" (Philips 1667,
L2r). By aligning herself with this pure vision of friendship, Philips also may have sought to
dissociate herself from the spectre of the whore that women writers were frequently connected
with.
Although it is true that Philips obtained a reputation as the woman poet who avoided
public display, this womanly representation is contradicted by the subversive, political nature
of some of her poetry as well as the actual public success of her literary achievements. Her
poems on female friendship suggest a sphere of privacy, but at times their contents undermine
the dominant gender ideologies, challenging the social ideal of marriage and woman's
submission. For example, in "Friendship's mystery: To my Dearest Lucasia" (Philips, 1667,
G1r) Philips emphasises the freedom that exists in the friendship between her and Anne Owen
Lewis, stating that the bond between them was freely chosen,15 and that the relationship is
without oppression:
Since we wear fetters whose intent
Not bondage is, but Ornament.
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Furthermore, Philips points to the equality of both partners within the relationship: she and
Lucasia are "both Princes and both Subjects too", that is, they share power alike and neither of
them is constrained to the role of the submissive partner. 16Philips's representation of the
female friendship as a relationship in which both partners are subject and ruler alike is not just
a playful reworking of John Donne's "The Sun Rising" (1633), which describes a love
relationship in which the male speaker is "all princes", the dominating party, and the mistress
is "all States" (l.21), the dominated.17 It is a direct comment on Donne's use of language and
its political implications concerning gender. Describing her ideal friendship with Lucasia,
"Orinda" indirectly criticises the marriage bond,18 which is usually not freely chosen by a
woman and demands her total obedience and self-effacement. In other words, the poem on
friendship expresses covert political views in the form of criticism of conventional gender
roles.
While Philips's friendship poems are not overtly political, she also wrote poems in
which she openly commented on the political events of her time. Despite her Presbyterian
upbringing, Philips later became a devoted Royalist. These Royalist sentiments are clearly
expressed in several poems, such as "Upon the double murder of Charles I, in Answer to a
Libellous Copy of Rimes by vavasour Powell" (Philips, 1667, B1r). In this poem Philips
claims that she does not speak "on behalf of a particular party or ideology but in defense of
basic ethics". Nevertheless, she makes her own political arguments all the more effective, by
comparing Charles I to the Roman virtuous hero Pompey who was unjustly slain.19
Philips also wrote particular poems for important public figures. After the Restoration
she sought recognition from aristocracy and royalty, sending poems to the Duchess of York,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and to King Charles himself, and dedicating her translation of
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Pompey to the Countess of Cork.20 Supposedly she hoped to improve her husband's public
position by gratifying persons in high places. Philips was well known as a poet through
manuscript circulation before any of her writings were printed, as is also indicated by the
appearance of her "Friendship's Mystery, to my dearest Lucasia" in Henry Lawes Second
Book of Ayres and Dialogues (1655).
The given that Philips managed to attain success as a woman writer must have
frustrated many a male writer who aimed for glory. As a female admirer of Philips's work,
"Philo-Phillipa", pointed out in "To the Excellent Orinda", a dedicatory poem attached to her
Collected Poems, Philips must have "vex'd" the male sex with her "Bright pen": "Its lustre
doth intice their eyes to gaze,/ But mens sore eyes cannot endure its rayes" (Philips, 1667,
C1v). Indeed male writers must have experienced anxiety about the fact that a woman,
supposedly a creature unfit for literary creativity, could equal or even surpass them in poetic
skill.21 This is revealed by the ways in which they feminised Philips in their praises of her.
They reduced her to womanly qualities such as physical beauty, procreation, the object of the
male poetic subject, and recontextualised her in a 'feminine' sphere in order to exclude her
from competition with them.22
Paula Loscocco argues that in Restoration England, according to the neoclassical
tradition, writers were praised in terms of both femininity and masculinity, and that feminine
references were "not specific to the encomia on women poets" (1993, 261). Therefore, in her
view, the frequent allusions to Philips's femininity by male poets and critics should not be
seen as a reference to her gender, but also "to the qualities of "smoothness" and "sweetness"
valued by contemporary literary aesthetics" (1993, 261). Likewise, some suggestions of
Philips's masculinity do not necessarily imply "the anomalous achievement of poetry by a
woman": "it also suggests the qualities of "wit" and "strength" that were understood to ground
and steady "the mellifluousness of neoclassical verse" (1993, 262). However, in my view, the
attributions of feminine qualities to Philips by her male friends serve to neutralise Philips's
poetic achievements rather than outline particular aesthetic characteristics. For instance, the
poet Henry Vaughan once said in relation to Philips: "language smiles and accents rise/ As
quick, and pleasing as your Eyes,/The Poem smooth, and in each line/Soft as your selfe"
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(1965, 11).23 Vaughan thus foregrounds the beauty of Philips's body to underscore the beauty
of her poem. As a result, her poetic achievement is minimised and her lines are
conventionally equated with sexual allurement.
A similar reduction of Philips to her female body can be found in the Earl of
Roscommon's "Upon Mrs Philips: her Poems". In this text the Earl of Roscommon describes
Philips's production of poetry in terms of childbirth: "Thou bringst not forth with pain,/ It
neither Travel is, nor Labor of thy Brain" (Philips, 1667, b1v). The dichotomy of male literary
creativity and female procreation, which dominated gender notions, implied that poetic
creation was seen as an exclusively male prerogative.24 By representing Philips the woman
writer in terms of her biological function of procreation, Roscommon seems to underplay her
non-physical poetic creativity.25
7.2. Pompey, a Tragedy: a Performed Translation.
In Dryden's An Essay of Dramatick Poesie (1668-69) Neander declares: "no French Playes
when translated, have, or ever can succeed on the English Stage" (1970, 53). It is difficult to
reconcile this view with the great success that Katherine Philips enjoyed when her translation
of Corneille's Pompée was performed in 1663. Philips was not the first English writer who
had translated a tragedy by Corneille into English. The influence of French tragedy in
England became pronounced even before the Civil War when Queen Henrietta Maria
promoted the Cavalier Platonic drama of Cartwright and Suckling, and supported the first
English translation in blank verse of a Corneille tragedy by Joseph Rutter, The Cid (1637).26
Almost two decades later Sir William Lower translated and published Corneille's Polyeucte
(London, 1655) and Horatius (London, 1656). Considering the popularity of Corneille and
French classical drama, Philips's translation of Pompée can be considered a sensible choice
from a commercial point of view.27
Since the theatres only reopened by 1660, Lower's translations could not be put to the
stage. By the time Katherine Philips began her translation of Corneille's Pompée, however,
theatre performances at public playhouses had become possible again. Furthermore, the
23
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French influence on the English drama increased due to the fact that the King, having lived in
exile in France, encouraged the appearance of French acting companies in London and
productions of originally French drama. When the theatres reopened in August 1660,
Katherine attended several plays, such as a restaging of Beaumont and Fletcher's pre-war play
The Maid's Tragedy, and a production by Davenant.28 She must have perceived a growing
female presence in drama, when actresses were admitted to the stage in December of that
year. Whether or not Philips had ever entertained the desire to play a prominent role in theatre
production, by writing or translating a play for the stage herself, cannot be established for
certain. The fact remains, however, that she herself took the initiative to translate a scene from
Act III of Corneille's Pompée into English by December 1660 at the earliest.
Critics have speculated intensively about Philips's motivations for undertaking the
translation. After all, it was remarkable that Philips started to translate the scene when at the
time Buckhurst was also at work on a translation of Pompée in collaboration with other
famous court wits: Edmund Waller, Sir Charles Sedley, Sir Edward Filmer and Sidney
Godolphin. According to Mambretti, "Orinda's motives for beginning her translation at that
time undoubtedly involved the desire to compliment an important political figure", in order to
seek rehabilitation for her husband who had lost his political position (1985, 239). Orinda
probably translated the scene, since she must have known that Charles and the duke of York
admired French drama. Clemency being the main theme of the scene in Act III, Philips may
have translated it with the view of offering her translation to the king, thus implicitly
requesting Royal mercy for her once Parliamentarian husband.
Andrew Shifflett refutes Mambretti's argument. He agrees that Pompey is a highly
political choice for a translation and that "Philips does engage with the problem of clemency
in Pompey, and she does so as deeply as any controversialist of her age" (1997, 106), yet
claims that this is for other reasons. He argues that, given the greater emphasis on the
Cornelia figure in Corneille's original than in other plays with the same topic, Philips's
primary interest in translating Pompey was neither to follow a French fashion nor to help her
husband to the benefits of royal clemency. She sought, rather, to engage in the salient political
and intellectual controversy of the day, criticising the notion of royal clemency itself. The Act
of Indemnity, which implied Royal clemency for the Republicans, had been passed shortly
before. By translating a play in which Cornelia voices ingratitude at Caesar's kingly mercy,
Philips sought to "rethink and refine the stoic rhetoric that could support it as an instrument of
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royal absolutism" (Shifflett, 1997, 107).29 Alison Findlay has shed a gendered light on
Philips's possible reasons for translating the scene. Unlike the Cleopatra of Mary Sidney's
translation, Philips's queen is very worldly, claiming to put the interests of her country before
her emotional ties, and preferring ambition to love. Findlay therefore concludes that by
translating Corneille, Philips "found a way to put forward some daring ideas about women's
confinement within masculine value systems and the weakness of those systems" (2000b,
130).
Having translated this part of Corneille's play, the scene began to circulate among the
Boyle circle in Dublin that Philips had become part of during her stay in Ireland. By 1662 her
translated text also fell into the hands of the earl of Orrery, who, at the time, had finished and
presented his first play to Charles and had completed his second play.30 He was so impressed
by the translated piece that he urged her to translate the whole Act, and subsequently the rest
of the play, sending her a copy of the French version and a laudatory poem. Honoured though
Philips may have felt at being asked to undertake the translation project, she suggested that
the earl of Orrery had more or less forced her to write the translation. She implied that any
public display of her talents was much against her will, and that completing the translation
was a sign of proper obedience:
He earnestly importun'd me to pursue that Translation…I obey'd him so far as to finish the Act in which
that Scene is….he enjoin'd me to go on; and not only so, but brib'd me to be contented with the Pains by
sending me an excellent Copy of Verses. (Letter to Poliarchus, August 20 1662, 1705, F1v-F2r)

Furthermore, Philips brought in the feminine humility topos, implying that she would not be
able to meet sufficiently high standards as a woman writer: "You will wonder at my Lord's
Obstinacy in this Desire to have me translate Pompey, as well because of my Incapacity to
perform it, as that so many others have undertaken it" (1705, F2v). Thinking that "a
Translation ought not to be used as Musicians do a Ground, with all the Liberty of Descant,
but as painters when they copy" (D2v), Philips remained close to Corneille's original, except
for a slight variation of the rhyme scheme in the first quatrain. Immediately after Philips
finished her translation of the whole play by October 22, 1662, manuscript copies began to
circulate which were praised by their readers.31 The wide circulation of her text called for a
display of humility on the part of Philips. In a letter to Charles Cotterell of October 19, 1662,
Philips voiced her anxiety that her Pompey "will not be deem'd worthy to breathe in a place
29
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where so many of the greatest Wits have so long clubb'd for another of the same Play" (1990,
55). In November 1662 Philips wrote to Cotterell that copies of her play were being widely
circulated: "There are, tho' much against my Will, more Copies of it abroad that I would have
imagin'd; but the Dutchess of Ormond would not be refus'd one, and she and Philaster have
permitted several Persons to take Copies from theirs" (Letter to Poliarchus, December 3,
1662, 1705, G4v).
Notwithstanding Philips's real or feigned horror at the availability of her text to the
public, her translation was to undergo an even more public display soon after. Although
Philips wanted to spare people "the penance of seeing it play'd" (Letter to Poliarchus,
February 3, 1663, 1705, H2v), the Lord of Orrery was determined to have Philips's Pompey
staged in Dublin. The performance was to be held at a public playhouse, the Smock Alley
Theatre. Whereas before the theatre of the court and the public playhouse had been regarded
as distinct theatrical contexts, this was no longer the case by 1660. The public theatre had
gained much in prominence and status, since the king went to attend plays both at court and at
public theatres. As a result, the distinction between these theatrical places as decent on the
one hand and vulgar on the other had blurred. For the performance of the play, songs for
between the acts were added by Philips. The first production arranged and directed by the Earl
of Orrery, was significant for several reasons. It was the first known play to have premiered in
Dublin's Smock Alley Theatre and the first translation of a Corneille play into heroic
couplets.32 It was also the first play translated or written by a woman to be produced in a
professional British theatre, performed, moreover, during the woman writer's life: "elle fut la
première femme-dramaturge à voir le résultat de ses efforts, même s'il ne s'agissait "que" de
traductions, mis en scene" (Adam, 1993, 12).
Because of a gap of nine weeks in her letters, Philips's comments regarding the first
performance of Pompey have been lost. Therefore, how she experienced seeing her play acted
out on the stage cannot be traced, unfortunately. As for the letters, the sequence recommences
in April. These letters are just concerned with the fact that Sir Charles Coterell had edited her
text and had it published. Both the performance of The Tragedy of Pompey and the published
text were immensely successful. Perhaps the most significant indication of Pompey's success
was that copies had been presented not only to the duchess of York, but to Charles II as
well.33 Her skill as a translator was celebrated by John Davies who dedicated his 1659
31
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translation of Cléopatre to her in 1662.34 Her female admirer "Philo-Philippa" argued that
Corneille "gains by you another excellence" (Philips, 1667, B2r). The Earl of Orrery praised
Philips in patriotic terms for producing a "copy greater than th'Originall" (Philips, 1667, a1v),
claiming that "The French to learn our language now will seek" (a1v). Encouraged by the
success of Pompey, by January 8th 1663 Philips started to translate the Horace of Corneille.
Unfortunately, Philips died of smallpox, and did not see the completion of the translation,
produced by John Debenham.
7.3. Cleopatra's "busie wit".
Most critics focus mainly on the hidden political content of Pompey in relation to the reestablished monarchy. With the exception of Alison Findlay, who notes the contrast between
Philips's display of modesty as a writer and Cleopatra's bold self-assertion,35 critics have
generally failed to address the representations of gender in the play. Andrew Shiflett, for
instance, notices that Philips "does in fact emphasise and favour Cornelia in comparison to
Corneille" (1997, 116), expanding Cornelia's role through the songs that she added to the
play. However, he does not further explore the effect of this expanded part on the meaning of
Philips's translation in comparison to Corneille's original, and neglects to investigate what
may have been Philips's possible motives for highlighting Cornelia's presence in the tragedy.
Although Shiflett's reading of the secret political agenda of the play concerning the monarchy
is valuable, it is also important to consider the fact that the Cleopatra figure in both Corneille's
and Philips's text is an assertive, outspoken and witty woman.
As far as the representation of Cleopatra is concerned, Philips's translation stays very
close to Corneille's original. Both Corneille and Philips assign an equally large number of
speaking lines to Cleopatra. We saw that in Mary Sidney's translation of Robert Garnier's
Antoine Cleopatra is identified with a capacity for eloquence: a "training speech…forcing
voice" (II, 484-85). 36 References to Cleopatra's eloquence and outspokenness also come up
frequently in Philips's translation. Cleopatra refuses to have herself silenced. She speaks up to
her brother Ptolomy to claim her equal right to the throne according to "the King your Fathers
Will" (I, iii), which he has usurped.37 Furthermore, when Photin, Ptolomy's political adviser,
attempts to prevent Cleopatra from communicating her grievances to her brother, by
34
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interrupting her speeches, Cleopatra is not discouraged: "'Tis the King, Photin, I discourse
with now; / Stay then till I descend to talk to you" (I, iii). Cleopatra is not just depicted as
outspoken, but also as a sharp-tongued and sharp-witted woman in the play. Ptolomy talks
about his sister as a "dangerous Woman" with a "busy Wit" (I, iii).
Considering the representation of Cleopatra as an assertive speaker in the play, the
question arises whether Philips's translation confirms or undermines the dominant discourses
on woman's speech. After all, at the time a great number of plays on Cleopatra had been
written that Philips could have chosen to translate as well. Therefore, did she choose to
translate a tragedy which evoked the spectre of the witty yet wanton woman, or did she select
a play which condoned female speech and dismantled this stereotype?
We noticed that Mary Sidney left out the sexual connotations of Cleopatra's speech
present in the French original.38 Similarly, in her translation of the play from French to
English, Philips clearly suppressed the sexual activity that Corneille attributed to his
Cleopatra. In Corneille's text Cléopâtre's narration of her sexual allurement of César
foregrounds her active role in capturing César's heart: "César en fut épris…j'eus la gloire" (I,
iii). Cléopâtre is thus represented as a woman who deliberately seeks sexual conquest, and
derives further pleasure from narrating her sexual achievements and exposing them to the
public ear. Thus, the common association of the female speaker with the wanton woman that
is evoked in this scene is intensified. Philips, by contrast, diminishes Cleopatra's active role in
the establishment of her former relationship with Caesar. Translating Corneille's line, which
stressed Cléopâtre's sexual agency, as "Caesar receiv'd, or else pretended love/ And by his
Actions would his Passion prove" (I, iii), Philips cleverly shifts the focus and agency to
Caesar. Thus, she creates the impression that the relationship between Caesar and Cleopatra
was struck up by Caesar when he declared his passion for Cleopatra. Through the emphasis
that is thus laid upon Caesar's active, wooing role, the previously evoked association between
Cleopatra's bold speech and unfeminine sexual agency is dismantled.
The characters who construct the image of Cleopatra as sexually manipulative are
unreliable, self-interested men who use their own tongues to wicked ends. While Ptolomy
accuses Cleopatra of talking "at that haughty rate" (II, iv) and implicitly connects her eloquent
speech with sexual flagrancy, he employs speech as the means to seduce people into
complying with his wishes. He proposes to "flatter" (II, iv) Cleopatra, to prevent her from
raising her voice against him any longer, and he endeavours to manipulate Caesar through
rhetorical speeches. Caesar, however, manages to unveil Ptolomy's rhetorical trickery: "You
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employ, Ptolomy, such Crafty Words,/ And weak Excuses as your Cause affords" (III, ii).
Ptolomy's imputations that Cleopatra uses her tongue to charm and manipulate men like
Caesar seem a mere projection of his own nature upon his sister, and, hence, an unreliable
judgement of her character. The impression that Ptolomy's representation of his sister is a
projection of his own mind is confirmed by Charmion's argument that, although her mistress
has the power to charm men with her looks and language, she "will ne're employ" these
powers (III, iii).39 Since Charmion is represented as an honest, virtuous woman in the play,
this view on her mistress can be considered reliable.
Philips's Cleopatra is unlike the Cleopatra in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra who
uses her tongue to flatter and manipulate Antony, and who embodies the prototype of the
wanton, assertive woman. This Cleopatra is referred to as a "strumpet" (I, i, 13), who was
"plough'd" (II, ii, 236) by several men, including Caesar and Antony. She feels no objection
to committing adultery with a married man. Considering the popularity of Shakespeare's play,
which confirmed earlier depictions of Cleopatra by Lydgate and Chaucer, the representation
of Cleopatra as a lascivious, assertive woman was what seventeenth-century audiences would
expect. By contrast, Philips's heroine does not attempt to exercise her charms upon Caesar,
and will only give in to her passion for him if he divorces his spouse. Having a wide range of
Cleopatra representations available to her, which mostly supported the dominant ideology on
female utterance, it is notable that Philips chose to translate a tragedy allowing her to
undermine the dominant discourses on the female voice.40
7.4. The issues of Honour and Virginity in the Play.
Discourses of virginity play a significant role in the text of Pompey, a Tragedy, both in
Philips's way of presenting the play and in the characterisation of Cleopatra. In her dedication
to the Countess of Cork, added to the first edition of her play in 1663, Philips represented her
translation of Corneille's tragedy as "some untimely Flower, whose bashful head" is "Ready to
drop into her humble Bed". As Philips argued, her "Translation of strict Eyes afraid,/ With
conscious blushes, would have sought a shade". The notion of "Conscious blushes" and the
38
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word "bashful" appear to be derived from contemporary discourses of virginity of which
shame of exposure as well as the trope of the blush were essential components.41 Furthermore,
by suggesting that her text "would have sought a shade" Philips implies that she would have
preferred her translation to remain unknown instead of being exposed to a larger audience
through publication. By depicting her text as a bashful virgin who rejects public display,
Philips emphasises the purity of her text and herself as an author.
Antonius, in giving his opinion on Cleopatra to Caesar, claims that Cleopatra's "looks
and Language with such ease subdue" (III, iii). Since in seventeenth-century England virginity
was associated with a woman's capacity to govern her gaze and speeches, Cleopatra's
willingness to moderate her discourse suggests the sexual purity of a virgin.42 This suggestion
is supported by the attitude towards love that Cleopatra displays in the rest of the play. In an
intimate conversation with her maid Charmion, Cleopatra confesses her love for Caesar,
asserting: "Know that a Princess by her glory mov'd,/ No Love confesses till she be belov'd"
(II, i). Cleopatra's initial reluctance to show her passion for Caesar, and the private setting in
which she makes her amorous sentiments known, indicates that she is appropriately reticent
about matters such as love and sexual attraction.
Feminine honour is more important to Cleopatra than sexual fulfilment. As Cleopatra
says to Charmion, her love for Caesar is a "Flame so much refin'd,/ How bright soever, dazles
not my mind" (II, i). Put differently, Cleopatra's love for Caesar is based on elevated feelings
rather than coarse lust. The words "honour" and "dishonour" also play an important role in
Cleopatra's speeches on the subject of love. Cleopatra argues:"The Love I cherish no
dishonour knows, / But worthy him" (II, i).
In seventeenth-century England the words "virtue" and "honour" meant political
loyalty and public reputation in relation to men, but the concepts generally signified sexual
virtue in relation to women. For instance, in Othello (1604) Cassio finds that he has lost his
honour when his "reputation" (II, iii, 241) has been damaged by his dismissal from service.

Wives than they should have, or put away good Wives for her sake, that was their Inconstancy, and we must not
make their Faults , her Crimes" (1655, T1r-v).
41
At the time, the idea of "conscious blushes" was identified with virginity in many cultural discourses. For
instance, in "Song" (The Penguin Book of Restoration Verse; ed. Harold Love; London: Penguin, 1968, 139) Sir
Charles Sedley adopts the persona of the male seducer who attempts to persuade a young modest virgin, Phillis,
into sexual intercourse. In employing his rhetoric to override the young woman's chastity, the persona asks her to
surrender to his will "without conscious blushes", that is , without any overt display of virginal shame and
unwillingness. This association of the trope of "conscious blushes" with sexual purity that came up in many
current cultural discourses, was taken up by Philips to construct an appropriately feminine persona as a woman
writer.
42
Brathwaite discusses constrainment of both "Look", the gaze, and "Speech", the voice, as conduct becoming a
young unmarried woman. See 1641, Tt1V.
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Iago and Othello refer to Desdemona's "honour…an essence that's not seen" (IV, i, 15) when
they discuss her sexual conduct. Likewise, in her Memoirs (ca. 1677) Lady Anne Halkett
associates virtue and honour with sexual purity. She writes about the "conflict betwixt love
and honour" (1979, 57) she experienced; being torn between her passion for C.B., a man who
could still have a wife living, on the one hand, and her desire to preserve her sexual virtue by
on the other.
In Pompey, a Tragedy Cleopatra plays upon this feminine notion of "honour",
identifying her love with sexual purity. At the same time Cleopatra uses the concepts of virtue
and honour as it was prescribed for the male rather than the female sex, in relation to herself,
namely in the sense of political loyalty. She contends that "Princes" like herself "should
subdue their passion", so that "Their honour still the Victory will have" (II, i). She would
therefore rather defend Pompey's position, as becomes Pompey's former charity towards her
family, than give in to her feelings of love at all costs. Cleopatra displays a willingness to
forfeit her love for honour and justice. This shows that she has an ambition for moral purity,
and that any potential abstinence from amorous relations with Caesar is bound up with state
politics. Simultaneously, Cleopatra's emphasis on her political honour implies a radical
redefinition of gender notions: it is suggested that the masculine significance of honour may
also apply to the female sex.
Interestingly, Cleopatra even appears to fuse the two differently gendered concepts of
virtue, by representing her political engagement in terms of virginity. As I have pointed out,
in late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England virginity and sexual purity were often
expressed through metaphors of enclosement and confinement. Cleopatra appears to play
upon these discourses of virginity, stating: "I have ambition, but it is confined" (II, iii).
Arguing that her "ambition…is checkt" (V, i), and that she knows her "reach and shall not that
exceed" (II, iii), she defines her ambition in terms of virginity. In the light of the interaction
and interconnection between her private, sexual purity on the one hand and public morals on
the other, the importance that Cleopatra attaches to her virginal sexual morality creates the
impression that she will also display virtue in the political arena. Cleopatra's involvement with
the male-dominated political scene seems legitimised by her observing a feminine sexual and
moral modesty. This is underlined by the identification of Cleopatra's ambition with
spotlessness: "And 'tis this noble passion sure, or none,/ A Princess may without a blemish
own" (II, i).
The association of Cleopatra with virginity extends to her speeches. Whereas Ptolomy
alleges that Cleopatra's eloquence serves her sexual desire, and that her speeches in favour of
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Pompey are rooted in self-interest, Cleopatra claims that she speaks up in defiance of her
brother, because "Virtue alone prompts me to what I do" (I, iii). The word "Virtue", in the
sense of female sexual purity, relates Cleopatra's speech to chastity. Moreover, it is notable
that Cleopatra's speeches are often spoken within the domestic parts of the court. When she
expresses her love for Caesar it is in her private chamber in the company of Charmion,
another woman. When the political quarrel between Caesar and Ptolomy takes place,
Cleopatra does not intrude in the masculine area of debate. She is informed about the
proceedings by the messenger Achoreus, while she waits in her private rooms. Thus, while
Cleopatra manifests herself as an assertive, outspoken woman at times, she is also represented
as a woman whose speech is properly enclosed, and who refrains from participating in the
political debate between her brother and her lover.
In this respect there appears to be a similarity between Philips as a woman writer and
Cleopatra as the outspoken princess. Considering Philips's horror at the idea that her
manuscript translation was circulating among a wide audience of readers and was to be
performed, one may assume that she originally intended her translation to function as a closet
drama. In fact, Corneille's play that she translated was most suitable to be consumed as closet
drama, since the tragedy is highly static. In accordance with the Aristotelian principle of the
three unities, Achoreus, the messenger, plays a central role in narrating the major events that
occur off-stage, such as, for instance, Pompey's death. Likewise, Cleopatra's speeches in her
private quarters endorse her virginal sexuality while she also speaks her mind openly in public
settings.
7.5. The Function of Biblical References in Pompey, a Tragedy.
In the play allusions to the Virgin Mary are made in relation to Cleopatra. For example,
Ptolomy's description of his sister as an ambitious person who "from its Ashes… revives
again" (I, i) is used to satirise his sister's just claim for shared rule. Yet, since in early modern
England the image of the Phoenix arising from its ashes was used to allude to the Virgin
Mary, his remark places her in line with Christ's spotless mother.43 Furthermore, Cleopatra is
said to play the part of the "intercessour" (IV, ii) between her brother and Caesar; a term
which refers to the Holy Virgin who was thought to be the intercessor between God and
mankind. The association of Cleopatra with the Phoenix together with references to her role
as an "intercessour" suggest that Philips relates the princess to the Virgin Mary. Since this
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notion of Cleopatra as an intercessor does not come up in Corneille's original, it seems that
Philips has deliberately chosen to create a link between Cleopatra and the Virgin Mary. The
association of Cleopatra with sexual and moral purity in the play is underlined by the Marian
discourses that are used in relation to her. This link that is suggested between Cleopatra and
the Virgin Mary is subversive, for in many early modern English writings Cleopatra was
compared to the sinful Eve. For instance, in Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum (1611) Aemilia
Lanyer implies that Cleopatra is similar to Eve in tasting the forbidden fruit of adulterous
sexual pleasure by sleeping with the married Antonius:
What fruit did yeeld that faire forbidden tree,
But blood, dishonour, infamie, and shame?
Poore blinded Queene, could'st thou no better see,
But entertaine disgrace, in stead of fame? (A4v)

While Philips draws an analogy between Cleopatra and the Virgin Mary, there are
many instances in the text which suggest a link between Pompey and Christ. In Corneille's
text Cleopatra regards Pompey's death as the spilling of noble blood: "et nos bords
malheureux/ Sont-ils déjà souillés d'un sang si généreux?" (II, ii). Philips's translation of these
lines is significant: "What, is it done, and hath some Treacherous hand/ With that rich bloud
stain'd our unhappy strand?" (II, ii). The connection between bloodstains and hands, which is
not present in Corneille's tragedy, reminds one of the Biblical narratives of Christ's
Crucifixion. Pilate washes his hands to remove the stains of guilt caused by his condemnation
of Christ: "When Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing, but that rather a tumult was made,
he took water, and washed his hands before the multitude, stating, I am innocent of the blood
of this just person: see ye to it" (Matthew 27: 24). Evoking the notion of hands stained by
blood, Philips draws a connection between Pompey and Christ. In Corneille's text, Pompey's
princely courage in undergoing his slaughter is foregrounded. Exhibiting stoic fortitude,
Pompey feels too dignified to cast a look upon the heavens who assigned him his treacherous
fate. He does not express the pain that he suffers: "Il ne semble implorer son aide ou sa
vengeance:/ Aucun gémissement à son coeur échappé/ Ne le montre, en mourant, digne d'être
frappé" (II, ii, ll. 516-20). However, allusions to Christ's crucifixion in this scene are more
overt in Philips's version. Philips's Pompey does not just show dignity, meeting his death
without struggle or resistance. He is also completely silent: "Not the least poor complaint fell
from his Tongue/ Or ought that spoke him worthy of his wrong" (II, ii, page 18). Corneille's
term "gémissement" mainly signifies lamenting of pain or distress, thus implying that Pompey
43
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did not moan because of pain. However, Philips's choice for the word "complaint" has more
to do with language, creating the impression that Pompey did not voice his resentment
towards his enemies and met his death in silence. The emphasis that Philips lays upon
Pompey's speechlessness reinforces the analogy with Christ, who did not speak during his
unjust treatment: "Then said Pilate unto him, Hearest thou not how many things they witness
against thee? And he answered him to never a word, insomuch that the governor marvelled
greatly" (Matthew 27: 13-14).
The analogy suggested between Pompey and Christ affects the readers' and audience's
view of Cleopatra. She is shown to align with the concepts of justice and duty that Pompey, as
a Christ figure, represents. Her bold assertion of voice upon certain occasions is thus
presented as pseudo-religious praise. Her defence of Pompey is similar to women writers such
as Sowernam and Collins who legitimised their utterances by depicting it as praise for God
and Christ, and a defence of God and his creation. At the same time, Cleopatra's defence of
Pompey can be read as an analogy of the way in which Philips herself engaged with politics
by seeking to defend royalty. As mentioned above, Philips commented on what she perceived
to be the unjust murder of king Charles I by equating the slaughtered king with Pompey.
Philips's legitimisation of Cleopatra's political speeches in support of Pompey therefore seems
to entail the justification of her own Royalist sentiments.
7.6. Maternity and Female Address in Pompey.
In the earlier quoted address to the Countess of Cork, Philips asks the Countess to "protect the
Person you expose", that is, Philips herself. In this way Philips creates the illusion that her
writing was designed to be consumed in an appropriately private, domestic setting. Philips
also pictures her play as a child that needs to be mothered by the Countess. She claims that
her translated tragedy "must all her being own" to the "breath" of the Countess (1667, Dd1r).
Thus playfully alluding to the Countess's role as the patron who lends her support to the
translation project, Philips embeds her writing in the feminine context of motherhood.
While shifting the role of the mother to the Countess in her prologue, Philips
implicitly assumes the position of mother herself in the songs that she wrote for the
performance of her play. The idea conveyed by the song presented after the first Act is that
playwrights need to offer diversions to their Monarchs, as soothing moments of repose amidst
the heavy burden of Royal responsibilities: "Since the business of Kings is angry and
rough,/Their intervals ought to be soft/ To our Monarch we owe, whatsoever we enjoy….To
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contribute to his repose". The "diversions" that Philips refers to in her song may also be
applied to the tragedy that Philips had translated, which, surprisingly in the light of the tragic
plot and its representation of an incapable king, she obviously hoped to be agreeable to the
King as a form of relaxation.44 At the same time, Philips's definition of her function as Royal
subject and playwright as the caretaker of the Monarch's comfort suggests that her work has a
nurturing character. Philips the playwright must relieve the monarch from troubles, just as a
mother would soothe an exhausted child. In other words, Philips identified her role as a
playwright with that of the nurturing mother. Thus casting herself as a playwright in the role
of the mother, Philips apparently created the illusion that she did not overstep gender
boundaries, and legitimised her engagement with drama. Intriguingly, Cleopatra performs an
analogous role in the play, as the female subject who aims to protect the King. When Ptolomy
expresses his purpose of choosing Caesar's side and abandoning Pompey, Cleopatra speaks up
in order to save her brother from harm: "And a few hours will such a change effect,/As your
Dark Policy did least expect./And shew you why I spoke so like a Queen" (I, iii). Cleopatra
boldly speaks her mind in order to take "motherly" care of her brother, which makes her loud
protest seem justified.
On the one hand, maternal discourses play a significant role in Philips's legitimisation
of female utterance. On the other hand, contradictorily, the acceptability of woman's assertion
of voice in the play relies on fatherhood, the Law of the Father, and the erasure of the mother
figure. Cleopatra derives her right to speak her from her defence of Pompey, who has been
like a father to her family, and who protected and reinstated her own father as a King.
Whereas her brother does not seem to be concerned with the duty that he owes to Pompey,
Cleopatra is. She must utter her thoughts in order to emphasise Pompey's former paternal
care, and Ptolomy's filial duty to him. Cleopatra's assertion of voice seems justified in the
light of her father's will. According to "the King our Fathers will" (I, iii) Ptolomy should share
his rule over Egypt with Cleopatra. Therefore, the princess has the right to utter her anger at
Ptolomy's usurping her "equal seat" (I, iii): "I ask but what's my own" (II, iii). It is the
memory of the father figure Pompey, and the law set down by her own father that make
Cleopatra's assertive discourse acceptable. Yet this legitimisation involves an erasure of
maternity: Cleopatra's and Ptolomy's mother remains unremembered, and the play is devoid
of any mother characters.
44
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7.7. Politics and Female Subjectivity.
It is remarkable how much freedom of speech the two leading female characters, Cleopatra
and Cornelia, enjoy in both Corneille's original and Philips's translation. Cleopatra's voice is a
prominent presence in the play, whether read or staged, since Cleopatra is involved in selfexpression in almost every scene of the drama. Cleopatra's assertion of voice at the moment
when Photin attempts to interrupt her discussion with the king, and her subsequent silencing
of him, may have had an even greater impact when heard on the Dublin stage than when read
out as a closet drama. Moreover, Philips's audience and readers may have been surprised by
the public nature and contexts of Cleopatra's speeches. At times Cleopatra openly interferes
with and intervenes in the public arena of politics. Rather than meeting her brother’s
government with feminine silence, Cleopatra asserts her voice, claiming that Ptolomy should
not be swayed by the false views expressed by his political advisers, since his execution of
Pompey has already evoked Caesar's displeasure. Yet, Cleopatra is not the only female
character in the play that asserts her voice publicly. Captured by Caesar, Cornelia raises her
voice towards him in defiance of his command over her. She argues that her identity is
beyond his control: "Command, but think not to subject my Will/ Remember this, I am
Cornelia still" (III, iv).
This bold outspokenness of the two women in the play is not condemned, but
legitimised. In her translation Philips reinforces Cleopatra's femininity, by diminishing the
aggressiveness and forcefulness of her female protagonist's self-assertion. When Philips's
Cleopatra insists that she is entitled to part of the government of Egypt, she alleges that she
speaks like a Queen because of the Royal pride "which is conveyed to Princes with their
blood" (I, ii). By using the pronoun "their", Philips's Cleopatra is less assertive than
Corneille's Cléopâtre who emphasises her own royal status: "les coeurs de ceux de notre
rang" (I,ii, emphasis mine). Cornelia's outspokenness is also represented as just and
acceptable through its identification with loyalty and duty towards Pompey. Cornelia's public
indignation at her husband's murder implies that her assertion of voice serves justice, and
indicates that she is a loyal wife. Moreover, as Caesar suggests, Cornelia is the passive vessel
through which her father's and husband's voices express themselves: "Your generous
Thoughts do quickly make us know/ To whom your Birth, to whom your Love you owe…
Crassus… Pompey…The Scipio's blood, who sav'd our Deities,/ Speak in your Tongue, and
sparkle in your Eyes"(III, iv). In other words, Cornelia is depicted as the instrument of her
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father's and husband's will to speak. Her bold expression of thoughts is represented as part of
her role as a submissive daughter and faithful wife.
Whereas Cleopatra and Cornelia are successful in their address to Caesar, Ptolomy
fails to persuade Caesar. Cleopatra manages to convince Caesar to spare Ptolomy's life, and
Cornelia's speeches secure Caesar's mercy towards her. By contrast, Ptolomy lacks the oral
skills to convince Caesar of his good will towards him, Caesar unmasking his orations as
hypocritical flattery: "You employ, Ptolomy, such Crafty Words,/ And weak Excuses as your
Cause affords" (III, iii). Cornelia manages to uphold her own identity as "'Cornelia still" (III,
iv) despite Caesar's initial aim to reduce her to the role of prisoner. Philips's Cleopatra
succeeds in constructing and adopting the role of "Queen" (II, iii) in spite of her brother's
efforts to appropriate royal authority. However, Ptolomy lacks control over his own
representation, and is excluded from the role of producer of meaning. He fails to construct the
illusion that he is an ally to Caesar, because Caesar divines Ptolomy's opportunism in defining
himself as his friend. Likewise, Cleopatra is not deluded by the identity of the authoritative,
determined ruler that her brother wishes to present to the world. She displays consciousness
of the fact that her brother is a mere plaything, swayed by his political advisers: "I know but
too much Photin, and his Crew/ Have with their wicked Counsels poyson'd you" (I, ii). Apart
from lacking control over his own public image, Ptolomy is denied the authority of
representing other people. When he endeavours to describe Pompey to Caesar, Caesar does
not allow him to proceed, exclaiming: "Forbear, touch not his Glory, let his life suffice" (III,
iii).
If we consider the issues of knowledge and narrative command, one could argue that
the female characters enjoy a greater degree of subjectivity than the male characters. Ptolomy
cannot keep it a secret that he is ruled by his advisers, nor can he create the illusion that he
has chosen Caesar's side. Caesar, in turn, cannot hide from Cornelia that his supposed
devotion to memorialise Pompey is rooted in the desire for further admiration and the
ambition to extend his influence: "Thou to this Hero now devout art grown,/ But, raising his
Name, doth exalt thy own" (V, i). Cleopatra, however, manages to harbour secrets that remain
unknown to the outside world until she decides to reveal them, being fully in command over
the extent to which she allows herself to be known. Cleopatra has concealed Caesar's former
passion for her for many years, until she considers the time to be ripe for revelation: "Receive
a secret I conceal'd before" (I, ii). Moreover, as she says to Ptolomy, as far as her right to the
throne is concerned, she leaves him "to divine/ In this Contest" what could be her "design" (I,
ii).
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As far as narrative control is concerned, one can again make a distinction between the
male characters and the female characters. The men in the play strive for command over the
events in order to attain power, but fail to achieve this control. Despite his mercy towards and
respect for Cornelia, Caesar wishes to organise burial ceremonies for Pompey in order to
enhance his fame. However, as we have seen, Cornelia exposes Caesar's self-interest. As a
consequence, it is not only Caesar's plan of triumphing that is thus upset, but also his scheme
of winning over Cornelia. Cornelia refuses to accept Caesar's clemency and friendship,
arguing: "if Pompey's Sons and Kindred do/ Attempt thy death, then I shall with it too" (IV,
iv). Ptolomy is even more obsessed by the idea of narrative autonomy than Caesar. Assuming
that "he Reigns not, that does not Reign alone" (I, i), Ptolomy is unwilling to share the throne
with Cleopatra. However, this desire to command the course of events is in shrill contrast
with the lack of narrative command that he exercises as a king who is "always steered" by the
"advice" (II, iii) given by the politician Photin.
Ptolomy intends to achieve control over the plot, but fails to reach it. His plan to
obtain Caesar's favour by beheading Ptolomy ends up in a fiasco, since he evokes Caesar's
anger. His subsequent plot of having Caesar murdered is also undermined, because Cornelia
has discovered his murderous intent, and exposes the plot to Caesar: "Caesar, have a care,/
For traytors have against thy life combin'd" (IV, iv). Ptolomy's failure in directing the course
of events appears to be bound up with his unwillingness to observe the Law of the Father and
his irreligious attitude. His refusal to share regal power with Cleopatra signifies a
transgression of his father's will. Although Ptolomy is set upon controlling his and other
characters' existence single-handedly, he faint-heartedly shifts responsibility for his decisions
and deeds to the Gods: "I of his Fortune not of him complain,/ But with regret Act what the
Gods ordain" (I, i)…"I have done only what the Gods inspir'd" (I, ii). Ptolomy's unjustified
thirst for absolute power is accompanied by an adoption of religious discourses which define
the gods as the sole agents of history, so that Ptolomy may evade responsibility for his deeds .
In contrast with Ptolomy in particular, the female characters in the play mainly aim for
narrative command in order to see to it that justice is done. Cornelia discards carrying out a
revenge plot, for she claims that she wants to leave vengeance in the hands of Pompey's sons
and her kindred. This feminine forfeiture of narrative command is countered by Cornelia's
later statement that she will pursue revenge for Pompey's death: "This hate shall be my
Pompey now, and I/ In his Revenge will live, and with it die" (V, iv, 60). Yet, at the same
time, the aim that she expresses to arrange revenge seems legitimised: her desire for revenge
is at the same time an urge for political and moral justice. Moreover, her utterance "This hate
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shall be my Pompey now" creates the impression that Cornelia has set her mind on revenge
because the hatred that she feels at her husband's assassination has taken the place of her
spouse himself. Revenging Pompey's slaughter therefore is equated with being a loyal wife.
While Cornelia displays an urge for narrative command over the plot that is compatible with
her femininity, intriguingly, she appears very successful in attaining this control. Cornelia
experienced helplessness at her husband's brutal murder: "By woful shrieks, she try'd his life
to shield/ Then hopeless up to Heav'n her hands she held/ fainting as in a deadly swoon" (II,
ii). However, Cornelia manages to withstand and overrule Caesar. She stoically defies his
narrative command over her as his prisoner, which eventually results in his mercy and her
release: "Command, but think not to subject my Will/ Remember this, I am Cornelia still" (III,
iv). At the same time Cornelia respects the agency of the divine. She views herself as an
object whose fate is governed by supernatural forces: "what Stars do govern me" (III, iv).
Similar to Cornelia, Cleopatra enjoys a high degree of narrative control. Although she
believes that she "with Caesar little can prevail" (IV, iii), she can successfully direct his will
into promising to spare her brother. In addition, Cleopatra refuses to assume the conventional
female role of the object of exchange that is subjected to man’s will. When Ptolomy proposes
to marry her off to Caesar, Cleopatra indignantly replies: “Make your own Presents, I’le
dispose of mine” (I, ii). The fact that Philips's Cleopatra exercises control not just over her
own existence, but also successfully directs others in order to see her desires come true marks
her out as different from Sidney's Cleopatra figure who can only govern her own existence by
her autonomous choice for death. This shows that Philips chose to translate a tragedy which
goes further in granting narrative control to female characters than her female precursors.
Cleopatra's efforts to obtain her share of rule over Egypt, and her ultimate success in
gaining the position of Queen, may have seemed outrageously ambitious to readers and
theatre audiences in Philips's time. However, her ambition and narrative command are
depicted as acceptable through their association with justice. Since Cleopatra had been
granted a portion of rule by her father, she is entitled to achieve her title, and her right to the
throne is further emphasised by the suggestion that she would make a more loyal, determined
monarch than her feeble, false brother. Cleopatra's exertion of and will to command over her
existence and the events around her seem less transgressive, because she respects the hand of
divine power in the fate of mankind. As she says to Cornelia: "Heaven does not govern as our
Wills direct" (V, ii). By thus pointing to the limits to man's narrative control, Cleopatra
phrases the main idea of the song at the end of Act IV. In this song Philips emphasises that
man may not always be able to fulfil his or her ambitions, since death often overturns one's
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plans: "What is become of all they did? / And what of all they had design'd/ Now Death the
busie Scene hath hid?". Since life may take unexpected turns, it is better to aim for
honourability than for greatness: "What is the Charm of being Great?/ Which oft is gain'd and
lost with Sin". Cornelia may wish to have Pompey's murder revenged, and Cleopatra may
argue that ambition is the only "Sovereign of my Will" (I, iii), both women nevertheless
respect the limitations of human control. The differences between Ptolomy on the one hand,
and Cleopatra and Cornelia on the other hand as far as the extent of their narrative control is
concerned, has to do with the fact that the women respect divine power, whereas Ptolomy
does not. Corneille apparently intended to differentiate between the two sets of characters on
the basis of their attitude towards divinity. It is interesting that Philips, as a woman writer in a
culture which denied woman a narrative voice at all, translated this particular play in which
the women characters achieve more narrative authority than the male characters.
7.8. Cleopatra's Glorious Ending.
Since the only characters in the play that die are of the male sex, it is impossible to compare
and contrast the deaths of the male and female characters in Pompey, a Tragedy. However,
since both male and female characters are engaged with memorialising rites, the issue of
memory deserves further attention in relation to the representation of gender in the play. The
play contests men's appropriation of the discourses of memorialisation. For Ptolomy memory
is a concept of little significance, since he refuses to consider the memory of Pompey's good
will towards his family in his politics, remembering it "with a scornful pride" (I, ii). Contrary
to her brother, Cleopatra voices the memory of Pompey's former service, and thus is shown to
be better able to adopt memorialising discourses than her brother. Caesar offers to arrange
extensive burial rites, and pay his respect to Pompey through speeches, but only does so out
of self interest, his memorialising rites for Pompey serving as the means to secure his own
lasting fame in memory. It therefore seems appropriate that Cornelia manages to gain
possession over Pompey's head and the rest of his remains, so that "The Head of Pompey with
his Bones may rest" (V, iv) in a family grave. Besides, Cleopatra, though yet alive, already
manages to ensure transcendence over her future death. Caesar will not just "let Altars build"
to Pompey, but also a "Throne" to Cleopatra, with the injunction: "And to them both Immortal
Honours yield" (V, iv). Whereas Cleopatra is thus granted a place in eternal memory while
still alive, her dead brother Ptolomy remains unnamed in this scene, and seems to be forgotten
already.
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Philips's Cleopatra manages to transcend death while being alive. This marks her out
as different from the Cleopatra figures in previously written or translated Renaissance drama.
Shakespeare's Cleopatra can only achieve full narrative control over her own existence by
committing suicide. Samuel Daniel's and Mary Sidney's Cleopatra characters manage to attain
narrative control through the representation of their deaths as acts of self memorialisation,
which are outside Caesar's control. However, they can also only achieve full narrative
authority through their self-fashioned deaths. Philips's Cleopatra is therefore unique among
these Cleopatra representations, in that she does not have to lose her life, or undergo a
complete erasure of identity and subjectivity, in order to become a narrative subject in the
play. One may therefore conclude that Philips's choice of text for translation implied a
reconstruction of the subjectivity granted to Cleopatra figures in the English seventeenthcentury dramatic tradition.
7.9. Philips's Play and the Tragic Tradition.
When Philips translated Corneille's tragedy and when her tragedy was staged in Dublin in
February 1663, the British theatres had only been open again for three years. Although in the
interval of the closure of the theatres some dramatists had produced new plays in the form of
closet dramas or published texts, the early Restoration theatres faced a shortage of plays that
could be staged. Therefore, in the early years of the Restoration revivals of Fletcher,
Shakespeare, Massinger, Suckling made up 55 per cent of the repertory.45 Given the important
position of Shakespeare and Fletcher in the early Restoration tragic tradition as well as
Philips's own attendance of Beaumont and Fletcher's The Maid's Tragedy in 1660, it appears
relevant to compare Philips's translation to tragedies such as Shakespeare's Othello, Beaumont
and Fletcher's The Maid's Tragedy, Shirley's The Politician and Ford's two major tragic plays.
The question that should be central to this comparative analysis is: to what extent does
Philips' choice to translate Corneille's tragedy into English imply alternative representations
of woman's utterance and female tragic subjectivity?
As we have seen, the stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman is confirmed by most
tragic drama written during the Jacobean and Caroline periods, and the Civil War. John Ford's
female characters Annabella, Putana and Hippolyta as well as James Shirley's Marpisa
correspond to the culturally constructed image of the outspoken, eloquent woman whose
assertive voice signals her sexual incontinence. At the same time, from the Jacobean period
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onwards alternative views on female utterance were negotiated on the stage. Webster's
Duchess of Malfi is morally and sexually pure, yet witty, and Ford's heroines Calantha and
Penthea speak up without being sexually defiled creatures. Philips's selection of a drama in
which an outspoken heroine is identified with moral, political and sexual virtue shows that
she probably wished to elaborate upon the emerging discourses which presented woman's
speech in a more positive light. In fact, there are clearly distinguishable correspondences
between Philips's drama and earlier tragedies as far as her representation of the female
speaking subject is concerned. Her Cleopatra, experiencing chaste sexual desire, and placing
honour before lust, is similar to the Duchess who is loyal in her amorous passions.
Furthermore, similar to Othello, The Duchess of Malfi and, to some extent, 'Tis Pity She's a
Whore, Philips's play attributes the stereotype of the outspoken, lusty woman to man's wanton
nature. Philips's play differs from most seventeenth-century plays in that woman's self
expression is depicted as in line with the patriarchal laws, rather than transgressive of the
patriarchal order. This depiction intensifies the positive portrayal of woman's utterance by
Philips.
However, Philips's translation contains a more radical recreation of the conventions of
female tragic subjectivity than the other plays mentioned. Ford's Annabella, Putana and
Hippolyta all undergo the plot conventionally reserved for the outspoken women. Whereas
they enjoy some control over the plot and over their own representation earlier on in the play,
they lose this command in the course of the tragedy. They end up as exposed, signified
objects who do not even exercise autonomy over their lives and deaths. Likewise, Beaumont
and Fletcher's Evadne loses her initial command over her discourse and life. The price that all
these women characters have to pay for their self-assertion is death. Philips's translated
tragedy differs in this respect, in that her assertive heroines may speak up boldly and exercise
control over their own lives and the "plots" of the other characters, yet stay alive at the end of
the tragedy. Thus, she increased the scope for female tragic subjectivity by introducing a
drama which allowed the female protagonist a greater discursive and narrative command
without submitting her to death. By contrast, the men in the play fail to achieve the status of
the signifying, directing subjects at the tragic closure. Philips thus appears to have subverted
the conventional tragic plot according to which men end up as powerful, whereas women are
reduced to powerlessness. In addition, Cornelia and Cleopatra achieve control over the
process of memorialisation: Cleopatra succeeds in securing eternal fame during her lifetime,
and Cornelia commands the ways in which her husband Pompey is to be memorialised.
45

See Rothstein, 1978, 51.
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Ptolomy and Caesar, on the other hand, fail to establish a lasting fame as glorious rulers:
Ptolomy is forgotten after his death, and Caesar does not succeed in gaining the reputation of
the conqueror. This pattern is in contrast with conventional tragedies in which the male
characters rather than the female characters achieve transcendence in memory.
7.10. Conclusion: Katherine Philips as a Dramatist and her Female Precursors.
The legitimising discourses in Pompey, a Tragedy with regard to woman's voice are similar to
those used by Sidney, Cary and Cavendish in their tragedies, namely the discourses of
maternity, religion, female address and virginity. However, in Philips's case her use of the
discourses of virginity implies a legitimisation of woman's public position as well. In the text
of her play the discourses of virginity closely intersect with discourses of political justice and
morality, so that she involves the political in her legitimising representation of her female
protagonist. In doing so, she brings the two separate gender spheres of the private domestic
and public political together. Although Pompey, a Tragedy suggests a female "Ambition" that
is "checkt", Philips thus opens up the possibilities for questioning woman's exclusion from
politics and political speaking positions in a way similar to Cavendish. Challenging woman's
exclusion from the sphere of public speech by Cleopatra's lawful claim to the throne, Philips
takes the legitimisation of woman's utterance even a step further than Sidney and Cary did.
The role of political and public discourses in the legitimisation of Cleopatra's voice
and authority may have been the reason why her translated play was so readily adopted for the
stage. Like Sidney's, Cary's and Cavendish's tragedies, Philips's translation has generic
characteristics that obviously belong to closet drama. Pompey's death is not staged, but
narrated by the messenger; his decease halfway the play influences the other characters and
the course of the plot; Cornelia is clearly Stoic in her resistance towards Caesar, and political
issues are debated through dialogues. Yet, at the same time the idea of the tragedy as
"enclosed" is undermined. Cornelia has left the scene, but her disappearance does not
preclude her coming back to take revenge after all. Furthermore, in contrast with most female
heroines, Cleopatra is alive and kicking at the end of the tragedy, enjoying more glory than
she had previously. In this sense Philips's tragic closure is similar to Cavendish's, in that the
outspoken women seem to live happily ever after. The tragic closure of Pompey does not
mark the female protagonist's death, and thus allow for a continuation of her actions and
speeches beyond the limits of the play. Philips's translation pushes the limits of closet drama
again even further than Cary's tragedy, in that Cleopatra's tongue remains a living presence
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which therefore may move beyond the boundaries of the text, while Mariam's voice
transcends tragic closure as a dead woman's speech. Furthermore, unlike Mariam, Cleopatra
does not have to suffer death in order to attain narrative and semantic control. In this way, like
Cavendish who depicted women who did not have to die in order to be in command over their
fates, Philips introduced a female dramatic character enjoying a previously unknown degree
of subjectivity.

Part IV. "I'm hither come, but what d'ye think to say?":
Women and Tragedy, 1665-1680

Figure 10: Nell Gwyn, by Sir Peter Lely (National Portrait Gallery, London).
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Part IV. " I'm hither come, but what d'ye think to say?": Women and Drama, 16651680.
When the public theatres re-opened in 1660, the distinction between courtly theatre and popular
theatre disappeared.1 Instead of having plays brought to the court, the King attended
performances at the public playhouses, and thus set the fashion for theatre going.2
Furthermore, King Charles II lent patronage to a group of actors called the King's men. He
decreed that the London theatres should be organised by two patent companies run by Sir
Thomas Killigrew and Sir William Davenant. These groups were located at two theatres, the
King's and the Duke's, and the repertoire of plays from before the Civil War was divided
between them.3 The King's support of the public theatre enhanced its popularity, and as a
result, it became a writer's market.
Being a patron of drama in the public theatre, King Charles II could exercise influence
on the dramatic production. Living in exile on the Continent, the King as well as the greater
part of the English nobility had become used to seeing women actors on the public stage, and
the King foresaw the demand for actresses in English theatres as well.4 Using boy-actors in
plays became prohibited as an immoral act, so that the need for introducing women to the
stage could no longer be denied.5 Yet, as I have pointed out, due to their public utterances on
the stage the actresses were associated with wanton conduct, and backstage they were treated
as if they were sexually available. This association between the actress and the prostitute was
reinforced by the scenic stage of the Restoration theatre, which allowed for a promiscuous
interchange through asides and direct address between actress and audience, who were not

1

Wiseman speaks about the "blending of courtly and public performance after the restoration, with the increased
presence of the court at the public theatre" (1998, 92).
2
See Wiseman, 1996, 25.
3
See also Wiseman, 1996, 25-26.
4
As Stephen Orgel claims: "the male public theatre represents a uniquely English solution to the universal
European disapproval of actresses" (1996, 10), for actresses had already been a common phenomenon on the
continent in the sixteenth century. As Cockin points out, Marie Fairet was a celebrated actress in France around
1545, and Isabella Andreini (1562-1604) "achieved fame for her work as performer and organizer of commedia
dell'arte in Italy and France" (1998, 19). See also Michel Adam: "Le long exil d'une importante fraction de la
noblesse anglaise sur le continent avait familiarisé les spectateurs avec la présence habituelle des actrices…Le
ridicule tuait encore à la cour de Charles II, et l'on comprend aisément que les émigrés de 1642-1660 aient
préféré retrouver en Angleterre une distribution analogue à celle du continent" (Adam, 1993, 44).
5
Already before the Civil War, criticism was exprssed on the use of transvestite boy-actors: it was believed that
male spectators would become effeminate by watching crossdessing male actors on stage, coming to "lust after
the youth beneath the woman's costume, thereby playing the woman's role themselves" (Orgel, 1995, 27). In
Histriomastix (1633) William Prynne argued that "players and play-haunters in their secret conclaves play the
sodomites" (211).
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sealed off from each other.6 The admission of women as actors on the stage also led to an
increase in eroticised parts. The actresses were often identified with the parts of the sexually
thirsty and promiscuous woman, because the audience found it hard to view the actresses as
separate from the roles that they played.7
Intriguingly, the period in which women became involved with writing for the public
theatre was the same period in which actresses were introduced to the English stage. Hence, it
can be argued that "women's public drama flower[ed] with the appearance of women playing
women's parts" (Ballaster, 1996, 269). By seeing women on the stage who publicly asserted their
voices, women playwrights were partly encouraged to display their words to the public in the
theatre as well. The admission of actresses contributed to women's creation of public drama in
another sense, because as actresses women for the first time obtained practical theatrical apprenticeship.8 Yet, while the introduction of actresses partly stimulated women's production of plays
for the stage, the performance of their plays with women acting female parts may have forced a
constraint on women playwrights. Women playwrights may have experienced an enormous
anxiety that they would be identified with the other women who were involved with the play,
and who also spoke up in public, albeit more directly: the actresses, who were socially branded
prostitutes.9 The analogy between the prostitute, the actress and the female playwright was
reinforced by the fact that, like the prostitute, the actress and the female playwright were engaged
in a process of offering pleasure in exchange for money. The actress offered her body as a
pleasurable spectacle to the audience in exchange for payment, while the playwrights offered
part of herself, her work, to the spectators in exchange for admission fees. As a result, the
exchange relation between female actor and audience was constructed in sexual and
commercial terms, and the pleasure- for-money provided by the female dramatist "acquired
sexual undertones", which "created an association between playwrighting and whoring"
(Straznicky, 1997, 709).
6

See Munns, 1991, 204. As Deborah Payne argues, the actress was not only an object to be looked at by the
audience, but actively gazed back in return. This intensified the eroticisation of actresses. See Payne, 1995,30.
7
"When women began to act for the first time the audience had to acknowledge real women, not simply their
symbolic or aesthetic representation. The effect of this clash- the flesh and blood actress colliding with a
dominant tradition of male-generated female characters- had the effect of suggesting that actresses are not
creators of theatrical roles but are merely women who play themselves" (Ferris, 1998, 167).
8
See Cotton, 1980, 39.
9
Actresses like Elizabeth Barry, Frances Maria Knight and Elizabeth Boutel had the reputation of being almost
prostitutes: "Chestnut-man'd Boutel whom all the Town F-ks" (quoted in Pearson, 1988, 27). Women
playwrights identified with the actresses on stage, as is revealed by the prologues and epilogues to Aphra Behn's
plays. Behn often represents her role as the playwright as the assumption of a role. For instance, in the prologue
to The Forc'd Marriage (1671) it is suggested that the female playwright adopts "Stratagems", and uses "Arts" in
order to win the audience for her. This is an allusion to performativity. Moreover, in the epilogue to Abdelazer
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Not surprisingly, the first female dramatists who had their plays performed on the
public stage displayed anxiety about the public appearance of their drama. For instance,
Frances Boothby, whose tragicomedy Marcelia, or The Treacherous Friend was staged at
"the Theatre-Royal by His Majesties Servants" (A2v) on October 9th 1669, voices the fear
that the audience will condemn her play:
I'm hither come, but what d'ye think to say?
A Woman's pen presents you with a Play:
Who smiling told me I'd be sure to see
That one confirm'd, the House wou'd empty be…
'Tis still the Critick men she most does fear:
For if that Solomon now liv'd and writ;
They'd cry, Pish, hang't, there's nothing in't of Wit.10 (A3r)

At the same time, Boothby seeks to distance herself from the female presence of the actress
on the stage. The prologue to the play is presented by a male actor who suggests that he is
passing on messages from the female playwright who is backstage: "Guess now the Message;/
She prays ye to be gone" (A3r). The absence of the female dramatist from the stage is thus
emphasised. As a result, the woman playwright is dissociated from the women appearing on
the stage: the actresses who were identified with sexual availability. The continuously created
impression that the dramatist's voice cannot directly be heard in the public theatrical setting
signals Boothby's anxiety about exposing her drama in public.
While writing for the public stage was a most adventurous undertaking for a women, a
small number of women from the middle and lower ranks, such as Frances Boothby,
Elizabeth Polwhele and Aphra Behn nevertheless sought to have their plays staged in public
theatres. Getting their plays staged was by no means easy. In order to write a play for the
stage, a good working knowledge of stage-craft was indispensable. Such knowledge of
production and stage mechanics could only be acquired by either working as an actor or
watching many plays.11 Since women were only admitted as actresses by 1660, and since
going to the theatre was still held rather unacceptable for a woman, it was very difficult for
women dramatists to break free from the "closet" of domestic drama, and move on to writing
for the public theatre. Because access to the theatrical world was still rather limited for

(1677), an actress impersonating Miss Ariell enters the stage, who is presented as the defender of Behn the
dramatist: "And for our Poetess will intercede".
10
As Ros Ballaster argues: "This structure becomes the distinctive mark of the woman dramatist's prologue in
Restoration drama…providing a specifically female twist to the male prologue, which also addresses and
attempts to invoke the interest of specific sectors of the audience" (1996, 278).
11
"If a novice playwright was not a working actor, or at least a company hanger-on, and had not learned the craft
through performance itself, the only other avenue of entry into a working knowledge of theatre craft was to
watch a great number of plays or to be carefully edited by a manager willing to take the time" (Donkin, 1998,
66).
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women, it is not remarkable that of all playwrights whose plays were being produced in
London from 1660 to 1800 only about seven per cent were women.12
Apart from these difficulties, women with aspirations to become professional
playwrights had to convince theatre managers that a woman could write a good play. The
women who desired to have their plays performed had to submit their texts to theatre
managers, usually established members of the nobility, "who would read the scripts and
suggest alterations", and if the play was deemed acceptable, would "recommend performance
at a particular theatre (Straznicky 1997, 707).13 For women who supported the Royalist cause,
such as Aphra Behn, access to the stage was facilitated through her connections with nobility
involved in managing public theatres and financially sponsoring dramatic productions.
Women's increasing engagement with theatre management appears to have contributed to an
increase in performances of plays by women. Lady Davenant had, at least nominally, taken
over the Duke's Company on her husband's death in 1668, which may have helped the
presentation of Behn's first play by that company.14 Interestingly, it was not just Behn, but
also Elizabeth Polwhele, and several decades later, Mary Pix, Delarivier Manley and
Catherine Trotter who had their first plays performed by the Duke's Company. Thus, the
Duke's Company appears to have played a significant role in the development of the
professional female playwright.

12

Ibidem 65.
Like their male colleagues, women playwrights could be forced to alter a play significantly by the theatre
managers implied that they could not always voice radical views in their plays, or suggest revolutionary plots.
14
As Elizabeth Howe states: "After William Davenant's death in April 1668 his widow, Lady Davenant, did
become manager of the Duke's Company, remaining in the postion until June 1673 when her son Charles was
old enough to take over" (1992, 46). See also Lewcock, 1996, 68.
13

Figure 11: Fragment from Elizabeth Polwhele’s The Faithful Virgins.
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Chapter 8: "Will you to my discourse Vouchsafe an Eare?": Elizabeth Polwhele's The
Faithfull Virgins (ca. 1661-70).
8.1. "Haunted with poetic devils": Elizabeth Polwhele as a Writer.
Until the end of the 1970's the identity of the author of a tragedy called The Faithfull Virgins
was unknown. The message scribbled on the back cover of the manuscript, "my Lord pray
remember me when you Love Jesus rescue my soule. Amen. E.P", provided at least the
initials of the writer. However, the name and gender of the dramatist could only be guessed
at.1 A breakthrough in the search for the anonymous author of The Faithfull Virgins occurred
when Judith Milhous and Robert Hume discovered the manuscript of a comic play entitled
The Frolicks in the library of Cornell University. Written around 1670 by a woman called
Elizabeth Polwhele, this play contained a preface in which the female dramatist voices her
hope that she will not be "taxed for writing a play so comical", but argues that "those that
have ever seen my Faithfull Virgins and my Elysium will justify me a little for writing this"
(Polwhele, 1977, 57). Through this dedication of The Frolicks to Prince Rupert, therefore, The
Faithfull Virgins could at last be attributed to the woman writer Elizabeth Polwhele.
The dedication of The Frolicks provides us with further useful information about
Elizabeth Polwhele. She describes herself as a young unmarried woman "haunted with poetic
devils", who voices some anxiety about taking up the pen: "I have for some minutes thrown
my foolish modesty aside, and with a boldness that does not well become a virgin, presume to
offer this comedy at your grace's feet" (1977, 57-58). Before she wrote her comedy, she must
have managed to get two of her plays staged, a tragedy and probably a masque. This becomes
clear from her allusion that people may have "seen my Faithfull Virgins and my Elysium"
(1977, 57). She sought for patronage from the upper classes, as is evident from her dedication
to prince Rupert who may "spurn" her comedy "into nothing, if in anything it can offend you"
(1977, 57). In addition, she must have hoped that her comedy would be performed as well.
Prince Rupert was an old friend and fellow cavalier exile of Thomas Killigrew, principal
owner and manager of the King's Company, and Rupert's mistress was "the beautiful
Margaret Hughes (or Hewes), who acted major roles for the King's Company from 1668 to
Spring 1670" (Milhous and Hume, 1977, 35). Therefore, Polwhele dedicated her work to a
person who had good connections in the theatre world, and who could help her play on to the
stage. Although Polwhele appears to have had a production of her third play in mind, there is
no record of its performance. Her earlier two plays appear to have made it to the stage, as is
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revealed by Polwhele's suggestion that people may have "seen my Faithfull Virgins and my
Elysium" (1977, 57, emphasis mine).
Despite the little information about Polwhele that can be gathered from the dedication
to Prince Rupert, so far scholars have not managed to trace many facts about Polwhele's life.
It has generally been assumed that she was born around 1651 as the daughter of Theophilus
Polwhele, vicar of Tiverton, and married Stephen Lobb. This assumption seems likely
considering the fact that Theophilus Polwhele left his son-in-law Stephen Lobb and "my
eldest daughter Elizabeth his wife" 40 shillings "to buy them rings" (quoted in Eland, 1955,
11). Moreover, that this Elizabeth Polwhele may have been the same person as the female
playwright is supported by the fact that Polwhele's dramatic output stopped after 1671- a time
when she may have married Lobb.2 Yet, if this is indeed the Elizabeth Polwhele who wrote
The Faithfull Virgins and The Frolicks, it is remarkable that she, as daughter of a Protestant
minister, opted for a career as a dramatist.
Besides, if we are correct in assuming that the Elizabeth Polwhele who worked as a
dramatist is the same as Stephen Lobb's wife, it follows that her husband and children must
have felt very ill at ease with regard to her former dramatic activities. Lobb's son, Theophilus,
who also became a minister, wrote An Answer to that Important Question, whether it is lawful
for the professors of the Christian Religion to go to Plays (1757). In this text he condemns
attendance at the theatre, because the theatre and actors "excite and increase in all, who go to
them... a Love, and a Fondness for the sensual Pleasures they exhibit" (B1v). In his view
"Attendance on those Assemblies is inconsistent with the serious and seasonable
performances of the important Duties of family and secret Worship of the great God"(B2v),
and "any Member or Guest, in a well-regulated Family" who "goes to a Play… becomes
absent from Family Worship, and sets a Bad Example" (B2r). The arguments of family
welfare that Theophilus Lobb uses to discourage Christians from watching plays in public
playhouses are strongly emphasised. This may indicate an anxiety that he personally felt
about the fact that his mother had once written plays for the public stage.
Furthermore, the Elizabeth Polwhele who married Stephen Lobb may have
embarrassed her family by a former career as a dramatist, which is suggested by the funeral
sermon that reverend Samuel Slater preached upon her death in 1691. A peculiar thing about
this sermon is that nothing is said about the life of the deceased Elizabeth. According to a
1

The manuscript code of The Faithfull Virgins is: MS. Rawls Poet. 195. ff. 49-78.
According to Milhous and Hume, Elizabeth Polwhele must have married Stephen Lobb "well before 17 August
1678, when she bore him a son, one of their five known children" (1977, 44).

2
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preface by Slater, which was appended to the publication of the sermon, he was "seized by,
and, for sometime continued under a Sharp Distemper" so that he "could not Study a New
Sermon" for Mrs Lobb's funeral, "but was forced to entertain you with one I had preached in
mine own Congregation, but a little before, upon the death of a Young Gentlewoman, Mrs.
Susan Hakhman"(1691, A1r). The sermon itself therefore "said nothing in her
Commendation", and Slater concludes by stating that any commendation would not be
necessary, since "Her works praise her, so do you, and the Tongues of them that knew her"
(A1v). Although Slater may indeed have felt physically indisposed to write a sermon for
Elizabeth Polwhele Lobb, it seems quite strange that he did not make the effort to write a
personal sermon, considering the fact that he and Stephen Lobb were colleagues and that he
must have known Elizabeth Polwhele personally. There may therefore have been another
reason why the life and works of Elizabeth Polwhele Lobb remain unmentioned, possibly the
shame felt by the family about her former profession as a dramatist writing for the public
stage.3
It may, however, also be possible that the Elizabeth Polwhele who wrote plays for the
public stage was a different person. There were several leading seventeenth-century Polwhele
families, all from the southwest of England: Devon and Cornwall. The young men of one
particular branch of the family were in the habit of going to Exeter College, Oxford. One of
these young men, Degorie Polwhele, the son of Thomas Polwhele, matriculated at Exeter
College in 1634, aged 17. He appears to have been a doctor and a royalist major of horse.
After the loss of the civil war he followed Prince Charles into Holland and Flanders. He
returned after the Restoration, became a fellow of Exeter College 1660-3, and died in 1672.
Considering the dedication of her plays to prince Rupert, it is possible to imagine Elizabeth
Polwhele the daughter of this Royalist Degorie Polwhele. The end of her dramatic production
then appears to be marked by her father's death.
However, there was another line of Polwheles, of a higher social class, who seem to
have moved in London circles. There was a poet John Polwhele who praised George Herbert
in the earliest known response to "The Temple". This John Polwhele is known to have been
associated with Lincoln's Inn from 1623 to 1662. Being a man with literary and religious
interests and settled in London, where Elizabeth Polwhele's plays were staged, this John
Polwhele also seems a likely candidate as the playwright's father.4 Probably Elizabeth's
3

At the same time, Slater's use of a previously held sermon for Elizabeth Polwhele Lobb's funeral underlines the
fact that Restoration society denied women a sense of individual subjectivity. Slater's practice suggests that all
women can be reduced to the same (stereo)type, one sermon applying to all womankind.
4
I am much indebted to Helen Wilcox for her suggestions concerning Elizabeth Polwhele's background.
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interests in pursuing a career as a dramatist would have met with less opposition from a father
working in the literary field himself. Moreover, having connections in the literary world, a
man like the poet John Polwhele could have facilitated any daughter's entry into the dramatic
world.
8.2. The Faithfull Virgins: a Textual History.
The first page of the manuscript provides evidence that Polwhele's The Faithfull Virgins was
performed on the public London stage: "This tragedy apoynted to be acted by the dukes
Company of Actors"(f.49). However, the date of The Faithfull Virgins cannot be determined
specifically. Harbage's Annals say that the play was written and performed sometime between
1661 and 1663. According to Milhous and Hume, performance of the play probably took
place around 1670 even if "the author was probably quite young" (1977, 41). 5
As we have seen, during the 1660's women started to write for the public stage, and,
like Frances Boothby, Polwehele was one of the first women who tried to make a
breakthrough in the theatrical world. It is partly due to the greater demand for tragedies with
many female parts that Polwhele became successful in having her tragedy staged. At the end
of May 1668 the Duke's company lost Moll Davis, who retired from the stage when she
became Charles II's mistress. Without their leading comic actress, the Duke's Company turned
to staging tragedies. Polwhele's The Faithfull Virgins was a suitable piece for the company,
having four fairly equal female roles, which give women "a high visibility and allows them to
speak almost half the lines" (Findlay, 2000b, 134). When the play was performed, the script
was cut by the censor. In fact, the manuscript records that it was performed leaving out what
had been crossed out by Henry Herbert. Although Polwhele managed to have her tragedy
staged, The Faithfull Virgins was never published, and "there is no record of any
contemporary comment on it" (Goreau, 1980, 115-116). The play is only available in a
manuscript in The Bodleian Library in Oxford. As Milhous and Hume assert, this manuscript
is "indubitably a fair copy, license included, but nothing beyond conjecture suggests that the
original script was used as a prompt copy" (1977, 40) for the performance of the play.

5

The editors of The London Stage enter the play under June 1663. Angeline Goreau argues that Polwhele "had
The Faithfull Virgins performed sometime in the 1660's" (1980, 115), while other critics claim that it was
probably written and staged at least several months earlier than March 1671/2, the last possible time when The
Frolicks could have been produced.
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8.3. Isabella: Adulterous Villainess or Virtuous Victim?
Since Polwhele's tragedy is currently only available in manuscript form, most scholars will
not be familiar with it. Therefore, some introductory remarks on the text are required. What is
particularly notable about Polwhele's tragedy is that, unlike most Restoration plays, The
Faithfull Virgins was written in heroic couplets instead of prose. Polwhele's choice for a
poetic mode which was conventionally associated with an elevated style and classical learning
implies that she engaged with masculine genres and areas, namely drama, heroic poetry and
classical learning, in spite of the fact that she had received the usual restricted feminine
education.
The Faithfull Virgins stages several interrelated plots. The first plot deals with two
virgins, Merantha and Umira, who choose to retire from the world in order to mourn over the
ashes of their beloved Philamon. Umira's brother, Statenor, wants to convince his sister that
she is wasting her time by paying her respects to a dead man, and, perceiving Merantha's
beauty, immediately falls in love with her. He attempts to persuade Merantha to divert her
love from the dead Philamon to him, but she chooses to remain faithful to her former
betrothed. Part of this plot centres around the relationship between Statenor and his friend
Floradina. While Statenor takes Floradina for a man, she is in fact a woman called Erasila.
Erasila has put on a male disguise in order to be close to Statenor whom she is secretly in love
with. Another plot in the play focuses on Isabella. She breaks her vows to Cleophon in order
to marry the Duke. However, the Duke soon becomes unfaithful to her. Out of grief, the
Duchess seeks the murder of Umira, who has won the Duke's heart.
In her representation of Isabella, Polwhele appears to identify woman's speech with
sexual incontinence. In the first Act Cleophon confronts Isabella with her unfaithfulness to
him. She has broken her vows to him by consenting to marry the Duke, and, therefore, she
and "vertue" are no longer "Consistent" (I).6 At the same time that Isabella is depicted as an
inconstant lover, she is also determined to assert her voice. She insists that she "will speak",
since she has "somewhat in my owne defence [to say]/ such you should hear", and demands
that Cleophon "to my discourse Vouchsafe an Eare" (I). Cleophon responds to these assertive
commands by stating: "What can you treat of but how false you Are?" (I), implying that when
Isabella raises her voice it is only to acknowledge her wantonness.
Yet, this confirmation of the dominant discourses is modified by the fact that it does
not appear to be Isabella's own choice to abandon Cleophon in order to marry the Duke. Her
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statement, "I having yet more Right to you then hee/I'm promised his" (I), suggests that her
marriage to the Duke was not her own free choice, but an attachment arranged by her father.
Isabella is torn between duty and love, and between public reputation and private feelings.
She seems forced to be unfaithful rather than being inconstant by nature: she wishes not
wishing to contradict her father, who finds the Duke a more suitable marriage partner than
Cleophon. Cleophon justly reproaches Iabella for not being true to their vows, which she had
sworn before her father had proposed the Duke as a husband. Furthermore, considering his
injured male honour, it is understandable that he refuses to listen to her defence. However, at
the same time Cleophon's evocation of the stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman in relation
to Isabella appears to ensue from the fact that he will not listen to Isabella's explanation of her
seemingly unfaithful conduct. In this way, the play implies that the cultural association of
woman's speech with sexual looseness, and the classification of women as either virgins or
whores, may be inadequate, resulting from society's refusal to view situations from a woman's
perspective and neglects to listen to a woman's voice. In other words, the dominant ideology
on female utterance is exposed as rooted in a denial of woman's speech anyway.
Furthermore, the representation of Isabella as an inconstant woman is undercut by the
fact that she is associated with Chastity during the presentation of the masque for her
wedding, which constitutes a play within the play. As I have pointed out in my discussion of
the masques in which Queen Anne participated, court masques often consisted of a masque, in
which true womanhood was celebrated, and an antimasque, in which unnatural womanhood
was depicted.7 In Polwhele's masque, the female characters "Chastity" and "Virtue" are part of
the masque structure, whereas "Pride" is part of the group of antimasque characters. Isabella
is aligned with the appropriately feminine characters of the masque: she is assigned the role of
the protectress of "Chastity" and "Vertue", the two characters who are seated by an Angel he
at her feet. Isabella's alignment with Chastity is reinforced by the fact that, during the
dramatic entertainments once held for queen Elizabeth I, the female characters of the masque
usually walked to or came to sit near the queen in order to be protected by her. For instance,
during the Queen's Entertainment in Suffolk and Norfolk in 1578, the character of chastity
approached the queen: "Chastitie, suddainely, in view of the Queene, … rides …to the

6

In the manuscript the play is only divided into acts. Subsequent references will therefore be to the acts of the
play.
7
See my discussion of The Masque of Queenes on pp. 96-97.
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Queene, and speakes as followeth, musicke in the meane tyme" (Nichols, II, 191).8 Thus,
"Chastitie"'s and "Vertue"'s appeal to Isabella suggests an allusion to the chaste Virgin Queen.
By contrast, in the final act the association of Isabella with sexual incontinence is reevoked. Isabella has commanded Trasilius to murder Umira, whom her husband adores, in
order to avenge the Duke's unfaithfulness to her. Similar to Beatrice Joanna in The
Changeling who offers sexual intercourse to De Flores as a reward for murdering Alonzo, the
Duchess appears to have promised Trasilius sexual favours in return for slaying Umira. In the
final scene the Duchess is shown lying on her bed, wearing a night dress. When Cleophon
knocks on her door she clearly expects Trasilius, since she mentions his name. However, the
Duchess is driven to her sexually loose conduct by her husband's wantonness and his public
rejection of her as his wife. In other words, woman's sexually immoral behaviour is presented
as the result of man's lasciviousness. Thus, as Alison Findlay points out, "Polwhele seemes to
reintroduce the stereotype of whore only to show spectators its inadequacy as a definition of
woman in a society dominated by male lust" (2000b, 137).
8.4. The Female Characters and "vertue".
The social discourses of sexual purity play an important role in Polwhele's portrayal of female
utterance. As the title of the play indicates, the tragedy focuses on a mode of female conduct
that accords with the feminine norms of constancy and chastity. The experiences of
"Faithfull Virgins", women who are sexually spotless and loyal, are central to the perspective
that is offered. Polwhele stays closer to the social norms of femininity than Margaret
Cavendish who evokes a contradiction in terms by calling her virgins "sociable" instead of
"faithful". While Polwhele endorses the cultural ideal of femininity, she is, however, just as
radical in relating woman's speeches to chastity. By calling her tragedy The Faithfull Virgins,
Polwhele suggests that her dramatic self-expression is acceptable, as it is concerned with a
feminine sexual spotlessness. Furthermore, Polwhele shows that the two virgins who mourn
over Philamon, Merantha and Umira, discard any speeches that refer to unlawful sexual
passion. For instance, when the adulterous Duke woos her, Umira angrily comments that "to
your discours I must no more give Eare/You speaking what 'tis guilt in me to heare" (IV).
8

In "The deliverie of the Ladie of the Lake", an entertainment organised during Queen Elizabeth's visit to
Kenilworth castle on July 18 1575, the queen was also associated with a virtuous, virginal character. The
Lady of the Lake addressed the queen, asking for protection from her: "'What worthy thanks , might I poor
maide expresse?/Or thinke in heart, that is not justly due:/To thee (O Queene) which in my great distress,/
Succours hath sent mine enemies to subdue?" (Printed in Gascoigne, 1918, 104; and quoted in Orgel, 1965, 41).
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Umira asserts her voice in order to avoid having to listen to wanton language. Furthermore,
she demands that the Duke ceases his illicit discourse "and loue where 'tis fit" (IV). When
Umira speaks of Merantha's enchanting beauty, which attracts men, Merantha replies. "I with
Tear's implore/ Umira on this theame to speak no more" (II). Thus Merantha does not admit
any discourses which have to do with her sexual potential. Moreover, Umira kept silent about
her passion for Philamon while he was still alive, and only reveals her affection for him now
that he has passed away: "And doe freely now that passion owne/W:ch had he liu'ed the ayre
should ne'ar haue knowne" (IV). It is significant that Umira only confesses her love for
Philamon now that his attractive body has turned to ashes, and is no longer sexually available.
It shows that she only confesses to a passion when this passion can no longer be
consummated, and can only be enjoyed at a spiritual level. Umira thus observes a feminine
modesty concerning sexual desire.
Woman's speech is further identified with sexual purity, in that the female characters
express themselves assertively in order to defend their chastity. Merantha counters Statenor's
claims that she should marry him and not waste her beauty in mourning for Philamon with the
remark: "the light I have must shew it selfe to non/But rest here in the Shade of Philamon"
(II). In other words, she raises her voice in order to defend her loyalty to her former lover
Philamon and her virgin state. The faithful virgins' discourses are also mainly concerned with
virtue and chastity. Umira states that "Vertue Could not my passion disaproue,/ For as chast
virgins worthy Brother's loue/ I lou'd Philamon…"(I). This association of Umira's and
Merantha's speeches with sexual purity is intensified by the setting in which they express their
thoughts and feelings: the enclosed space of the "hearse" (I) of Philamon. The enclosed,
virginal nature of their speeches is further emphasised by stage directions according to which
the "hearse" is to open during scenes in which Umira and Merantha appear, and close after
such scenes. This opening and closing of the tomb after each scene involving the virgins
stresses the nature of the "hearse" as an enclosed space: the virgins are never shown to move
out of it.
Intriguingly, Polwhele also aligns her own utterance, the dramatic text, with chastity.
The play within the play, that is presented in Act IV to the audience on stage and the theatre
audience, is concerned with the victory of chastity and virtue over baser human qualities such
as lechery. According to two unnamed gentlemen this staged play within the play is therefore
"somewhat in vertue's prayse" (III). By thus including a masque within her play that
highlights her role as a dramatist, Polwhele could emphasise that the text of her play was also
"in vertue's prayse" (III). Furthermore, although Polwhele's play was performed on the public
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stage, and her work was thus on public display, the structure of the play within the play
suggests privacy and enclosure. It is embedded within the larger structure of The Faithfull
Virgins and has a marked beginning and ending, constituting an enclosed space. The
embedded structure reminds one of the common association of virginity with enclosure. The
centrality of the notion of enclosure to the play, therefore, reinforces the association of the
tragedy with sexual continence, despite its being a text performed in the public theatre.
The two gentlemen who prepare seats for the performance on the occasion of the
Duke's marriage argue that the play "in vertue's prayse" is "not worth our sight", since virtue
is "a pitious, wratched out of fashion thing" (III). Polwhele uses the term "vertue" ironically
here, in that the men's rejection of plays on virtue, in that their view on virtue as out of date
does not match the appraisal of sexual and spiritual morality in Polwhele's tragedy. It can also
be argued that the two men, as the potential theatre audience, represent the Restoration
audience's tastes for lascivious rather than virtuous dramatic entertainment. In presenting theb
two gentlemen's comments Polwhele appears to criticise the demands of the theatre
audiences. She wards off any criticism from critics and spectators in advance, that she, as a
female dramatist, would stage bawdy plays, transferring the potential for lust to the audience.
The negative attitude that the two men express with regard to virtue is characteristic
of the nature of male speech in the play. On the whole, Polwhele associates the male
characters' words with inconstancy and lascivious desire. Statenor voices disbelief that lovers
can remain constant when the object of their affection is dead, and thus tries to convince
Umira and Merantha that getting married is more sensible than remaining faithful to a corpse:
"Loue in our brest's can hold but little roome/When the effect that made us loue is gon" (I).
He even utters the idea that Philamon "had he bloud would blush" (II) at Umira's mourning.
He connects the concept of shame to chastity and faithfulness rather than to wantonness,
which is usually related to blushing shame in discourses of gender and sexuality. He thus
redefines the notion of shame, which signals his own concern with sexual desire. He woos
Merantha persistently in order to persuade her to become his lover. His speeches to her are
tainted by his lust for her:"Why should you hide more then the world can boast/Beneath that
cloud" (II). The contrast between Statenor's words, which are marked by sexual desire, and
Merantha's and Umira's expressions of constancy to Philamon, underlines the association of
women's words with chastity in the play. A similar contrast exists between Umira's insistence
on her virginity and the Duke's adulterous words:9
9

Alison Findlay argues that Polwhele's criticism of the Duke serves "to broadcast an indirect yet obvious
condemnation" of the King Charles I's "licentiousness" (2000b, 136-37). In the manuscript it is stated that lines
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all you can urge can ne'ar my heart reclayme
From that wild passion w:ch yre Eye's create
W:ch you must lesson and extinuate,
By your dispencing what I must disire
10
For as y'ave kindled, ye must feed my fyre. (IV)

8.5. Nuns and "seraphin's": The Function of Religious Allusions in the Play.
The inscription on the back cover of the manuscript of The Faithfull Virgins is Elizabeth
Polwhele's prayer to Christ to protect her: "my Lord pray remember me when you Love Jesus
rescue my soule. Amen.E.P". Interestingly, in her representation of the dead Philamon,
Polwhele appears to allude to Christ. Philamon remains a living presence to Merantha and
Umira who are faithful in their love to him beyond the grave. As Merantha argues, "though
the Efect That Caus'd him first is gon", he lives "whilst I can Thinck of Philamon" (IV).11 In
this respect, Philamon is similar to Christ who was worshipped beyond the grave, by his
disciples, Mary Magdalene and his mother Mary. There is another allusion to Christ in the
representation of Philamon in the play. For example, Statenor seems to refer to the idea of
Christ's resurrection in relation to Philamon and the faithful virgins. He mockingly remark
that Umira's tears will not "bring" Philamon back "to Life" (II), thus playing upon the idea
that the dead Philamon, like Christ, may be resurrected.
Considering the allusions made to Christ in relation to Philamon, Umira's and
Merantha's worship of his ashes resembles the mourning of "Mary Magdalene and the other
Mary", Christ's mother, "sitting over against the sepulchre" (Matthew 27: 61). Furthermor, in
the light of the ways in which Philamon appears to be associated with Christ, the women's
thoughts about their relationship with Philamon is similar to the ways in which nuns envisage
their bond with the Messiah. The women's lasting devotion to Philamon's remains, and their
of the play were cut out by a censor: the play was performed "leaving out what was Cross'd by Henry Herbert
MR" (f. 49). The lines that were cut out all have to do with the Duke's lechery. For instance, in Cleophon's
warning to Isabella the references to the Duke' s wantonness are crossed out, because they were thought to be a
comment on King Charles II's unfaithfulness to his queen, Catherine of Braganza: " hee;/ should have been
woman or unconstancy/ he must have mistreses and often change" (I). Likewise, the lines in the final act
referring to the Duke's death as a just punishment for his lust were crossed out: "for it is fitt/ all that so sinn,
should punisht be for itt" (V). Polwhele's implicit criticism of the monarch in the play shows that she dared to
engage with controversial issues.
10
In The Frolicks Polwhele also identifies man's speeches with lechery. Courtall tries to seduce Faith by
discoursing "a story of my own, in your sweet ear" (II, 1977, 407), using his tongue as the means to guarantee
his sexual satisfaction. Furthermore, Rightwit is pursued by a group of women whom he has impregnated,
because he had made unfaithful promises of marriage to them with "a tongue would tempt the Devil, were he a
woman" (IV, 1977, 128-29).
11
Through the name Philamon Polwhele also identifies her dead male character with Christ's qualities: love,
generosity and eternal life. The Greek verb "fileo" means to show affection. Furthermore, the name Philemon
comes up in a mythological story. Philemon and Baucis were a couple who displayed hospitality towards Zeus
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seclusion from the public world, makes hem similar to devotional nuns who retreat from the
world in a convent. Furthermore, the young virgins' belief that in the afterlife they will both
be married to Philamon appears to allude to the practise of nuns taking on the veil in order to
become Christ's spiritual brides. Umira and Merantha envisage a shared "marriage" to
Philamon in heaven: "he there shall still be yours, and yet myne too" (II). 12 Furthermore, the
name Merantha appears to allude to St. Emerantiana, who was a Nun persecuted under the
reign of Diocletianus. The possibility of identifying Umira and Merantha with devoted nuns,
endorses the association of their at times assertive speeches with sexual purity.
In the light of the religious, even Catholic, overtones in the play, the women's
outspoken defences of their choice to remain true to Philamon after his death seem like
Christian confessions and defences of their faith. Interestingly, when Chastity and Vertue, the
female characters in the masque, speak, they use religious discourses. For instance, Vertue
claims that "The seraphin's aloude my prayses sing/And when I'm nam'd each cherub clapse
his wing" (IV), thus exhibiting her connection to God and Heaven. At the same time Vertue's
speeches in the play serve to convert the other characters, who represent human
sins.Consequently, her words, as defences of Christian morals, seem appropriate. By contrast,
the male characters in the play often adopt religious discourses for dishonourable ends. For
instance, Statenor alludes to heaven in his attempt to persuade Merantha to lift her veil once
more and expose her beautiful eyes to his amorous gaze. He suggests that "heaven" would not
"permit" (II) her to hide her reviving sight. The contrast between woman's speeches which
defend Christian morality, and man's utterances, in which religious discourses are perverted to
achieve physical lust, further supports the positive portrayal of woman's words in the play.
8.6. Misrepresentation and Miscommunication: Gender and Subjectivity in the Play.
As has already been pointed out, Umira and Merantha only speak up in the secluded setting of
the "hearse". Moreover, the two virgins communicate with each other, and they do not
appreciate being forced into discourse with the men that come to visit them. For instance,
Umira expresses dissatisfaction about her brother's attendance which "does our peace molest"
(II). In other words, the women would prefer to live in silence and keep their conversations
and Hermes despite their extreme poverty. As a reward they became Priests, and later on were granted eternal
life in the shape of trees.
12
Interestingly, the ideas of being Christ's bride was taken up by other seventeenth-century English women
writers as well. For instance, in Eliza's Babes (1652) the anonymous female author often portrays herself as
wedded to the Messiah. In the preface she states that "the Prince of eternall glory had affianced mee to himselfe"
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between them, rather than being forced to speak to others. Umira and Merantha raise their
voices in the company of men, because the men force them into communication.
The communication between Merantha and Umira has an additional function in the
play. When Umira and Merantha converse, they are very open to each other and can easily
discuss their feeling and thoughts. This contrasts with the difficult communication between
the male and female characters in the play. In their dialogues with women, the male characters
are often only concerned with making their own points rather than listening to what the
women have to say in response. This is illustrated by, for instance, Cleophon's refusal to
vouchsafe an ear to Isabella's defensive speech, and by the fact that Statenor and the Duke
continue to plead their cause with Umira and Merantha, not showing any respect for the
repeated rejections that these women express. In other words, the ideology of the silent
woman makes the male characters apparently deaf to the speech of their female partners, and
they envisage their own speeches as monologues rather than dialogues. Furthermore, the play
exposes how society's restriction of female speech hinders an open communication between
the sexes. As a woman it was improper for Erasila to voice her love for Statenor to him, and
therefore she chose to put on a male disguise and adopt the name Floradina. While her
impersonation of a man makes it possible for Erasila to be close to Statenor and to talk with
him, at the same time her man's apparel impedes her from confessing her amorous feelings to
him, that she "most unhappy must retayne with breath" (I). As a result many
misunderstandings arise in the conversations between the two. For instance, when Erasila
secretly weeps because of the impossibility of displaying her affection for Statenor, Statenor
himself thinks that his friend Floradina cries for him, because he has been rejected by
Merantha: "com dry thy Eye's, what should this passion moue,/In thee whose youth is
unconcern'd in Loue" (III). Ironically, Statenor is too much focused upon his own emotions to
notice the feelings of the women around him.
In line with her repeated legitimisation of woman's speech within the play, Polwhele
allows her female characters much room to express themselves. The female characters are
assigned a large number of speaking lines, and Erasila is granted the opportunity to express
her most intimate thoughts through soliloquies. For instance, in Act I, Erasila enters the stage
alone, in a pensive mood, exclaiming:
I love; is it not tyranie in thee (god of love)
To spare him, whilst thou giv'st such wounds to me. (I)

(A1v). In her poem "The Bride" the female poet-persona claims that she has been "prepaar'd a bride…for that
great Prince…That for my love on earth here dy'd"(C3r).
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While Erasila is forced to hide her feelings in her communication with the other characters,
and Statenor in particular, she openly expresses her mind through the soliloquies that give the
audience insight in her secret love and grief. The long speeches that Polwhele gives to her
seem appropriately private for a woman. Yet, Erasila's soliloquies also serve as a tool to
criticise the dominant social condemnation of female self-expression. The monologues expose
the pain and misunderstanding that women suffer when they cannot fully communicate their
feelings to men. Consequently, the social idealisation of feminine silence in seventeenthcentury England is implicitly challenged by Polwhele.
Although the female characters are assigned a considerable textual and performative
space for self expression, they fail to exercise full command over their own representations.
Towards the tragic closure Isabella is denied the possibility to assert self-representation.
Cleophon defines her as "the Cause of all the Spoiles you see" (V), and Isabella is not given
the opportunity to create an alternative image of herself. When she addresses "her selfe to
Speake" (V), Cleophon interrupts her, thus leaving her no chance to construct her own
identity. Cleophon's silencing of Isabella, which marks Isabella's loss of command over her
representation, is similar to the ways in which most transgressive women in seventeenthcentury tragedies are deprived of control over their public image. It can therefore be argued
that Polwhele repeats the conventional tragic plot according to which the verbally assertive,
lascivious woman is turned into the signified, silenced object. However, Cleophon's
appropriation of Isabella's power of self-representation can also be interpreted differently. In
the light of Cleophon's earlier refusal to listen to Isabella's version of her infidelity to him, the
scene may also dramatise the fact that women are denied a voice as well as the opportunity to
construct an image of themselves by the androcentric society they live in. This interpretation
is confirmed by the disempowerment that the other, virtuous women characters experience as
a result of man's restrictions on their self-expression. For example, Statenor does not allow
Merantha to speak up in response to his wooing words, and to express a self image that would
mar his fantasy of them as potential lovers: "make no reply…Your Eye's but wound me your
Eyes doe kill/ for all that you doe utter I declare/ but animates your Louers to dispayre" (II).
Cleophon's appropriation of Isabella's discursive control may therefore be seen as part of
Polwhele's commentary on the cultural silencing of women in general.
Polwhele also makes clear that society's restrictions on female self representation lead
to women's lack of command over their own existence. This is exemplified by Erasila's
situation. As a woman she cannot openly confess her passion for Statenor without being
considered a whore for her openness. Therefore, in order to avoid risking her sexual
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reputation, but enjoy the "Blessing" to be within Statenor's "sight", Erasila dresses up as a
man: "transform'd myself from what I am/ (and though a mayd, in shew a youth became)"(V).
She proves to be successful in acting the man's part, since Statenor and Merantha never
discover that she is actually a woman. Erasila's act of crossdressing may suggest that she
manages to fashion her identity according to her desires. In many sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury comedies female characters who adopt the breeches part achieve a greater freedom to
speak their minds and put their desires into practise than in their woman's attire. For example,
in William Shakespeare's As You Like It (1599) Rosalind manages to liberate herself from a
culture that forbids women to woo actively, and she escapes from an oppressive domestic
environment by dressing up as the page Ganymede. She can move out into the world, express
criticism on society's treatment of women and engage in active courtship with Orlando while
she adopts the breeches part: "and I thank God, I am not a woman, to be touched with so
many giddy offences as he hath generally taxed their whole sex withal…But are you so much
in love as your rimes speak?…I would cure you, if you would but call me Rosalind, and come
every day to my cote and woo me" (III, iii, 371-455). Whereas the conventional comic
transvestite heroine is liberated from social restrictions on her voice and conduct, Polwhele's
tragic female character Erasila is further constricted by her male apparel. 13 Adopting a male
disguise, Erasila is forced to go against her own interests,14 when Statenor asks her to implore
for him with Merantha: "aganst my selfe and my dead brother to wo" (II). At the same time,
Polwhele's suggestion that her heroine attempts to preserve her virtue by dressing up as a man
implies a reconstruction of the conventional role of crossdressing in drama. Breeches roles
became popular on the Restoration stage, because they afforded the male spectator visual
titillation: "Breeches roles seem to have been designed to show off the female body- there was
no question of the actress truly impersonating a man…The breeches role titillated both by the
mere fact of woman's being boldly and indecorously dressed in male costume, and, of course,
by the costume suggestively outlining the actress's hips, buttocks, and legs, usually concealed
by a skirt" (Howe, 1992, 56). Whereas crossdressing thus usually functioned as a sign of a
woman's sexual availability, Polwhele employs female transvestism to point to woman's
13

An exception to this convention of the comic heroine who is liberated by her male apparel is Viola in Twelfth
Night (1601). Erasila seems to be modelled on Viola, in that she is also restricted in confessing her love by her
male disguise.
14
In this respect, there is a difference between Erasila and the female protagonist of The Frolicks, Clarabell.
Putting on a male attire, Clarabell manages to free herself from the yoke that society imposes upon women. For
instance, she can join Rightwit to a tavern, and engage with dancing there. Furthermore, she can test out
Rightwit's love for her. Furthermore, even without male disguise, Clarabell manages to exercise authority over
her existence. For instance, she determines herself whether or not she will accept Rightwit as a lover: "I meann
not to marr with any man; but when I am weary of my life, I'll have thee (IV, 1977, 446-448).
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sexual purity. Thus subverting the conventional erotic significance of crossdressing, Polwhele
questions the idea that women who dress up as men seek sexual pleasure. Consequently, at
the same time she challenges the eroticisation of the transvestite female actresses on the
public stage.
Erasila is forced to adopt a male identity, since the only self-images that are available
to her as a woman are either that of the outspoken, wooing whore or that of the passive, silent
virgin. This limited number of stereotypes that are open to women encourages Erasila to
represent herself as a man, since the male sex enjoys the freedom of both courting and selfexpression . Yet, in her man's attire, Erasila cannot turn Statenor into her lover. It is only
when she finally uncovers herself as female, and expresses her affections to Statenor, that she
can secure his love. Thus, woman's lack of discursive command is shown to be interrelated
with her lack of command over the "plot" of her life. It is notable that Erasila ultimately
manages to attain the desired goal of a love union with Statenor by freeing herself from her
disguise and the roles that society outlines for women. Having transferred the comic device of
crossdressing to a tragic setting in which the breeches part restricts rather than stimulates
woman's self-expression, Polwhele implicitly pleads for woman's freedom to represent herself
as she is. Furthermore, in her depiction of the suffering Erasila Polwhele voices criticism on
the dichotomy of the silent virgin and the outspoken whore, showing that alternative
representations of women are possible and necessary.
8.7. Tragic Closure: The Issue of Autonomy and Memorialisation.
Although Polwhele pleads for women to have more control over their public image and
existence, she makes a distinction between the degree of subjectivity that she grants the
transgressive Isabella on the one hand, and the virtuous female characters on the other.
Isabella successfully takes revenge on the Duke by having the object of his adulterous
passion, Umira, murdered by Trasilius. In so doing, Isabella exercises authority over her own
life by having her aims achieved. She directs the other characters according to her own will,
as is revealed by Trasilius's statement: "but 'tis the Will of her, whom I adore/and I must her
comand's dispute no more" (V). Yet, using her sexual attractiveness as the means to make
Trasilius perform her will, Isabella's involvement with Umira's murder is soon discovered.
Isabella is turned from a scheming subject into a discovered object in the course of the play,
as is revealed by Cleophon's exposure of Isabella's crimes in front of the other characters: "I
sayde you should be satisfied by mee/What Auther'd this unheard of Tragedy" [To the Lords]"
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(V). At the tragic closure Isabella loses command over her own existence. Whereas she wants
to be sent to death as punishment for her sins, Cleophon determines that instead she must live
and "betake you to a monas'try…and an example bee to all that may/, be faythless like you"
(V). His command that Isabella should purify her soul there till it becomes white again,
illustrates how the patriarchal world around her comes to govern her representation, forcing
Isabella to cast off the identity of the whore and turn into the chaste virgin again. The fact that
Cleophon "must see My will perform'd" concerning the Duchess's fate underlines her loss of
narrative command over her life and the tragic plot. She is assigned the fate that was usually
reserved for adulteresses in seventeenth-century tragedy. Furthermore, she is relegated to a
figurative burial from the rest of the world, in that she is sent off to a convent. Although
Isabella is allowed to live on rather than die, at the same time she is committed to oblivion.
Isabella ends up as the other characters, namely as confined to a figurative hearse. Yet,
there is a difference between her and most of the virtuous female characters in the play.
Whereas Isabella loses direction over her life, the other women achieve autonomy over their
lives and control over their self representation at the tragic closure. Erasila chooses to shape
her own fate by following her beloved Statenor in death, in order to be united with him in
heaven: "since you are not,what should I do but dye/Whilst you doe leave the world, I Will
not stay" (V). Furthermore, her last moments are marked by a speech in which she uncovers
and asserts her true identity as the maid Erasila who loved Trasilus. In other words, when
dying she overcomes her former lack of control, performing the role of the self-fashioning
subject. Yet, Erasila feels urged to end her life in order to prove a conventionally feminine
faithfulness to Statenor, modelling the plot of her existence on a man's fate. By contrast,
Merantha displays a greater independence from men. The dying Statenor requests that
Merantha grieves "o're my ashe's" (V) when he has passed away, and will thus secure his
lasting presence in memory. However, Merantha states that she will not comply with his
request, since she is intent upon dying herself:
Merantha, has so short a tyme to stay
In this bad world, that S:r she shall not pay
Ought to your memory when you re dead. (V)

Merantha refuses to devote her life to the task of memorialisation that Statenor has in mind
for her, insisting upon her right to dispose of her own life. Fashioning her own ending by
committing suicide, Merantha's autonomy over her life is emphasised by the fact that the act
of her killing herself is visible to the audience, as well as by the fact that she pronounces the
ending of her life: "and it were sinne for me to stay behind" (V). Furthermore, instead of
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assuming the role of the mourner that Statenor had planned for her, Merantha assigns Statenor
and Cleophon tasks which they ought to perform:
Now Statenor you have my justice seeneand when you have expir'd you may unfold
to my umira in the other world,
what for her sake merantha here did doe
the story will be handsomes't told by you
brother, you'l not deny if you are just
to mix our ashes with Philamons dust. (V)

Merantha thus leaves a legacy, in which she directs Cleophon and Statenor. This shows that
she not only experiences control over her own existence, but also command over the male
characters' fates at the tragic closure. When Statenor dies, he is not in a position to command,
but is steered by Merantha. In this way the conventional tragic patterns concerning narrative
command are reversed by Polwhele.
The conventional tragic plot according to which the female characters perform
memorialising rites for the dead male protagonist is also reconstructed. At the beginning of
the play Umira and Merantha are cast in the conventional feminine role of the mourner when
they weep at Philamon's grave and keep his presence alive. However, at the tragic closure it is
the men who are assigned the task of commemorating the dead. Merantha's command to her
brother to "mix our ashes with Philamons dust" (V), and his subsequent organisation of burial
rites according to her wishes, show that Merantha is in command over the process of her
commemoration: "oh: glorious maydes, who can Express yr worth/Emira, and merantha in
this Toombe/Must be interr'd with nobel Philamon" (V). Thus, Merantha transcends the
annihilation of her identity by death. The faithful virgins will continue to be a presence in
memory beyond the grave, as is emphasised by the fact that their corpses become part of a
living monument that serves to show Isabella her sins: "All set up as a sort of statue. The
women in white-with sparkling wreaths or coronetts upon their heads" (V).
8.8. The Faithfull Virgins and Contemporary Tragedies.
Unlike the tragic drama by her female predecessors, Polwhele's The Faithfull Virgins was
written for the public stage. Being one of the first Englishwomen to write drama for the public
theatre, Polwhele may have felt vulnerable in her anomalous position. It could therefore be
expected that, as a woman who ventured into the masculine theatre, Polwhele would have
opted for rather conservative gender representations in her play in order to mask her own
transgression of feminine propriety. This is, however, not the case. Compared to most
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seventeenth-century tragedies, Polwhele's play is more revolutionary in questioning the
dominant gender discourses, in particular those concerning female utterance. As we have
seen, most tragedies written before the Civil War confirm the stereotype of the lascivious,
outspoken woman. Although Isabella resembles these wanton, assertive tragic women, at the
same time Polwhele questions the stereotype. Unlike most seventeenth-century playwrights,
Polwhele implies that Isabella's unfaithfulness to both Cleophon and the Duke stems from
society's repression of women's autonomy over their own lives and man's adulterous
behaviour. As we have seen, Thomas Porter's The Villain (1662) exposes the dominant
ideology of feminine silence as a social construction, showing that society's demand for
woman's silence is rooted in man's sense of insecurity, and making clear that the dominant
association between woman's speech and wantonness is abused by men in order to hurt their
social rivals. Porter depicts men's rather than women's speeches as marked by lechery.
Polwhele takes her criticism on the dominant discourses a step further than her contemporary.
She not only represents man's words as expressions of lustfulness, but contrasts men's wanton
words with the sexually pure intents that underlie woman's utterances. Moreover, through
Erasila's inability to communicate her emotions, Polwhele criticises the dominant ideology
which impedes dialogues in which women can be open about their feeling, and in which men
actually listen to women.
In spite of her subversion of the dominant discourses concerning woman's speech,
Polwhele takes up the conventional tragic plot in relation to the outspoken, inconstant
Isabella. In accordance with the tragic closure, which characterises most seventeenth-century
tragedies, Isabella is deprived of her former control over discourse, the plot of the play and
the "plot" of her life. Like Alice Arden, Tamora, Beatrice Joanna, Evadne and Annabella,
Isabella ends up as the silent object of the representations that Cleophon imposes upon her.
Yet, a difference between Isabella and these other tragic women is that Isabella is still alive at
the end of the play, albeit isolated from society. In this respect, Polwhele's representation of
Isabella is similar to Nathaniel Lee's depiction of Roxana in The Rival Queens. Both women
become the victims of man's infidelity, and subsequently murder the innocent woman who has
become the object of their lover's passion in order to win their beloved back. Yet both women
fail to get reconciled with their lovers, and are banished from society instead of being killed
off for their transgressions. In other words, The Faithfull Virgins and The Rival Queens
display a greater sympathy for the assertive female character than most Renaissance and early
Restoration tragedies do. Still, the threat that these assertive women pose to the social order is
eliminated, even if the women themselves are not.
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By contrast, the virtuous women in both Polwhele's play and Lee's tragedy achieve a
glorious moment of self-assertion and autonomy at the tragic closure. Yet this achievement of
discursive and narrative command ironically precedes the annihilation of the women's
identities through death. Polwhele thus appears to create possibilities for the realisation of
female subjectivity in her play, but follows the conventional tragic pattern adopted by Porter
and previous tragic dramatists by relating woman's attainment of discursive and narrative
control to death. In contrast with other playwrights who grant their female characters a degree
of subjectivity, Polwhele also presents her female characters as speaking subjects at earlier
stages of the play. Furthermore, Erasila's self-expression before her death implies a criticism
of the confining roles that society outlines for women, as well as a subversion of the social
ideal of feminine silence. By showing how the binary opposites of the speaking, wooing man
and the silent, passive woman do not do justice to woman's real natures, and obstruct a deeper
understanding between the sexes, Polwhele implies that women can break their silence and
reconstruct the identities that society imposes upon the female sex. She takes up both
conservative and radical stances with regard to the notion of the female voice, which may
have to do with her position as a woman writing for the public stage. As a playwright and a
woman Polwhele may have been torn between, on the one hand, the need to direct attention
away from her own transgression of gender norms by endorsing the status quo, and on the
other hand, her desire to legitimise woman's engagement with discourse.
8.9. The Faithfull Virgins as a Play for the Public Stage.
Unlike the tragedies by women that we have studied before, The Faithfull Virgins was written
for performance on the public stage. Polwhele's tragedy was intended as a stage play, as is
underlined by performative elements in the play, and by recurrent allusions to the visual and
theatrical. The dumb show at the end of the first act shows how Eumanus "presents" Isabella
"to the duke", as the stage directions indicate. This reminds one of the masques which were
formerly acted out at Court. A part of the plot of the play is told by visual images rather than
by speeches. Cleophon's visit to the witches in act II, during which "two Spirets ascende in
white Like Nimphs", suggests stagecraft. In addition, Polwhele's tragedy refers to its own
status as a play for public performance through the inclusion of a masque which is performed
in front of an audience of characters. The masque that is subsequently staged is highly
theatrical, making prominent use of visual elements such as dancing. At the same time that
the masque within the play emphasises the performative nature of The Faithfull Virgins itself,
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Polwhele's use of the masque form alludes to the earlier tradition of female domestic drama.
As we have seen, before actresses were admitted to the public stage, upper-class women such
as Queen Anne, Queen Henrietta Maria and the Countess Lucy of Bedford played active roles
in the performance and production of masques at court or noble households.15 Therefore, the
masque was identified with women's earliest involvement with drama in England as well as
with a private, domestic setting. In view of these associations of the masque with femininity
and the domestic, Polwhele apparently endeavoured to create the illusion that her drama was
related to a feminine, private dramatic tradition as well as to the tradition of the public stage.
Erasila's assumption of male attire, through which she plays the man's part, implies the
idea of acting out a role. Apart from this, the visual plays an important role in the relationship
of the male characters with the women in the play. For instance, Statenor falls in love with
Merantha because of the beautiful face that she unveils, and the Duke argues that he is
ravished by Umira's beauties: "will you still cruelly eclips yr light/And not dispence on ray to
bliss my sight?" (IV). The nature of the tragedy as a performative text which suggests the
presentation of a spectacle implies that Polwhele wrote her play with a stage production in
mind.
The performative elements also have an additional function: they support the criticism
that Polwhele expresses about the current gender norms, in particular those concerning female
speech. Erasila's act of crossdressing underlines the performativity of gender. Women can
cross gender boundaries simply by putting on a male disguise, so that gender proves unrelated
to sexuality. According to Dieter Mehl, the dumb shows that occurred as essentially visual
intervals in seventeenth-century drama "were intended to help express the deeper significance
and moral message" of the plays in order to "impress them forcefully upon the minds of the
spectator by visual presentation" (1964, 169). The dumb show which presents how Isabella
was given away in marriage by her father Eumanus underlines the suggestion made earlier in
Isabella's defence, that she was forced to be inconstant to Cleophon because she had been
promised in marriage to the Duke by her father. In other words, the dumb show is a tool
through which Polwhele implicitly deconstructs the dominant discourses concerning female
utterance. It is significant in several respects that Polwhele expresses this criticism through a
dumb show. It reveals that Polwhele may have felt uncomfortable about questioning the
dominant gender ideals too openly by voicing them on stage, while also indicating that the
reality of society's repression of women is often left unspoken. Polwhele suggests that
15

The Countess Lucy of Bedford commissioned the masque Cupid's Banishment which was performed in front
of Queen Anne on May 4th 1617. See Cerasano and Wynne-Davies, 1996, 76.
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alternative views on woman's sexuality and speech may exist but are not always expressed
through language.
Polwhele's point that society fails to listen to women's voices is also emphasised by
the fact that the male characters consider their female counterparts as visual objects. Statenor
and the Duke stress the physical attraction that ensues when they gaze upon Merantha and
Umira. Their definition of the women in visual terms is a counterpart of their failure to listen
to what the women have to say. As a result, the men do not respect the women's assertions of
their sexual honour. In other words, the references to women as spectacles serve to expose
how the dominant view that "maides must be seene not hearde" (Krontiris, 1992, 3) induces
men to force women into wantonness, because they will not respect the latter's insistence on
chastity. Moreover, the men's description of the women as titillating objects of their gaze is a
playful allusion to the actresses now appearing on the stage, who were regarded as sexually
available objects because of their visibility and their speeches in the public theatrical setting.
By showing that the sexualisation of visible women is a male fantasy which does not
correspond to what these women really desire, Polwhele also criticises the sexual
commodification of the actress.
At the same time that Polwhele's tragedy is essentially performative, The Faithfull
Virgins also contains elements which remind one of closet drama. Merantha and Umira are
staged in the enclosed space of the hearse, and the opening and closing of this hearse on stage
emphasises the fact that their female voices do not surpass the boundaries of this private
enclosure. Perhaps Polwhele included this element of enclosure to cloak her own
transgression of feminine silence. However, the given that the two faithful virgins' voices can
only be heard in the enclosed space of the hearse may also point to woman's social isolation
from communication, the men being unwilling to listen to what women have to say. Another
element of closet drama that figures in the play is the appearance of the messenger. In Act IV
Floradina/Erasila reports to Statenor how Merantha has responded to his declarations of love,
arguing that Merantha pities him, but will not marry him: "she to cure the wound's she make's
declines". The conversation between Floradina/Erasila and Merantha could also have been
staged. However, at this point Polwhele deliberately opts for a narration of the scene through
a messenger, emphasising Merantha's inaccessibility to Statenor as a faithful virgin. At the
same time, the narrative structure in which Merantha's rejection is presented dissociates her
speech from the presence of her female body, subverting the dominant ideology which
normally condemns women's voices by linking them with their sexuality.
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8.10. Conclusion: The Faithfull Virgins and Tragedies by Female Precursors.
The Faithfull Virgins differs from previous tragedies written by women, in that it was
specifically written for performance on the public stage. Although performance elements also
come up in Cary's and Cavendish's tragedies, in Polwhele's play references to theatricality,
stagecraft and visibility are more numerous. As in The Unnatural Tragedy, in The Faithfull
Virgins the visual and performance elements have the additional function of challenging the
dominant gender discourses. Polwhele takes things even further than Cavendish, pointing out
how society's reduction of women to sexual objects of the gaze contributes to women's
silencing and victimisation. Implicitly, she thus criticises the sexualisation of the actresses on
the public stage. Although Polwhele's play is essentially performative, she also refers to the
tradition of closet drama that was taken up by her female precursors. Like Sidney, Cary,
Philips and Cavendish, Polwhele sets woman's speeches in an all female, enclosed space in
order to circumvent criticism of her own transgressive utterances as a woman writer.
Furthermore, like Cary she uses the convention of the messenger in order to dissociate
woman's speech from the sexual female body, and thus, to undermine the conventional
association between woman's words and sexual incontinence.
Like her female predecessors, Polwhele associates her female characters' utterances
and her own dramatic text with sexual purity and a religious stance. Contrasting the pure,
religious female speeches with men's wanton, blasphemous tongues, Polwhele uses the
strategy of subverting gender norms that had also been adopted by Cary, Philips and
Cavendish before her. Furthermore, like Cavendish, Polwhele does not only question the
dominant discourses, but also exposes the social mechanisms underlying the ideology, namely
man's lechery, lust for power and oppressive governance of woman's fate. However, in
comparison with her female precursors, Polwhele is more conservative in the degree of
subjectivity that she grants her female characters. Although she questions Cleophon's
stereotyping of Isabella as the lustful, wordy woman, the fate that Isabella has to undergo
resembles the ending that is conventionally reserved for outspoken, tragic women. In this
respect, Philips and Cavendish allow their outspoken female characters a more positive
ending, granting them discursive and narrative command as well as the opportunity to achieve
greatness in life. In this respect, Polwhele's tragedy constitutes a less radical reconstruction of
the dominant discourses and the generic parameters of tragedy than Pompey and The
Unnatural Tragedy, though her play signifies a major step forward in bringing the issues of
female speech and female subjectivity to the public stage.
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Being probably the first woman who wrote a tragedy for the public stage, Polwhele
openly questions the dominant discourses on woman's self-expression by associating woman's
words with religion, privacy and virginity, and exposing the ideal of the silent woman as a
socially constructed form of behaviour. Furthermore, she makes clear that the myth of
feminine silence leads men to disrespect women's words, and thus makes woman's sexual
honesty vulnerable to man's assaults. Although Polwhele thus voices criticism on the
miscommunication between men and women as a result of the idealisation of female silence,
it is nevertheless only in the moments before their identities are erased by death that women
achieve the full status of subjects. As far as the issue of transcendence is concerned, however,
Polwhele shifts the conventional gender roles concerning memorialisation. Rewriting a
considerable part of the established tragic closure, Polwhele encourages her audience to
"vouchsafe…an Eare" to her alternative representations of female tragic subjectivity.

Figure 12: An engraving of Aphra Behn by White from a lost portrait by John
Riley, probably painted in the early 1680’s. From: Goreau, Angeline.
Reconstructing Aphra: A Social Biography of Aphra Behn. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1980.
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Chapter 9: "A new power that may the old supply": Aphra Behn's Abdelaz'r, or The
Moor's Revenge.
9.1. "The noisy wit": Aphra Behn as a Writer.
Although Aphra Behn is probably one of the most famous women writers of the Restoration
period, her life is surrounded by mysteries. Little is known about her birth, background and
youth. According to The Life and Memoirs of Mrs Behn, written by "a Gentlewoman of her
Acquaintance" (A4v), and published in one volume with The Histories and Novels of the Late
Ingenious Mrs Behn (1696), Aphra Behn was "a Gentlewoman by Birth, of a good Family in
the City of Canterbury, in Kent; her paternal Name was Johnson, whose Relation to the Lord
Willoughby, drew him for the advantageous Post of Lieutenant-General of many isles, besides
the Continent of Surinam" (1696, A4v). However, many scholars question the reliability of
this information. They suggest that the writer was born as Aphra Johnson between 1637 and
1643. In their view Behn was the daughter of a wet-nurse and Bartholomew Johnson, who
was a barber and later became one of the overseers of the poor for St Margaret's, a parish in
central Canterbury.1 She acquired the surname Behn through her marriage to the Dutch
merchant sailor Johan Behn, who died only a few years after their wedding.2
As a young seventeenth-century woman, Aphra Behn led an anomalous existence.
She undertook the dangerous voyage to the West Indies, became involved in a slave rebellion
there, and visited a tribe of Indians who had never before seen Europeans. Later she became a
spy for Charles II against the Dutch, and, due to expenses incurred in service of the king,
Behn was imprisoned as a debtor. She was a political activist who argued the Royalist point
of view in public.3 She had a long-term sexual relationship with Jack Hoyle, in spite of not
being married to him.4 Having debts and no husband to secure an income, Behn took up the
pen and became a professional writer in order to earn her bread. As one of the first
professional women writers, Behn appears to have relied on the education that she had
received as a child. Whether due to her family's social status or her family's relation to the
Colepeper family, Behn seems to have received a gentlewoman's education. There are
numerous references to Greek and Roman mythology, to classical philosophy, poetry, and
1

These scholars' view is confirmed by the Colonel Thomas Colepeper, who declared that Aphra's mother had
been his wet-nurse. See Colepeper 7591. See also Todd, 1996, 13-15.
2
As Janet Todd points out, "no wedding of a Behn is recorded in London, but records are incomplete and it
might have taken place elsewhere in Britain or on the Continent" (1996, 68).
3
See Goreau, 1980, 3.
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drama in her later literary work. She also paraphrased Ovid's Epistle of Oenone to Paris,
suggesting that she must have had a fair amount of instruction in the classics.5
Although Behn took up the "feminine" genre of translation, and celebrated
motherhood in her Two Congratulatory Poems to her Most sacred majeties, The First
Occasioned bon the Universal Hopes of all Loyal persons for a Prince of Wales, The Second,
on the Happy Birth of the prince (1688), 6 most of Behn's writings signal a move away from
the gender norms of femininity. 7 In her preface to the comedy The Lucky Chance (1686)
Behn argues: "I value Fame as much as if I had been born a Hero" (preface). Behn's ambitious
claim to the status of hero implies that she privileges obtaining the masculine prerogative of
literary fame over the preservation of her fame as a woman, that is, her reputation of chastity.8
She appears unconcerned about the imputations of wantonness that her profession as a woman
writer may elicit, and disregards the feminine norm that a woman should be silent in order to
protect her good name. In this preface Behn argues:
All I ask, is the Priviledge for my Masculine Part the Poet in me (if any such you will allow me) to tread
in those successful Paths my Predecessors have so long thriv'd in….(1686, preface)

Behn's idea of a "Masculine part, the poet in me" can be compared to Queen Elizabeth's
words in her "Armada Speech to the Troops at Tilbury, August 9, 1588": "I know I have the
body but of a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king" (2000,
326). Behn's use of the term "my Masculine Part the Poet in me" exposes the cultural
construction of writing as a gendered activity: she argues that as a member of the female sex
she may have "masculine" capacities and desires.9 Claiming that she has a "masculine" poetic
part inside her, Behn suggests that the feminine gender society has imposed upon her is only
one of the parts that she may act out. She may as well take on "masculine" gender roles, since
she implies that masculine and feminine gender do not naturally belong to a particular sex.10
4

See Goreau, 1980, 200-203.
Behn nevertheless expressed resentment at the ways in which her gender restricted her education: "Till now, I
curst my birth, my education/ And more the scanted customs of the nation: / permitting not the female sex to
thread,/ The mighty paths of learened heroes dead" (quoted in Todd, 1996, 31).
6
The prose works translated by Aphra Behn include Bonnecorse's La Montre, Fontenelle's Entretien sur la
pluralité des mondes, and an incomplete version of Larochefoucauld's Maximes. In "A Congratulatory Poem to
her Most sacred majestie on the Universal Hopes of all Loyal persons for a Prince of Wales" Behn confirms
gender norms. She depicts the queen not as a significant person, but as a vessel whose role is confined to
procreation: "O sacred Vessel, fraught with England's STORE/…Guard safe our Treasure to the wish'd for Shore
(1688, A1v).
7
See also Langdell, 1985, 113.
8
See also Ballaster, 1992, 94.
9
See Price, 1998, 129.
10
See also Munns, 1991: "Rather than cross-dressing Behn double-dresses and insists that her audience/readers
accept her female gender and her right to a freedom of expression and range of topics hitherto limited to male
literary production…her creation of a new sexual space from which to speak" (195)…"In defining the poet in her
as masculine, Behn does not deny that women can write verse. She is pointing to the cultural tradition of her
5
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By thus demystifying gender notions, Behn transforms authorship into a role that is accessible
to women as well, and consequently appropriates the literary field.11
Furthermore, as a female author Behn frequently overstepped the boundaries of
feminine propriety by writing about sexual desire, and by giving the woman transported by
love a speaking voice in her texts. In several of her poems Behn openly writes about sexual
matters. For instance, in "Love's Power" a woman is depicted who pays her lover "with a joy
for every tale" (Poems by Eminent ladies, 1755, G3v). In the light of the ambiguity of the
word "tail", the young woman does not merely listen to her lover's stories with joy, but also
appears to experience delight during their sexual intercourse. Similarly, in "Temple of Love"
Behn assumes the voice of a male lover whose mistress does not hesitate to satisfy him
sexually: "A thousand freedoms now she does imart/ Shews all her tenderness disrob'd of art,/
permits me lead her to the bow'r of bliss"(Poems by Eminent ladies, 1755, M2v-M3r).
Behn explores the issue of sexuality from both a male and a female perspective, thus
taking on the different personae of the male lover or the mistress as if she were impersonating
roles on a stage.12 There are two versions of the poem "Song. The Willing Mistress". In one of
these versions the speaking voice is that of Amyntas who describes how he "led my Silvia to a
Grove" (1994, 26) in order to seduce her. The poem also exists in a version in which the
persona is a woman who describes her sexual enjoyment with Amyntas: "Amyntas led me to a
grove…A many Kisses he did give:/ And I return'd the same/Which made me willing to
receive/That which I dare not name" (1994, 27). This version of the poem is radical in that it
allows a woman to respond both verbally and sexually to her lover's advances. 13 In her poem
"To Lysander" Behn takes matters even a step further, by having her female persona voice
awareness of the commodification of female sexuality, and a refusal to get involved in a
relationship without equality between the sexual partners: "I care not how the busy Market
goes, / And scorn to Chaffer for a price/ Love does one Staple Rate on all impose…It's not
enough, I gave you Heart for Heart" (1992, 92, ll.5-17).14

male "predecessors" , but she sees this tradition as setting standards and precedents rather than excluding her.
She demands the right to enter…spaces and places where men tread, but nowhere does she deny that she is also a
woman, a member of "my Sex"" (196).
11
On Behn's professionalisation of her authorship see Crompton, 1996, 130-54.
12
In this respect, Behn's adoption of male and female personae is similar to Margaret Cavendish's assumption of
different role and voices in her Orations (1662). See my earlier discussion on page 165.
13
Another such poem in which Behn explores a woman's sexual pleasure is "The disappointment", a
translation/adaptation of the French poem "Sur une impoissance" (1661) by de Cantenac. The poem is part of
the " 'imperfect enjoyment' genre" (Munns, 1999, 88), that is poems dealing with man's inadequacy and
impotence.
14
See also Price, 1998, 140.
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Behn's novel Love-Letters between a Nobleman and his Sister; with the History of
their Adventures In three Parts (1684) deals with the transgressive love affair between the
married Philander and his sister-in-law Silvia. The novel consists of letters between the two
lovers which were found after their elopement in "their Cabinets, at their House at St. denis,
where they both liv'd together" (A4v). The letters are full of lascivious descriptions with
which each seeks to titillate the other, and Silvia "displays herself for conquest" (Todd, 1989,
81). While the sexual liasion between Philander and Silvia is central to this epistolatory novel,
Love Letters also has a political subtext. Behn's representation of a transgressive love between
a brother and sister- in-law reworked the elopement of Lady Henrietta Berkeley with her
brother-in-law, Lord Grey of Werke,15 and therefore commented on current events.
Furthermore, in the novel references are made to the political divide between supporters of
Charles II and supporters of the Duke of Monmouth.16 Behn's Love Letters thus also signified
an intrusion upon the masculine realm of politics, like many of her other writings in which
she made overt political statements. Sometimes her political statements in her writings even
brought her into difficulties. For instance, when Behn criticised the Duke of Monmouth's
disloyalty to his father the King in her prologue to the anonymous play Romulus and Hersilia
(1682) she was even arrested by the court, despite her loyalty to Charles II.17
Considering Behn's use of public generic modes such as drama, her defiance of the
feminine norm of reputation and her engagement with politics and sexuality, it is not
remarkable that many contemporary critics associated her with the stereotype of the wanton
woman writer. In The Tory Poets, a Satire (1682, various authors) Thomas Shadwell stated
that "Poetess Afra through she 's damned today/ Tomorrow will put up another Play;/ And
Ot[wa]y must pimp to set her off" (8).18 In the anonymous "A satyr on the Modern
Translators" (1684), printed in Money Masters all Things: or, Sartirical Poems (1698), Behn
was depicted as a prostitute: "Then let her from the next inconstant lover,/ take a new copy for
a second Rover/ describe the cunning of a jilting whore,/ From the ill arts herself has us'd
before" (119-20). 19 Behn was commonly considered a whore because of her profession as a
woman writer, as is also revealed by the anxiety underlying the description of Behn in the
earlier mentioned The Life and Memoirs of Mrs Behn. Behn's female biographer insists upon
Behn's sexual virtue despite the outspokenness and verbal vivacity for which she was known:
15

See Wiseman, 1996, 72.
See Wiseman, 1996, 73.
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See Carnell, 1999, 134.
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Also quoted in Wiseman, 1996, 29 and Todd, 1998, 5.
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See also Goreau, 1989, 254.
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She was mistress of all the pleasing Arts of Conversation but us'd 'em not to any but those who lou'd not
Plain-dealing…For my part, I knew her intimately, and never saw ought unbecoming of just Modesty of
our Sex…She was, I'm satisfy'd, a greater Honour to our Sex than all the canting Tribe of Dissemblers,
that die with the false Reputation of Saints. (1696, B4v)

While underscoring Behn's virtue, her biographer at the same time undermines dominant
gender representations. Stating that many women who appear modest, are in fact a "Tribe of
Dissemblers" who do not deserve the reputation of sexually pure, the biographer disturbs the
notion that reticent women are necessarily chaste. By extension, this idea implies that a
woman who voices her views in public may be honourable as well . In other words, by
challenging common ideas about womanhood, the biographer opens up the possibility for
Behn to be a woman writer, yet virtuous.
Whereas Behn was ridiculed and criticised by male poets and critics, at the same time
she proved to be a great inspiration to other women writers. For instance, in "An essay in
defence of the Female Sex" (1696) Mary Astell mentions Aphra Behn as an example to which
all women should aspire in order to become liberated from man's oppression: "and let the
noble examples of the deservedly celebrated Mrs Philips and the incomparable Mrs Behn
rouse their Courages, and shew mankind the great injustice of their Contempt" (E4v). The
anonymous female poet "Ephelia" expresses great admiration for Behn in her Female pens on
Several Occasions (1679):
When first your strenuous polite Lines I read,
At once it Wonder and Amazement bred,
To see such things flow from a Woman's Pen
As might be Envy'd by the Wittiest men:
…A rare connexion of strong and sweet…
This I admir'd at, and my Pride to show…(F4v)

While "Ephelia" celebrates Behn, she also seeks to feminise her as a writer by associating
Behn with notions such as gentleness, sweetness and softness: "You write so
sweetly…Passions so gentle, and so well expresst" (F4v). "Ephelia's" need to feminise Behn's
authorship stems from the prevalence of representations in which Behn was identified as an
unnatural, as well as women writers' refutations of these conventional representations.20 After
Behn's death, the subsequent generation of women dramatists paid tribute to her, either by
celebrating Behn as their example in the prologues to their own plays, or by employing Behn's
writings as sources for their own plays. For example, Delarivier Manley modelled her rake
hero Wilmore in The Lost Lover (1696). Catherine Trotter adapted Behn's novella Agnes de
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Ephelia appears to have written a play herself, entitled The Royal Pair of Coxcombs, which was acted at a
dancing school around 1679, but has since been lost. See Davis and Joyce, 1992, 116.
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Castro for the stage in 1695, and in the prologue to the play praised Astrea, whose lays "with
never dying wit, bless'd Charles's days".
9.2. Aphra Behn as a Dramatist and Abdelaz'r, or The Moor's Revenge.
The Tixall Letters is a collection of letters written by relatives of the aristocratic Aston family
during the seventeenth century.21 In one of these letters, dating from approximately 1670,
Elizabeth Cottington states to her uncle:
Wee ar in expectation still of Mr Draidens Play. Ther is a bowld woman hath oferd one: my cosen
Aston can give you a better acount of her then I can. Soem verses I have seen which ar not ill: that is
commendation enouf: she will think so too, I believe , when it comes upon the stage. I shall tremble for
the poor wooman exposed among the criticks. She stands need to be strongly fortfied agents them…
(1815, 60)

The "poor wooman" that is to be "exposed among the criticks" is sometimes assumed to be
Aphra Behn.22 Cottington's letter makes clear that as a female playwright Behn was
considered an anomaly in her age, yet was famous as a phenomenon. Behn had a long and
prolific career writing for the theatre: her debut The Forced Marriage was produced on
September 20 1670 at Lincoln's Inn Fields, and The Widow Ranter was produced at Drury
lane in 1689, after her death. In between at least nineteen other plays saw the light: one
tragedy, Abdelaz'r, or the Moor's Revenge; two tragicomedies, The Forced Marriage and The
Amorous Prince; one farce, The Emperor of the Moon, and fifteen comedies. Furthermore,
there are several unsigned plays and adaptations attributed to Behn: The Revenge, or a Match
in Newgate and The Woman Turned Bully. It is unknown how Behn came to enter the
dramatic world and who introduced her to the coterie of writers. Although she had had some
contact with Thomas Killigrew while being a spy in the Netherlands, Behn took her plays to
the rival company of the Duke's men, which was run by Lady Davenant. Perhaps Behn found
her way into the theatre world through the support of this Lady, who must have known how
difficult it was for women to obtain a position in the male-dominated dramatic world.
Considering her references to stagecraft in her plays, and the fact that her drama was
enacted in the public theatre, Behn must have had some working knowledge of stagecraft
when she became a dramatist. Possibly Behn attended many performances prior to her active
engagement with drama, or perhaps she worked as an actress for some time. However, there is
no evidence for this latter hypothesis. Considering the lack of dedications, and the fact that
21

Tixall Letters. Vol 1-2. , or the Correspondence of the Aston Family and their
Friends. During the Seventeenth Century. Various authors. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown,
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her correspondence fails to mention any kind of support during the period 1670-1677, it can
be assumed that Behn wrote her first seven plays without patronage. This supposition is
further confirmed by the fact that her first seven plays were published by cheap London
printers, such as James Magnus and Thomas Dering. One of the other privileges Aphra Behn
might have enjoyed from a patron in those early years of her career was "the assumption of
debt incurred for publication" (Deborah Payne, 1991, 107). That Behn first worked without a
patron shows how difficult it was for women to enter the theatrical world as writers: after all,
at the time of her first dramatic experiment she was no longer an obscure writer, having built
up a steady reputation as a poet.
Behn first had to survive without the financial and moral aid from patrons, as becomes
evident from the prefaces to her early plays which "are peopled by theater managers and
licensors who threaten to suppress her plays, critics who find them obscene, audiences who
shout them down, directors who rewrite their lines, and actors who mangle them" (Finke,
1993, 19). Her preface to The Dutch Lover (1673) reveals that Behn was often at the mercy of
the theatre managers and directors, who changed her original play script without consulting
her: "Know then this Play was hugely injur'd in the Acting, for 'twas done so imperfectly as
never any was before, which did more harm to this than it could have done to any of another
sort...My Dutch Lover spoke but little of what I intended for him, but supply'd it with a deal
of idle stuff, which I was wholly unacquainted with till I had heard of first from him"(A1v).
The tone in this passage is sarcastic: Behn mocks the quality of the directors and actors as
well as her own lack of control over the performance. She wittily shifts the blame for the
failed theatre production to its poor staging and the fact that the play was changed by the
director so that it was no longer recognisable to her. At the same time, Behn's suggested lack
of control over the production of her plays, indicates that she lacked protection from an
influential patron who could have prevented these alterations to the script. Furthermore, the
preface to The Dutch Lover betrays anxiety about the attitude that critics might display
towards her performed play. Behn seeks to defend herself against critics who may run her
plays into the ground, by blaming the director and actor for the bad performance. This shows
that her position as a dramatist without a patron was vulnerable.
Moreover, lacking financial support from a patron, Behn was held hostage by the
tastes of the audiences. Behn depended upon her audiences for her income, being forced to
cater for the public's demands in order to make a sufficient living. This relation of
22
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dependence is reflected by the epilogue of The Amorous Prince (1671) in which the character
Cloris asks for support from the women in the audience: "But ladies 't is your hands
alone/And not his power can raise me to a Throne;/Without that aid I cannot reign,/
But will return back to my flocks again" (M2r). Behn often envisages her dependence on the
tastes of the audiences, who offer money in exchange for her play, as sexual
commodification.23 She draws an analogy between the seduction of clients by the prostitute
and her need to allure the audience as a woman playwright by offering dramatic excitement.
For instance, in the prologue to Behn's very first play The Forc'd Marriage, Or the Jealous
Bridegroom, A Tragi-Comedy (1670) it is suggested that women will no longer court men by
means of their looks, but will now also employ their wit to "seduce" the male sex:
Women, those charming victors, in whose eyes,
lay all their Arts, and their Artilleries;
Not being contented with the wounds they made,
Would by new Stratagems our Light invade,
Beauty alone goes now at too cheap rates,
And therefore they like Wise and Politick States,
Court a new power that may the old supply,
And keep as well as gain the victory.
They'le joyn the Force of Wit to beauty now,
And so maintain the right they have in you…
You'le never know the bliss of change, this Art
Retrieves (when Beauty fades), the wandring heart. (A2v)

Behn as a dramatist plays upon her association with the prostitute: like the whore who uses all
her "Arts" and "Artilleries" to capture men's hearts and purses, the female dramatist employs
"Stratagems" to maintain a claim on her audience. Comparing herself as a playwright to the
prostitute, Behn exposes the sexual commodification of women in culture at large. Recasting
the obligation between dramatist and audience in sexual terms through the analogy between
the whore and the female dramatist, Behn questions the legitimacy of the author's dependence
upon the audience as well as the commercial practices of the theatre. Behn also suggests that
wit rather than beauty makes a woman powerful. Men tend to become unfaithful when their
mistress's beauty fades away, as the term "wandring heart" emphasises. By contrast, a
woman's wit secures a more lasting commitment of men and the male audience, and thus may

23

Munns argues: "Behn's prologues…employ strategies of seduction. A prologue must soften up and please the
audience, and coquettish insults…as much as lavish flattery, are undoubtedly typical of the mode….
The femininity, however, is that codified as prostitution, for if the main text is the object of circulation,
something that will be bought and sold, used and abused, prefatory remarks function, like all advertisements, as
titillations, encouragements to purchase, to spend, and, in a sense, are the encouragements of bawds" (Munns,
1991, 49, 55). Jill Dolan addresses the issue of the female playwright in relation to the sexual commodification
of the female body. See Dolan, 1998, 289.
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lead to constancy: "and so they maintain the right they have in you".24 Furthermore, it is
implied that wit ensures greater profit, since beauty goes at cheap rates.
Although Behn thus plays upon the common association of the woman writer with the
whore, at the same time she distances herself as a female dramatist from the prostitute by
suggesting that she guarantees a lasting affection, and thus will encourage constancy rather
than bawdiness. By attributing the quality of the "wandring heart" to the male rather than the
female sex, and to the audience rather than the woman writer, Behn undermines the
conventional association of the female dramatist with sexual incontinence. Behn similarly
questions the common representation of the female dramatist as the prostitute in her preface to
The Dutch Lover (1673), by identifying male poets and dramatists rather than women
playwrights with lewdness:
However true this is, I am my self well able to affirm that none of all our English Poets, and least the
Dramatique (so I think you call them) can be justly charg'd with too great reformation of mens minds or
manners, and for that I may appeal to general experiment, if those who are the most assiduous Disciples
of the Stage , do not make the fondest and lewdest crew about this Town. (A2r)

In the epilogue to Sir Patient Fancy; a Comedy (1678) Behn expresses her refusal to
apologise for her work, even if the audience does not like her play:
Now I am sure, all look that I should say
Something like asking pardon for the Play:
With low submission, and I can't tell what:
Excuse her Writing, language, and her Plot!
As crafty Pets Guilty cry their Wit,
To make you less severe in lashing it:
But, faith, she scorns such undermining ways,
Of blowing up your pity into praise; (P4r)

Behn subverts roles, showing that she is in control of the audience instead of depending upon
the praise and condemnation of the theatre public: "Mark how maliciously her snares sh'as
laid:/Praise or Condemn, you're equally betray'd" (P4r). Likewise in her preface to The
Dutch Lover Behn displays an attitude of independence towards her audience of readers. She
declines begging the readers' "pardon for diverting you from you affairs, by such an idle
Pamphlet as this is, for I presume you have not much to do, and therefore are to be obliged to
me for keeping you from worse imployment" (A2r).25

24

Gallagher comes to a similar conclusion about Behn's representation of wit and sexuality in her prologues:
"The woman's play of wit is the opposite of foreplay; it is a kind of afterplay specifically designed to prolong
pleasure, resuscitate desire, and keep a woman who has given herself sexually from being traded in for another
woman" (1993, 67).
25
Janet Todd argues that Behn's "growing concern with her work as her work may have been implicated in her
movement towards prose fiction in her last writing years" (1998, 9).
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In the preface to The Dutch Lover Behn argues: "if you consider Tragedy, you'l find
their best of characters unlikely patterns for a wise man to pursue"(A2r). Behn's gendered
comment that tragedies depict the fates of men with serious moral shortcomings is intriguing,
since only three years later her own tragedy Abdelaz'r; or, The Moor's Revenge was entered in
the stationer's register.26 The play is in fact the only tragedy that Behn ever wrote.27 Perhaps
her short-lived engagement with tragedy had to do with the fact that she felt that her wit was
more suited to comedy. Or, perhaps her single engagement with tragedy was prompted by the
fact that the genre had come much in favour at the time, in particular with the introduction of
leading tragic actresses such as Elizabeth Barry.28 It was this upcoming star who played
Leonora, the second female lead in the play, while the part of the queen was taken by Mary
Betterton. The role of Isabella was played by Mary Lee, while Thomas Betterton performed
the part of Abdelazer. Abdelazer was a moderate theatrical success. Shareholders obtained a
dividend of 25 British pound sterling, which was a great deal more than what was provided by
Elkanah Settle's Conquest of China, for example.29
Nevertheless Behn was not satisfied with her play and its reception. Critics attacked
Behn for plagiarism, because Abdelazer was an evident adaptation of the play Lusts
Dominion, or The Lascivous Queen which had been written around 1590, was published in
1657, and was attributed to Christopher Marlowe.30 Although attitudes towards adapting
sources changed in the last decades of the seventeenth century,31 these accusations of
plagiarism expose the double standard in society's treatment of male and female writers. In
fact, in Restoration England many dramatists adapted pre-war plays, but these dramatists were
never criticised for staying close to their sources. For instance, Nahum Tate's The History of
King Lear (1680) closely followed Shakespeare's original: he only shifted his focus to
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Susie Thomas states that "the earliest recorded performance of Abdelazer, or, The Moor's Revenge took place
on 3 July 1676" (1998, 19).The play was subsequently published in 1677 by J. Magnes and R. Bentley.
27
As Derek Hughes comments: "In the light of Behn's later concentration on social comedy, Abdelazer might
seem an anomaly in her output; but only with hindsight" (2001, 57)
28
See Duffy, 1977, 123.
29
See Todd, 1996, 189.
30
It is, however, not certain that Marlowe wrote the play. Although his name was mentioned on the title page,
the play could as well have been written by John Marston or Thomas Dekker. It has also often been assumed that
the play was the same as one called The Spanish Moor's Tragedy (1600). See Harbage's Annals (1964).
31
As Paulina Kewes points out, "[i]n the last decades of the age the demand for the explicit acknowledgement of
sources intensified. The preoccupation with the integrity and legitimacy of source materials reflects a new
perception of the relationships, links, and affinities between old texts and new ones. An awareness of the rapidly
expanding market for printed playbooks prompted an enquiry into the licence of authors to appropriate older
texts" (1998, 96).
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Cordelia rather than the king, thus constructing a love story between Edgar and Cordelia, and
he added a scene in which Edmund seeks to rape Cordelia.32
As Behn confessed in a personal letter to the actress Emily Price, printed in Thomas
Brown's Familiar Letters of Love and Gallantry (1718), her plot was similar to that of Lust's
Dominion: "the world treated me as a plagiary, and, I must confess, not with injustice… For
being impeach'd by murdering my Moor, I am thankful, since, when I shall let the world
know, whenever I take the pains next to appear in print, of the mighty theft I have been guilty
of" (128).33 Despite many similarities between the two plays, Abdelaz'r and Lust's Dominion
are also different. Behn altered the names of the characters: her queen is called Isabella, while
the Isabella in Lust's Dominon is named Leonora. In addition, she introduced some characters
that cannot be found in Lust's Dominion, such as Elvira, "woman to the queen", and Roderigo,
"creature to the moor". Some characters from the original are left out, namely the King of
Portugal. In addition, Behn omitted some scenes, such as the King Philip's deathbed scene,
and she drastically revised the ending of the play. Whereas in the source the queen lives to
repent her wickedness, in Behn's play the queen is murdered. Unlike the moor Eleazer in
Lust's Dominon, Behn's Abdelazer is deceived by his servant Osmin,who brings about his
downfall.34
9.3. Women and "amorous discourse" in the Play.
As one of the first women to write for the public stage, did Aphra Behn cater for the
audience's views by confirming the dominant ideas about women, speech and sexuality? Or,
rather, did she question the current notions on female discourse in order to defend her own
position as a woman playwright? One way of finding answers to these questions is by
analysing Behn's complex representation of queen Isabella. On the one hand, the depiction of
the queen appears to endorse the conventional association of the verbally assertive woman
with lechery. Queen Isabella is involved in an adulterous relationship with the moor
Abdelazer. Indulging her amorous feelings for Abdelazer and being unfaithful to her husband,
the king of Spain, Isabella is also a woman who insists upon speaking her mind and being
listened to. In the opening scene, Abdelazer insults the queen by rejecting her amorous
advances, and by rudely commanding her to leave him. When the queen demands to know the
32
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reason behind his conduct, and Abdelazer refuses to answer her question and listen to her, the
queen raises her voice:
Abdelazer. I will not answer thee, nor hear thee speak.
Queen. Not hear me speak!- yes, and in thunder too. (I, i)35

Queen Isabella uses her eloquence as a tool to sexually attract men and manipulate them. The
Cardinal is "bewitch'd" by the "Spell Hid" in the queen's "charming Lips", that is, in her
speech (V, i). Apart from this, Queen Isabella phrases her desire for revenge in sexual terms:
"revenge, although I court thee with my fatal ruine,/ I must enjoy thee! There's no other
way/And I'm resolv'd upon the mighty pleasure" (III, i).
While the stereotype of the wanton, outspoken woman is thus evoked, in her
representation of Isabella Behn generally challenges the dominant gender discourses. A
comparison between Behn's representation of the adulterous Isabella and the queen that is
depicted in the earlier play, reveals that the connection between Isabella's speech and her
wantonness is made more explicitly in Lust's Dominion. In this play Eleazer explicitly
identifies the queen's speeches with lasciviousness: "'Tis true, how often have I stopt/Thy
unchast songs from passing through mine ears? (V, ii, 312-13). By contrast, in Behn's text no
connection is suggested between the fact that Isabella has committed adultery and her selfassertion. Thus, Behn has omitted the overt link between woman's speech and wantonness
that is made in the original.
In her characterisation of Isabella Behn attenuates the picture of the extremely lustful
queen that is drawn in Lust's Dominion. Like their counterparts in Lust's Dominion the male
characters in Abdelazer frequently refer to Isabella's lustful nature. Isabella's son Philip argues
that his mother "suffer'd" the king's "bed to be defil'd with Lust" (I, ii). Abdelazer alleges that
Isabella has decayed his youth "only to feed thy Lust" (I, i). However, Behn suggests that
these definitions of Isabella's nature as lustful are unreliable. She does so by showing that
Abdelazer's assumption that the women around them are sexually impure is wrong, issuing
from his own wanton inclinations.36 For instance, Abdelazer unjustly views his wife's
conversations with the king as proof of her inconstancy to him: "I'le interrupt your amorous
35

Refernces are to the 1677 edition of the play, which is divided into acts and scenes.
Behn often represents male characters who unjustly suspect virtuous women of lack of constancy. For
instance, in The Forced Marriage (1671) Phillander unjustly thinks that Erminia "has broke her Vows which I
held sacred/And plays the Wanton in anothers Armes" (II, iv). In The Dutch Lover (1673) Alonzo wrongly
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because her "discourse is free and natural" (I, iii). Subsequently, Marcel mistakes the veiled virgin Euphemia for
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prostitute is very unstable.
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discourse" (I, ii). Florella's speeches to the king are, however, innocent expressions of respect
rather than wanton "flattery" (II, ii). Furthermore, Abdelazer calls Isabella's maid a "Bawd"
without any seeming reason: "Bawd, fetch me here a Glass" (I, i). Abdelazer's misjudgements
therefore appear to result from his own sexual immorality: Abdelazer is unfaithful to his wife,
and later on in the play he attempts to rape the virtuous princess Leonora. Considering his
own distorted perceptions on women's nature, Abdelazer's representation of the queen as
extremely lascivious seems dubious.
The unreliability of Abdelazer's representation of Isabella is endorsed by the function
of the mirror in the first scene. Abdelazer wants to hold up a mirror to the queen's face in
order to confront her with the lustful nature that he reads in her countenance: "Thy face and
eyes!- Bawd, fetch me here a Glass. (to Elvira)/And thou shalt see the balls of those
eyes…decay'd my Youth, only to feed thy Lust!" (I, i). However, the queen is never
represented as actually looking in a mirror, since she is not shown to respond to a mirror
image of herself, and since there is no mention in the stage directions of a mirror being
actually held up to her face. What the queen is therefore shown is not a mirror image, but
Abdelazer's representation of her. The description of the queen's eye-balls as reflections of
vile lust should consequently be interpreted as an image that is distorted by Abdelazer's own
lascivious outlook on life. Looking in the queen's eyes, Abdelazer sees his own reflection,
hence his own immorality.37
At the same time, the scene comments on society's sexualisation of women. Playing
upon the idea that drama holds up a mirror to society, Behn suggests that society sees its own
lasciviousness reflected by the play. Implying that it is Abdelazer's rather than Isabella's
image which is mirrored, Behn draws an analogy between the moor's eroticisation of Isabella,
and society's sexualisation of women. In pointing out that Abdelazer's views on Isabella as a
natural bawd are flawed, Behn indirectly creates the impression that society's fear of women's
"unnatural" sexuality is distorted as well.38 Considering the fact that Behn's play was staged
with actresses performing in it, Behn also appears to criticise the audience's view of the
actresses as lascivious. Abdelazer is the mirror held up to the male members of the audience,
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Abdelazer similarly projects his own wanton desires upon the princess Leonora. When he attempts to seduce
Leonora, Abdelazer argues that the princess's eyes will wantonise men: "In your bright Eyes there is, that may
corrupt 'em more" (V, i).This remark seems out of touch with reality, since Leonora sets great store by her sexual
purity. Thus, it is revealed that Abdelazer tends to shift responsibility for his own lascivious intentions to the
women around him.
38
As Owen argues, "Behn criticizes sexual double standards. She also extends qualified sympathy to prostitutes,
victimized by double standards" (1996, 16).
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his lustful perception of Isabella reflecting the wanton gazes of the audience on the female
performers.
The representation of queen Isabella as an extremely lustful creature is further
undermined by the Abdelazer's performance of the role of the prostitute in their relationship,
offering his affection to Isabella only in exchange for material goods and status. The queen is
furious about Abdelazer's rejection of her affections, since she has made him wealthy: "Have
I for this… Exhausted Treasures that wou'd purchase Crowns,/To buy thy smiles…And is it
thus- my bounties are repaid?" (I, i). Behn depicts the affair between Isabella and Abdelazer
as the moor's opportunity to climb the social ladder and increase his riches. The queen desires
a relationship divested of materialism, suggesting that they "need no Crowns; Love best
contented is/In shadie Groves, and humble Cottages" (I, i). By contrast, Abdelazer argues that
"Love and ambition are the same to me" (I, i). Thus, as in the prologues to her plays, Behn
exposes the commercial nature of male-female relationships in the culture at large. The
common association of the outspoken woman with the whore is challenged by Behn's
presentation of a member of the male sex as someone who requires payment and social
advancement in return for his sexual favours.
The suggestion that Isabella is solely driven by lust is further undermined by the fact
that Abdelazer only uses the terms "lust" and "lustful" (I, i) in relation to their affair, whereas
the queen describes her passion for Abdelazer as love: "How dare you, Sir, upbraid me with
my Love?" (I, i). The queen feels sincere affection for Abdelazer, which is also revealed by
the song "Love Arm'd" at the opening of the play. The text of the song was written
specifically for the play, even though "Love Arm'd" was frequently reprinted in collections of
Behn's poetry. The song describes the suffering of a lover who has fallen victim to the
"Tyrannick pow'r" of love. Although both the 'I" and the beloved are victimised by
"Tyrannick" love,39 they are not equally affected by its power. While the "I" in the poem is
struck with "ev'ry killing Dart" from the beloved, the lover experiences no pangs of love:
From me he took his sighs and tears
From thee his pride and cruelty…
But my poor heart alone is harm'd,
Whilst thine the Victor is, and free. (I, i)

In the play the queen has ordered the music that is to be played: "Play all your sweetest Notes,
such as inspire/ The active Soul with new and soft desire" (I, i). Yet Abdelazer is irritated by
39

In fact, the idea that the "I" and the lover have set up tyrannic love as a deity suggests criticism on the absolute
power of the king. The persona has honoured the monarch as a God, but is victimised by the king's power over
him/her. This may refer to the anger experienced by Behn when she had acted as a spy on behalf of the king, but
was refused financial support by Charles II in order to be released from prison.
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the song: "On me this Musick lost? - this sound on me/ That hates all softness?" (I, i). Since
Isabella enjoys the song, whereas Abdelazer dislikes it, the "'I" of the poem appears to be
identified with Isabella, whereas Abdelazer seems to embody the cruel lover. Thus, the
Petrarchan discourses of the poem are allocated to a female speaker. This implies a shift in the
Petrarchan poetic tradition, in which the persona is often male.
Isabella's love for Abdelazer is indeed sincere, whereas Abdelazer's devotion to the
queen was only inspired by ambition and lust: "the influence of this- must raise my glory
high" (I, i).40 Although she commits adultery with Abdelazer, the queen views their
relationship as a marriage. This becomes clear from her statement that she has "neglected" all
her "vows" to the king of Spain, "and sworn 'em here a-new" (I, i); a statement which
accentuates the tension between the queen's fidelity to Abdelazer on the one hand, and her
adultery on the other hand. In contrast with Isabella's constancy to the moor, Abdelazer's
interest in the queen has already disappeared, and he now acts as the cruel, rejecting lover
described in the poem: "Away, fond woman…Away, away, be gone" (I, i). In addition, like
the beloved in the song Abdelazer is the "victor" in that he completely controls Isabella's
words and behaviour because of her infatuation for him: "That this same Queen, this easie
Spanish Dame/May be bewitcht and dote upon me still" (I, i). For instance, Abdelazer
succeeds in making Isabella declare the falsehood that Philip is a bastard child, issued from
her extramarital relationship with the Cardinal: "Oh give me leave to blush when I declare,/
That Philip is- as he has rendred him" (III, iii). Because the queen's narration of her adultery
is invented and commanded by Abdelazer, her use of the discourses of the lascivious woman
should not be interpreted as proof of her wanton nature. The song, which serves as a prologue
to the play, therefore emphasises the contrast between Isabella's sincere, unchanging affection
and Abdelazer's self-interested, short-lived passion, and stresses the ways in which the
queen's behaviour is a role imposed upon her by the moor.41

40

In fact, Isabella is similar to Hippolyta in The Dutch Lover and Angellica Bianca in The Rover in that all three
women are victimised by the men with whom they have an extramarital relationship. In all three cases, the male
lovers prove to be unfaithful and untrustworthy, while the women are sincere in their affections for them. While
Hippolyta lives "in whoredom, with an impious villain", Antonio, she has been betrayed by her debaucher who
had promised to marry her: "But prethee tell me why thou treat'st me thus?/ Why dist thou with the sacredvows
of Marriage,/ After a long and tedious courtship to me,/ ravish me from my parents and my husband?" (I, ii).
41
Todd argues that "Love Arm'd…makes Abdelazer seem the embodiment of …lust in a work that circles round
the themes of sexual submission and domination" (Todd, 1996, 184). In The Rover the prostitute Angellica
Bianca is outraged because her lover Willmore has been unfaithful, while she cherished sincere passions for him.
As Boebel states: "Angellica Bianca… plays a double role. Speaking with the voice of outraged feminine virtue,
she becomes the phallic enforer of chastity" (1996, 67). See also Copeland, 1998, 150.
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9.4. Wanton men, "sacred and …innocent" Women.
Behn challenges the common equation of female speech with lechery by relating the words
spoken by Florella and Leonora to sexual virtue. Through the characterisation of Florella, a
foil to the adulterous Isabella, Behn shows that a woman who is outspoken can nevertheless
be sexually pure. Florella is "wondrous forward" (II, i), in that she does not refrain from
speaking with other men than her husband, having intimate conversations with the king.
Despite her transgressive speeches from a gendered point of view, Florella is represented as
sexually honourable: "so sacred and so innocent (I, ii), "as chaste as vestals" (III, iii).
The amorous king at first uses their interviews to persuade Florella into a love affair
with him, in exchange for political and financial favours: "say, wou'dst thou have thy
Husband share my Crown? / Do but submit to love me, and I yield it" (I, ii). However,
Florella refuses to accept his offers and refrains from amorous discourse with the king. As she
argues, she will only give "love as humble Subjects owe their King" (I, ii). Instead, Florella is
outspoken to the king in order to defend her chastity and her loyalty to her husband: "Ah Sir,
the Gods and you would be more merciful,/ If by a death less cruel than my fears,/ You would
preserve my honour quickly" (III, iii). She rejects the king's expressions of love to her,
claiming that she will never yield to his passion: "A deed like that my Virtue wou'd undoe…A
sin, that wou'd my hate, not passion move;/ I owe a duty where I cannot love" (III, iii).
Florella's speeches prove to be a defence of sexual purity rather than signs of her wantonness.
The king is impressed by Florella's assertion of her virtue and will therefore not harm her
chastity: "No, my Florella, I adore thy Virtue,/ And none prophane those Shrines, to whom
they offer" (III, iii).42 Showing that a woman's self-assertion need not imply sexual impurity,
Behn undermines the conventional association of woman's self-expression with
lasciviousness. Thus, she questions the dominant gender discourses and implicitly legitimises
woman's self-expression.
Linking Florella's self-expression to sexual purity and representing her self-assertion
as a defence of chastity, Behn associates the king's and Abdelazer's words with wantonness.
Considering Florella's marriage to Abdelazer, the king's amorous discourses towards Florella
go against the sacred vows of marriage: "I wooe thee, for mercy on my self;…who himself
42

The Rover also presents a woman whose outspokenness is not paralleled by sexual incontinence, and whose
wit helps her to protect her virginity. Although Helena is "free and witty" in her speeches, she is an "honest
person of Quality" who will not surrender sexually to Willmore before he marries her (part I, I,ii). Furthermore,
she manages to gain Willmore's respect through her wit, so that he consents to wed her before sexual
consummation. See also Kavenik, 1991, 184.
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lies dying,/ Imploring from thy eyes a little pity" (I, ii). Although Behn displays some
understanding for Abdelazer's urge to gain the crown of Spain that was unjustly appropriated
by Philip of Spain from his father, she comes up with a negative portrayal of Abelazer's
sexuality. Abdelazer employs his eloquence in order to secure gratification of his lust.43
Making his passions for her known to Leonora, the moor alludes to copulation:44
But since 'tis not to be resisted here--You must permit it to approach your Ear…
Its language I'le deliver out in sighs
Soft as the whispers of a yielding Virgin…
Coy mistress, you must yield, and quickly too
Were you devout as Vestals, pure as their fire
Yet I wou'd wanton in the rifled spoils
Of all that sacred Innocence and Beauty. (V, i)

The fact that Abdelazer likens the sounds of his language to a "yielding virgin" and
commands that Leonora "must yield" to him, displays a connection between Abdelazer's
speech and rape. This connection is underlined by Leonora's refusal to listen to Abdelazer's
language, because she "cannot hear it…with honour" (V, i). Besides, Leonora is shown to
assert her voice mainly to defend her chastity. When Abdelazer claims that she is to be his,
the princess replies that her heart "never can be yours! That, and my vows/, are to Alonzo
given" (V, i).
9.5. The Function of Religious Discourses in the Play.
Behn further legitimises woman's self-expression by contrasting Florella's and Leonora's
honourable use of religious discourses with Abdelazer's sacrilegious resort to religious
language. Florella invokes "heaven" in order to defend her spiritual morality and honour
Christian laws. When Abdelazer commands her to kill the king with a dagger, she indignantly
replies: "heaven forbid" (III, i). Similarly, Leonora uses religious discourse in order to express
her observation of God's will: "heav'ns will I'm not permitted to dispute" (V, i). Furthermore,
the princess refers to "heaven" in order to praise honourable behaviour. As she says to Osmin,

43

In fact, Behn often represents male characters who use their eloquence to seduce women. In her "'Selinda and
Cloris" (printed in Miscellany, various authors, 1685) Behn presents a dialogue between Cloris who has been
abandoned by her lover for another woman, Selinda. Cloris advises her rival: "Then from his charming Language
fly,/Or thou'rt undone as well as I" (P1r). Furthermore, the male characters in her plays often use discourse
which signal their wanton natures. For instance, in The Dutch Lover (1673) Marcel immediately tends to forget
about his vows of marriage to Clarinda when he gets a letter from her inviting him to come to her chamber at
night: "Without the ceremonious tye of Marriage;/ That tye that does but nauseate the delight" (I, ii).
44
As Hodgson-Wright points out, "the point at which Abdelazar's discourse with Leonora turns from that of
lover into that of rapist is crucially at the point when she has insulted him" by rejecting his masculine desire
(2000, 157-58).
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who has come to her rescue when Abdelazer threatened to rape her: "heaven bless thee for thy
goodness" (V, i).
Abdelazer, however, employs religious discourse in order to mask his appropriation of
political power. For instance, in proposing Leonora as the queen of Spain, Abdelazer defends
his assumption of political power by claiming: "She must be Queen, I, and the Gods decree
it!" (V, i). Abdelazer's reference to the divine power as "Gods" rather than "God" makes clear
that he has pagan rather than Christian religious affiliations. Abdelazer attempts to prevent
Leonora's marriage to Alonzo by unjustly presenting his will as the will of heaven: "heaven
and I, am of another mind,/And must be first obey'd" (V, i). At times, he even voices his
resistance to God's control over the world: "No matter what Heaven will, I say it must" (III, i).
Abdelazer's blasphemous use of religious discourses is underlined by the fact that he is
associated with hell. As he claims, he would often pass through a "vault deep under ground,/
Into which the busie Sun ne're entred,/ But all is dark, as are the shades of Hell" in order to
reach the queen's appartments. Behn's representation of Abdelazer as the antithesis of
Christianity is further elaborated in his feud with king Philip. The latter signifies the victory
of Christianity over the heathen Moors governed by Abdelazer's father. Abdelazer's
opposition to the king underlines his abuse of Christian discourses, and intensifies the contrast
between his irreligious speeches and the women's Christian discourses.

9.6. Gender and Subjectivity in Abdelaz'r.
It is notable that there are no scenes in the play in which women characters communicate with
one another. The queen speaks to Abdelazer, her sons Philip and Ferdinand and the cardinal,
but she does not converse with Florella and Leonora. Florella only figures as a speaker in
relation to Abdelazer and the king, and Leonora solely communicates with Abdelazer, Osmin
and her brother Philip. As we saw, in earlier tragic plays by women, woman's conversation is
set in a private, all female context, and in many of the closet dramas female characters are
only shown to speak to members of their own sex.45 Isabella's, Florella's and Leonora's acts of
self-expression are not confined to an enclosed, female setting. This reflects Behn's forfeiture
of closet drama and her choice to write for the male-dominated audience of the public theatre.
At the same time, the fact that Isabella, Florella and Leonora only communicate with men
illustrates the division between the women in the play. Behn points out that woman's
infatuation for men obstructs female bonding. For instance, the queen, besotted by her
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affections for Abdelazer, seeks to remove her rival, Abdelazer's wife Florella, by suggesting
that Florella is adulterous:
…grant the Love-sick King,
may find admittance to Florella's arms;
…till my Moor returns;
Where in her Lodgings he shall find his Wife,
Amidst her Amorous dalliance with my Son.My watchful Spyes are waiting for the knowledge;
Which when to me imparted, I'le improve,
Till my Revenge be equal to my Love. (III, ii)

It must be noted that Behn's queen asserts her right to an audience more expressively
than the queen in Lust's Dominion. Isabella's indignation that the moor will not hear her speak
contrasts with the queen's humble request for an audience in Lust's Dominion: "I prithee speak
to me and chide me not...I'le kill myself unless thou hear'st me speak" (I, i, 68-71).
Nevertheless, Behn's queen lets herself be reduced to the role of the listener by Abdelazer's
angry commands, and she submits to Abdelazer's representation of her.46 She seems to have
lost the capacity for constructing an independent self-image, relying for her identity on
Abdelazer. She does not resist his definitions of her as "Ugly as Hell"; an interesting
definition in the light of the association of Abdelazer with hell in the play, which exemplifies
how he projects his own wicked nature upon her:
Queen. Am I grown ugly now?
Abdelazer. Ugly as Hell-. (I, i)

Due to her obsession for Abdelazer, the queen even consents to represent herself to the
outside world as a whore. When Abdelazer wants Isabella to proclaim Philip a bastard, and
thus, to display herself as an adulterous, lewd woman, Isabella readily submits to the role that
he imposes upon her: "There's reson in thy words, but oh my Fame!" (III, i). Isabella's
dependence upon the moor for her self-representation even leads to an inability to assert her
identity in public. When her son Philip calls her "vilest of thy Sex…a thing I have miscall'd a
Mother", he makes it impossible for Isabella to manifest herself as a speaker: "We must not
paret so, madam,/I first must let you know your sin and shame:–nay, hear me calmly,/– for by
heav'n you shall" (I, ii). The characters who witness Isabella's humiliation by Philip, do not
speak up in defence of her: "Are ye all mute, and hear me thus upbraided?" (I, ii).
Behn's representation of Isabella as the powerless victim of her own amorous

45
46

For more details on Behn's use of monologue and dialogue in her plays see Zimbardo, 1991, 375.
For a reading of the female body and representation in Behn's drama see Green, 1993, 121.
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passion underlines the points that Behn makes in her prologues, such as the preface to The
Forced Marriage: a woman is disempowered by her sexual attraction to men, and her beauty
can only enthrall men temporarily. By contrast, woman is empowered by wit, which cannot
fade and which consequently secures man's lasting respect and love for her.47 This idea is also
endorsed by the play. Whereas Isabella has no influence on the moor's thoughts, no longer
being considered attractive by him, she manages to affect Alonzo's mind through her witty
speeches: she succeeds in making him believe that his sister Florella is "a Whore" (III, ii).
Behn also suggests that wit is a quality through which women gain power. Behn plays
with the notions "legitimate" and "illegitimate", pointing out that these concepts are very
unstable in relation to gender. In the world of the play maternity is a sensitive issue, since the
male characters' claim to a social position depends upon the question whether they are
legitimate offspring or bastards. Isabella's statement that Philip is a bastard child undermines
his right to the throne of Spain. Isabella's exposition of Philip as illegitimate progeny,
whereas he is lawfully begotten, displays the instability of the notion "legitimate" as well as
woman's power over the definition of the term. A woman may represent herself as either a
"natural" or an "unnatural" mother by adopting the role and assuming the discourses of the
good wife or fallen woman, respectively. Since gender can be seen in these contexts as roleplaying, the distinction between the good, chaste woman and the wicked, wanton woman
becomes less clear: a woman may play the role of the virtuous wife when she is in fact
lecherous, or the other way around.48 Through her representation of the queen, Behn questions
who has control over the process of signification, and undermines the stability of gender
notions. Through her witty characterisation and her way of presenting the plot, Behn
exercises power over language and its meaning.
At the same time Behn suggests that women should raise their voices in order to
control their public image. The play includes a scene in which Philip pesters Abdelazer with
Florella's intimacy with the king, suggesting that the moor may be cuckolded by his wife:
Philip. thy wife! proud Moor…Does't make thee snarle!.
47

In The Rover Behn also points to the ways in which women are disempowered by their affection for men. The
whore Angellica becomes infatuated with Willmore, and thus, for the first time loses control over the
commodification of her body. Falling obsessively in love with Willmore, Angellica is deprived of the power to
assert herself. When Willmore is offensive, Angelica does not reply, and her maid Moretta wonders: "Sure, she's
bewitcht, that she can stand thus tamely and hear his sawcy railing" (part I, II, ii). Since Angellica can only offer
the pleasure of her body, Willmore gets tired of her affections as soon as he has enjoyed her. As Angellica says:
"In vain I have Consulted all my Charms,/In vain this Beauty priz'd, in vain believ'd./My Eyes cou'd kindle any
lasting fires;/I had forgot my Name, my Infamie" (III, i). By contrast, Willmore's passion for the witty Helena,
who offers verbal rather than sexual titillation, proves lasting. See also Nash, 1994, 79, Diamond, 1999, 44-45,
and Finke, 1993, 27.
48
Heidi Hutner discusses Behn's explosion of the dichotomy of the virgin and the whore in The Rover. See
Hutner , 1993, 106.
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Abdelazer. Shall I be calm, and hear my wife call'd Whore? (II, i)

Remarkably, Florella is present at this scene, but she does not assert her voice to resist Philip's
imputations. Her silence, though properly feminine, is self-incriminating, yet her mute
presence suggests that Florella is not the outspoken woman that Philip describes. Her failure
to speak up in defence of herself makes her the helpless victim of the plots invented by
Abdelazer and the queen, who use Florella's supposed adultery to have her and the king
removed: Abdelazer employs his suspicions of Florella's adultery as the means to blackmail
his wife into killing the king, while Isabella induces Florella's brother Alonzo to murder his
sister by referring to Florella's blemished reputation. By thus implying that a woman's silence
leads to her disempowerment and victimisation, Behn voices another way of understanding
the function of silence and women's roles.
Generally Isabella fails to exercise narrative command over her existence and the
course of events. As a result of her excessive love for Abdelazer, Isabella seeks to satisfy
the moor's desires by obeying his commands. Thus, in her actions she is partly directed by
him. As we have seen, Isabella acts out the role of the mother of a bastard child when
Abdelazer tells her to assume this part, albeit reluctantly. Isabella follows Abdelazer's
direction in conjuring the cardinal "not to engage with Philip,/ Who aims at nothing but the
Kingdoms ruine" (IV, i) in order to protect the rule over Spain that Abdelazer has
appropriated. Although Isabella benefits from opposing Philip, encouraged to revenge his
public abuse of her as an unnatural mother, the revenge plot that she tries to set into motion is
not her own but Abdelazer's. Even when the queen does not directly follow Abdelazer's
orders, she proves to be directed by him. For instance, when Isabella kills Florella out of
envy, she stabs her with a dagger. She enacts Abdealzer's aim of the phallic destruction of
women, recalling the analogy that the queen draws between rape and daggers earlier in the
play:
My Son, be like thy mother, hot and bold;
And like the Noble Ravisher of Rome,
Court her with Daggers, when thy Rongue grows faint,
Till tho hast made a Conquest l're her Virtue. (III, ii)

Acting out the part of the phallic ravisher by murdering Florella, Isabella resembles Abdelazer
who seeks to rape Leonora towards the end of the play.
In showing that the queen's behaviour issues from Abdelazer's influence on her
actions, Behn not only points to the disempowering effect of love relationships on women, but
also criticises the principle of wifely obedience. As was pointed out previously, queen
Isabella perceives her relationship with Abdelazer as a kind of marriage, and her submission
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to Abdelazer's plans can therefore be interpreted as her observation of marital submission.
However, in satisfying Abdelazer's will, Isabella has to engage with fraud, flattery and abuse.
Similarly, Florella's observation of wifely obedience means that she is to be implicated in sin.
Abdelazer hands Florella a dagger, commanding her to kill the king should he make further
amorous advances to her: "take this dagger…to stab a heart…that loves thee/ Till thou hast
kill'd thy Image in his breast" (III, i). In fact, Abdelazer wants Florella to slay the king, so that
he himself may advance in regaining the crown of Spain. Florella, however, refuses to obey
her husband: "No! though of all I am, this hand alone/ Is what thou canst commad, as being
thy own/ yet this has plighted no such cruel vow:/ No Duty binds me to obey thee now" (III,
i). Behn thus suggests that woman's resistance to man's will is at times justified, and, in doing
so, challenges gender roles.
In Abdelazer woman is represented as a commodity on the marriage market. Florella,
though very much in love with king Ferdinand and being loved in return, was forced to marry
Abdelazer by the king:
King. Politique Sir, who would have made her other?
Against her will, he forc'd her to his arms…
Florella. Sir, I was ever taught Obedience;
My humble thoughts durst ne're aspire to you,
And next to that---death, or the moor, or any thing. (II, ii)

Likewise, Leonora is promised by her father to Alonzo: "The King, Alonzo, with his dying
breath/To you my beauteous Sister did bequeath;/And I his generosity approve,/And think
you worthy Leonora's love" (I, ii). While presenting women as objects of exchange that
cannot exercise control over their own fates, Behn does not endorse the conventional tragic
representation of women. Rather, she attempts to expose the injustice of a social system in
which women have no autonomy as marriage partners.49 She shows that marriages into which
women are forced cause a lot of grief:
King Ferdinand. "But Heav'n well knew in giving theeaway
Florella weeps. (I, ii)

49

Behn similarly criticises the marrriage system and woman's social roles in The Forced Marriage (1671). The
king has the power to give Erminia away to Alcippus when he asks for this favour in return for his courage in
war. That Erminia already has an understanding with Phillander does not seem to matter (See I,i). See also
Markley: "Behn's political attacks on the Whigs in the 1680's and the Commonwealthsmen of the 1650's are
efforts to demystify what we might call the masculinizing of desire- the creation of women as other and objectthat is crucial to a sexual ideology that insist on the indivisibility of feminine chastity and feminine identity"
(Markley, 1995, 116).
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Behn exposes the system of forced marriages as an improper way for men to satisfy their
thirst for power.50 This is revealed by Alonzo's response to his sister's supposed adultery: "My
Sister's in my power, her Honour's mine;/I can command her life, though not my Kings" (III,
ii). As Behn makes clear, the idea that women will bend their wills to men may lead to
excessive maltreatment of women's "sacred Innocence and Beauty" (V, i).
9.7. Gender and Death in the Play.
The ending designed for Behn's queen Isabella is completely different from the queen's final
fate in Lust's Dominion. Preparing her lodgings for an amorous night with Abdelazer, Behn's
queen is stabbed to death by Roderigo, on commission of Abdelazer. By contrast, in Lust's
Dominion Eleazer's plan to kill the queen fails. The queen, still alive at the tragic closure,
deplores her adultery: "I have been deadly impious, I confesse/Forgive me, and my sin will
seem the less" (V, iv, 3360-61). She is ordered by her son Philip to spin out the rest of her life
at a solitary home in the countryside, in order to repent her sins and purify her defiled soul.
Why did Behn choose to have her queen killed instead? One reason why Behn did not copy
the end of her source play may lie in the fact that Lust's Dominion confirms the cultural
dichotomy of the chaste "nun" and the prostitute that Behn questions in her drama. In Lust's
Dominion the lecherous queen is sent off to a sort of convent, which suggests that she has to
transform from a wanton woman into a chaste queen. Thus, chastity and prostitution are
presented as the two choices available to women. On the other hand, it may be argued that
Behn strove to follow the tragic conventions according to which the wanton, wordy woman is
eliminated at the tragic closure to satisfy the tastes of the audience.
Considering Behn's representation of the queen as the victim of her passion for
Abdelazer as well as her explicit subversion of gender notions in the play, a more likely
explanation can be given for her "murder" of Isabella, that is, that Abdelazer's commands to
have Isabella murdered, and his exultation at her death, underline his wicked, self-interested
nature:
Farewell my greates Plague-Thou wert a most impolitique loving thing,
And having done my bus'ness which thou wert born for,
'Twas time thou shouldst retire. (V, i)

50

"Aphra herself well understood the dilemma that young women of her time faced: the contradiction between
independence and desire, the oppression of the system of arranged marriages, the bankruptcy of the institution
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Susie Thomas argues that Behn displays more sympathy towards the moor than the author of
the source text. In her view, Eleazer's wickedness is accentuated through the queen's
repentance: "The primary effect of this contrition is to make the unrepentant Eleazar a yet
blacker devil as the Queen throws the responsibility for her evil actions onto him…Once she
is freed from her infatuation with the Moor, the Queen's most ardent wish is to embrace her
son...and become again a good mother" (1998, 21).51 Thomas asserts that Behn plays up the
queen's evil "in order to play down the Moor's" (1998, 22), by leaving out the queen's
repentant confession, and by having her killed off.
Although Thomas is correct in assuming that Behn displays some sympathy for
Abdelazer's cause for revenge, I do not think it is correct to view Isabella's death as Behn's
attempt to emphasise her wickedness.On the contrary, I feel that the murder of queen Isabella
accentuates Abdelazer's wicked nature and stresses the victimisation of the queen through her
obsessive passion for the moor. Abdelazer's implication in Isabella's elimination is underlined
by her insightful remark: "thou' rt my Murderer" (V, i). His cruel abuse of the queen is
revealed by his expressions of relief at being released from the burden of her passion, and his
suggestion that he no longer needs her as the instrument to reach his aims.
The fact that the queen does not reach transcendence over her death reveals that the
murder is a sign of her victimisation. Isabella achieves some glory when dying through her
insight that Abdelazer is the driving force behind her death, and through her resistance to
becoming the passive victim of a murder plot: "But shall I die thus tamely unrevenged?" (V,
i). Because the queen does not manage to secure revenge for her murder, she fails to direct the
plot according to her last desires. Above all, she does not achieve control over her discourse
in her last speeches. Although conscious of Abdelazer's betrayal of her, the queen does not
succeed in divesting her speech to him from amorous discourse: "And whilst I hear thy voice- thus breathing Love/It hovers still- about- the gratefull-- sound" (V, i). As her remark makes
clear, Abdelazer still exerts a discursive spell over the queen: he controls Isabella's words, and
her representation.
The place in which Isabella is stabbed to death is a chamber designed for an
anticipated amorous encounter: "Fit to receive my Moor" (V, i). By having Isabella murdered
in the bedroom, Abdelazer confines her to the meaning of the lustful whore that he had
attempted to impose upon her throughout the play. Abdelazer also establishes Isabella's public

itself, and the disastrous position in which it placed women were all recurrent themes in her writing" (Goreau,
1980, 82).
51
For a more detailed reading on the issues of race in the play, see Hughes, 2001, 61-63.
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image after her death: "Know Prince, I made thy amorous Mother/ Proclaim thee Bastard…I
made her too, betray the credulous Cardinal…And having then no farther use of her,/ Satiated
with her lust/ I set Roderigo on to murder her" (V, i). Abdelazer defines Isabella as lustful,
and only grants her an identity as his instrument. Yet, his last moment of self-assertion, which
displays Isabella's failure to command her representation beyond the grave, at the same time
underlines the point made throughout the play: that a woman cannot reach a sense of selfhood
and autonomy once she has lost her heart to a man. Behn uses the tragic convention,
according to which the transgressive woman ends up deprived of control over her self-image,
in order to expose and criticise woman's dependence upon men.
Although Florella does not end her life herself, she achieves transcendence over death.
Despite the fact that she is killed, Florella argues: "I did resolve to dye,- and have my wish"
(III, iii). In fact, Isabella slays Florella with the dagger that the latter held up in order to kill
herself. Having been commanded by Abdelazer to assassinate the king, Florella decides to
disobey her husband:
though of all I am, this hand alone.
Is what thou canst command, as being thy own;
Yet this has plighted no such cruel vow:
No Duty binds me to obey thee now. (III, i)

Due to her independence from her husband, Florella attains subjectivity. She assumes control
over the plot, deciding that she will neither soil her hands with murder, nor kill the man that
she loves. Therefore she herself will die instead of the king:
King. How! Can that fair hand acquaint it self with death?
-What wilt thou do, Florella?
Florella.Your destiny divert,
And give my heart those wounds design'd for yours. (III, iii)

Since Florella had already decided to end her life, and since therefore Isabella's murder of her
does not go against the "plot" that Florella has in mind for herself, Florella experiences a
degree of autonomy over her existence. Yet, this autonomy is restricted, in that it is apparently
impossible for Florella to spare both the king and herself.52 However, compared to Maria, her
counterpart in Lust's Dominion, Florella displays more independence from social laws. She
expresses defiance of her husband's commands, thus forfeiting the social law of wifely
obedience, and chooses to kill herself in order to uphold her own morality. By contrast,
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This confirms Pearson's view that the female characters in Behns plays often see death as the only solution of
the dilemma between submission and agency, "between authorising texts and being consumed texts" (1999,
119).
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Maria's determination to commit suicide is affected by the social demand that a woman
should mind her sexual honour and obey her husband:
Then this ensuing night shall give an end
To all my sorrows, for before foul lust
Shall soil the fair Complexion of mine honour
This hand shall rob Maria of her life…
Both to preserve my Royall Soveraignes life,
And keep my self a true and Loyall wife. (II, iv, 1357-89)

Florella also transcends death in memory. Having died, the king memorialises Florella
by giving a public account of her goodness and by mourning her death: "by all the Gods she
was as chaste as Vestels!…Be gone! And trouble not the silent griefs,/ Which will insensibly
decay my life,/ Till like a Marble Statue I am fixt,/ Dropping continual tears upon her tomb"
(III, iii). Queen Isabella, on the other hand, is not memorialised by he other characters. Apart
from Abdelazer's remarks on her character in his dying speech, the other dramatis personae
no longer speak about Isabella after her death, and thus seem to have forgotten her
completely. Thus, Behn appears to repeat the conventional tragic closure, according to which
the lecherous woman is confined to oblivion, whereas the chaste woman is committed to
memory. The difference with the conventional plot, is, however, that Florella, while chaste,
transgresses the norms of femininity through her outspokenness and defiance of her husband's
authority. Perhaps Behn's relegation of Isabella to forgetfulness underlies her desire to
eradicate the stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman, that Isabella partly corresponds to. By
assigning Isabella to oblivion Behn erases the gender ideal and stereotype of the dependent,
victimised woman from the "cultural memory". Instead Behn proposes a new representation
of woman: the outspoken, yet virtuous female who achieves control over her representation,
language and life through her independence from androcentric society.
9.8. Abdelazer and Contemporary Tragedies.
In the preface to The Lucky Chance (1686), Behn voices a rejection of formal dramatic
conventions: "In short, I think a Play the best divertisement that wise men have; but i do also
think them nothing so, who do discourse as formally about the rules of it, as if 'twere the
grand affair of humane life" (preface). As we have seen, Behn was nevertheless inspired by
the conventions of tragic subjectivity when she wrote Abdelazer. In her representation of
Isabella she evokes the stereotype of the assertive, lascivious woman figuring in most late
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tragic plays. Her use of the chaste Florella and the
adulterous Isabella reminds one of Shirley's opposition of the virtuous Albinia and the wanton
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Marpisa in The Politician. Behn employs the conventional tragic foil of female characters in a
different way, namely in order to challenge the use of binary opposites in defining women,
and as the means to subvert the dominant gender notions. Albinia contrasts with Marpisa, in
that she is modest in speech, whereas Marpisa is verbally assertive. No such contrast exists
between Isabella and Florella, since both women equally transgress the boundaries of
feminine silence, and since the identification of Isabella with lewdness is partially exposed as
the distorted vision of the male characters in the world of the play. Behn's reconstruction of
the tragic foil characters implies that a woman may be outspoken, but virtuous at the same
time. 53
Behn appears to adopt the conventions of tragedy according to which the transgressive
woman is deprived of control over language, command over her self-image and authority over
her existence. Isabella's disempowerment is similar to the lack of control that tragic female
characters such as Tamora, Beatrice Joanna, Evadne and Annabella are destined to. Behn's
adoption of the conventions of female tragic subjectivity has a different significance. Whereas
in most tragic plays the disempowerment of the transgressive woman serves to restore the
gender status quo, and to eliminate the threat that women may pose to the gender order, Behn
employs the conventional plot line to point to the dangers of woman's obsessive love for and
dependence on men. Criticising the principle of wifely obedience, Behn reveals that women
who are independent from men and assert their voices can exercise more control over their
self-representation and fate than women who are submissive to their husbands. In other
words, Behn recontextualises the conventional tragic plot with regard to the transgressive
woman, and lends an alternative significance to this plot line: the plot line does no longer
serve to condemn a woman's self-assertion or to reinstate male power over women. Instead,
the plot line is embedded within a context of female victimisation, so as to criticise man's
power over the female sex as well as man's lasciviousness. Thus, Behn criticises and
deconstructs current gender discourses.
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In this respect, Abdelazer is similar to Othello and The Duchess of Malfi, which also represent the equation of
woman's speech with wantonness as the product of men's lecherous nature. Abdelazer is particularly similar to
Othello, moreover, in its exposure of woman's reputation as vulnerable to slander: like Desdemona, Florella falls
victim to false imputations of adultery. However, Behn goes a step further than Shakespeare by suggesting that
the dominant discourses concerning female utterance are a tool men may use to manipulate women: Abdelazer
attempts to make Florella assasinate the king by expressing his suspicions that she may be adulterous, due to her
conversations with the king. Whereas the moor Othello is the victim of the dominant equation of woman's
speech with lechery, as evoked by Iago's insinuations, the moor Abdelazer is a villain who deliberately employs
the dominant ideology in order to gain social status and power. In fact, he is similar to the villain Maligni in
Thomas Porter's The Villain, in that he assumes wanton discourses and attempts to rape an innocent young
woman.
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Behn has adopted the common characterisation of female tragic characters as
marriageable objects of exchange as found in, for instance, The Changeling. Whereas The
Changeling confirms the patriarchal ideology which assigns women the role of commercial,
exchangeable vessels, Abdelazer exposes and criticises the commodifying of women on the
marriage market. Similar to John Ford in The Broken Heart, Behn stresses the pain and grief
caused by forced marriages. Yet, Behn goes even a step further by presenting the
objectification of women on the marriage market as the cause of man's violence against
women in the form of rape. Behn thus evokes the common representation of women as
objects of exchange in order to question woman's social position.
At the end of the play queen Isabella appears relegated to oblivion. Like many earlier
female tragic characters, such as Tamora and Evadne, queen Isabella is denied a continued
presence in memory. While in Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus it is suggested that Tamora
should be forgotten because of her extraordinary sinfulness, in Behn's tragedy no overt
connection is made between Isabella's erasure from the "memory" of the text and the
characters and her transgressions. In other words, there is no evidence that Behn eradicates
Isabella from the text to make a point against woman's transgression of gender ideals.
Perhaps, therefore, it is possible to read Isabella's confinement to absence and silence as
Behn's eradication of the stereotypes of the wanton, wordy woman and the phenomenon of
female submission.
9.9. The Play as a Tragedy for Performance.
The performative nature and performative elements of Abdelazer endorse Behn's subversion
of gender notions and her legitimisation of female utterance. In the play the idea of
performance in the sense of acting out a part is central. Queen Isabella often describes her
actions as the assumption of a part. When she wants to make Don Alonzo believe that his
sister Florella is adulterous, the queen argues that she will "prepare my story for his Ear" and
asks "all that's ill in Woman-kind" to "furnish" her "with sighs and feigned tears" (III, ii). As
we have seen, Isabella's actions in the play are generally performative, in that she assumes the
discourses and enacts the deeds that Abdelazer prescribes for her. Emphasising Isabella's roleplaying, Behn points out that gender is not natural, but the performance of a particular part. At
the same time Behn's suggestions that Isabella acts out a part under the direction of Abdelazer
implies a subversion of the idea that the female actresses on the public stage are natural
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bawds. Analogous to Isabella, who is playing the role that Abdelazer designs for her, the
actresses are often playing erotic parts forced on them by the directors of the theatre.
As a play written for the public stage, Abdelazer contains many visual elements, such
as the battle between Philip's men and Abdelazer's party in Act IV. Apart from this, various
references to the visual can be found in the play.54 Abdelazer describes the queen's "face and
eyes" as reflections of her lust: "Thou shalt see the balls of those eyes/Burning with fire of
Lust" (I, i). Abdelazer also translates his suspicions of his wife's adultery in visual terms. He
wants Florella to murder the king in order to kill "thy Image in his brest" (III, i). Furthermore,
he believes that he can read proof of Florella's lust for the king in her eyes: "So innocent!damn thy dissembling tongue…he gaz'd upon thy face, whilst yours as wantonly/ return'd ,
and understood the Amorous language" (III, i). He thus even transfers language as a verbal
medium to the realm of the visual.
Showing how the female characters are subjected to the male gaze, and are
subsequently unjustly identified with wantonness, Behn alludes to and criticises the visual
consumption and sexualisation of actresses by the male audience.55 Just as Abdelazer
transfers his own wanton desires to the women around them, and consequently views them as
spectacles of lust, the male members of the theatre may have considered the actresses as
objects of sexual titillation because of their own lascivious fantasies.56 Moreover, Behn
suggests that women are often merely judged on ground of their visual appearance. When
Florella seeks to defend herself against Abdelazer's accusations of sexual impurity, her words
go unnoticed by Abdelazer. He rejects her defensive speech as the product of her
"dissembling tongue" (III, i), and only appears to trust his eyes. Thus, Behn exposes society's
tendency to silence women as man's ability to control woman's identity and dominate the
signifying process.57 At the same time, Behn's exposure of the objectification of women
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For more details on possibilities for staging the female body in performance, see Aston, 1995, 95.
Nash states that in Behn's drama "women characters are often objectified by a controlling male gaze, but Behn
also explores what happens when women adoopt the gaze for themselves" (1994, 77).
56
As Franceschina points out, Behn often displays man's perspectives on women as distorted as well as misleads
the audience through the use of devices such as disguise: "Both audience and characters are asked to differentiate
between the sign vehicle, or signifier, and its referent… Behn re-encodes this relationship in such a way that
nothing can be taken for either its face or its mask value" (1995, 29). Diamond argues: "Aphra Behn, more than
any other Restoration playwright, exploits the fetish/commodity status of the female performer, even as her plays
seek to problematise that status" (1999, 37). A good example of this problematisation of the female performer as
a spectacle can be found in The Rover. The portrait of Angellica that is hung out to attract customers stresses the
commodification of the actress's body by the theatre world.
57
As Lewcock states: "What is unique to Behn is not only her appreciation of the visual effects of a performance
but also the way that she uses this to affect the perceptions of the audience and change their conception and
comprehension of her plots" (1996, 66).
55
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implies a rejection of the ideal of feminine silence, since this would signify complicity with
man's subjugation of the female sex.

9.11. Conclusion: Abdelazer and Tragedies by Female Precursors.
Behn wrote her tragedy for an audience different from those of her female precursors. Yet, the
ways in which she undermines the dominant gender discourses and legitimises female
utterance are similar to those manners in which Sidney, Cary, Philips, Cavendish and
Polwhele subvert the equation of woman's self-expression with lasciviousness. Similar to
Cary, Behn evokes the stereotype of the wanton, wordy woman and contrasts this stereotype
with an alternative representation of the female speaking subject: that of the assertive, yet
sexually pure woman. Thus, like Cary, Behn challenges the binary opposites of the voiceless,
chaste female and the eloquent, talkative prostitute, by suggesting alternative presentations of
womanhood.
In Behn's play religious discourses are related to her representation of sexuality. In this
respect, Behn's drama is similar to Cavendish's The Unnatural Tragedy and Polwhele's The
Faithful Virgins, which also associates man's speech with sacrilege and woman's speech with
Christian principles. Moreover, like Sidney and Philips, Behn subverts the dominant
association of woman's speech with wantonness by showing that men's representation of the
female characters as unchaste is a flawed perception issuing from their own lack of sexual
morality. Similar to Cary, Behn stages an innocent woman who becomes the victim of man's
slander of her reputation. Yet, unlike previous female dramatists, Behn unveils the social
commodification of women, in particular the commodification of women in marriage and on
the stage. In this way Behn displays a "new power" as a subversive dramatist.
We have seen that Sidney, Cary and Philips rewrite the common tragic plot according
to which the outspoken woman is divested of her power over discourse, representation and the
course of events before she is killed off. In contrast with these dramatic "foremothers", Behn
repeats the plot conventionally reserved for the transgressive woman. She does not so much
rewrite these conventions, but recontextualises them, and thus gives them a different meaning.
As we noticed, Cavendish also evokes the conventional tragic plot, but does so in relation to
virtuous women, showing that women are victimised by adhering to the norm of feminine
silence. Behn uses the established tragic plot patterns in relation to the adulterous woman in
the play, yet she also evokes the conventional plot line in order to criticise woman's
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dependence upon men. Like Cavendish, Behn represents female utterance as a defence against
man's cruelty and sexual impurity.
Unlike all the other tragedies by sixteenth- and seventeenth-century women
playwrights, Behn's play does not represent woman's speeches in an all-female context. This
illustrates Behn's difference from Sidney, Cary, Philips and Cavendish, who wrote closet
tragedies, and, in line with their generic choice, placed women's speech in enclosed, feminine
settings. Abdelazer refers to its own status as a text designed for public performance through
suggestions of role-playing and allusions to visibility. Like Polwhele, Behn depicts the
behaviour of her female characters as acted out parts. In a way similar to Polwhele, Behn
stresses woman's commodification as object of the male gaze. She uses references to the
visual in order to expose men's control over the female sex, and to criticise the
commodification of actresses in the public theatre. Like Cavendish, Behn associates visibility
with the unspeakable. Implicit in Abdelazer's assessment of women on the basis of their
visual appearance is his desire to make women "unspeakable", that is, silent. Abdelazer's
transference of representation to the visual ironically makes visible what is "unspeakable" in
society: that men project their own desires on the female sex, and thus, are unable to represent
women properly. This suggested inability of men to represent women correctly, undermines
the current gender norms and notions invented by men. Behn appropriates the dramatic
gender discourses: her "new power" as a dramatist may "supply the old" androcentric stage
representations and conventions.

Figure 13: Title page of The Tragedie of Mariam by Elizabeth Cary (British Library).
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Concluding Remarks.
i. New Tragic Contexts.
The painting on the front cover, probably from the hand of Thomas Bradwell, depicts the
Restoration actress Anne Bracegirdle. Bracegirdle defiantly returns the gaze of the spectator,
while holding up a mask, the symbol of the dramatic genre, in her left hand. Proudly
presenting the mask as if it were a trophy, the portrait suggests that Bracegirdle is in control
over the medium of drama: she displays her talents in drama on the public stage, acting being
second nature to her. Bradwell's painting illustrates women's successful appropriation of the
public stage in the second half of the seventeenth-century.
While up till the 1980s literary studies have mainly focused on women's contribution
to public drama during the Restoration, women's access to the public stage as actresses and
dramatists was preceded by a long period during which women participated in private forms
of dramatic entertainment. As was illustrated in the first chapter, the contradictions within the
dominant discourses made it possible for Renaissance and early Restoration women to engage
with drama. Renaissance Englishwomen's first involvement with drama was marked by
silence and privacy. Although Queen Henrietta Maria was restricted to the private sphere of
the household as an actress, she cast off the socially prescribed norm of silence by adopting
speaking parts in drama. During the Protectorate, when the public theatres were closed,
women and men were equally excluded from public acting. The subsequent confinement of
drama to the private sphere led to women's increasing participation in theatrical
performances. When the theatres re-opened in 1660, women were at last admitted to the
public stage.
The move from the private to the public sphere also characterised the position of
women playwrights in the period. The first women writers involved with drama were without
exception noblewomen who often translated plays by foreign male authors into English.
Whether translations or pieces of original writing, Renaissance Englishwomen's plays were all
designed for consumption within the domestic sphere. Presented as closet dramas, these first
dramatic writings by women did not transgress the boundaries of feminine privacy. Yet, being
part of an aristocratic culture in which men and women would often come together in
households to enjoy private dramatic entertainments, it is not unthinkable that these closet
plays by women were performed, albeit in front of an audience of intimates. This study helps
to uncover the performative elements in closet tragedies by English Renaissance women, and
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may hopefully form the impetus to further research on the secret perfomance histories of these
plays.
This study also contributes to previous research on closet drama, in that it points out
the developments within the genre which eventually led to women's engagement with public
drama. Being at first embedded within a private theatrical counterculture in which noblemen
also participated, women's drama gradually became more public. The development from
privacy to publicity that marked women writers' engagement with drama is reflected by the
tragic plays by Mary Sidney, Elizabeth Cary, Margaret Cavendish, Katherine Philips,
Elizabeth Polwhele and Aphra Behn. In chapter four we saw that Mary Sidney's The Tragedie
of Antonie (ca.1590) closely follows the conventions of closet drama. The play ends with a
symbolic enclosure of speech, namely Cleopatra's final words within the confined space of the
tomb. Although Sidney's tragedy also contains allusions to performance and the visual, the
nature of the drama as closet drama is emphasised.
As illustrated in chapter five, Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam (ca. 1604-09) was meant
as a closet play and incorporates several characteristics of the genre. However, making an
issue of woman's right to a public voice, Cary evokes a tension between the contents and form
of her tragedy, which simultaneously challenges its confined nature as a closet play.
Furthermore, Cary questions the desirability of a constrained female self-expression, and her
tragedy does not end on the enclosure of speech characteristic of closet drama. Finally, Cary's
drama suggests stage directions and frequently alludes to the visual. This points to the fact
that The Tragedie of Mariam may have a hitherto undiscovered performance history.
Cavendish's The Unnatural Tragedy (ca. 1650) clearly underlines its nature as closet
drama. Despite the fact that the sociable virgins favour woman's participation in the public
sphere, they never move out of their private circle themselves. This shows that Cavendish
thought of woman's participation in a public sphere of discourse, such as the playhouse, as a
fantasy, but not a reality. At the same time that Cavendish endorses the nature of her play as
closet drama, she also suggests the need to break free from constrained forms of dramatic
expression. Cavendish discards the closet form at a moment when she expresses her criticism
on the ways in which society constrains womanhood. This partial release of the closet form is
paralleled by frequent allusions to performance and visibility in the play. A woman's role is
presented as the performance of a socially imposed part instead of a natural given, and
Cavendish uses stage directions to reveal social taboos. We saw in chapter seven that Philips's
Pompey, a Tragedy (1663) has an ambigious status in relation to the areas of privacy and
publicity. Being originally intended as a closet play, Philips's drama was converted into a
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drama for performance under the influence of the Earl of Orrery. There is a contrast between
the fact that the female protagonist Cleopatra mainly raises her voice in the company of other
women, and the legitimisation of the heroine's engagement with politics and public discourse.
From 1570 till 1665 women emphasised the private nature of their drama. However, at
the same time one can speak of a gradual release of closet drama and private discursive
settings. The tension between privacy and publicity present in Philips's and Cavendish's
tragedies in particular eventually developed into tragic drama by women writers that was
written for public performance. The first tragic play by a woman that was designed for the
stage, Elizabeth Polwhele's The Faithfull Virgins (ca. 1670), displays the author's anxiety
about the public status of her tragedy. Polwhele depicts women whose acts of communication
only take place in a feminine, private context. Yet, while the suggestion of closet drama in
The Faithfull Virgins may reveal the author's discomfort about her public voice, at the same
time the elements of closet drama play a major role in Polwhele's criticism of gender norms.
Polwhele uses the convention of the messenger to dissociate woman's speech from the female
sexual body, thus undermining the common association of female speech with lasciviousness.
The setting of the hearse is used to underline society's constrainment of woman's selfexpression. Polwhele uses performative elements alongside conventions of closet drama in
order to point to what is unspeakable in her own culture, namely woman's unjustified
subjugation. Thus, like Cavendish, Polwhele resorts to the visual in order to denounce social
abuses that are usually kept in the closet.
The visual comes to play an even more prominent part in Aphra Behn's Abdelaz'r; or:
The Moor's Revenge (1677): frequent references are made to society's commodification of
women as objects of the male gaze, which hints at the eroticisation of actresses. Moreover, the
absence of specific women-to-women conversations in her play shows that the setting of the
public theatre is summoned up and reflected in Behn's tragedy.
As we have seen, far from being a marginal genre which did not relate to the public
sphere, closet drama was an essentially political choice of genre which enabled women to
voice their sometimes subversive ideas through tragedy. Being excluded from writing plays
for the stage, women writers could suggest an alternative dramatic culture by taking up closet
drama, thus overcoming their exclusion from the public dramatic networks. At the same time,
women dramatists could use closet drama as a form through which they could discuss issues,
such as woman's voice, woman's social role and woman's position in marriage in a safe way.
As this study suggests, because women's engagement with private literary forms which
closely intersected with the masculine public sphere, it will be essential to investigate the
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cultural phenomenon of closet drama as well as any other domestic literary countercultures in
further detail.
ii. New Perspectives on the Female Voice.
As became clear from the readings of several tragic plays in chapter three, Renaissance and
early Restoration tragedies generally confirmed the dominant idealisation of feminine silence
and the association of woman's words with wantonness. The dominant ideology is often
voiced by female foil characters: one silent and chaste female character and one outspoken,
indecent woman. This is, for instance, the case in Titus Andronicus and The Politician. There
are a few plays which challenge the dominant gender discourses concerning woman's voice
by exposing the idea that outspoken women are adulterous as a projection of men's wanton
minds. The dominant ideology is, however, more often used as a means of slandering women
unjustly. Othello, The Duchess of Malfi and The Villain are cases in point. Yet, while these
tragedies thus challenge the dominant gender norms, at the same time the heroes who unjustly
suspect the women characters of adultery are not always criticised. Othello's final moment of
assertion does not include a sense of recognition on his part that it is unjust to kill any woman
on grounds of adultery; he only resents having slain Desdemona because she was innocent:
"But that I did proceed upon just grounds/ To this extremity" (V, ii, 137-40). While in plays
such as 'Tis Pity She's a Whore and The Politician the concept of wantonness is linked with
men's voices, the idea that assertive women are sexually immoral is not undermined.
This study contributes to our understanding of gender representations in early modern
English tragedy, showing that alternative discourses on women and speech were developed by
female playwrights. The idea that outspoken women were lascivious that was prevalent in
tragedy was challenged from within the genre, for Renaissance and early Restoration women
playwrights revised the conventional tragic stereotype of the expressive woman. Those female
writers who engaged with tragedy generally sought to represent woman's speech as acceptable
by dressing up their female assertive protagonists with feminine qualities. The discourses of
maternity, privacy, religion and sexual purity adopted by the contemporary women writers
discussed in chapter two, are also employed by these dramatists as strategies to legitimise
assertive women by feminising them. Often, these women dramatists' justification of female
utterance are accompanied by a reconstruction of the conventional tragic foil, and the transfer
of qualities associated with woman's speech to man's words. While Cary evokes the tragic foil
of Mariam and Salome in order to dissociate her heroine's outspokenness from sexual
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flagrancy, at the same time she discards the convention of the foil in her process of
legitimising woman's speech. Adding the character of the silent, chaste Graphina to her source
material, Cary represents Mariam as a character that falls in between these two types of
womanhood: Mariam is neither modest in speech, nor lascivious. Thus challenging the
cultural categorisation of women according to binary opposites, Cary proposes a legitimate
woman speaker. Furthermore, Cary rewrites the tragic foil by using it to contrast a male and a
female character: Cary opposes Mariam's virtuous speeches to Herod's wanton discourses.
Similar to Cary, Cavendish subverts the dominant ideology by contrasting woman's pure
speeches with man's bawdy words, and by opposing woman's honourable use of religious
discourses to man's blasphemy. Polwhele also contrasts man's lecherous speech and woman's
pure expression: the female protagonists mainly raise their voices against men in order to
defend their chastity against man's lascivious imputations, and whereas the men assume
religious discourses in order to secure their lust, the women allude to religion for moral
purposes. The legitimising strategies adopted by Cary, Cavendish and Polwhele can also be
discerned in Behn's representation of the female voice. Contrasts are evoked between man's
indecent discourses and abuse of religious allusions on the one hand, and woman's purity of
speech and honourable use of Biblical language on the other.
At the same time one can speak of an emerging resistance to the gender order, and to
woman's submission in general, in tragedies by late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
women writers of tragic plays. This study reveals the feminist consciousness emerging in
tragedies by women: it offers a new perspective on female dramatists by showing that these
women not only endorsed gender roles by modelling themselves and their heroines on
feminine norms, but also subverted gender discourses. Women playwrights voice an
awareness of the desire for power that underlies the prevalence of the ideology of feminine
silence, and suggest that silence is harmful to a woman.
In Cary’s tragedy "recognition" is concerned with the unjust application of the
dominant gender discourses on women. Thus Cary questions the validity of judging women
on basis of their speeches and silences and she subverts the ideology of the voiceless female
by re-interpreting tragic "recognition". Cavendish, several decades later, analyses the social
system behind the ideology of feminine silence. She exposes the dominant veneration of
feminine silence as an instrument of social oppression, pointing out that the ideal of woman's
speechlessness is used as a tool through which men seek to control women. She demystifies
the cultural idealisation of the silent woman, showing that modest women are maltreated by
their husbands and male relatives. In criticising the dominant gender discourses and the
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mechanisms of oppression underlying them, Cavendish is more radical than Sidney and Cary
who mainly seek to attack man's classification of women. Cavendish's attack on women's
subjugation is endorsed by the function of the chorus in her text. Unlike most tragedies, in
which the chorus represents the dominant social values against which the protagonist's actions
are measured, The Unnatural Tragedy includes a chorus which criticises women's compliance
with the dominant gender norms.
The subsequent women dramatists who wrote tragedies for the public stage continued
to expose the mechanisms behind the dominant gender discourses. These women relate the
cultural silencing of the female sex to society's tendency to consider women as titillating
spectacles. Elizabeth Polwhele's The Faithfull Virgins shows that the stereotyping of women
as inconstant creatures is a prejudice resulting from man's refusal to listen to women.
Polwhele's criticism of man's visualisation of women implies criticism of the ways in which
Restoration audiences sexualised the actresses they saw on stage. Polwhele makes clear that
women are at times forced to be unfaithful to their beloveds due to the commodification of
women on the marriage market, and women are shown to turn into adulterous beings because
of their husbands' lechery. Thus, Polwhele shows that the dominant gender discourses result
from men's oppression of women's wills and voices and men's maltreatment of the female sex.
Similar to Polwhele, Aphra Behn points out that men view women as spectacles
without listening to them, and that they project their own fantasies upon the female sex. She
subverts the common belief that women who assert themselves are whores, by shifting the
role of the prostitute partially to the male protagonist. Pointing to a collective set of strategies
used by female authors, this study opens up ways of investigating women's writings from
different genres along side one another and suggests the existence of a female literary
tradition through which women writers inspired each other.
iii. A Revision of Tragic Subjectivity.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the analysis of tragic plays by Shakespeare, Kyd,
Middleton and Rowley, Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster, Ford, Shirley, Porter and Lee in
chapter three is that most Renaissance and early Restoration tragedies are based on plots that
confirm the dominant gender norms. The assertive female characters conventionally lose the
subjectivity that they display earlier on in the play, and end up as silenced corpses. These
transgressive women are generally not granted transcendence over death: they are denied a
last moment of self- assertion, cannot fashion their own deaths and are relegated to oblivion.
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This is, among others, the fate reserved for the outspoken women in Arden of Faversham,
Titus Andronicus, The Changeling and The Maid's Tragedy. There are many instances of
sexually active, assertive tragic women who are further punished for their cultural
transgression by being deprived of their motherhood. Tamora in Titus Androncius, Annabella
in 'Tis Pity She's a Whore and Marpisa in The Politician are examples in case. The death of
the transgressive woman is often staged as a reinstatement of order and reason: Evadne's
death in The Maid's Tragedy marks the reassuring end of the sense of madness experienced by
the male characters. When female tragic characters enjoy control over their existence, it is
usually only when they shape their own deaths by committing suicide. Thus, the subjectivity
that female tragic characters manifest is usually bound up with the subsequent annihilation of
the woman's capacity for subjectivity.
Alternative representations of tragic subjectivity emerged by the Jacobean period.
Webster's Duchess of Malfi stages an assertive woman who achieves transcendence over
death: her dying speech constitutes a glorious moment of self-representation, and the
Duchess's voice figures as an audible presence beyond the grave. Tragedies from the Caroline
period onwards display more sympathy for the transgressive female character, assigning her
autonomy over her death as well as a final moment of self-assertion. However, when
lecherous, outspoken female characters, such as Ford’s Hippolyta and Shirley’s Marpisa,
enjoy transcendence over death it is often to take revenge upon male characters who are
equally transgressive and who victimise the pure, feminine women in the play. The level of
subjectivity and transcendence granted to the appropriately feminine characters is always
higher than the transcendence that these overreaching women achieve.
As Sue-Ellen Case stated in 1998, "constructing woman as subject…is the future,
liberating work" (145) of a new feminist dramatic poetics. This study reveals that a feminist
tragic poetics is not a contemporary phenomenon, for it was already developed by
seventeenth-century women dramatists. Although critical analyses of gender stereotypes in
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century tragedies have been published over the past few decades,
so far hardly any scholarly attention has been paid to the ways in which women dramatists
actively engaged with these conventional representations of tragic subjectivity. This study
may, however, contribute to a deeper understanding of women's roles in the transformations
of seventeenth-century tragedy with regard to speech, sexuality, transgression and
transcendence. It also points out how female dramatists acted as agents of cultural change by
transforming gender discourses in general, thus challenging the idea that early modern
Englishwomen did not exert any control over the processes of signification. By emphasising
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the role of women dramatists in changing the tragic tradition, this study may also help to
challenge the established literary canon. Since seventeenth-century English women dramatists
played a significant role in shaping the tragic genre, their plays deserve further critical
attention, and a more central place in literary history. At the same time, this study may
contribute to a different understanding of the tragic genre itself, showing how the genre was
influenced by dominant and alternative gender discourses, and emphasising that seventeenthcentury tragedy incorporated a great variety of conventions.
The aspects of tragedy that Renaissance and early Restoration women playwrights
reconstructed are discussed in detail in this study. As we have seen, Sidney particularly
revises the concept of tragic transcendence by granting her assertive Cleopatra the possibility
to voice self-awareness in her dying speech, and a Stoic command over her existence. Cary
also subverts the conventions of tragic transcendence. Although Mariam is submitted to the
ending traditionally reserved for the forward female, namely death, she is allowed a glorious
speech of resistance before she is led to the scaffold, and her voice transcends the grave of
silence that Herod had committed her to.
Women playwrights from the Renaissance and early Restoration also transformed the
tragic genre by reversing its conventional role patterns. Cary challenges the conventional
tragic ending. The tragic conclusion is marked by a reversal of the conventional plot line, in
that Mariam attains a level of subjectivity that she had not enjoyed before. In addition, Herod
is subjected to the fate that usually befalls the tragic transgressive woman, losing all his power
over discourse, the plot and representation. This reversal is bound up with Cary's justification
of female utterance, and suggests the possibility of a reversed gender order. Apart from this,
madness rules rather than disappears at the ending of her tragedy. Cary also drastically
undermines the established tragic ending by having the wordy, wanton Salome live on rather
than killed. The threat of woman's appropriation of subjectivity is not eliminated.
Philips also reverses the gender roles assigned to characters in most seventeenthcentury tragedies. Her assertive female protagonists Cornelia and Cleopatra enjoy control
over language, representation and their lives throughout the plot, whereas the male characters
are deprived of this control in the course of the play. Unlike Mary Sidney's Cleopatra who can
only command her own existence, Philips's princess also manages to direct the wills of others.
Philips reconstructs the tragic conclusion in that Cleopatra and Cornelia are not "punished"
for their assertiveness and agency by losing their lives. Both women are still alive at the
ending of the tragedy, and Cleopatra even manages to achieve lasting fame during her
lifetime. Philips appears to have transferred the conventional tragic plot line to the male
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characters in the play, possibly because the men's immorality contrasts with the women's
defence of honour and justice.
Among the female playwrights studied in this book, there are also a few who repeat
the conventional tragic plotline, but who give it a different significance. For instance,
Cavendish's follows the conventional plotline, but in relation to a woman who abides by the
norms of silence rather than a woman who oversteps gender boundaries, as is usually the case.
This shift of the traditional ending towards the silent, chaste woman serves to criticise the
dominant gender ideology. Polwhele repeats the conventional tragic plot line in relation to
Isabella, who is pbliterated from the play, as well as in relation to the virgins whose female
subjectivity is intertwined with self-annihilation. However, her use of this traditional plot line
does not necessarily imply a confirmation of the dominant gender norms. In the light of
Polwhele's criticism on the ways in which men reduce women to objects of the gaze, her
exposure of the miscommunication between the sexes as well as her point that women are
forced to identify against themselves because of social restrictions, Polwhele's adoption of the
conventional plot seems the instrument to criticise gender norms. Polwhele appears to make a
connection between the fact that her female characters fail to achieve the status of subjects,
and the male characters' refusal to grant women that position by silencing them.
Behn's Isabella also undergoes the ending reserved for tragic transgressive women.
Yet, Behn resorts to the conventional tragic closure not in order to reinstate the cultural status
quo, but to show how women can lose their power to act and speak as subjects through their
infatuation with men. Thus, Behn voices criticism on woman's dependence on the male sex as
well as the relationships between the sexes that involve woman's commodification.
iv. Tragedy and the Next Generation of Women Writers: Some Reflections.
Considering the fact that Renaissance and early Restoration women writers made public drama
accessible to female engagement, it is remarkable that for a long time Aphra Behn was the only
woman writing plays for public performance.1 Some tragedies were written by women between
1678 and the 1690s, but these were specifically presented as drama that was not meant to be
staged. Anne Lee Wharton wrote a tragedy Love's Martyr, or Witt above Crowns (1685),
which was intended as closet drama. The tragedy is addressed to Mrs Mary Howe, being
embedded in the traditions of female address, for Wharton concludes that her address to Mrs
1

As Marta Straznicky argues, "one of the more striking ironies of English dramatic history" is that "the first era to
have women become professional playwrights was also the first to foster a thoroughly privatized closet drama"
(1997, 703).
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Howe "cannot aspire to the name of dedication" (preface). Wharton also claims that the play
was "never deserved nor was ever designed to be publick" (preface). Likewise, Anne Finch
wrote The Triumph of Love and Innocence (1688) as a play which was not meant for public
staging.2
According to some historians, the fact that by the 1680s women writers resorted again
to closet drama can be explained by the disappearance of direct patronage and support of the
public theatre by the monarchy. While James II shared his brother's passion for the theatre,
the troubled years of his reign from 1685 to 1689 saw a general reduction of his engagement
with theatrical activity.3 The shift from an aristocratic to a bourgeois public theatre may have
made it more difficult for respectable, educated women to enter the stage as writers, for as we
saw, Polwhele and Behn could use their Royalist connections as routes of access. However, it
may well be the case that this generation of women playwrights were discouraged from
having their plays staged because of the common association between the female dramatist
and the whore from which Aphra Behn also suffered.
It is an undeniable fact, however, that the mid 1690s were marked by an explosion of
tragic plays by women that were presented in the public theatres. As Nicoll states, in the year
December 1695 to December 1696 "audiences saw no less than five new plays by female
writers…Mrs Trotter's Agnes de Castro, Mrs Manley's The Lost Lover and The Royal
Mischief, and Mrs Pix's Ibrahim and The Spanish Wives" (1992, 75). These tragedies were
followed by "Ariadne"'s The Unnatural Mother (1697), Catherine Trotter's The Fatal
Friendship or The Fate of Disobedience (1698), Susannah Centlivre's The Perjured Husband
or the Adventures of Venice (1700) and Jane Wiseman's Antiochus, the Great (1701), among
others. The enormous output of tragedies by women for the stage seems to have resulted from
women's increasing influence as theatre managers by 1695. In March of that year a conflict
over wages led the leading actors Thomas Betterton, Elizabeth Barry, Anne Bracegidle, Mrs
Bowman and Mrs Leigh to break away from the United Company, securing a license to start
their own company. The four actresses gained shares in this new Betterton's Company. 4 The
fact that Catherine Trotter's and Delarivier Manley's tragedies were performed by Betterton's
company suggests a relationship between the influence of the women actresses in theatre

2

For an analysis of the ways in which Finch established herself as an anti-performance writer, see Straznicky,
1997, 706.
3
See Howe, 1992, 6-8.
4
See Howe 1992, 29.
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management and the emergence of tragic plays on the public stage.5 Elizabeth Barry being a
highly popular tragic actress at the time, it is not surprising that many women started to write
tragedies for the public stage. However, it must be noted that many among this generation of
"Female Wits" were prompted to write tragedies for the public stage out of economical
necessity: for example, being an unmarried mother with no family to provide for her,
Delarivier Manley was forced to earn a living by her pen.6
While by the mid 1690s women followed in Aphra Behn's foosteps by becoming
professional playwrights, the tragedies written by these women still recall the tradition of
closet drama. Mary Pix's The False Friends (1699) is preceded by an address to the Countess
of Burlington in which Pix requests approval from the countess. In this prologue Pix
disclaims interest in the reception of her play by public audiences:"Applause, That food of
Scribblers, were it mine, wou'd not satisfie my Ambition" (A2r). She would feel more
transported if the play would appeal to the countess, who "hath reached the bright Path of
Virtue" (A2r). The setting of the play in the context of female, private communication, away
from the public theatre, suggests the closet drama tradition. Perhaps the prologue should be
read as Pix's effort to mask her engagement with public drama, for her play was performed at
Lincoln Inn's Fields in May 1699.
Delarivier Manley playfully alludes to the tradition of closet drama in The Royal
Mischief (1696). The female protagonist falls in love with Levan Dadian , Prince of Colchis,
on the basis of the reports that she hears about his honourable nature: "Love enters at the ears
as well as eyes./ His fame has touched her mind, his form her heart" (II, i). By contrast, Levan
becomes enamoured with Homais upon seeing her picture: "Now when I put the colours to
my lips/ My heart flew at the touch, eager to meet/ Her beauties. I'll gaze no more, there's
magic/ In the circle" (II, i). Whereas the male character is thus associated with the visual, the
female protagonist Homais is identified with a tradition of listening. In aligning Homais with
the verbal, Pix appears to refer to the closet tradition of reading out drama, in opposition to
the "masculine" visual drama of the public stage.
The contrast between Homais, whose affection is stirred by honourable reputation, and
Levan, whose interest is evoked by visual beauties, has an additional function in the play. It
exposes the tendency of the male sex to eroticise women, to project their own lust on the
female sex and to neglect women's speeches, being more interested in them as objects of the
5

Constance Clark contends that these plays by the new generation of women writers were part of mainstream
theatre. See Clark, 1986, 332.
6
See Cotton, 1980, 104, and Morgan, 1981, 33-34.
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gaze. Thus, similar to Cavendish, Polwhele and Behn, Manley criticises the sexualisation of
women in culture, and suggests a link between women's cultural silencing and man's
perception of women as objects of visual pleasure.
In fact, the revised tragic tradition constructed by Renaissance and early Restoration
women dramatists had a great influence on the tragedies written by later women playwrights
in several other respects. The idea that the ideology of woman's silence is used as a tool of
manipulation, as expressed by Elizabeth Cary, Elizabeh Polwhele and Aphra Behn, can also
be found in Anne Wharton's Love's Martyr. Marcellus comes to believe that his future bride
Julia has been dishonoured and that "each fool will pouint at me" (III, i) on the grounds of the
suspicions that her secret conversations with Ovid signal her loss of chastity. However, these
unjust suspicions have been aroused by Tiberius, who, out of envy, seeks to destroy
Marcellus. Likewise, in Manley's The Royal Mischief Ismael seeks to bring down Levan's
power by slandering his innocent wife Bassima, suggesting that her conversations with
Osman are proof of her infidelity. Similar to Cary, Manley exposes the dominant gender
discourses by connecting the hero's moment of recognition to an awareness of the injustice of
these dominant representations of female speech: "And Bassima that monster she was made./
O injured saint, dart from thy Heaven upon me" (V, i). Like The Unnatural Tragedy,
Catherine Trotter's The Fatal Friendship (1698) reveals that the dominant association of
outspoken women with wantonness is rooted in man's lust for power. When Felicia dares to
contradict her brother Bellgard as far as her consent to marriage is concerned, Bellgard
responds to this defiance of his power by unjustly labelling her a prostitute: "No, strumpet, he
but served his lust with thee" (III, ii).
We have noticed that Elizabeth Polwhele and Aphra Behn display sympathy for the
outspoken, lascivious woman, by showing that her conduct often results from man's adultery
and oppression of the female sex. This sympathy for the villainess is further developed by the
"Female Wits". For instance, in The Royal Mischief sympathy is created for the adulterous,
assertive Homais through Manley's representation of her as the victim of an arranged
marriage to an extremely possessive, impotent husband: "I'm a woman, made/ Passionate by
want of liberty" (I, i). Homais's death is preceded by her strong self-assertion. Homais
suggests that it is her husband's fault that she has become adulterous, successfully shifting
responsibility for her transgression to him: "Thou dotard, impotent in all but mischief,/ How
could'st thou hope, at such an age, to keep/ A handsome wife?" (V, i). Furthermore, in her
dying speech Homais suggests that her death will not end her power, creating the impression
that she will "feast at large" in an afterlife: "Oh, I shall reign / A welcome ghost, the fiends
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will hug my royal mischief" (V, i). Thus, although being transgressive, Homais transcends
mortality. Apart from the power that she displays in her final appearance on stage, Homais
manages to direct the events of the plot throughout the play, her eloquence securing support
from the armed forces, who defect to her side. Like Cavendish and Philips, Manley represents
woman's self-expression as an empowering quality. In view of the fact that the later
generation of women playwrights adopted similar techniques in deconstructing gender norms,
legitimising female utterance, and recreating tragic subjectivity, we can conclude that the
impact of Renaissance and early Restoration women dramatists upon the subsequent
development of the tragic was significant
Taking off the "mask" of silence and privacy that society commanded women to hold up
to their faces, Renaissance and early Restoration female playwrights opened up the genre of
tragedy for participation by women, first only in private and later also in public theatrical
settings. Moreover, these women dramatists deconstructed the dominant gender discourses
concerning female utterance, holding up a mirror to society in order to expose the existing
gender system. In relation to their revision of the dominant tragic representations of the female
voice, these women writers reconstructed the tragic conventions of subjectivity. Thus, they
created new "masks", that is new roles for female characters, and new role-models for the
women writing after them.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting.
In het Engeland van de Renaissance en de vroege Restauratie (ca. 1560-1680) werd het
gedachtegoed overheerst door de opvatting dat vrouwen dienden te zwijgen. Vrouwen die in
het openbaar hun stem lieten horen, werden geacht de aandacht op hun lichaam te vestigen
door hun stem en werden derhalve als onzedig beschouwd. De gelijkstelling van vrouwelijke
zelfexpressie aan seksuele bandeloosheid had een sterke invloed op het sociale en culturele
leven. Vrouwen mochten zich niet op het publieke toneel als actrices vertonen en vrouwen die
ondanks de culturele normen toch de pen ter hand namen werden veracht en vergeleken met
prostituees. In het bijzonder die vrouwen die zich aan het publieke genre van drama waagden,
zetten hun reputatie op het spel.
Daarnaast kwam de representatie van de sprekende vrouw als lichtekooi volop naar
voren in tragediestukken die in de laat zestiende- en de zeventiende eeuw geschreven werden.
De mondige vrouw werd meestal uitgebeeld als een onbetrouwbare, onkuise vrouw, die vaak
een groot contrast vormde met een zedige, bescheiden vrouwelijke tegenhanger. Bovendien
verliest de welbespraakte vrouw aan het einde van deze tragediestukken meestal de
kenmerken die haar eerder de status van subject verschaften. Ze wordt ontdaan van haar
controle over de betekenis van taal, verliest haar macht over haar publieke imago en is niet
langer in staat om zelf richting te geven aan haar leven en de tragische plot van
gebeurtenissen. In de meeste gevallen sterft deze eerst zo uitgesproken vrouw zonder dat ze
boven haar sterfelijke lot uitstijgt. Het is een dergelijk dramatis personae niet gegund om een
laatste uitspraak te doen voordat zij omkomt. Vaak wordt zij door de andere karakters om het
leven gebracht en worden er geen begrafenisceremonieën of herdenkingsrituelen voor haar
gehouden. Daarnaast worden deze losbandige vrouwen vaak gestraft doordat hen het
moederschap ontzegd wordt: hun kinderen sterven of hun zwangerschap wordt afgebroken.
De tragische stukken eindigen met een herstel van de oude gender orde: het gevaar van de
vrouw die zich spraak en subjectiviteit toeeigende is geweken en chaos maakt weer plaats
voor orde.
Doordat vrouwen aan de hofhouding en in adellijke kringen zich gingen bezighouden
met het organiseren van en deelnemen aan toneelvoorstellingen in huiselijke kring, ontstond
er een vrouwelijke toneeltraditie die sterk gerelateerd was aan de privé-sfeer. Het is dan ook
niet verwonderlijk dat in deze periode veel vrouwen toneelstukken gingen schrijven die enkel
bedoeld waren om gelezen of in kleine groepen voorgedragen te worden: de zogenaamde
"closet dramas". Door te suggereren dat hun stukken niet opgevoerd dienden te worden in een
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publiek theater, wekten toneelschrijfsters zoals Mary Sidney, Elizabeth Cary en Margaret
Cavendish de indruk dat ze de normen van het vrouwelijk fatsoen niet overschreden.
Geconfronteerd met een tragisch genre dat de overheersende veroordeling van
vrouwelijke zelfexpressie ondersteunde, herschreven deze toneelschrijfsters de conventionele
representaties van vrouwen. Zij deden dit in de eerste plaats door hun mondige vrouwelijke
dramatis personae te associëren met zaken die als passend vrouwelijk werden gezien, zoals
het moederschap, kuisheid, religie en vriendschap tussen vrouwen. Hierbij gebruikten deze
toneelschrijfsters discoursen die door vrouwelijke tijdgenoten eveneens als
legitimatiestrategieën werden gebruikt.
Door de uitgesproken vrouwen in hun stukken te associëren met het moederschap en
door de gesprekken van deze vrouwen te situeren in de huiselijke kring, trachtten met name
Mary Sidney, Elizabeth Cary en Margaret Cavendish de gender normen overschrijdende
zelfexpressie van hun karakters en henzelf als schrijfsters te verbloemen. Daarnaast spelen de
discoursen van seksuele puurheid een belangrijke rol als een strategie om vrouwelijke spraak
lost te koppelen van de gebruikelijke associatie met zedeloosheid. In Mary Sidney's The
Tragedie of Antonie (ca.1590) en Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedie of Mariam (ca. 1604-09)
worden de discoursen van het Petrarkisme aangewend om de seksuele puurheid van de
mondige vrouw te benadrukken. Margaret Cavendish en Elizabeth Polwhele gaan nog een
stap verder door sprekende vrouwen neer te zetten die niet alleen kuis maar ook maagd zijn.
Daarnaast ondermijnt Cary de traditionele tragische tegenstelling tussen de stemloze,
fatsoenlijke en de assertieve, onfatsoenlijke vrouw om zo de stemexpressie van de vrouw te
rechtvaardigen. Zij creëert daarentegen een tegenstelling tussen haar heldin en de mannelijke
hoofdpersoon door de man in plaats van de vrouw een onzedig taalgebruik te laten bezigen.
Dit contrast tussen de bandeloze praatjes van de man en de pure woorden van de vrouw wordt
ook opgeroepen in de tragediestukken van Margaret Cavendish, Katherine Philips, Elizabeth
Polwhele en Aphra Behn. Hierbij wordt de tegenstelling vaak benadrukt doordat het eerbare
gebruik van religieuze discours door vrouwen gecontrasteerd wordt met de met heiligschennis
doorspekte woorden van mannelijke personages. Katherine Philips' stuk verbindt bovendien
de rechtvaardiging van vrouwelijke zelfexpressie aan een pleidooi voor de participatie van
vrouwen in het politieke veld.
De toneelschrijfsters herschrijven niet alleen de traditionele tragische representatie van
de vrouwelijke stem door de uitgesprokenheid van vrouwen te legitimeren of door de
dominante gender discoursen met de mannelijke in plaats van de vrouwelijke sekse te
verbinden. Cary interpreteert het concept van tragische herkenning op geheel eigen wijze,
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door deze in verbinding te stellen met de in haar ogen onrechtvaardige veroordeling van zich
uitende vrouwen. Margaret Cavendish roept in haar Unnatural Tragedy (ca. 1650) een chorus
in het leven die nu eens niet de overschrijding van gender normen bekritiseert, maar juist
kritiek uit op vrouwen die zich naar het ideaal van zwijgzaamheid schikken. Ze laat
bovendien zien dat mannen een zwijgzame vrouw wensen om zo hun macht over de
vrouwelijke sekse te kunnen uitoefenen en toont aan dat vrouwen die aan het ideaalbeeld van
de stille vrouw voldoen in werkelijkheid niet gewaardeerd worden door de maatschappij.
Polwhele en Behn bekritiseren de dominante gender normen door aan te geven dat het
stereotype beeld van de wellustige vrouw juist voortkomt uit het feit dat mannen niet naar
vrouwen luisteren en ze als een visueel object zien waarop ze hun eigen driften kunnen
projecteren.
De manieren waarop deze laat zestiende- en zeventiende-eeuwse toneelschrijfsters de
conventionele beeldvorming met betrekking tot de sprekende vrouw herzien, is nauw
verbonden met de manieren waarop ze tragische subjectiviteit gereconstrueerd hebben.
Sommige toneelschrijfsters hebben het tragische slot herschreven. Mary Sidney rekent af met
de fantasie van vrouwelijk machtsverlies die tragediestukken kenmerkt, want haar Cleopatra
manifesteert zich als een subject tijdens haar sterfscène. Elizabeth Cary transformeert
eveneens het conventionele tragische einde. Mariam overstijgt haar dood door de controle die
zij uitoefent op haar representatie na haar overlijden en door de wijze waarop zij de plot lijkt
te sturen. The Tragedie of Mariam bekritiseert de conventionele dood van de mondige vrouw
in tragediestukken door Mariam als een Christus figuur uit te beelden wier stem lijkt voort te
leven ondanks Herods poging haar het eeuwige stilzwijgen op te leggen. Door deze
representatie als Christus wordt Mariams stem bovendien losgekoppeld van haar lichaam,
zodat zij de sociale restricties op de vrouw ontstijgt.
Daarnaast zijn er toneelschrijfsters die de sekse specifieke rollen van de tragedie
omkeren. In Cary's tragedie is het de man en niet de vrouw die de macht tot subjectiviteit
verliest in de loop der gebeurtenissen. Daarnaast wordt de conventionele plot omgedraaid,
want de uitgesproken vrouw wint juist aan subjectiviteit in het stuk. Katherine Philips draait
eveneens de rollenpatronen om in Pompey, a Tragedy (1663). De mannen slagen er niet in om
hun doelstellingen te verwezenlijken en genieten geen controle over het betekenisproces,
representatie en het verloop der gebeurtenissen. De vrouwelijke dramatis personae zijn wel
succesvol in het realiseren van hun subjectiviteit.
Daarnaast zijn er toneelschrijfsters die de conventionele tragische plot gebruiken, maar
in een andere context om zo een nieuwe betekenis aan deze bestaande verhaallijn geven.
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Cavendish wendt de plot niet aan in relatie tot een mondige vrouwfiguur, maar met
betrekking tot de zwijgzame, deugdzame vrouw. Door uit een te zetten dat een stille vrouw
het slachtoffer wordt van machtsmisbruik, laat Cavendish zien dat vrouwen beter assertief
kunnen zijn dan dat zij zich aan het ideaal van zwijgzaamheid aanpassen. Elizabeth Polwhele
roept de conventionele plot op in relatie tot haar vrouwelijke karakters in The Faithful Virgins
(ca. 1670) om aan te geven hoe de maatschappij vrouwen in een ondergeschikte positie plaatst
door hen het zwijgen op te leggen. Daarnaast uit zij kritiek op de wijze waarop de
maatschappij vrouwen als erotisch object beschouwt, en met name hoe het publiek zich aan
de actrices op het toneel vergaapt als lustobjecten. Aphra Behn staat ook kritisch tegenover
het fetishisme van het vrouwelijk lichaam op het toneel en in de maatschappij. Zij wendt de
conventionele tragische verhaallijn aan om duidelijk te maken dat vrouwen het slachtoffer
worden van misbruik als zij niet assertief genoeg zijn en dat vrouwen die zich te afhankelijk
van een man opstellen totaal machteloos worden. Behn suggereert dat de liefde voor vrouwen
destructief is.
De reconstructie van tragische subjectiviteit door deze Engelse toneelschrijfsters is
nauw verbonden met een langzame verschuiving van de privé-sfeer naar het publieke theater
wat betreft de consumptie van hun stukken. Cary's reconstructie van het tragische slot leidt tot
een breuk met de conventies van "closet drama". Cavendish's kritiek op de sociale
mechanismen vertaalt zich in een gesuggereerde noodzaak om met het besloten karakter van
"closet drama" te breken. De relatie die Philips legt tussen het recht van de vrouw op
zelfexpressie en haar recht op deelname aan politiek laat zien dat tragedie door vrouwen zich
steeds meer op de publieke sfeer ging oriënteren. Toen het publieke theater dan ook
toegankelijk werd gemaakt voor actrices in 1660, was de stap naar een publieke tragische
toneeltraditie door vrouwen dan ook gemakkelijker gemaakt.

